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ABSTRACT 

MARGARET WILSON 

KNOWING IN THE BODY: A DANCER'S EMERGENT EPISTEMOLOGY 

MAY 2007 

The purpose of this study was to explore how knowing in the body develops when 

dancers translate and integrate detail and sensory information about the structure and 

function of their bodies, both through movement exploration, and in their dancing. In 

this research I asked how the body both can be a site of knowledge and how this 

knowledge develops and emerges. I reflect on the implications of this research as it 

pertains to pedagogy, and throughout this document I describe a pedagogy that puts the 

body (back) at the center of teaching in dance. 

Four courses which blended anatomic information with experiential application, 

both in tern1s of i1nprovisation and exploration and within a structured dance technique 

class, and two biomechanical studies generated data for analysis. The data collected 

reflects different research and pedagogical approaches which provided 1nultiple sources 

of inforn1ation. A case study 1nethodology allowed n1e to look in depth at each group and 

grounded theory methodology allowed 111e to integrate multiple sources of data for 

analysis. 
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Framing the data within a larger 1nilieu, created through a review of literature in 

ecological affordance, embodied cognition, phenomenology and e1nbodi1nent, I detail 

how dancers are Bodies-in-the-World, who through research, exploration and integration 

of information about all bodies, explore more deeply their understandings of their own 

bodies. When dancers integrate knowledge of the body with knowledge of their dancing, 

this knowledge acts as an attractor that leads to the development of an individual 

physical knowledge - a knowing in the body. Each dancer has an individual 

epistemology that develops from her experiences and her expectations. This 

episten1ology, knowing in the body, develops in action and is influenced by 1nany 

different sources. 

Understanding how dancers develop knowing in the body presents a new 

paradigm for pedagogy. Placing the body back at the center of dance, a bodily centered 

pedagogy creates a different paradig1n for teaching dance. In addition to learning about 

move1nent, a bodily centered pedagogy teaches dancers how to access a knowing in their 

bodies when they are dancing. 
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CHAPTER I 

WHAT IS KNOWING IN THE BODY? 

Dancers often state that they have 1nuscle me1nory, or that they "know 

1novements in their bodies." But what is muscle memory? Is a dancer's "knowing" a 

feeling, a confidence, or simply a 1novement patterned so efficiently that she no longer 

needs to think about it? And when a dancer experiences n1ovement, is she inf armed 

consciously or subconsciously about how her body is creating the action she desires? 

More specifically, does the experience of moving, informed by a sensation of the limbs 

and muscles develop a knowing in a dancer's body? Finally, if a knowing in the body 

exists, can we recognize and build on this somatic knowledge? And how does this 

knowing develop? In short, what does it 1nean to know so1nething in the body? 

As dancers n1ove in the world, they are already are negotiating the physical 

properties of the world with their bodies. Dancers (and non-dancers), constantly affected 

by the force of gravity, adapt to this limitation without explicitly thinking about it. 

However, dancers also move in very particular ways, adhering to the different styles or 

techniques they are studying or performing. Through repetition and practice, augtnented 

with feedback, dancers acquire knowledge of their movements. As they develop 

knowledge of their movement, dancers do not have to think about their actions or the 

particular details of the actions they are performing. Finally, fron1 this 1novement 
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knowledge, when dancers are engaging in action with their individual bodies, they begin 

to develop knowledge in their bodies. 

In Western theatrical dance at the beginning of the 21 st century, dancers are 

expected to be both technically proficient and somatically savvy. This requires them to 

develop skill in the mechanics of movement and performance, but also to learn a bodily 

way of knowing that favors kinesthetic process over a cognitive reflection upon 

movetnent. Yet, within specific dance techniques, do dancers discover a "dancing body" 

or their own bodies? As a dancer tries to match her move111ent to the aesthetic ideal in 

the dance form, is her own body understood, or unobserved? In other words, do dancers 

acknowledge their bodies as their own when dancing, or do they simply view their bodies 

as any body? 

While the dancer's body is the medium through which she works; it is also a 

source of infom1ation. As pertains to the latter, a dancer can better understand 111ove111ent 

when she recognizes how her body is helping create the actions she desires. For 

exan1ple, a dancer can identify and perfonn circular motions of the arm in the shoulder 

joint or leg in the hip joint because she understands, or has e111bodied the concept of the 

rotary configuration of these joints. The infonnation the dancer gets fron1 her body in 

these joints is 1narkedly different from information she receives fro1n the knee or elbow 

joints. 

One 1neans for a dancer to develop a better understanding of the body, and her 

body in particular, is through the study of anato1ny and kinesiology. Dance kinesiology 

looks at how movement is created in the body. This rich and co1nplex area of study can 
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be addressed on 1nany different levels. Names of 1nuscles, muscle actions, origins and 

insertions of muscles via tendons, joint actions, planes of motion, energy expenditure, 

and neuromuscular patterns involved in learning comprise but a fraction of the 

information about the body that can be studied. However, the individual dancer's ability 

to retain all of this information may be limited. In fact, some dancers may prefer not to 

understand or consciously retain this information about the body. Yet, if the time spent 

teaching kinesiologic principles is justifiable, each student should integrate the 

information presented on some level. 

I have been teaching kinesiology for many years and I know that this anatomical 

information can be valuable to dancers, but often my students do not understand or 

integrate the material as thoroughly as I would like the1n to. Augmenting academic study 

of the body with move1nent exploration offers one means of helping the student embody, 

and thus tnake meaning fro1n, the anatomic and kinesiologic information. 

If a dancer wishes to understand specific anatomical infonnation about the body, 

one method for accessing this information might be through the exploration of 1nove1nent 

around a concept that she has learned from academic study of the body. In applying 

information about the body to a specific n1ovement or action, integrating a so1natic 

approach with a kinesiologic approach, the dancer learns to understand her body in 

context. Another approach is si1nply to explore the infonnation in the body to develop a 

feeling for the information. Both of these approaches represent a s01natic, or body 

centered 1nethod for understanding anatomical information. 
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S01natics is a very general term that indicates a dancer is engaging with her body 

at some level in an attempt to know or become comfortable within her own body. 

Although there are many somatic techniques, all of them can be defined as "bodily based 

access to infonnation about the whole system and its interactive patterns" (quoted in Fitt, 

1996, p. 304). Somatic explorations are based on discovering the wisdon1 of the body; 

these explorations complement learning to understand the structure and function of the 

body. Any of the somatic techniques, for exan1ple, Alexander Technique, Feldenkrais, or 

Body Mind Centering, provide rich experience and information that benefits the dancer. 

However, I adopted a somatic approach in the developn1ent of the research, rather than a 

particular somatic practice: I asked dancers to access their bodies so1natically, to engage 

with their physicality and their awareness. 

Somatic work is usually done outside of a traditional dance course. For example, 

a somatic exploration would be conducted with the dancers lying on the floor, or working 

with partners, so they could focus is on the sensation, rather than the action. However I 

extend the idea of somatics to include more active exploration as well: 1noving fully 

through space with a focus on the internal environment of the dancer's body, and linking 

this sensation with both general and specific moven1ent. Therefore throughout this 

docurnent I will use the tenn so,natics in this general way, indicating an approach, rather 

than a practice, and I will also use the word interchangeably 1vith the tenn experiential. 

While many dancers come to know their bodies and to know in their bodies 

simply through movement, n1y experience tells me that dancers co1ne to understand their 

bodies when they study the body in their bodies. Dancers need not study kinesiology in 
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depth to understand how their bodies move; conceptual anato1nic information gives them 

a context for understanding their bodies in 1novement. Yet, if dancers have an ability to 

understand and e1nbody anatomical information and it inf orn1s their dancing in ways that 

tnake their work 1) 1nore efficient, 2) more aesthetic, and 3) 1nore efficient and aesthetic, 

could we call this knowing in the body? And, how do dancers make meaning from this 

information? 

Rather than comparing the merits of either an acade1nic or experiential approach, 

as a researcher I was interested in examining the effects of combining these approaches to 

learning about the body. Specifically, I was interested in what would be translated frotn 

the anato1nical model and so1natic experience for the individual dancer in a general as 

well as a practical manner. In addition, I wanted to examine how students processed 

anaton1ical information through the n1ediu1n of 1novement and how they made n1eaning 

fron1 this experience. Therefore the study of the body would be aug1nented with study in 

the body. 

This blended approach of understanding the body through moven1ent is not new 

work; experiential anatomy has existed in dance curricula for many years. This action

oriented method is designed to help students "feel" physical principles in their bodies. 

This approach also assun1es that what is experienced in movement, or in a specific 

improvisation, creates awareness of physical sensation at a bodily level. The ref ore, as I 

designed and developed my research, I drew from the expertise of others in my field, as 

well as from n1y experience as a teacher to affirm or identify the value in an experiential 

approach to learning about the body. 
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Design of the Study 

The research was comprised of four courses and two research studies. During 1ny 

residence at Texas Woman's University (TWU) during the 2003-04 and 2004-05 

acade1nic years, I taught one semester of Introduction to Dance as an Art Fonn, a first

semester course for students new to TWU introducing somatics; Ballet II, a one-semester, 

intermediate-level course taught with a somatic approach, and I co-taught two sen1esters 

of Experiential Anatomy, a graduate-level course with Sarah Gamblin, Assistant 

Professor of dance at TWU. In addition, I conducted two research projects in 

biomechanics with Dr.Young-Hoo Kwon, looking at the kinematics of a specific 

1nove1nent fro1n ballet: grand rond de jambe en l'air. In this dissertation, I will present 

data from these six projects as individual case studies, and then analyze the data 

collectively to address the question of how a dancer develops knowing in the body. 

In the courses for the study, I developed a general n1odel where specific anato1nic 

information was presented followed by movement exploration focused on e1nbodying the 

presented information. In setting up these courses, I was creating an environment for 

lean1ing within a very specific environ1nent. From an ethnographic perspective, 

knowledge is en1bodied in what Bourdieu ( 1977) te1med the habitus: it is culturally 

distinct and discipline specific. As knowledge is socially constiucted, the role of the 

lean1ing environment and style of presentation play an impo1iant role in this process. 

Therefore, in designing the courses that contributed to the study, I considered both how 

the pedagogical approach would shape the dancers' experiences and how the learning 
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environment would shape the acceptance of the concepts and 1nethods used in the 

courses. 

As an example of this pedagogical approach, in the Experiential Anatomy course 

Sarah and I de1nonstrated that the anatomic and somatic information was complementary 

and could be naturally incorporated with dancing and learning to dance. In our teaching 

we "modeled" this information in our delivery of the information and development of the 

students' experiences. In addition, as several of the students were also enrolled in 

Sarah's Modem IV (advanced) class, the students witnessed how her pedagogy naturally 

embodied this complementary interface of anatomy, somatics, and 111ovement. This 

integrated approach was important in helping the dancers synthesize the inf onnation and 

explorations we presented. We hoped the dancers would extend their initial engagen1ent 

into a relationship with the information, each selecting and integrating ,vhat was 1nost 

meaningful or applicable to her, and see how the inf onnation and experience presented in 

the Experiential Anatomy course also related to their work in technique class. 

This approach would not have been entirely new to the students; even in the 1nost 

codified dance environn1ents, dancers intuitively work on their own to find "the feeling" 

in their bodies. What was new to the dancers was the label "so1natic." The purpose of 

this inquiry, however, was to observe, analyze, and describe how dancers 1nake 1neaning 

of anato1nic information through sotnatic exploration in a particular dance environn1ent. 

I was interested in how work with anatomic infonnation and somatic exploration might 

lead to a confidence or a way of knowing for a ve1y specific population of dancers. 

Working within an environ1nent that encouraged this approach, would the dancers lean1 
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to apply the anatomic and son1atic inf onnation they had been introduced to when they 

n1ade choices or processed infonnation about their bodies or their dancing in the future? 

And more particularly, how would they use this information? Would the students utilize 

this anato1nic and so1natic information within technique class or in perfonnance, or 

would they only use this information as a frame of reference? Would the study and 

exploration of the body develop a confidence or knowing for the dancers? And if so, 

how would they apply this knowledge? 

Thus, the current study explores how dancers translate and integrate detail and 

sensory information about the structure and function of their bodies, through 1noven1ent 

exploration and in their dancing. In this research I ask how the body can be a site of 

knowledge and how this knowledge develops and e1nerges. Finally, I reflect on how this 

information has shaped (and re-shaped) n1y pedagogy. 

Beyond this practical application of the research, there is also an i1nportant 

ideological shift that I hope to negotiate. My work exists between the seemingly separate 

beliefs and values that surround the art and science of dance; I hope to be able to 

articulate the richness of the episte1nic space that joins these two perspectives. This 

fusion of the abstract and experiential, concrete and elusive, embodied and practical 

creates a vast landscape within which my work, as well as a new discourse on the art and 

science of dancing, can reside. 

And, ultimately, what light will this research shed on teaching dance kinesiology? 

While this last question will indeed be an end product, the distillation of n1y research, it 
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also serves primarily to situate my questions within the larger framework of dance, bodily 

knowledge and the intersections of the scientific and artistic domains. 

I advocate that all dancers benefit from the inclusion of anatomical information 

and exploration of this infonnation as part of their training. Each individual 1nakes her 

own meaning with this information, consciously or not, in her own body. Knowing in the 

body will be different for each individual dancer, and she may or may not find the 

language to co1nmunicate this verbally. Yet a knowing can be seen in a dancer's comfort 

and ease in negotiating the different demands of dance and in her confidence as a 

perfonner. 

In the fallowing pages, I detail the design of the courses used in the research, 

analyze the generated data and propose a theoretical perspective on how dancers co1ne to 

know in their bodies. Chapter II outlines the research study, the methodology I used for 

analysis of the data and the steps I took to theorize about the findings. Chapters III - VI 

present the data fro1n the various case studies. These data are organized to present the1nes 

that emerged from the dancers' journals and interviews. Chapter III focuses on the 1nany 

worlds a dancer is working within, including the world of dance and the individual 

dancer's body. Chapter IV looks at the dancer's experience; Chapter V discusses 

1nove1nent as a context for knowing. Chapter VI presents various pedagogical 

approaches. Chapter VII presents four constructs that emerged fro1n the data and 

introduces supporting literature in the development of a theoretical perspective. Chapter 

VIII provides the narrative of the theoretical perspective, and Chapter IX will serve to 

locate the theory generated fro1n the data in the larger world of dance. 



CHAPTER II 

CREATING A WORLD FOR RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 

I began my research with an inquiry: What is the best way to teach kinesiology? 

As I probed and developed this question, I detennined my question was predicated on 

1nany others. For example, in teaching kinesiology, what is the ultimate goal for 

introducing dancers to this information and why do they need to know it? If there is 

value in teaching or learning kinesiologic infonnation, it n1ust contribute in some way to 

a dancer's performance. Specifically, does knowing more about one's body enhance 

dancing, and if so, how? How does anato111ic information contribute to what a dancer 

"knows," and is this "knowing" only a cognitive understanding, or is this infonnation 

e111bodied in their dancing? Does this knowledge develop in the dancers' bodies, and if 

so, do dancers know in their bodies? 

In an effort to answer these questions, I set out to design a study that would allow 

me to observe the effects of presenting inf onnation about the body that the dancers could 

integrate with their dancing. I created three courses to allow 1ne to inquire into the nature 

of the participants' experiences as well as factor in an awareness of the social milieu in 

which the dancers were working: Introduction to Dance as an Art Fon11, Ballet II and 

Experiential Anatomy. These courses were completnented with two studies in 

biomechanics, looking at grand rond de jambe en l'air. 
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By designing the three courses and two biomechanical studies as individual 

projects, I was able to collect data that reflected different research and pedagogical 

approaches and thus provided 1nultiple sources of information. Grouping all of the 

research would then speak to the larger experience of how dancers "create knowledge in 

their bodies." 

A case study methodology allowed me to look in depth at each group and to 

integrate multiple sources of data. Each case study was bounded in 1) a specific location 

-the dance department at Texas Woman's University (TWU), 2) tilne-including the

length of the semester, frequency of meeting time and length of meeting ti1ne in each 

course and 3) range of experience-including dancers of different ages and educational 

status. The data sources in each case study included journals, class projects, 

questionnaires, videotape and mid-term and follow-up interviews. In order to 

syste1natically sort through all the data the studies generated, I employed a grounded 

theory methodology. 

My primary orientation in the research was qualitative; I collected and analyzed 

qualitative data fro1n the Introduction to Dance as an Art Fann, Ballet II and the two 

Experiential Anatomy courses. The rond de jambe study generated both qualitative and 

quantitative data. The questionnaire and interview data from the rond de jan1be studies 

was qualitative in nature, yet the kinen1atic data in these biotnechanic studies was 

analyzed quantitatively. Therefore, I will begin with a discussion of qualitative 

1nethodology to provide a framework for the investigation, which includes information 

fro1n the courses and questionnaire and interview data from the rond de jambe study. 
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This discussion includes a brief introduction to grounded theory, and is followed by an 

orientation to a quantitative research paradigm used in analysis of the kine1natic data. 

Qualitative Research 

A qualitative researcher is guided by philosophical tenets, or what Creswell calls 

"a basic set of beliefs or assumptions that guide inquiry" (1998, p. 74). These 

assumptions relate to the nature of reality (ontology), the relationship of the researcher to 

the subject or data she is studying ( epistemology), the role of ethics and values (axiology) 

and the process of research (methodology). Studying things in their natural settings and 

attempting to interpret, rather than explain, phenomena, characterizes qualitative 

research. In general, qualitative researchers employ a host of different yet often 

interconnected methods to better understand the subjects they are studying. Rather than 

using prescribed tools, this approach allows a researcher to frame the research question 

fron1 a number of perspectives. Therefore, the research methodology gives rise to, 

shapes and defines the research. 

The data I collected in this research reveals as 1nuch about 111e-1ny questions and 

111y ideas about shaping the studies-as it says about the experiences of the participants. 

Qualitative researchers know their interpretation is situated and value-laden; their history, 

gender, race, and class shape their perspective. Therefore, a researcher 1nust be explicit 

about how 1neaning is constructed and how meaning is e1nbodied in both "the language 

and actions of the social actors" (Schwandt, 1998, p. 222). In addition, as qualitative 

inquiry is querying the hun1an condition, it is "inherently social and shaped by multiple 

ethical and political questions" (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998, p. 408). Finally, in utilizing a 
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qualitative methodology I was looking at the lived experiences of the dancers and 

developing a way to integrate very particular infonnation-about the body, and about 

each individual dancer's body-into each dancers' understanding of their bodies, and 

ultiinately into their dancing. 

In developing the research fra1nework, I began with both pheno1nenological and 

ethnographic orientations. A phenomenological 1nethodology addresses the "lived 

experience" of the individual as well as the emergence of a pheno1nenon. My objective 

for this framework was: 

To detennine what an experience means for the persons who have had the 
experience and .... provide a comprehensive description of it. From the 
individual descriptions, general or universal 1neanings are derived; in other 
words, the essences of structures of the experience. (Moustakas, 1994, p. 
13) 

However, I was aware that I was looking at a very particular social situation that 

required that I also bring an ethnographic lens to the fran1ing of the individual studies. 

According to Creswell (1998), ethnography is "an exhaustive description and 

interpretation of a cultural group or social syste1n" (p. 59). As the participants in my 

study were all metnbers of the TWU Dance Department, they co1nprised a social systen1 

at a given period of time. As a 1nember of the same com1nunity I was im1nersed in the 

day-to-day goings on, both as an observer, and as a participant. Using an ethnographic 

approach, the interview and observation data provided an emic, or insider's perspective, 

as well a view from the outside, or an etic perspective. Employing an ethnographic focus 

I could clearly see that dancers were developing patterns of behavior in response to their 

participation in the dance department, specifically in the courses used in this study. 
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However, in the end I approached each course in the research as separate, but interrelated 

case studies, allowing 1ne to focus on the ethnographic and phenomenologic aspects of 

each group. The analysis of the data however, required that I look at one 1nore qualitative 

research tradition: grounded theory. 

Grounded Theory 

Originally defined by Glaser and Strauss in the 1960's, grounded theory is less a 

specific method or technique, than a style of qualitative analysis to understand "process 

within the context the process was occurring in" (Morse and Field, 1995, p.157). 

Grounded in data, grounded theory is concerned with "how participants create and 

respond to experiences" (Schreiber, 2001, p. 11 ). A grounded theory method of data 

analysis allowed me to identify themes in the data and to distill this infonnation into a 

theoretical perspective. Using a grounded theory methodology to analyze the data, I have 

included phenomenologic and ethnographic data in each course as a case study and both 

qualitative and quantitative findings fro1n the rand de ja1nbe studies. The details of the 

grounded theory analysis will be explained in greater detail following the description of 

the individual case studies. However, prior to the presentation of the case studies, a brief 

overview of quantitative 1nethodology is included to situate the rond de ja1nbe studies. 

Quantitive Analysis 

The empirical sciences aim to explore, describe, understand, and predict events in 

the world. Research is conducted in the pursuit of new knowledge, which is evidence 

based. Statements in the empirical sciences 1nust be controlled by facts derived fron1 

expenence. Based on objective reasoning, quantitative research is characterized by 
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experimentation, or what Chatfield (1999) calls "directed observation in a controlled 

setting with the aim of making statements about cause and effect experiments" (p. 133). 

Key aspects in scientific inquiry include discovering facts and constructing hypotheses or 

theories. Most research is conducted in a laboratory setting, and ultimately the purpose 

of theory in quantitative research is to predict and explain. Quantitative research includes 

use of statistical procedures to examine similarities and differences (Ponterotto, 2005, p. 

128). While there are standard formats for conducting and reporting research that reflect 

widely accepted procedures, there is not one "scientific method," but as Chatfield notes, 

"all scientific inquiry is problem solving" ( 1999, p. 125). 

The rond de jambe studies were designed to observe pelvis 1notion in the 

execution of grand rand de ja1nbe en l'air en dehors. In setting up the rond de ja111be 

studies (2004 and 2005), I created hypotheses that guided the research design. The 

kinematic analysis, which was analyzed nu1nerically, supported the hypotheses relative to 

the population I was studying. 

Design of the Case Studies 

In this section I will describe the courses and the set up of the kinematic analysis 

studies. The courses included two graduate level courses in Experiential Anatomy, Ballet 

II (an intennediate level dance technique course taught with a son1atic focus), and 

Introduction to Dance as an Art form (an undergraduate course designed for students in 
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their first semester at TWU). In addition, the research incorporated two kinematic studies 

of grand rand de jan1be en I 'air conducted in the TWU Bio1nechanics Department. 1

These case studies will not be presented chronologically, but grouped to orient the 

reader to the different populations I was working with. Each study was approved by the 

TWU Institutional Review Board, and the approved consent farms for each study can be 

found in Appendix A. The six case studies are presented in the following table. 

Table 1: Sum1nary of Data Collected 2

Case Study Date Participants 
111 course 

Introduction to Fall semester 22 
Dance as an 2004 
Art Form 
Ballet II Spring 2005 19 

Experiential Spring 2004 6 
Anato1ny 2004 

Experiential Spring 2005 10 
Anatomy 2005 

Rond de j ambe Spring 2004 NIA 

2004 
Rand de Jambe Spring 2005 NIA 

2005 

Participants Data collected 
in research 
10 Journal entries, mid-

term interview, 
follow-up interview 

15 Journal entries, n1id-
tenn interview 

6 Journal entries, mid-
tenn interview, 
follow-up interview 

10 Journal entries, 111id-
tenn interview, 
follow-up interview 

10 Kine1natic data, 
questionnaire 

15 Kine1natic data, 
questionnaires pre 
and post-test, follo,v-
up interview. 

1 See chapters III, IV and V for additional information about the delivery of the courses and biomechanic 
studies. 
2 Due to the overlap in the different case studies, the total number of participants in the dissertation was 51. 
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Introduction to Dance as an Art Fann 

I designed the Introduction to Dance as an Art Fonn course to introduce so1natic 

inf onnation to undergraduate dancers during their first se1nester at TWU. While the 

majority of students in this course were freshmen dance majors, there were several 

transfer students and two other students enrolled at TWU who were not dance 1najors. 

The course met two days per week for ninety 1ninutes each day in a large dance 

studio. Each tilne the course met, I introduced a concept focused on a particular part of 

the body, balanced by readings from Andrea Olson's Body Stories. We would discuss the 

reading as a group; the students would then stand up and move from the identified 

perspective (often a part of the body, such as the scapula). We finished each individual 

class with discussion and journal writing. 

While the information presented in any given class was not difficult, many of the 

students found the set-up of the course challenging. Countering traditional 111odels of 

dance training, I asked the dancers to temporarily set aside dance technique and come to 

know their bodies - through the exploration of movement. Dancers touched their own 

bodies, touched other bodies, and reflected on their bodies' capacities and limitations. 

Despite their initial discomfort, all dancers participated fully in the course, including 

sub1nitting weekly journal entries, participating in 1nid-tenn discussions, and writing final 

"body stories." 

As I was the teacher of record for this course, the following procedure for 

obtaining informed consent was used to prevent any perception, on the part of the 

students, of grade coercion. I explained the research component of the course at the 
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beginning of the semester and invited discussion about the research agenda. Next, I left 

the roo1n, and a staff 1nember in the department provided the students with consent forms. 

Each student was given the option to sign the consent form or simply return the blank 

fonn to the staff 1nember. These forms were placed in a sealed envelope and were not 

released to 1ne until after final grades had been turned in for the semester. 

After grades had been turned in at the end of the semester, I learned that ten of 

the twenty-two students would participate in the research component. These students 

allowed me to copy their journals for data and participated in one follow up interview. 

Two dancers from the Introduction to Dance as an Art Form were also enrolled in Ballet 

II, and one participated in the 2005 rand de ja1nbe study. 

Ballet II 

While Introduction to Dance as an Art Form focused on introducing so1natic 

principles to the dancers outside of a technique course, in the Ballet II course I integrated 

infon11ation about the body directly into the structure of a strongly codified technique at 

the intermediate level. This course 1net two days per week, ninety 1ninutes per day. The 

text I used to co1nplement the material presented was Valerie Greig's Inside Ballet 

Technique. There were nineteen students enrolled in the course. 

In n1ost ways, this course n1irrored a typical ballet class. However, I focused each 

class around an anatomic or somatic concept. For exa1nple, I would begin by identifying 

a particular part of the body or a joint action on a detnonstration skeleton, or I would ask 

dancers to sit on the floor to explore a concept. Alternatively, I would instruct the 

dancers to work with partners to explore a move1nent or a sensation. After establishing 
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this bodily focus, the dancers would go to the barre to begin the traditional sequence of 

plies, tendus, and degages. 

We always began the ballet barre exercises with the right hand on the barre, 

requiring the dancers to start working on the left side of the body instead of the right. 

This adaptation unsettled and confused the dancers at first - they had always started 

classes holding the barre with the left hand, and their bodies were accustomed to working 

the right side first. Nevertheless, I felt that the change was important for facilitating the 

other adaptations I would be making. After a brief time the dancers were able to 

integrate this reorientation. Moreover, through this minor adaptation, the dancers had the 

opportunity to learn material with the left side of their bodies. If nothing else, this change 

altered the dancers' investment in the first few exercises, simply because they felt 

different when they worked their left sides first. 

We finished dancing about five n1inutes before the end of each scheduled class so 

the dancers could write in their journals, usually in response to a very specific question. 

For example, after one class, the dancers responded to the following question. "After 

working with a partner in rand de jambe en l'air how did your body feel, and were you 

able to apply this sensation when working on your own?" All of the dancers participated 

in 1nid-term interviews so was able to ascertain their perceptions of the class, particularly 

how the anaton1ic or so1natic information was influencing their dancing. 

As I was the teacher of record for this course, I used same process to obtain 

informed consent as I used in Introduction to Dance as an Art Fom1. The dancers were 

infonned of the nature of the research at the beginning of the sen1ester, signed, or simply 
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turned in blank, consent fonns under the supervision of a staff 1ne1nber while I was not 

present in the roo1n. These farms were not provided to 1ne until after the semester had 

concluded. By granting inf armed consent, the dancers allowed 1ne to xerox their class 

journals and integrate notes from their mid-term interviews. Fifteen dancers from Ballet 

II participated in the research phase. One dancer from Ballet II was also enrolled in the 

2005 Experiential Anatomy course. One dancer from Ballet II participated in the 2005 

rand de jambe study. 

Experiential Anatomy 2004 and 2005 

Both se1nesters of Experiential Anatomy created an environment that was similar 

to Introduction to Dance as an Art Form: the dancers in these courses investigated the 

structure and functions of their bodies through physical exploration outside the structure 

of a dance technique course. However, this course was designed for graduate students. 

In addition, I co-taught this course with TWU dance professor, Sarah Gan1blin. Having 

two professors teaching the class created a very different dyna1nic in the teaching of the 

n1aterial and provided the students with a more diverse learning experience (as co1npared 

to the two courses described previously). We used the saine syllabus in 2004 and 2005, 

which determined the distribution of concepts and flow of topics for the se111ester. And, 

in both courses, we used Andrea Olson's Body Stories, Eric Franklin's Dynan1ic 

Align,nent through l,nagery and Callais-Germain's Anatonzy of Move,nent as texts for the 

course. 

The courses are initially presented as one to discuss the design of the course, but 

in the data analysis, they are treated as two different case studies. Treating these courses 
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as distinct case studies allows me to identify and differentiate social and environmental 

factors that would have shaped the dancers' experiences. And while the set-up for the two 

courses was the same, in the discussion that follows, I will note how the courses differed 

in their actual development. 

The class 1net once a week on Friday 1nomings from 9:00 -11: 15 in a large dance 

studio. The set-up of the course was to 1) discuss assigned readings and answer 

questions, 2) discuss the relevant anatomy and engage in s01ne experiential activity, 3) 

write about the experiences in the activity, 4) reflect upon this infonnation and integrate 

or explore new ideas that developed in n1ovement, and 5) journal. In addition to the in

class writing, each dancer sub1nitted a weekly journal entry following up on the 

information presented in the previous class. 

Each student also participated in a mid-tenn interview. For each interview, I had 

prepared about 8 - 10 questions for follow up, based on re-reading the dancers' journals. 

During the interviews conducted in both years, in sotne instances I asked all of the 

questions and received answers. In other instances, I asked only one or two questions, 

but the discussion covered a wide range of topics, most introduced by the dancers. In 

2004 each interview consisted of watching a short video clip from a previous class and 

discussing it. We also followed up on questions the dancers had posed in their journals 

prior to the interview. However, the 1najority of the interview focused on the dancers' 

questions, perceptions and new information they were processing in their bodies. In 

2005, we did not watch video clips during the interviews, but focused on n1y questions as 

a point of departure for discussion. The dancers always had a lot they wanted to talk 
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about; while the dancers signed up for a 30-tninute interview, 1nost of our discussions 

lasted an hour. 

Although the two Experiential Anato1ny courses contained the same progression, 

material and similar exercises, with 10 students in 2005 as opposed to 6 in 2004, the 2005 

class was different in several notable ways. There were several reasons for this. First, 

Sarah and I had taught the class previously, we had developed a clearer organization and 

focus in the presentation of the anatomical infonnation and structure of the experiential 

exercises, and we included work with partners more frequently. The students in the 2005 

course commented that the environn1ent was conducive to experiencing and exploring 

how their bodies worked and how past experiences affected their dancing. For example, 

right before the mid-term break, we asked the dancers to write in-class journal entries 

about what they had been learning in the course, and then share these with their 

class1nates. Demonstrating that each dancer had both questions and revelations about her 

body, this process of recording and then sharing their observations effectively 

synthesized the dancers into a co1nmunity. In addition, in 2005 each dancer ,vrote a final 

essay for the course; this essay requirement was not included in 2004. 

Four of the six dancers fro1n the 2004 Experiential Anato1ny course participated 

in follow-up interviews during May and June 2004, and two of these participants 

provided additional follow-up infonnation during October 2005 and April 2006. Seven 

of the ten dancers frotn the 2005 Experiential Anato111y course participated in follow-up 

interviews in October and November 2005. In addition, two dancers fro1n the 2004 

Experiential Anato1ny course participated in the 2004 rond de ja1nbe study and were 
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joined by three dancers from the 2005 Experiential Anato1ny course during the 2005 rand 

de ja1nbe study. 

As I was not the teacher of record for either of the Experiential Anato1ny classes, I 

introduced the research project to the students on the first day and ad1ninistered the 

consent forms. The research was based on each student's individual experiences, 

observed through her journal writing and mid-term interviews, and was augmented by 

observing videotapes of the weekly classes. All of the participants in the Experiential 

Anatomy courses participated in at least one follow up interview. 

Rand de Ja,nbe Studies 

Participants in the rond de jambe studies represented a cross section of dancers 

involved in the other courses used in the research. However these studies were bounded 

by the dancers' experience in ballet training (skilled and unskilled). In addition, the 

quantitative data from the rond de jambe studies represents so1ne of the scientific, 

conceptual data the dancers were introduced to. In the first study, conducted in 2004, 10 

dancers participated, completing grand rond de jambe en l'air at 45 degrees, and 90 

degrees. In the second study, conducted in 2005, 15 dancers completed grand rond de 

jambe en l'air at 90 degrees, 105 degrees and at each dancer's 1naximum active range of 

1notion (M-AROM) or fullest.height. The testing provided a novel environment for the 

dancers in which to perform, and reflect on, what they knew in their bodies. 

The two rond de jambe case studies were set up sin1ilarly; however, there were 

also some differences. Throughout this narrative I \vill identify how the studies differed. 

The participants were recruited fro111 ballet classes in the dance departn1ent at TWU; in 
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2005, two dancers fro1n Texas Ballet Theatre participated as well. I infonned each 

dancer was informed about the benefits and risks of participating in the research prior to 

the testing, and each signed an inf onned consent fonn on the day of the testing. The 

testing took place in the Biomechanics Laboratory on the cmnpus of TWU. 

All participants in 2004 filled out a questionnaire prior to the study. In 2005, the 

dancers completed questionnaires prior to and following the testing. I also interviewed 

the 2005 participants during the summer following the testing. The participants observed 

both the video of the test and the 3-dimensional model that was created from the video 

data. The questionnaires and interviews produced qualitative data fro1n these studies; 

however, the methodology that directed the research was quantitative. Therefore, a brief 

orientation to the research 1nethodology used in the rond de ja1nbe studies follows. 

Quantitative analysis involves the identification of dependent and independent 

variables. In the rond de ja1nbe study, the dependent variable was pelvis 111otion; this is 

the variable I was observing in the experiment. The independent variable was the change 

in conditions: the increased height of the leg from 45 degrees to 90 degrees in 2004, and 

fro1n 90 degrees, to 105 degrees to each dancer's n1aximal active range of 111otion in 

2005. The test design included placing reflective 1narkers on the participants' bodies to 

identify the ankle, knee and hip joints, the anterior superior iliac spine in the pelvis and 

acro1nion processes in the trunk. Motion data was captured using six digital video 

recorders.3 I asked the dancers to wam1 up for a 1ninin1um of 5 1ninutes prior to testing,

3 
See Wilson, Lin1 & Kwon (2004), Appendix B. 
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and encouraged the1n to keep 111oving between trials. Each dancer con1pleted a 1nini1num 

of two trials per angle condition. 

Each trial lasted for twelve counts, eight counts for the full grand rond de jambe 

en l'air and four counts for a releve and lowering at the end. In 2004, the dancers 

performed the rond de jambe phrase to a 1netronome, but in 2005, the dancers performed 

the test with 1nusical acco1npaniment. I selected one trial from each height for analysis. 

Criteria for trial selection included moving the leg s1noothly, 1naintaining balance, 

minimizing counter move1nent in the body, and synchronizing with the 1nusic. 

The dancers were given feedback regarding the height of the leg in an effort to 

control the independent variable. In the case of the 105-degree 1neasure, each dancer's 

leg length was 111easured and a target was established for each dancer to ai1n for with her 

leg. The test set-up test created a standardized environment where the effect of the leg 

height on the 1notion of the pelvis was measured. Standardization of the 1neasure111ent 

technique was important for internal validity. 

Although kine1natic data is primarily descriptive, the data can be con1bined for 

statistical and pattern analysis. In this particular study, the video data was transformed 

into a 3-dimensional 1nodel, the 1novement was divided into set events, nu111erical 

representation of the data was converted into graphs, and statistical analysis of the 

differences between the testing conditions was made. The publication that contains 

kinematic data for the 2004 rond de jan1be study and the 1nanuscript for the 2005 study 

are both included in Appendix B. 
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Using Grounded Theory for Data Analysis 

In using Grounded Theory, I am influenced by Channaz's (2000) constructivist 

approach to using this methodology, originally conceived by Glaser and Strauss (1967) 

and refined by Strauss and Corbin (1998). Charmaz notes that grounded theory allows 

researchers to look at slices of life as they can "portray 1noments in time" (p. 522). As 

Channaz writes: 

Grounded theory offers a set of flexible strategies, not rigid prescriptions 
(p. 513). [Furthermore], a constructivist approach recognizes that the 
categories, concepts and theoretical level of an analysis emerge from the 
researcher's interactions with the field and questions about the data, one 
that does not seek a single truth, but addresses human realities and 
assumes the existence of real worlds. (p. 522) 

Finally, a constructivist approach celebrates the incorporation of multiple social realities, 

recognizes the co-creation of knowledge by the viewer and the viewed and aims toward 

interpretive (rather than analytical) understanding of the subjects' meanings. 

To sun1marize, a constructivist approach to grounded theory 1) studies people in 

their natural surroundings, 2) focuses on 1neaning that furthers interpretive understanding 

and 3) adopts grounded theory approach without a positivist stance. Using a fe111inist 

approach to data collection, which is less formal than quantitative research 

n1ethodologies, n1ore itnn1ediate and in which subjects' concerns take precedence over 

the researcher's questions, the narratives allow "emotions to surface, doubts to be 

expressed, and relationships with subjects to grow" (p. 523). Finally, Chan11az writes 

that a constructivist approach "fosters our self-consciousness about what we attribute to 
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our subjects and how, when and why researchers portray these definitions as real." (p. 

523). 

Coding and Portraiture 

The rigor of grounded theory is based on clear guidelines "frotn which to build 

explanatory frameworks that specify relationships among concepts" (Charmaz, 2000 p. 

510). Data analysis is characterized by coding at four different stages. First level coding, 

or open coding allows the researcher to form initial categories of infonnation (Creswell, 

1998, p. 57). Second level, or axial, coding reconfigures the data to reveal categories. 

Level three, or selective, coding, creates a story from the e1nerging categories, and level 

four, or theoretical coding, looks at the interface of the data with what is known in the 

field. The following table outlines the different coding perfonned in each case study, and 

each level of coding is explained in the narrative that follows. 

Table 2: Sutnmary of Coding and Data Treatment for Courses 

Journal Mid-ten11 Follow- Follow-up Level 1 

Interview up Interview Line-
Interview Coding 

In trod ucti on xx xx xx By group 

to Dance as 
an Art Fmm 

Ballet II xx xx Individual 
and group 

Experiential xx June 2005, Individual 

Anatomy October and group 

2004 * 2005, 
April 2006 

Experiential October Individual 

Anatomy and and group 

2005 November 
2005 

* Theoretical coding performed with two participants from this course
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Level 2 Level3 
Axial Selective 
Coding Coding 
By group By group 

By group By group 

Individual Individual 
and group and group 

Individual Individual 
and group and group: 

between 
group 



Table 3: Su1nmary of Coding and Data Treatment for Rand de Jainbe Studies 

Pre-test Post-test Follow-up Linc-by- Axial Selective 

questionnaire questionnaire Interview Line Coding Coding 
Coding 

Rond de xx By group By group By group 
Jambe 
2004 

Rond de xx xx June 2005 By group By group By group 
Jan1be 
2005 

Level one, or open coding, can be conducted in a sentence, paragraph, or by 

following the guidelines established by Strauss and Corbin, line by line. This process 

breaks down the data and allows the researcher to define conceptual categories that arise 

in the data. These codes reveal both the language and itnagery of the data, or what 

Strauss and Corbin (1998) described as the "way in which connections were 111ade 

between a category and its subcategories" (p.124). 

I grouped the data from the Introduction to Dance as an Art Forn1 class (journals 

and follow-up interview information). The journals and follow-up interviews were all 

prompted by sin1ilar questions; therefore, the answers in both the dancers' journals and 

my presentation of the data were an·anged topically. General then1es that emerged fron1 

these documents included attention and intention, choice, focus, breath, en1otion, touch 

and specific questions or references to pain or injury. 
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I also grouped the questionnaire data and follow-up interviews fro1n the rond de 

jambe studies. In both 2004 and 2005 comn1on the1nes in the questionnaire data focused 

on strength and flexibility, technique, extension or range of 1notion, the set-up of the 

study, full body 1novement, weight shifts and turnout. In 2005, the line-by-line coding 

also identified the1nes that related to specific concerns with injury or asymmetry in the 

body, co1nments the dancers had received and feedback they had relied on, and entries 

detailing how each dancer's internal sense matched or did not 1natch feedback she was 

getting from the outside. 

I coded the journal entries for both of the Experiential Anatomy courses and 

interview data first by individual, then grouped by week, and then by course. I also 

coded the joun1als and interview transcripts with line-by-line coding. Initially, the 2004 

and 2005 data was kept separate through open and axial coding. The fallowing the111es 

were revealed after the 2004 Experiential Anatomy mid-tenn interviews: 1) Alignn1ent, 

2) Is knowledge good?, 3) Pain: what am I doing wrong?, 4) Breath, 5) Images, 6) A little

knowledge is dangerous, and 7) Challenging assu111ptions about technique. The 2005 

mid-tenn interview data revealed I) Co1nparison of previous training to current training, 

2) Previous study in anato1ny, 3) Pain, 4) In1agery, 5) Breath, 6) Align1nent,7) Bone v.

1nuscle, 8) Certainty v. uncertainty, 9) Is 1ny body right?, 10) Movement translates the 

concept, 11) Reflecting on learning preferences, and 12) Romanticizing the process. The 

follow-up interviews for both groups were also coded in this open 111anner. 

Level two, or axial, coding requires a reconfiguration of data to reveal concepts 

and categories (McCann and Clark, 2003a, p. 13). The concepts are clustered into 
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categories and the data 1noves to a more abstract and 111ore concentrated fonn. This 

coding was applied to all of the level one data from all of the different classes, and 

included the rand de jambe questionnaire data. The level two coding summaries were 

sent out to my co1n1nittee me1nbers for feedback. 

Level three, or selective, coding was used to identify a story line that links 

inf onnation across and between categories. Selective coding takes the initial codes that 

frequently appear to sort large amounts of data and link then1 together to form an 

overarching category. This coding is 1nore conceptual and 1nore directed than the line

by-line coding but will organize and categorize the data (Channaz, 2000, p. 516). In 

creating the selective coding, I utilized the feedback from my co1n1nittee regarding the 

axial coding to configure larger themes for analysis. 

In the development of the data chapters, I chose a method for su1nmarizing some 

of the data I collected that lies outside of a grounded theory tradition, but that rese111bles 

selective coding. I developed narratives of the data based on the work of Sara Lawrence

Lightfoot and Jessica Davis, which they call portraits. As Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis 

(1977) write, "Portraiture seeks to capture the co1nplexity, dyna1nics and subtlety of 

human experience" (p. 2). 

Portraits offer a discen1ing, deliberative process, "searching for the story line that 

e1nerges fro111 the 111aterial. However, there is never a single story; 111any could be told" 

(Lightfoot-Lawrence & Davis, p. 10). A portrait is evaluated based on what Eisner refers 

to as referential adequacy, "testing the criticism against the phenomena it seeks to 

describe, interpret and evaluate" (Quoted in Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, p. 246). 
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Meaning is thus co-constructed between the artist and the observer; the researcher and the 

researched. 

Theoretical coding, or level four coding, asks the researcher to "perceive the data 

theoretically rather than descriptively" (McCann & Clark, 2003a, p. 12). Theoretical 

coding balances the data with the researcher's knowledge of the field. This technique 

enables the data to be situated into a meaningful whole (McCann & Clark, 2003a, p. 13). 

In the theoretical coding phase, I brought forward all of the axial and selective 

coding that had been sorted into larger themes - themes that had e1nerged from the 

coding and sorting of the data. This information was then divided into four sections. The 

first section defined the ele1nents of the dancers' environments. These elements include 

1) balancing internal and exten1al infonnation, 2) dealing with conflicting information, 3)

the individual versus the field of dance, 4) ideologies of dance, 5) specific versus global 

experiences, 6) positive and negative aspects of thinking about the body, 7) cultural or 

environmental support for the work, and 8) points of interface or intersection. 

The second section of theoretical coding revealed how the dancers' perspectives 

and experiences changed over time. This information revealed how the dancers were 

attending to change, how they integrated the anatomic and somatic infon11ation, their 

confidence and fa1niliarity with the material, the itnportance of taking/inaking time. The 

third section included what the dancers trusted, their perspectives, e1notions and 

experiences. The fourth section of theoretical coding looked at pedagogy, both 1nine and 

that of the students involved in the study. 
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Memoing 

Throughout the entire research process, reflective co1n1nents and observations 

served as 1ny reflexive narrative with the data. Because grounded theo1y researchers 

function as the instru1nent for data collection, grounded theory requires constant 

reflection "to enable researchers to serve as filters for interpretation of the data" (Mallory, 

2001, p. 89). This "infonned speculation" recognizes that a researcher's ideas about her 

values and beliefs may differ from, or be similar to, the participants' values and beliefs. 

In grounded theory constant reflection is necessary and is e1nbedded in the design. 

As defined by McCann and Clark (2003a), n1e1noing is the researcher's dialogue 

with the data; "it is both inductive and deductive and allows the researcher to deal with 

any preconceptions she has about the study" (p. 15). Me1noing allows the researcher to 

conceptualize the data, while at the same time sort the information into categories and 

subcategories. By writing about the data, seen as a con1posite, 1nemo writing can help 

direct the researcher toward n1ore data collection and theoretical sampling. According to 

Charmaz (2000), "through n1e1110 writing, we elaborate processes, assumptions, and 

actions that are subsumed under our codes. Me1no writing leads us to explore our 

codes ... thus our codes take on substance as well as a structure for sorting data" (p. 517). 

Me1no writing helps the researcher see the connections behveen the categories and 

conceptualize how the categories that they develop fron1 the data fit into larger 

categories. 
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Core Category 

The core category synthesizes the information fro1n the subcategories frotn which 

it was generated. As McCann & Clark explain, "A core category begins to e1nerge only 

after constant co1nparative analysis with the data, questioning and analytical thinking" 

(2003a, p. 14). A core category that emerges through this process 1nust be broad in range 

and able to integrate with other categories. It should be general, appear frequently in the 

data, and help synthesize or explain the findings. 

I sorted and re-sorted the data numerous times to develop a core category in this 

research. Seven the1nes emerged from the reconfiguration of the theoretical coding. 

These themes included 1) balancing dualities or perceived binaries, 2) identifying and 

understanding points of intersection and the synergistic effect of being in the class, 3) 

finding a context for applying the information, 4) understanding the inforn1ation the 

dancers received fro1n their bodies, 5) noting how the class goals shaped the pedagogy 

and the research, 6) noting ho\v the dancers' experiences shaped the pedagogy and the 

research, and 7) acknowledging the effect of time spent and social support for the 

research. Through continual comparison with the raw data, and frequent men1oing, core 

categories were distilled down into four constructs. These constructs include the 

following: 1) Dancers learn to balance diverse inforn1ation and dualities. 2) Attention is 

im1nediate; integration, retention and knowing develop over thne. 3) Dancers find 

application of the inforn1ation in intersections. 4) Dancers acquire the skill of 111oving on 

individual basis. 
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Theoretical Sa,npling and Development of Theory 

Theoretical sampling is another unique attribute of grounded theory. After the 

initial sorting, coding and 111emoing, a structure develops that reveals the depth and 

breadth of the collected data, but it also reveals the gaps and holes. At this point the 

researcher can return to the field to address specific issues to further exemplify the 

developing theory. When the researcher collects new data to "co1npare e1nerging 

categories and establish conceptual boundaries" (McCann & Clark, 2003b, p. 15), 

theoretical satnpling takes place. Theoretical sampling is a key for moving toward the 

development of theory. It demands that researchers have co1npared "data with data and 

have developed a provisional set of relevant categories for explaining our data" 

(Cham1az, 2000, p. 519). Furthennore, this technique helps define the properties of the 

categories, detennining how and when the concepts are sufficient to "specify conditions 

under which they arise, are 111aintained, and vary; and to discover their consequences" 

(Charmaz, p. 519). Theoretical sampling looks for consistency in the data as the data is 

used to describe the phenomenon. 

I conducted theoretical sa1npling of the final follow-up interviews with two of the 

participants fron1 the 2004 Experiential Anato111y course and with 1ny co-teacher, Sarah 

Gamblin. These final interviews provided an opportunity to place the research into 

context. The questions for these interviews focused on the core concepts that had 

en1erged in the data. 

Finally, while a preli1ninary review of the literature is necessary to fran1e the 

study and guide the researcher in the develop111ent of questions, 1nore extensive 
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integration of the literature co1nes at the end of the research, which links the concepts to 

theory. By limiting the in-depth research to the end of the data collection, the researcher 

avoids sensitizing the data with other theoretical perspectives. The literature also serves 

as an additional source of data, and a means of theoretical sampling; it gives a context for 

the data and plays an important role in validating the theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 

53). 

Research Credibility 

In all aspects of research, viability and credibility 1nust be established utilizing 

consistent and ethical procedures. Terms that describe verification in quantitative 

research are validity, reliability and objectivity. In qualitative research the guiding 

questions are focused on "trustworthiness and authenticity" (Guba & Lincoln, 1998, p. 

210). Trustworthiness addresses the "confirmability of the data," so that the researcher's 

bias is eliminated from the analysis. Creswell ( 1998) offers eight verification procedures 

that check for "misinformation that steins from distortions introduced by the researcher 

[or the participants]" (p. 201). Creswell recon1mends at least two of these procedures be 

utilized in any given study. Of the eight presented, I will discuss the five that apply to 

this study: prolonged engagement and persistent observation, triangulation, peer review, 

clarifying researcher bias, and rich, thick description. 

Creswell writes that prolonged engagement includes "building trust with the 

participants, learning the culture ... and making decisions about what is salient to the 

study" (p. 20 I). In each of the courses taught, I interacted with the students throughout 

the semester. I collected journal data weekly in each of the courses used in the study, and 
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interviewed all dancers in the courses at 1nid-ten11. The students involved with the 

research participated in at least one follow-up interview. I also maintained contact with 

1nany of the participants following the courses in the follow-up interviews and through 

their participation in the rond de ja1nbe study. Transcripts fro1n all recorded interviews 

were typed and sub1nitted to the individual dancers for review and comment. Even 

though the transcripts were typed verbatitn, often the dancers' felt they had not made 

their intentions clear in their choice of phrase or words. Many participants returned the 

transcripts with clarification. In addition, in reviewing transcripts of the interviews, the 

dancers were given an opportunity to reflect on their experiences further. Two of the 

dancers discussed the transcripts with me at a later date. 

In addition, as I was a student at the sa1ne institution during this sa1ne tilne, I 

interacted with some of the participants in 1ny study in courses outside of the research 

framework. This allowed 111e to keep n1y en1ic perspective, as a me111ber of the dance 

co1nmunity I was studying. Furthermore, I was able to participate in several classes with 

the participants in my study as a fellow student; thus I could integrate the experience of 

being a student at the same institution into my analysis. 

The breadth of data in the study afforded the opportunity for triangulation as a 

means for establishing research credibility. Triangulation refers to data gathering fro1n 

multiple sources, methods and investigators (Creswell, p. 202). The courses ,vere taught 

to two different populations: graduate students and undergraduate students. The material 

was presented as a stand-alone subject in the Experiential Anato1ny and Introduction to 

Dance as an Art Form course, but it was integrated specifically with dance technique in 
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Ballet II. In addition, for the Experiential Anato1ny courses, there were two instructors 

offering their individual perspectives to the develop1nent and delivery of the 1naterial. 

Furthermore, in the bio1nechanics study I used both qualitative and quantitative 1nethods 

for the data collection and analysis. The qualitative data shed light on the dancers' 

experiences, while the quantitative data describes the kine1natic response the dancers had 

to the testing require1nents. In addition the rand de jambe data was drawn fro1n an 

environ1nent outside of the dance depart1nent. 

The third criterion is peer review. Peer review took place on two levels. First, in 

the follow-up interviews, the participants discussed journal entries as a means for 

clarifying or expanding upon their responses. I provided transcripts of the interviews to 

the participants for verification and clarification. Secondly, as the axial data was coded 

and re-assembled, I sent drafts of these documents to my co111mittee members for review 

and com1nent. Their cotnments served to acknowledge 1ny impressions of the data. 

The fourth criterion is researcher reflexivity. Researcher bias was made clear in 

two coursework docu1nents,
4 

in the researcher's journal, in planning 1neetings for the 

Experiential Anatomy course taught with Sarah Gamblin and in men1os on the data. 

Finally rich, thick description of the data can1e fro1n coding, 1nemoing and the creation of 

portraits used to present data in a descriptive, rather than a reductive fashion. 

Finally, in evaluating grounded theory, the theory developed must adhere to the 

following criteria: fit, work, relevance and modifiability. As Chain1az writes, the 

4 "When Outside Becomes Inside," final paper for DNCE 6023 Critical Analysis of Professional Literature, 
May, 2004, and "The Body as Schema," final Paper for DNCE 6113 Fieldwork Methods, May 2005. 
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theoretical categories develop from the data and 1nust fit the1n. "They must explain the 

data they subsu1ne. Grounded theory 111ust provide a useful conceptual rendering and 

ordering of the data that explains the studied pheno1nenon" {p. 511 ). An evaluation of 

the theory will be presented in Chapter IX as the theory is applied to pedagogy. 

Theorizing About the Data 

In theorizing about the data, I am aided by Deleuze and Guattari (1994), who, in 

their definition of philosophy, create a context for how theory develops. 

Philosophy presents three elements ... the pre-philosophical plane it must 
lay out (immanence), the persona or personae who 1nust bring it to life and 
the philosophical concepts it must create (consistency) (p. 7 6). The three 
have incommensurable relationships .... they continually pass fron1 one to 
the other, support one another .. ... a concept like knowledge has n1eaning 
only in relation to an itnage of a thought to which it refers and to a 
conceptual persona that it needs." (p. 78-81 ). 

Theorizing exists in the concepts and in the plane of itnmanence fro1n which the concepts 

emerge, but the theoretical develop1nent requires the en1bodi1nent of the concepts for the 

transition to theory. In theorizing about the development of knowing in the body, I will 

bring forth the concepts that emerged from this inquiry. These concepts are in1portant to 

understanding how students utilize information about their bodies as they sense and 

perceive their bodies moving. 

Concluding Co1nn1ents 

At this point it is necessary to bring forward two aspects of the research that ,vill 

form an i1nportant part of the discussion and the develop1nent of the theory: 1) the 

reciprocity of pedagogy and research and 2) an acknowledge1nent of the factors that 

influenced the f 01mulation of the research, the pedagogy and thus the theoretical 
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perspective. As pertains to the first, it was clear that the teaching and the research 

co1nple1nented one another. The design of the courses used in the research and the 

1nethodology for conducting the research developed in tandem. My original question in 

designing the individual studies was concerned with understanding "the best ways" to 

teach about the body, thus pedagogy was the point of entry for the research. The research 

agenda shaped the teaching of the courses, and the research, with its focus on inquiry and 

understanding, had a profound influence on my teaching. And yet 1ny teaching, a skill I 

have developed over twenty years, shapes 1ny perspective on how I believe students 

learn, or come to know in their bodies. I feel that the symbiotic nature of this relationship 

between the research and the pedagogy is an in1portant consideration for understanding 

the theory generated from this data. 

Secondly, in Chapter VII, I develop a theoretical perspective of "Bodies-in-the

World," based on information fron1 ecological affordance, embodied cognition and 

phenomenology. While I did not apply these theoretical perspectives to interpret the data 

until after I had con1pleted all of the analysis, I had been researching this information 

frotn the beginning of n1y doctoral studies. 

We enter into research with assumptions and certain understandings of how we 

see the world, and yet how we see the world is shaped by our experience in it. My 

experience working with both qualitative and quantitative episte1nologies required that I 

cast a wide net for presenting 1ny understanding of the world ( ontological orientation) as 

well as my understanding of the epistemological foundations of knowledge construction. 
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It is clear that this ontology and episte1nology are both e1nbodied and grounded in 1ny 

interactions with the world. 
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CHAPTER III 

A DANCER'S BODY IN THE WORLD OF DANCE: 

IDEOLOGIES, CI-IALLENGES, AND EPSITEMOLOGIES 

In this chapter, I present itnages of the fra1nework of the research, the worlds in 

which the dancers were participating, dancers attending to their bodies, and the venues 

within which the dancers were applying the information, and experiences they received 

during their participation in the study. The participant's ideals and expectations about 

dance and dancing have created a particular understanding for the dancers, including the 

fonns the dancers are studying, as well as an understanding of the body, and their 

individual bodies. 

The dancers in this study were asked to process anato1nic and son1atic information 

about their bodies as well as reflect on this process. The anato1nic and so1natic 

infonnation provided a new bodily perspective for the dancers through which they could 

reflect on their training, integrate the info1n1ation about their bodies with their dancing, 

and reflect on their perceptions of past injuries and align111ent. In this way the dancers 

were coining to understand their episte1nologic fra1neworks as well. 

In this first section, guided by my interpretation of the dancers' experiences and 

responses, I present several worlds: I discuss the larger field of dance as representative of 

the ideal that many of the dancers aspire to. I also describe the dance depa1tn1ent at 
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Texas Woman's University (TWU), and present the individual dancer's responses to the 

courses and the presented 1naterial. 

Dancing in Many Worlds 

When an individual chooses to beco1ne a dancer, she 1nust investigate, navigate, 

and negotiate the ten·itory of what it means to enter into the field of dance. There are 

different styles of dance and different levels at which one can pursue dancing. In 

addition, wide ranging perceptions about the body vary with given aesthetic standards. 

These standards clarify specific methods for dancers of developing their physical bodies, 

yet also influence each individual's dancer's discernment of his or her body. 

Furthermore, within any style of dance, there is a syste1n of preparing and developing the 

dancer that has as its focal point the attainment of a particular way of moving, and hence 

a shaping of the body. 

A Body in the World of Dance: A Discipline of Shaped Bodies 

Some dance techniques nurture the development of an "ideal" body. For 

exa1nple, the require1nents for becoming a ballet dancer are based on physical 

exceptionality and a capacity for bodily adaptation. Long and lean li1nbs, which facilitate 

a full range of motion, are ideal co1nponents of the ballet aesthetic, in tanden1 with 

lightness and ethereal agility. While this emphasis on a specific body has traditionally 

been attributed to classical and contemporary ballet, many dancers aspire to work in other 

genres in which clear archetypes exist, both in the movement style and vocabulary, and 

which are specific to the training the dancers pursue. For exa1nple, n1any fo1ms of 
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111odern dance require developtnent of strength and stability to support the aesthetic of 

sharing another body's weight. 

While so111e dancers are drawn to a particular style of dancing because of their 

bodily configuration or physical potential, for others, the physical ideal can be a struggle 

or seem like an unattainable goal. How closely do the dancers need to match the physical 

requiren1ents of the form and how are individual bodies acco1nmodated ... bodies with 

differing shapes, flexibility or strength? As dancers pursue study or performance in a 

given genre, how do their bodies facilitate or inhibit this quest for this ideal? And in the 

pursuit of a particular body, are the dancers' discovering their own bodies, or striving to 

pattern their development after an ideal body? Yet within different genres of dance, and 

prograins for training in dance, there is variety in the type of body which is being created. 

Dance at TWU 

The dance program at TWU has a strong con11nitn1ent to training dancers with an 

e1nphasis on each individual student's artistic agency. The anchor of the dance 

curriculun1 at TWU is a somatic approach to movement and performance process; 

personal 1nove1nent investigation and n1eaning n1aking shape and focus daily technique 

class, choreography, and pedagogy. At the undergraduate level, an open ad111ission 

policy reflects TWU's ideology of e1nbracing diversity, including diversity of body types. 

Students in the dance program at TWU come from a variety of social, econo111ic, 

geographic and dance backgrounds. 

Students in the graduate program, which offers Master of Arts, Master of Fine 

Arts and Doctor of Philosophy degrees, are admitted via audition; only a small 
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percentage of these dancers are awarded graduate assistantships. As dance 1najors, the 

students at TWU, and thus the participants in this study, had e1nbarked on professional 

training in preparation to enter the larger world of dance. 

The courses included in this study (Experiential Anatomy, Introduction to Dance 

as an Art Fonn and Ballet II) all taught with a somatic focus) supported the department's 

vision of personal move1nent investigation and meaning making. Reciprocally, the goals 

of the dance program helped facilitate successful class experiences. In each of the 

courses used in this study, the focus was on the body. In teaching the courses, I expected 

the students to discover s01nething about their bodies, to attend to discoveries about their 

bodies and utilize this inf onnation and experience in their develop1nent as dancers. In 

particular, I hoped that the students would develop an understanding of their physical 

bodies, and that this understanding would augment and enrich their technical training. 

The environ1nent for each of the courses was relaxed. Dancers sat on the floor for 

the lecture and discussion as opposed to sitting in desks. Following the presentation of 

information, such as na1nes of bony landmarks or joint actions, the dancers explored this 

new information through 111ove111ent. Working alone and/or with partners, the dancers 

developed both a sense of their bodies and their partners' bodies. Fa1niliarity in the 

environ111ent facilitated the develop1nent of trust; the students soon becaine con1fortable 

working with one another and in all of the courses, there was the establislunent of "a 

class experience." The students quickly ca1ne to understand the set up and design of 

these courses and adjusted to the expectation of being in a dance environ1nent with a 

pri1nary focus on the body. 
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The Dancers and the Courses 

In this section I will introduce the three courses taught in the research, 

Introduction to Dance as an Art Forni, Ballet II taught with a so1natic focus, and 

Experiential Anatomy. Each course was distinct in nature: Introduction to Dance as an 

Art Fonn, and Ballet II were pri1narily taught to undergraduate students. The 

Experiential Anato1ny classes however, were geared to the graduate students in the 

program at TWU. 

While the purpose of the Introduction to Dance as an A11 Form course during the 

fall 2004 semester was to ask the dancers to think 1nore broadly about the discipline of 

dance, it also introduced a s01natic or body-oriented focus for thinking about dance 

training. Most of the undergraduate students enrolled at TWU arrived with backgrounds 

in jazz and ballet, as well as experience with drill tea1n. Coining into the progran1, many 

of the students' perceptions of the field of dance in the Introduction to Dance as an Art 

Fonn course 1nay have been shaped by study of only one of these dance fonns. Few of 

these freshman students had studied moden1 dance or in1provisation before coining to 

TWU and n1ost of them quickly realized that these fonns required different physical 

abilities and strengths than they had previously developed. 

The students enrolled in Ballet II, an intermediate level course for s�phon1ores 

and juniors, represented a wide range of experiences and technical abilities. Most of the 

students had co1npleted at least one year of ballet training at TWU, but n1any had studied 

ballet before college. Some of the students in this course believed they were 111odern 

dancers taking ballet for one of two reasons: either to develop strength and base 
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technique or to fulfill a requiren1ent for graduation. 1-Iowever, during the spring 2005 

se1nester, the course also had an anato1nic and son1atic focus. 

The Experiential Anato1ny courses were offered to graduate students in the spring 

se1nesters and most of the Master of Arts (MA) or Master of Fine A11s (MF A) students 

took it during their first year of residence at TWU. The students in these courses had 

varied dance backgrounds, 1nostly in ballet and 1nodem dance, however, also ranged fro1n 

an MA student who worked primarily with drill team to an MF A student who had 

performed professionally for several years. Students in this course also noted that the 

styles of dance they had previously studied had fashioned their perceptions of how the 

body should take shape and function. 

Specifically, the dancers' perspective had been shaped by what they had accepted 

about their bodies frotn previous dance experiences. This perspective was also 

influenced by the dancers' perceptions of their abilities to perfonn certain skills or 

1novements and included reflection upon how they negotiated physical and aesthetic 

challenges. However, the Experiential Anatomy course gave the dancers an opportunity 

to put their training into perspective. Several of the dancers felt that the Experiential 

Anatomy course helped the111 understand and begin to master elements of ballet 

technique. One of the dancers also noted that understanding her body allowed her more 

freedo1n and confidence in her modem dance course. Another revealed that she had 

begun to understand dance from a bodily perspective (Summary, Follow-up Interviews). 

In the 2005 Experiential Anatomy course, many of the dancers were also taking 

Modern IV, taught by Sarah Gamblin, the co-teacher for the Experiential Anatomy 
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course. Mode1n IV is the highest level of technique at TWU and is reserved for graduate 

students and accon1plished undergraduates by invitation. Sarah uses anato1nical language 

and initiates 1novement from specific body parts as part of her artistic vision; this 

approach obviously enhanced and augmented the infonnation students were receiving in 

Experiential Anatomy. While it was not necessarily Sarah's goal for the technique course 

to link with the Experiential Anatomy material, many of the dancers commented on the 

complementary balance of infonnation between the two courses. For the students taking 

both courses simultaneously, it was a very successful experience (Summary, Follow-up 

Interviews). 

There were specific applications for some of the students as well. Molly, new to 

ballet when she came to TWU, discussed struggling with her confidence in this genre. In 

an interview conducted the semester following Experiential Anatomy, she discussed 

physical limitations that hindered her, particularly in ballet; she attributed these 

limitations to the difficulty she found in studying this dance form. However, she noted 

that the information she received from the Experiential Anatomy course, balanced with 

the somatic approach used in Ballet II, helped her feel more comfortable and co1npetent 

in the ballet course (Follow-up Interview, 10/24/05). Yet s01ne of the dancers were also 

reflecting on other dance forms while studying Experiential Anatomy. 

Like many of the undergraduate dancers at TWU, Gayanne, a graduate student in 

the MA program, can1e to dance via drill team, a precision jazz dance style that includes 

dancers of all abilities and backgrounds. Gayanne's previous drill tea111 experience 

provided an interesting context for being at TWU and in the Experiential Anato1ny 
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course. During the course Gayanne began to question the unifonnity and confonnity of 

drill team and to ask where the individual could exist in such an organization. She spoke 

on several occasions about having to co1npensate for differences in body types and 

abilities when working with these dancers. Reflecting on this, she began to question if 

there should be variation in what is considered correct or right in 1nove1nent, stating that 

"Being different doesn't 1nean you are doing it wrong" (Follow-up Interview, 12/15/05). 

Dancers Attending to Their Bodies 

In each of the courses used in this study, the students spent time looking at a 

skeleton. Presumably a representation of nonnative structural alignment, this 1nodel 

provided a codified arrangement of bones (and therefore 1nuscles). In presenting the 

anato1nic and somatic infonnation to the students, the goal was to establish a co1nn1on 

image and language with which students could better understand the structure and 

function of their bodies. 

The dancers knew, or had come to realize, they had control over developing 

flexibility and strength. But structural con1ponents, such as the shape of their legs and 

feet, or the structure of the pelvis, could not be cha�ged. And while it was not the intent 

of the courses to have the dancers reflect on the fit or n1atch of their bodies to the styles 

of dance they were studying, this seemed an inevitable consequence of their participation 

in the study. 

It was clear for s01ne of the dancers that the skeletal model represented yet 

another way of measuring the1nselves to an ideal. Chloe, a student in the 2004 

Experiential Anato1ny course, co1nmented that her goal ,vas to perfonn dance correctly, 
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but she felt her body prevented her fron1 doing so. She wondered why she had been 

successful as a dancer when she saw her structure as a 1nis1natch for the scientific/artistic 

models she had been exposed to. Chloe went on to discuss that ,vhen perfonning the 

1nove1nent correctly, she got conflicting information. She knows there was a "n1is1natch 

between her perfonnance and [her perception of] the ideal." Often as she tried to confonn 

to this ideal she experienced pain in her body (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 

04/11/04). Another dancer noted that she was focused on making the move1nents look 

right, she wanted to look good doing the movement, but she had not previously 

considered how her skeletal structure facilitated or inhibited her success (Summary, 

Joun1al Entries, Experiential Anatomy, 2004). 

Anato,ny and Aesthetics: A Productive Pas de Deux? 

One of the questions I had when first e1nbarking upon this research asked if the 

embodi1nent of anatomical inf om1ation would enhance the a1tistry of the dancers' 

perfonnance. Following 1ny data collection and analysis, I would add an expanded query 

to 111y original question: Does understanding the anato1nic and so111atic inf onnation 

prepare us for the aesthetic demands of the dance world? 

In this section, the study of anaton1y and so1natic exploration is viewed in light of 

aesthetic demands in dance. The questions in this section point to larger issues about the 

use of the body in dance. What is acceptable artistically is not always safe anaton1ically; 

however can the ranges of what is acceptable, in tenns of balanced anatomical structure, 

support the aesthetic of dance? Is it useful or counterproductive to study the body in 

preparation for beco1ning a dance artist? 
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An understanding of anato1nical structure for the individual dancer tnay keep her 

frotn incurring injury. However, are there physical conditions that should prevent dancers 

fro1n dancing? Does dancing with a "flat" foot or overdeveloped but weak arch 

predispose a dancer to sustain an injury? While none of the students in any of the 

courses were physically impaired in any way - they all had strong and balanced bodies -

one thing they learned within the courses was that within the nonnal anatomical model, 

there was roo1n for individuality. 

Throughout the semester in the Experiential Anato1ny courses, several of the 

dancers acknowledged variation in their bodies - not as li111itations, but as acceptable 

differences. For example, following discussion, analysis, and exploration of the structure 

and function of the foot during the class, the individual dancers' reflected on the 

configuration of their feet. The question of ideal foot shape arose after a discussion of 

how the arch of the foot 1noves fro111 a n1obile position to a stable position in the 

transition from pointing (plantar flexion) to a flexed position ( dorsi flexion), particularly 

in weight bearing.5

Two of the dancers wrestled with the fact that their feet ,vere viewed as ideal for 

s01ne of the dance styles they were pursuing, yet they were unconvinced that they could 

find a way to work within other aesthetics based on their foot structures ( as if that were 

the only determinant of their success). These dancers could not see beyond the visual 

in1age of the foot's shape to its function; for example, a flat foot provides better 1nobility 

5 In Dynamic Alignment through Imagery ( 1996), Eri c Franklin presents a model and metaphor to explain 
the relationships between the longitudinal and horizontal arches in the foot. See p. 179-181. 
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and support. Janelle wrote, "My tnind has been on [our] discussion off eet - flat or 

arched- tendencies of stability preferences [high arch v. flat foot]" (Journal Entry, 

Experiential Anatomy, 03/04/05). Molly, who saw her foot as poorly designed for 

dance, 1nused about a comment she had received, indicating she had "a good plie foot" 

(Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 03/02/05). 

In dance programs, emphasizing a particular style of dance, the specific style will 

dictate movement preferences and anato1nic ideals that are pref erred by the programs. 

Where there is a 1nismatch between the student and the ideal (too high an arch, too much 

emphasis on turnout, or too little) there is confusion and ideologic contention between the 

faculty and students. In this particular study, as it pertained to strength, range of motion 

and turnout, all the dancers could see where their bodies were successfully or poorly 

designed for the dance idioms they had studied or were currently studying. S01ne were 

challenging peers' or faculty 1ne1nbers' assu111ptions about the body as they tried to 

understand how their bodies matched up to the aesthetic of the f onns they were studying. 

(Mis)Understanding the Shape of Her Legs 

While certain anatomic variations are undesirable, others, such as hyper-extended 

knees (genu recurvatun1), are favored in classical ballet. In addition, ballet emphasizes 

flexible legs and spines; 1nodem dance requires more upper body strength; and tap 

dancing requires 111obile ankle joints. While these all seen1 to be desirable anatomic 

co111ponents-particularly as they relate to mobility in the hip joint, shoulder joint, spine 

and feet-are these attributes absolute or do they define a myriad of possibilities for 

111oving? In a prelin1inary analysis of the data ( axial coding sun1111aries ), one of n1y 
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dissertation co1nn1ittee 111e1nbers asked, "How do we celebrate the possibilities of n1oving 

with bowed legs"? (Linda Caldwell, Personal Con1111unication, 12/15/05) 6

One of the dancers in the 2005 Experiential Anato1ny course discovered that her 

legs were shaped differently than she had originally realized. Throughout the se1nester, 

Marta discovered that her 1nedial condyle was taller than the lateral causing a condition 

called knock knees.7 This realization put into context the pain she had been experiencing 

in her knees, pain that developed from a 1nisunderstanding of how the joint was shaped. 

I--Iowever, later in the se1nester, Marta wrote of an experience where she was asked to 

dis1niss this new awareness and knowledge. A teacher asked her to stand in a true 

parallel, to which she replied: 

I have knock knees and 1ny feet cannot touch closely because of this. 
With all of the experiential anatomy I a1n receiving this se1nester I 
assu1ned she would understand and move on. However she laughed at 111y 
explanation and said she had never heard of this concept. Then she asked 
1ne to touch 111y toes to give the illusion of a "true" parallel first. (Journal 
Entry, Experiential Anato111y, 05/01/05) 

On certain levels, all dance f onns select the bodies that 111atch the den1ands each 

genre n1akes on the body. And yet the dance field would be very narrow if only naturally 

selected bodies were to continue on. Likely there have been many great dancers who are 

knock-kneed or have one leg longer than the other; they si111ply have lean1ed to n1ake the 

6 This comment also made reference to another dissertation looking at Butoh Dance, which may be founded 
on the bow-legged shape of Japanese dancers' legs. 
7 See Fitt, 1996, p. 50. Dancers with this condition, also known as genu valgus, bear more weight in the 
medial part of the leg; this affects the dancers' ability to perform certain movements. 
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necessary accon11nodations in their bodies so that they could continue dancing.
8

However, for the students in the Experiential Anato1ny courses, discovering how their 

bodies were physically capable, or challenged, in particular styles of movement, becaine 

pertinent to their perf onnance as dancers. 

And what about styles of dance wherein a specific (re-)interpretation of anato1ny 

is used as support for truthfulness? The "beveled" foot in ballet is an aesthetic ideal, but 

in a scientific 1nodel, such as the model used in kinesiology, it is not anatomically sound. 

The natural position of the foot is slightly supinated which is in opposition to the winged 

eversion of a beveled foot.9 Certainly this mis1natch between artistic and scientific 

n1odels has the potential to create confusion, particularly for the dancers in the study who 

initially learned about the body through dance, instead of anato1ny or kinesiology. Ballet, 

for example, favors the aesthetic rather than anaton1ic or so1natic information. As Bridget 

asked, "How does one develop body awareness and how does one develop skills to 

witness without judg1nent. I zoned into watching things like sickled or flexed feet ... tell 

tale signs of the aristocratic dance world's view of 'poor technique"' (Journal Entry, 

Experiential Anato111y, 02/25/05). However, would the developn1ent of a technique based 

on the structure and function of the body be more desirable? To use the words from a 

member of my con11nittee, "Can we build a dance technique on anatomical expetiise, and 

8 According to Fitt ( 1996), "There is no possible c01Tection for knock knees ... but in the studio certain 
adaptations need to be made ... Knock-kneed dancers should not be forced to stand in parallel with the feet 
touching" (p. 50). 
9 A beveled foot is a combination of eversion and pronation. In both of these conditions the weight is 
transferred to the medial aspect of the foot with the toes abducted. See Fitt, 1996. 
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if we did, would it really be dance?" (Linda Caldwell, Personal Co1nn1unication, 

12/05/05) 

Rather than limiting their focus to either an anato1nical or dance ideal, the best 

strategy for the dancers was to learn to 1nediate between individual physical attributes 

and technical demands. As an exainple, in the Ballet II course the students explored the 

contribution of their individual levels of strength and range of motion to find a balance 

between support and range of 1novement in actions such as developpe. The goal was to 

discover a way to move that was right for them instead of trying to achieve so1ne 

predetermined position. 

Each of the dancers who participated in the study had a specific goal for how she 

would find success within the dance field. Each had likely gone through son1e process for 

evaluating her abilities in the styles of dance she had experienced as well as the 1natch or 

1nis111atch with these that she identified in her own body, but likely this assess111ent was 

only subconsciously processed. Whereas one student had previously been told that the 

"study of the body enhanced expressiveness" (Toni, Mid-Tenn Interview, 03/05/04), it 

was not clear if this information was en1bodied in her move1nents, or just in her 

perspective. It was clear that during the study, the dancers saw value in the anatomic 

information, but the long tenn retention of this infonnation was limited (Sun11nary, 

Follow-up Interviews). 

Describing the Body and Defining Sensation 

In this section, I will examine the many ways in which the dancers tried to 

co1nmunicate their experiences. J oumal entries docu111ented the discoveries the dancers 
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were 111aking while working with the concepts, their quests for a workable language, and 

their experiences with partner work. In recounting their experiences, the dancers used 

1nany different languages to tell their evocative stories; they also accessed visual, spatial, 

kinesthetic and imaginative inf onnation to help the111 1nake sense of what they were 

feeling in their bodies. 

In general, the dancers found the anatomic and somatic information and 

explorations stimulating and interesting. As Molly wrote, "I think visualizing the interior 

structure of the foot helps in articulating the foot in technique class. If I see the 

possibility for 111ovement on paper or in the skeleton and visualize it in my n1ind, I feel 

that the potential for articulation in my own foot is increased" (Journal Entry, 

Experiential Anatomy, 02/25/05). 

During both Experiential Anato1ny courses, the dancers wrote in their jou1nals 

i1n1nediately following the move1nent explorations. These group experiences of guided 

discovery elicited varied individual responses. When asked to write about their 

experiences in the exploration, some wrote im1nediately and then reflected; others waited 

for a few n1oments as if completing the sensory experience and collecting the words they 

wanted to use. S01ne wrote in stream-of-consciousness paragraphs, while others jotted 

down just a few words. Many wrote about the sensations of the explorations then1selves 

but not necessarily about how they could apply this information. However, after the first 

class, Belinda wrote the following: 

I found myself sensing 1ny body on a bony level, then epithelial (skin). 

My bones felt stable, not clinched and in flux. My skin poured over my 
contents as a protective container that felt my soft clothes wrapped around 
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it. My 1nuscles felt warn1 (after walking) and ready for 1nove1nent, the 
sensation to dance en1powered 1ne. (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 
1/23/06) 

What I find interesting about this journal entry are the various levels of infonnation 

Belinda brings to her writing. She is looking at the different syste1ns of her body, 

discussing thetn 1netaphorically and connecting sensation from her body to an e1notional 

state. 

Within all the courses there was an e1nphasis on learning the names of anatomical 

landmarks ( e.g., greater trochanter) as well as translating the vernacular to the scientific 

(heel bone is called calcaneous). The intention was for the students to beco111e as 

conversant in the language of anato111y and kinesiology in their verbal description as in 

their so1natic or 'felt' understanding of their bodies. However, the students balanced the 

scientific vocabulary with other languages and concepts they had been introduced to. 

Again Belinda serves as an exa111ple of processing the infon11ation and experience on 

1nany levels. She wrote: 

I had difficulty finding my lesser trochanter. I had trouble visualizing 
while walking and imagining them swinging from the acetabulu1n. But, 
because my skin move1nent was sending me other info1mation, I got really 
good feedback from swinging my greater trochanter, I am excited to 
visualize this when dancing. I really could visualize my pelvic rotation. 
(Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 02/11/05) 

In both the journals and 1nid-tem1 interviews, the dancers described their bodies in 

general ten11s rather than with the precise anato1nical language they had been exposed to 

in the course. However, it was clear that the dancers were not confident using anatomical 
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language, and for so111e of the dancers, perhaps there was too 1nuch material. As one 

student noted: 

The exercises don't always make sense to our readings. I can't relate or 
connect to the1n ... .I highlight or make some sort of notation by the ones 
that do work for me, that way it is easy to go back and find some i1nagery 
or anatomical material. (Dani, Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 
03/04/05). 

Although it was certainly the teachers' desire to have the students learn the language and 

integrate the concepts, knowing that they had a system to reference back to the 1naterial 

was a step in the right direction. And while the anato1nical terminology served as a good 

point of entry, the dancers used other languages as well. 

Learning New Languages 

All of the students should have had so1ne experience studying anato1ny prior to 

participation in the courses used in this study. The students in the Experiential Anato1ny 

courses, for exan1ple, would have had so1ne anaton1y in their undergraduate programs; 

the students in Ballet II and Introduction to Dance as an Art Fom1 would have studied 

anatomy n1ore recently (than those in Experiential Anatomy) as part of their high school 

biology curricula. Theoretically, participation in the courses utilized in this study would 

have presented the opportunity to review anatomical inf onnation. 

During the 2004 Experiential Anato1ny course however, only one student had 

experienced in-depth study of anato1ny balanced with a somatic perspective. The rest of 

the students acknowledged distance and lack of n1en101y for much of the n1aterial they 

had learned in kinesiology or anato1ny courses. Additionally, none of the students 

see111ed confident in what they ren1e1nbered from these courses. For 111any of these 
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students, the nan1es of leg 1nuscles were fatniliar, but they treated the 111uscles of the 

shoulder joint and the actions of the scapula like new infonnation. 

For 1nany, the anatomical language was a stumbling block in the course, difficult 

to retnember, difficult to pronounce, challenging to incorporate into conversation. And 

yet, a few totally en1braced the language. In the mid-term interview, Isabel discussed that 

for her, anatomy was truth, and learning the language was en1powering for her. "To study 

anatomy is a source for 1ne making n1y own revelation. That is why speaking a language 

is empowering - it is the truth - itnpressive." She noted that the language had given her a 

1neans to understand the experiences in the course as well, "therefore I think this 

language is symbolic" (Mid-term Interview, 03/09/04). In the follow-up interview, Isabel 

discussed how anato1nical language was necessary for description, and how specific 

language initiates change (Follow-up Interview, 06/06/04). Finally, Gayanne, who was a 

kinesiology major as an undergraduate student wrote, "I know the anatomical language, 

but I need to co1ne up with practical applications" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 

04/09/05). 

Many of the students from the 2005 Experiential Anatomy course had taken a 

Laban Movement Analysis
10 

course the previous semester. These students used Laban's 

language regarding Space and Effoti to describe their experiences in the course as 111uch 

as (if not n1ore than) the anato111ical tenninology. S01ne of the dancers discussed the 

relationship between feeling and form, patterning, and what is "correct." For exan1ple, 

10 Based on the work ofRudolfvon Laban (1879-1958) and further developed by Im1gard Bartenieff and 
Peggy Hackney, this work discusses the polar ranges of four aspects of movement: Time, Weight, Shape 
and Flow, known as the Effort Elements. 
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A1nye discussed changing the initiation for a figure eight ann swing in 111odern class: 

"When I initiated the ann swing fro1n 1ny arn1, the 111ove1nent felt flat and the 1nove1nent 

was [lin1ited to] one ann ... but [ with] the shoulder blade initiation, the 1nove1nent becan1e 

n1ore 3-diinensional" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anaton1y 04/12/05). Atnye could have 

addressed this same sensation talking about the range of circumduction in the 

glenohumeral joint or the integration of scapula-humeral rhyth1n (as this was one of the 

ways the information was presented in class), but she chose other descriptive tenns 

instead. 

In the interviews conducted six and eighteen months fallowing the Experiential 

Anato1ny courses, most of the participants acknowledged that while they weren't using 

the anato1nical language per se, the concepts that had 111ade sense during the course were 

still with them. Isabel discussed a new experience regarding the placement of her 

shoulders as it related to turning. The adjustn1ent was so small and sin1ple she wondered 

why she hadn't figured it out before. She noted that before this discovery she was only 

patterning the n1ovement, but now she had "developed a feeling, a knowing" (Follow-up 

Interview, 10/23/05). And Belinda observed variability in her perception of Tin1e and 

Effort; she noted that working with these variables might help her better understand 

balance. Belinda wondered, "Do we lose or gain our balance by trying too hard?" 

(Follow-up Interview 10/24/05) This question was not reflective of strategies for 

thinking about balancing per se, but of a 1neans for thinking about how she approached 

movement. 
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Seeing and Feeling 

Atnong the n1any dichoto1nies dance training perpetuates, the contexts in which 

dancers distinguish between seeing and feeling see1n prevalent. But is this a son1atic or a 

se1nantic difference? The nature of a dance environ1nent favors visual, spatial and 

ten1poral infonnation over kinesthetic, but in 1noven1ent the dancers are developing and 

experiencing a "sense of 1noving." 

Repetition, which is con1mon in 1nost dance techniques, leads to refine1nent of 

111ove1nent; practice makes perfect. During this process the dancers develop both a 

kinesthetic understanding of the move1nent and their bodies' capacities for proficiency. 

But in this process of repetition do they acknowledge a sensory perspective or beco1ne 

desensitized to their bodies in lieu of following visual-spatial cueing? 

This sensory versus visual-spatial dichoton1y was clearly illustrated on the day the 

class focused on the hip joint. As an exploration, the Experiential Anato111y students were 

asked to perfonn a leg swing in attitude to the side. As they had done this action n1any 

tin1es, they could pattern this action im1nediately. Based on an exercise fron1 Andrea 

Olson's Body Stories, the students were then asked to initiate the leg swings fro1n 

different parts of the hip joint and observe the sensation. The moven1ents looked the 

same, but as described by Dani, they felt very different: 

When we moved our pelvis from the ASIS, greater trochanter, sitz bones, 
back of pelvis and lesser troch [ anter ], I could feel the differences in the 
initiations. Different muscles did n1ore work - or different work, i.e. in 
the sitz bones, I felt more release in the low back, \Vith the lesser troch 
n1y inner thighs worked harder, with the ASIS I felt as if I had more of a 
figure-8 shape in the movement. I gained access to so1ne release in 111y 
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legs too - by the end of the exercises 111y fe1nurs felt freer. (Journal Entry, 
Experiential Anato1ny, 02/11/05) 

Isabel, who was interviewed several titnes in the eighteen 111onths following the 

course, realized that she was beginning to rely 1nore on sensory than visual infonnation, 

which she had previously acknowledged as dotninant. But, was the focus on the sensory 

infonnation helpful to all dancers? Bridget, seen1ingly full of uncertainty, asked, "Do I 

really understand what my body is doing during 1novement? How 1nany levels of 

awareness do I have left to achieve?" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 03/28/05) 

Uncertainty and Certainty 

Within a dance class there is specific information that is given which falls under 

the classification of jargon or insider language. This particular tenninology beco1nes part 

of the dancers' vocabulary and is supported by imagery, presentation and context. While 

this codified language is oral, it references a visual standard, and 1nost often the dancers 

use visual info1n1ation to detennine is their 111ove1nents are "correct." However, if this 

information is unclear to the dancer, it can create interference. In this section, I will 

discuss the types of inforn1ation that the dancers used or received in relation to the 

usefulness of this data. 

One source of an1biguity for the dancers in this study caine fron1 the use of 

itnagery. A co1n1non teaching or coaching strategy in dance, imagery can help facilitate a 

change in the quality or feeling of a 111oven1ent. The i111ages are often visual 

representations that synthesize a great deal of information into one picture or idea. These 

in1ages resonate differently with different individuals. For s0111e, the rich in1age1y used in 
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dance training facilitates great change, while in others, it causes confusion. A specific 

exa1nple of this was "sitz bones to heel. " 11 This very general in1age speaks to dancers in

1nany ways, creating either clarity or confusion. For exatnple, Isabel explained that she 

ignored infonnation that was not logical to her, and "sitz bone to heel" was confusing. 

Isabel noted that while the names of bones and 1nuscles 1nake sense to her, this i1nage 

was perplexing as she was not certain if it was meant to be literal, 1netaphoric or 

directional (Mid-Tenn Interview, 03/09/04). 

It was clear fro1n the dancers' discussions and writing that there were other 

sources of confusion as well. These included 1nisunderstanding a com1nent fro111 a 

teacher, a perception that their bodies were smnehow not right for dance, or concern that 

they had done something incorrectly. In addition, discrepancies existed between how the 

information was presented in class and how the students heard or interpreted this detail. It 

would not be unusual to have a situation where a student was told one thing about her 

body but did not feel or perceive it that way. In other instances, a dancer 1night hear 

s01nething differently from the way it was intended, or understand inf on11ation in a way 

that contradicted her expectations. As the trans1nission of n1uch of what is communicated 

in dance technique class is oral, particularly 1naterial that is qualitative or relates to 

action, the clarity of comn1unication of both the in1age and the dancer's expectations are 

vital. 

11 This image is used in a variety of ways. In 1Waki11g Connections: Total body integration through 

Bartenieff Fundamentals, Hackney describes this as finding the correct vertical alignment of the sitz bones 
"over" the heels. 
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However, when does the 1natch of information that the dancer is receiving from 

the inside and the outside take place? Bridget stated that when she gets individual 

feedback, she is often surprised because it has to do with so1nething she is not aware of. 

She wonders how perception is infonned by the body, because for her, this infon11ation 

does not seem reliable (Su1n1nary, Mid-Term Interviews). 

Matching The(ir) Ideal 

In dance there are often questions regarding the 1natch of an individual dancer's 

body to an ideal (anato1nic) body for dance. "Iain resigned to the fact that what is right 

externally will not feel right [in 1ny body]. I know what is right for 1ne even if it is not 

right" (Toni, Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 02/20/04). Uncertainty and insecurity 

caused these dancers to question their abilities to perform the desired technique and 

create ideal move1nents in their bodies. For exa1nple, Gayanne wrote in her journal, "The 

tenn correct is e1nbedded in 1ny body in a perfectionist way that if I do not do what is 

correct, I feel as though I failed. First of all what is the 1neaning of correct and how do 

you know when you are correct?" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 04/25/05) 

As the dancers in this study were not aspiring to a comn1011 goal in their dance 

careers, the application of the anaton1ic and somatic information in the fonn of in1agery, 

feedback, and context should have varied as much as the individual. Within a given 

group of dancers, one n1ight be focused on rotation of the legs in the hips, another on 

shoulder 1nobility. Therefore, each dancer had to assess what she was capable of 

perforn1ing in her body, and this capacity needed to match the criterion of the aesthetics 

she was studying. 
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Still, in so1ne fonns, all dancers 1nust align or co1npare their perfonnance to an 

ideal, although often this can be as qualitative as it is quantitative. For example, in 

arabesque, the dancers 1nust find a particular quality of lightness or strength in the 

1noven1ent in addition to the 1nore 1neasurable standard of a specific height their legs 

should attain. Many of the dancers in all of the courses noted instances where their 

bodies did not fit the expected ideal, although toward the end of the 2005 Experiential 

Anatomy course, the dancers were also writing about understanding the uniqueness and 

capacities of their individual bodies. 

The uncertainty that the dancers had regarding the match of their bodies to the 

ideal was an e1notional one; not confonning or not knowing 111ade the dancers feel 

vulnerable. Earlier in the setnester Bridget had written, "I truly can't describe the 

etnbarrassment and shame I place upon myself whenever I have some new body 

revelation - like if I notice that I've been sickling 1ny foot in attitude" (Journal Entry, 

Experiential Anatomy, 03/04/05). This student also discovered that she could not trust 

the information she was getting fro1n her body. She wrote, "Alas, 1ny new found joy and 

excitement [from understanding a sensation in her body] comes only with loo1ning 

criticisn1 and a lurking ren1inder of what is 'right'" (Bridget, Journal Entry, Experiential 

Anaton1y, 04/01/05). 

The dancers also questioned what \Vas considered "nonnative." Isabel asked, 

"Why is [C]hild's [P]ose, good and rotation bad?'' (Joun1al Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 
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03/31 /04) 
12 

And Bridget asked, "Is 1ny resistance to accept certain theories because I '111

so co1nfortable with working with n1y own 1nove1nent theories (Pilates based) and I just 

don't want to change, or is it because it is unnatural. .. ?" (Journal Entry, Experiential 

Anatomy, 03/28/05) Bridget also noted that the course readings 1nade her challenge her 

notion of ''where spine is" relative to the ''navel to spine fixation" that she had learned in 

Pilates. 

Reflecting on their experiences in the courses during the fall semester interviews, 

several of the dancers noted that perceptions of their bodies and of their performance still 

did not 111atch comments or inforn1ation they received fro1n the outside. These dancers 

were uncertain whether they performed these tasks correctly, after receiving more 

inf onnation about their bodies. It also appeared that in order for an image or idea to be 

useful for the dancers, they needed to be ready to hear and process the inf onnation fron1 a 

place of confidence. 

The Novelty of the Focused Body 1¥ork 

Looking at 1nuscles and bones in a book, or seeing this infonnation relative to the 

skeleton is straightforward and clear. Yet, for the dancers in this study, "seeing" or 

in1agining this information inside their bodies, or the bodies of others, proved to be both 

challenging and daunting. For exainple, when working with partners, 1nany dancers ,vere 

uncertain as to whether or not the practitioner, the partner locating structures or 

n1anipulating the passive dancer's body, was in the right location. A further unspoken 

12 Child's Pose is a restorative position from Yoga. The dancer is kneeling with the knees open and the feet 
together and the body is rounded over the legs. 
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concern during the 1noven1ent explorations was whether or not the dancers had identified 

the "correct" specific location in their own bodies. In general the dancers found it 

difficult to trust the sensations they were receiving, even if, in fact, they could identify 

the sensations that were coining to the1n. For example, did they really know where the 

lesser trochanter was located in their bodies? Could they sense 1nove1nent initiating fro1n 

that location and were they feeling so1nething ... or nothing? As I wrote in my journal: 

It is my general feeling that we receive a great deal of information from 
our bodies and yet lack the awareness or language with which to 
co1nmunicate what we are feeling. The anatomical language could give 
the dancers that ability, but so does the language they used from Laban 
when talking about the quality of movement - an important aspect of the 
Experiential Anato1ny course. (Researcher's Journal Entry, 02/25/05) 

This unce1iainty raised 1nany questions for the dancers regarding both their 

abilities to apply the outside anato1nical model inside their bodies ( or inside another's) 

and how to process the sensations they were experiencing. One dancer in the 2004 

Experiential Anatomy course was often frustrated when everyone else "got it'' (whatever 

concept we were covering), but she did not. She wrote, "There are titnes I want to make 

the connection and I cannot - this is frustrating" (Miehe, Mid-tenn Interview, 

Experiential Anatomy, 03/04/04). 

However, as the dancers becan1e n1ore co1nfortable with the infonnation fro111 the 

courses, they began to use anato1nic and somatic tenns blended with dance ten11inology 

and were 1nore confident and open when con1municating the sensations and feelings they 

were experiencing (Sun11nary of 2005 Experiential Anatomy Mid-Tenn Interviews). 

Marta, who had the least experience in anato1ny or kinesiology of anyone in the class, 
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see1ned to savor the language and the concepts she was learning. She wrote toward the 

end of the se1nester, "Twenty-seven bones? That is amazing to tne. My hands are always 

busy; opening doors, serving as stoppers in 1nove1nent, writing, washing, and now 

supporting 1ny weight. .. .in inversions" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 04/06/05). 

In general, the dancers could easily understand 1novement relative to a task or an 

idea; this understanding was often referenced through their individual bodies. When 

negotiating this translation, there were obvious landmarks for evaluation. For example, 

the structure of the foot, the amount of external rotation, or the limits of one's range of 

motion can facilitate or inhibit a dancer's move1nent goals. And yet in this evaluation, 

were the dancers practical about their capabilities? Are judgments about the body 1nade 

from a factual or e1notional perspective? The Experiential Anatomy course asked the 

students to take this one step further - not to judge their body's capacity but to 

understand it. 

Connections the Dancers Made 

Injury and Pain 

Pain brings dancers face to face with the structure and capacity of their 
bodies. Pain and then cessation of pain helps then1 attend to their bodies 
in a more specific way, whereas soreness and fatigue tend to have a more 
global effect on the dancer. Pain illustrates the boundaries of a dancer's 
structure, but also opens us up to considering new ways of moving. 
(Researcher Journal Entry, 11/25/05) 

Injury and pain infonn the body in very specific ways. Pain tells a dancer how 

her body is feeling, where she is on a given day and what she is doing right or wrong. 

However, injury also teaches one about the body - not only in the n1idst of the 
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li1nitations, disco1nfort, and frustration, but also when those disappear and the dancer 

feels she "has her body back." 

Several of the dancers in the Introduction to Dance course were dealing with 

injuries. Terry had injured her foot in the previous year. While she re1ne111bered the 

exact n1on1ent the injury happened, she wondered if she had n1ade herself susceptible to 

the datnage (Follow-up Interview, 04/20/05). Another dancer realized that her past 

injuries were still and issue with her as she was always subconsciously trying to protect 

herself. She discussed that she was compensating for past injuries in so1ne of her 

1nove1nents; she also wondered if this adjustment would eventually cause additional 

In Jury. 

How an individual tolerates or translates sensory information about pain is highly 

variable. During the mid-tenn interviews for the 2004 Experiential Anaton1y course, four 

of the six dancers talked about pain in detail. Of the two who did not address pain in 

depth, one realized that she had never been injured and thus could not understand it in 

others; the other only talked about the damaging effects of tension in her body, but cited 

nothing specific. For one of the dancers, however, pain and injury were the context 

through which she understood her body and previous dance training. And while absence 

of pain should give as much information as its presence, as one participant noted, it took 

a while for her to realize that she was no longer in pain when dancing (Su1nmary of Mid

term Interviews, 2004 Experiential Anatomy). However, one student in particular was 

never released from pain. 
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Miehe, one of the students fro1n the 2004 Experiential Anato1ny course, realized 

that she always focused on her pain in the course. She felt this attention to pain 1nay have 

i1npaired her ability to absorb and understand of the 111aterial. As Miehe noted in her 

journal, she was pre-occupied with the pain she was experiencing. For her, pain resulted 

when "you do something wrong" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 03/13/04). In a 

follow-up interview, Miehe co1nmented on this: "The 1nore attention I gave to the body, 

the 1nore of a hypochondriac I felt like. [T]he n1ore attention I gave 1ny body the 1nore 

caught up in it and the 1nore self consu1ned I became ..... but it is in1portant - it is your 

body" (Miehe, Follow-up Interview, Experiential Anato1ny, 06/01/05). 

Did Paying Attention to the Body Reveal or Create Disconifort? 

At times focusing on the body brought up information that was difficult for the 

students, e.g., me1nories of injuries or negative self in1ages related to the structure of their 

bodies. During both semesters of the Experiential Anato111y course, when the topic for 

the day focused on a particular body part, issues of past pain or current disco111fort 

surfaced. As soon as the topic changed, or we 1noved on to a different body part, 

however, identification of this sensation disappeared fro1n the dancers' journals. Focused 

study of the body resulted in greater awareness of the body, and yet this was translated 

into pain or discomfort for the dancers. The dancers never noted if this pain affected 

their dancing, 1nostly they addressed their consciousness of the body part. However, the 

dancers were keenly aware of the attendant pain or discomfort associated with the body 

part being studied, and they n1used about how these feelings arose and subsided. As 

Melissa wrote, 
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I will start off 1ny journal by n1entioning weekly sytnpathetic pains. I 
actually had toe cramps in class on Wednesday, which I have never have, 
1naking it the third week in a row that I had pain associated with our topic. 
I think I was really focusing on articulating 1ny feet during tendus which 
probably caused the1n, but .l still find it quite ainusing. (Journal Entry, 
Experiential Anato1ny, 2/ 19/04) 

And yet as co-teacher for the Experiential Anatomy course, Sarah worried that the 

dancers seemed to get "stuck in their pathology or stuck in pathologizing their habits as 

funda1nentally injurious" (Sarah Gamblin, Personal Co1n111unication, 12/16/2005). 

Dancers must 1naintain a fine balance with pain. 

Our bodies give us perplexing infonnation. Molly, one of the dancers fro1n the 

2005 Experiential Anatomy course was inspired by the idea of working to prevent 

recurrence of back pain, which she had dealt with fro1n an inju1y sustained several years 

previously. She tried rehabilitative back exercises as a precautionary measure, however 

this re-ignited her back pain and caused confusion about how to take care of her body. 

Melissa realized that all of her efforts at finding external rotation was making it painful to 

stand in parallel. She wrote, "I wonder if my knee problen1s could be related to this" 

(Journal Entry, Experiential Anaton1y, 02/05/04). And Roberta, who was rehabilitating an 

injury she had sustained over the sun1n1er, stated that she was "dancing cautiously 

because of 1ny fear of injury .... I wonder if this will change 1ny dancing pem1anently" 

(Follow-up Interview, Experiential Anatomy, 10/24/05). 

Melanie, who had been experiencing general body joint pain, was told that she 

was "holding too much in her joints" (Mid-Term Intervie,v, 3/27/05). This dancer had 

experienced chronic pain in her knees, but she had recently discovered a different way to 
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conceptualize the action at that joint with Alexander technique. 13 This 111ethod gave her 

relief from her knee pain as it taught her to think about her body 1nore holistically. 

The dancers in this study acknowledged the presence of pain. How they dealt 

with this infonnation varied by individual, but it see1ns clear that the dancers know about 

their bodies relative to the presence or absence of pain, fatigue, or confusion. What is 

less clear is whether the dancers could describe a natural healthy state of the body, a state 

marked by the absence of pain. 

General Inforn1ation Beca,ne Meaningful in the Application 

The explorations in the Experiential Anaton1y courses were not designed to be a 

1neans to an end, but to be applied within a context. Certainly there was intrinsic value in 

the anatomical and sensory 1naterial, but for the dancers in this study, it appeared the 

information was 1nost useful when it was used in context. For exa1nple, in all of the 

courses in the current study, the dancers were introduced to a topic and then spent ti1ne 

exploring the information inside their bodies using i1nagery in constructive rest, changing 

their relationship to gravity by working on the floor or by working with partners. 

Following this internalization of sensory and tactile information, the students directly 

applied this experience to a concept, such as rotation, or to specific dance 1nove1nents. 

However, they still needed to integrate the infonnation about their bodies into their 

dancing in order for synthesis to take place. 

13 Alexander technique focuses on habitual movement patterns and helps the practitioner overcome 
unproductive movement patterns by inhibiting them (Maisel, 1995). 
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For exan1ple, one day in Experiential Anato1ny there was investigation of 

spiraling as an action of the front and back of the body. The desired effect was to build 

on the experience of spiraling in order to expand the dancers' perspectives for turning. 

The students began perfonning spirals while lying on the floor and then progressed to 

spiraling on a physioball. Following the work on the ball, the dancers stood up and 

practiced pirouette en dehors. Most of the students found this exploration to be very 

beneficial. As Belinda wrote: 

It is easier for me to remember the feeling of equilibriu1n 1notion (to have 
continuous progressive pirouettes and balancing) rather than i111agining 
balance as stillness. Coming to know that the body is in constant 111otion 
helps 111e approach ballet in a way that is more realistic, tangible and 
approachable. (Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 01/28/05) 

Another student con11nented that taking Ballet III at the sa111e time as the 

Experiential Anatomy course was beneficial; she felt the infonnation helped her 

understand ballet, taking her beyond just doing the actions, and she had less tension in 

her body. In the Ballet II course, de1nonstrating how the 1nuscles of external rotation 

created "tun1out" was an effective focal point to help the students feel this action in their 

bodies. 

Katie, one of the participants from the Introduction to Dance as an Art Fonn 

course wrote, "In my modern class on Monday, I really noticed my joints while 

dancing ... I found it pretty interesting that our body can move in so 111any directions 

because of our joints" (Journal Entry, Introduction to Dance as an Art Forn1, 10/20/04). 

And in the san1e class Brendan wrote "The inf onnation that I had read took on new 

n1eaning when I used 1ny body to sort through the info1mation. It was interesting feeling 
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what 1ny body was doing in the different planes [of 111ove1nent]" (Journal Entry, 

Introduction to Dance as an Art Fonn, 09/20/04). Whereas often the course explorations 

created a context for the dancers to reflect on the general components of the 1noven1ent or 

their abilities as dancers, it see1ned that this investigative approach also afforded the 

students opportunities to think about their bodies as contexts for 1nore specific 

infonnation. 

Points of Interface or Intersection 

The students' experiences in the different courses were individual and wide 

ranging, and several points of intersection served to synthesize their experiences. In the 

exatnples listed in this section, the students were able to make connections with the 

info1mation they were receiving back to the larger worlds in which they \Vere aspiring to 

work. These intersections included application of the anatomical infonnation, classes in 

itnprovisation and contact in1provisation, and align111ent. 

In both semesters of the Experiential Anatomy course, a few of the students were 

con1pleting a certification progra1n in Pilates and had therefore recently engaged in 

additional study of the structure and function of the body. And for many of the students, 

whose previous experience in anato111y was positive, they were able to process the 

information about the body in more depth, both in the Experiential Anato1ny course, but 

in their other courses as well. There were, however, a fe\v students whose first 

experiences with anatomy were negative or presented in a way that did not seetn 

applicable to them. For these students, a lot of tin1e in the course ,vas focused on 
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learning or relearning the nan1es of 1nuscles and bones. And, for Marta, who had not had 

any prior study in anato1ny, but knew her body had a specific anatotnic variation: 

I am curious to know how 1ny slanted spine fits into the puzzle. To be 
honest, even though I have scoliosis, I have never had back problen1s or 
pains. The only abnonnality I have noticed is a difference in flexibility 
and reach between 111y right and left sides. Now knowing the strength and 
intricacy of the spine, there has to be a way to train it to be flexible 
evenly .... or is it too late? (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 03/02/05) 

This journal entry raises very important ethical issues, which will be dealt with 1nore 

deeply in Chapter IV. However, it is important to note that there was never an instance 

where the students were asked to try and alter any perceived abnonnality in their 

anaton1ical structure. The students were asked to identify structural differences in their 

bodies, but then to also develop an understanding of how to work with the variations they 

discovered. 

There was direct application of the inf orn1ation in the Experiential Anato1ny 

courses and in Ballet II, evidenced by the specific strategies written in the student 

journals. One student decided to address how she was using her legs in order to release 

1nuscular tension; another discussed "pushing against the floor" through her leg to 

balance, and thereby released the gripping in her thighs. Some of the students developed 

these strategies on their own through the use of in1agery. At tin1es the dancers used the 

in1ages literally, and son1etimes they transfonned the1n by using them in a specific 

context. For exan1ple, one of the dancers stated that the use of breath helped her "achieve 

the whoosh or down and up feeling down the back to my leg to raise n1y knee" (Molly, 

Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 04/19/05). 
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Touch and bnprovisation 

The dance department at TWU fulfills its co1111nitn1ent to individuality and agency 

for the dancers through its son1atic approach to teaching technique, and through the 

incorporation of Contact Improvisation and Improvisation in the curriculun1. These 

courses supported the explorative nature and use of touch etnployed in the Experiential 

Anatomy courses and Introduction to Dance as an Art Form. In turn, courses in this 

current study helped the dancers transition into the intimate contact and bodily focus 

often called for in improvisation. This point of intersection was an important link for 

many of the dancers involved in this study. 

For many of the students in Introduction to Dance as an Art Form, and even for 

some of the graduate students, the body-centered focus provided a different approach to 

thinking about dance than they had previously been exposed to. While not everyone in 

the classes used in the research was comfortable with the experiential approach at first, 

during the 1nid-term and follow-up interviews, the dancers all com1nented on feeling at 

ease with improvisation and contact in1provisation in general. Of the twenty-six 

participants in the research courses, there was only one exception to this. 

In the Experiential Anatomy and Introduction to Dance as an Art Form courses, in 

particular, touch and working with a partner played a vital role for helping the dancers 

clearly locate and feel so1nething in their bodies. Many times, one partner used touch to 

bring awareness to a particular body part for the other. For exan1ple, placing a hand over 

the scapula to locate that landmark in the body aided in the recognition and facilitated 

processing sensation for that particular bone and muscle con1plex. 
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Although for so1ne of the dancers, it took tin1e and trust to gain confidence 

necessary for working with a partner, as one noted, when working with son1eone she was 

comfortable with, the pressure of another's body helped her relax (Su1n1nary, Follow-up 

Interviews). For another, touch and itnprovisation helped her find a way of 1noving she 

wouldn't have explored on her own. Diana stated, "Having to 'just do it' has been good" 

(Journal Entry, Introduction to Dance as an Art Form, 10/10/04). And Melinda, who was 

uncomfortable working with touch at first, saw a purpose for it by saying, "Partnering has 

pulled 1ne out of 1ny box" (Follow-up Interview, 03/02/05). And as the dancers lea1ned 

to feel comfortable working with one another, they also began to feel 111ore co111fo1iable 

in, and knowledgeable about, their own bodies. 

In1provisation, new for 111any of the students, even in the graduate progra111, 

presented a challenge. One dancer in particular, whose background in dance was drill 

team, found improvisation difficult and initially rejected its value. In later reflection this 

dancer noted that i1nprovisation helped her develop an inward focus, facilitated in part by 

observing what was happening in her body. She wrote, "It used to be just responding or 

moving with music - now I have done more and see the difference - contact - space, 

interior" (Gayanne, Journal Entry, Experiential Anaton1y 04/01/05). 

Because of TWU' s strong co1n1nitment to i1nprovisation and partnering work, the 

courses in this study helped contribute to, and benefited fron1, the social environment of 

so1natics and i1nprovisation in the dance progra111. The students, new to improvisation, 

quickly came to see that it was a way to understand their strengths and preferences as 
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dancers, and a 1neans to develop their artistry as dancers, not just technicians. And in the 

process they learned 1nore about, and fron1, their bodies. 

Alignment 

One of the first topics covered in the course was alignment, and most of the 

students see1ned to 1nake the connection that align1nent ( not just posture) would be an 

in1portant factor for gaining efficiency in their 1nove1nents. All of the dancers understood 

the itnportance of alignment and focused on how alignn1ent related to their dancing. 

Aligntnent relates to how the body is oriented vertically, but also reveals patterns of 

1nuscular tension or postural habits. The dancers could see how this tension in their 

bodies was both counterproductive and da1naging. And while alignment is observable 

fro1n the outside - standing in class and looking in the 1nirror or orienting oneself through 

different dance genres-it is also s0111ething the dancers can1e to understand through 

feeling or by "viewing" their posture from the inside the body. 

Align1nent offered a specific perspective for 111any; how they were feeling on a 

given day, a reflection of their energy or of their self estee1n (Su1n1nary of Mid-tern1 

Interviews, 2004 Experiential Anato1ny). One of the dancers described thinking of 

alignment as a touchstone frotn which she could gauge other aspects of her dancing. 

Another noted that proper align1nent might alleviate pain she was having in her body. 

And 1nany of the participants discussed align1nent relative to patterns of n1uscle tension 

they had become aware of during the courses (Sun11nary Follow-up Interviews, 2004 and 

2005 Experiential Anatomy). 
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An interesting develop1nent in the 2005 Experiential Anato1ny journals and 1nid

tenn interviews was a discussion of alignn1ent or bodily perception in relation to the 

dancers' cars. Several dancers c01n1nented that they evaluated their align1nent when they 

got into their cars, as they would need to re-adjust the rear view 1nin·or. Another dancer 

1nentioned that she had specific landmarks by which she 111easured her height and size in 

the confined space (Summary 2005 Mid-tenn Interviews). Consciously or not, dancers 

do select worlds to size themselves up and situations to orient the1nselves within. 

Developing Portraits of the Pa11icipants' Experiences 

In processing and summarizing the data fro1n the courses, it was clear that the 

readings and activities were producing different results and responses. While some of 

these data have already been presented from a single entry representing several 

participants, what follows is a narrative which is con1prised of many voices. Labeled a 

portrait, this section highlights the rich narrative describing the experiences in the 

dancers' journals following a pa1iicular experience or reflective of a specific context. 

This first rendering recounts the sensation that followed an exploration: 1nassage 

of the inter-osseous membrane between the tibia and fibula, the two bones of the lower 

leg. This activity was done with paiiners. One dancer sat on an elevated surface so that 

the lower legs could easily hang down fron1 the thighs. The partner (1nasseur) began by 

finding the bony landmarks: lateral and medial 1nalleoli, and the tibial tuberosity. Using 

the thumbs and working with intent, the masseur tried to find the space between the tibia 

and fibula. The masseurs were asked to visualize touching the me1nbrane that holds these 
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two bones together, to imagine touching the inside of the body or underneath the exterior 

surface. What follows is a co1nposite fro1n 1nany of the participants' journal entries. 

Portrait: Inter-Osseous Massage 

After the inter-osseous 1nassage, I was 1nore aware of 1ny right leg 
and I had the sensation of the 1nassage on 1ny skin - this allowed me to 
imagine a 1nore stable connection. Actually it wasn't so 1nuch a new 
sensation as it was an absence of the old one. I felt straightness in the 
lower leg. My shin felt rejuvenated, there was less tension in the back of 
1ny knees and the bottoms of my feet did not feel as stiff. I also 
experienced a cooling sensation, which I learned 1night be connected to 
1nore circulation in that area. 

The 1nore pressure the better! About a minute after the 111assage, 
1ny leg was so relaxed. I felt like there were holes along the leg - that it 
was exposed- as I was walking around it felt as if the space between the 
two bones had opened up and there was air passing through the opening, 
through my flesh. 

When I was giving the massage, I was aware of the rigidity of the 
tibia and how far it continues down to the foot. I was 1nade aware of the 
width of the tibia and fibula - how wide our legs are and how frontal they 
are. I wonder what the back of the bones feels like ... 

S u1nmary 

The dancers in this study were dealing with 1nany ideals and expectations, both in 

tenns of models they were aspiring to and how they, as individuals, were processing the 

anato1nic, sensory and aesthetic 1naterial covered in these focus courses. The dancers 

understood their bodies relative to pain, particularly the presence of pain, and they "sized 

themselves up" relative to their align1nent. They credited visual feedback as important, 

but by the end of the courses, and during the follow-up interviews, most of the1n talked 

about their sensory experiences in greater detail than about the visual input they received. 

Most of the dancers felt that the infonnation in the courses co1nple111ented their training 

and made the1n think about their bodies, although so1ne felt that thinking about their 
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bodies interfered with their dancing. Many were not certain whether they knew the 

anato1nic facts, whether they could transfer the "outside" infonnation to understanding 

their own bodies ( or the bodies of their partners) or whether they could trust the sensory 

data they were processing. 

Nonetheless, the infon11ation and the explorations were intriguing to the students, 

and the journal writing revealed a 1nyriad of ways that they were processing the 

infonnation. There was a time where each of the pai1icipants connected to the anato1nic 

and sensory material with her dancing although this happened at different ti1nes for each 

dancer. Although the language, referents, and applications varied as 1nuch as the 

participants, at so1ne point during the courses, albeit at varying points, the infonnation 

had some 1neaning for each of the dancers. 

In the next chapter, this application and translation of the material will be 

discussed, focusing on how the dancers attended to and processed the inf onnation, how 

the experience of the courses contributed to their integration of the 111aterial and the 

i1nportance of taking ti1ne with the n1aterial. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE DANCERS' EXPERIENCES 

The goals for the research and the courses were the satne: to observe the effect of 

learning anatomic information in experiential and applied contexts. By designing courses 

which balanced information about the body, and where the inforn1ation was directly 

experienced at a bodily level, would the dancers come to "know" this information "in 

their bodies?" This overarching question shaped the following goals: 1) to enable the 

students become fa1niliar and confident with the anatomical language and 1nodels; 2) to 

provide opportunity for students to reference the language and models both in their 

writing and their contributions to class discussions; 3) to provide a context for the 

students to understand the anato1nic inforn1ation in their bodies through the son1atic 

work; and 4) to encourage the dancers to apply the infonnation presented in the course, 

not as an end in and of itself, but rather to the other dancing they were doing and relative 

to ideas they had about dancing in a larger context. 

The structure of each course was si1nilar: 1) introduce the anato111ic and so1natic 

material, 2) apply the experiential discovery, and 3) reflect in ,vriting or verbally, through 

the process of considering specific anatomical infonnation balanced with physical 

exploration. Many of the dancers experienced sitnilar activities in the courses used in 

this research, as well as the rond de jambe study, yet each reflected as individuals on their 

physical bodies and how their bodies influenced or facilitated their dancing. Therefore, 
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this chapter explores how the students responded to the approach used in the courses, 

when they focused on the anato1nic and so1natic information, and how they attended to 

their experiences. 

Entering Into and Engaging in the Process 

For each course I chose specific texts to provide a foundation and a context for 

the dancers. All of the texts present both visual and practical inf onnation balancing 

scientific terminology with dance vocabulary. The readings, pri1narily focused on 

1nuscle, bone and systems of the body, were selected to provide information that prepared 

the dancers to understand and pa1iicipate more fully in the class explorations and 

discussions. With these concrete references, students could ref er back to the inf onnation 

at a later date. The students in the Experiential Anaton1y courses read Eric Franklin's 

Dyna,nic Align,nent through In1agery, Irene Dowd's Taking Root to Fly and Andrea 

Olson's Body Stories: A Guide to Experiential Anato1ny. In addition to detailed 

anatomical information these books contain comple1nentary visual i1nages that are both 

n1etaphorical and representational. The drawings in Franklin's book, based on anato1nic 

landmarks, are presented as animations or caricatures. Dowd illustrates her anaton1ical 

images, but writes about the body, and movement, from a philosophical stance. Olsen 

n1ixes concise anatomical detail with personal narrative and e1nphasizes exploration, 

either with a partner or individually, and then asks dancers to reflect after action. I used 

Olsen's Body Stories in Introduction to Dance as an A11 Fonn, and I chose Greig's Inside 

Ballet Technique: Separating Anato,nical Fact fro,n Fiction for the Ballet II class. 
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The students' responses to the assigned readings were 1nixed. Most of the dancers 

found Franklin's images and inforn1ation accessible and understandable. Franklin's 

si1nple yet evocative i1nages, specific yet playful, seemed useful for the students. For 

example, Franklin 1nasterfully cotnbines infonnation about the body with the action of 

exploration, for example, "roll and glide" at the knee (Franklin, 1999, pp. 158-160). This 

particular image succinctly describes the structure and function of the knee, or patello

fe1noral joint, and the dancers experience it from the viewpoint of sensation or awareness. 

In contrast, one of the dancers found Dowd's imagery complicated, although this 

dancer noted that the depth of the inf onnation challenged her. And, while s01ne found 

Dowd's writing inspirational, one dancer was troubled with the leap Dowd made from 

"fact to fantastic" fro1n understanding the structure of the body to ... "imagin[ing] there 

is a waterfall" (Janelle, Mid-term Interview 04/04/05). As Janelle explained, "I think if 

there is knowledge, it doesn't have to be loose and metaphysical and airy and 

intangible .. .I feel that this is concrete information and somehow it gets lost" (Mid-tenn 

Interview, 04/04/05). 

On a Given Day in Class 

The students would have co1ne to class having completed the assigned readings 

for the day. Generally the discussion would begin with the readings and de111onstrations 

with a skeleton. Freestanding while supported by a pole, the skeleton \Vas a central figure 

for discussions about the structure and function of the body. As an aid for the dancers to 

locate these same landn1arks in their own bodies, Sarah or I would palpate the land111arks 

on the skeleton that we were discussing. The skeleton gave the dancers a concrete point 
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of reference; often the infonnation fro111 the skeleton was the basis for an i1nage used in 

the class, or it served as a point of reference for the 111ove1nent explorations. 

In a few instances we incorporated a Thera-band® to de1nonstrate the origin and 

insertion of a particular 1nuscle and to help the dancers visualize a specific landtnark or 

location in their own bodies.
14 We used other props as well. For exainple, on the day we 

discussed the diaphragm, a structure involved in the mechanics of breathing, I used an 

u1nbrella as a visual aid. I opened and closed the u1nbrella to de1nonstrate how the dome

like structure of the diaphrag1n. It is pulled down on inhalation and creates an arc as it 

rises on exhalation. Another day the students watched 111e "111odel" abdominal 111uscles 

rnade of brightly colored felt. 15 The students easily envisioned the layers and orientation 

of the 1nuscle fibers for this group of 111uscles using these visual aids. 

Many dancers commented that the tactile and visual infonnation (i.e., the skeleton 

and props) clarified the anaton1ical inf orn1ation and helped the1n find application or a 

new awareness. As Melissa wrote: 

Looking at the pelvis helped to remind me of its weight and volun1e and 
these itnages in tum help me find power and stability. I see1n to find more 
power in my weight shifts when I think about the weight of the pelvis and 
how it can support the rest of the body. (Journal Entry, Experiential 
Anatomy, 01/24/04) 

We aug1nented visual perception with tactile infonnation by encouraging the 

dancers to touch the skeleton and to palpate bony landn1arks in their own bodies. 

14 
For example, the psoas, a muscle that originates on the anterior facets of the lumbar vertebrae, and direct 

anteriorly and caudally as the muscle attaches to the lesser trochanter. Using the skeleton and th era band 
helped the dancers understand the three-dimensional or spatial orientation of this muscle. 
15 

Rectus Abdominus, External Oblique, Internal Oblique and Transvcrsalis Abdominus 
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The dancers also experienced touch when working in partners. In the following journal 

entry, Molly reflected on working with a partner as a key to understanding hip 111obility: 

It was enlightening for 1ne because I work with 111y own hip all of the ti1ne. 
I an1 usually a visual learner of 1nove1nent, but this ti1ne touch proved 
valuable. The co1nbined focus of trusting the floor and creating a 
relationship with it helped 111e to fold in 1ny hip sockets even 1nore. 
(Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 02/09/05) 

Molly continued: 

I had to look up or out a lot when I was working on Bridget, because if I 
looked at what I was doing, I lost the focus. I also felt the intention of 1ny 
touch change depending on 1ny focus. (Journal Entry, Experiential 
Anato1ny, 02/09/05) 

In these journal entries, Molly was using sensory 1nodes to obtain information she had 

not previously accessed. She acknowledged that the tactile infon11ation was useful, and 

in fact, realized that her hands and her body were providing infonnation that was not 

dependent on visual affinnation. 

In fact, touch was powerful for n1any of the participants. As Marta wrote, "My 

partner's vigorous approach was not disruptive at all. My body welcon1ed the 1nove1nent 

and obeyed it by releasing in11nediately. After retu1ning to the lying position, 1ny partner 

and I noticed the change in 1nuscle length in1mediately" (Jou1nal Entry, Experiential 

Anatomy, 04/01/05). 

Like Marta, A1nye was also receptive to the sensory infonnation she was 

rece1v1ng: 

The experience of ,vorking with a partner and creating resistance between 
the two of us assisted us in the recognition of the ,veight of the bone and 
gripping of muscle. After we had pushed for awhile and walked around, I 
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noticed a sensation of release. (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny 
02/18/05) 

Working with partners and incorporating touch engaged all of the participants 

with the exploration: the dancers were both giving and receiving infonnation fro1n their 

partners. As the students alternately assu1ned the role of a practitioner or recipient of 

individual attention, they also engaged in com1nunication, which added a further 

ditnension to the experience. 

Constructive Rest 

In addition to the readings, de1nonstration with the skeleton and work with 

partners, 111ost of the courses included an activity called Constructive Rest. 16 In this

position, dancers address habitual patten1s by engaging in i1nagery without volitional 

111ove111ent. The goal of Constructive Rest is to establish new neuro111uscular patterns for 

the body. 17 At the beginning of each course, 111any of the dancers thought that 

Constructive Rest was simply a time to lie on the floor. Most found "rest" easily, but 

111any struggled to let go of tension patterns in their bodies; this struggle 111ade it difficult 

for the111 to relax or find release in this position. However, as the dancers continued to 

practice Constructive Rest, they were able to address specific conce1ns in their bodies. 

16 
Sweigard (1974) described this position as ideal for finding minimal bodily tension. The dancer lies on 

the floor with her legs and hips flexed at ninety degrees, in what is sometimes called the hook-lying 
position. The feet are in parallel alignment with the hip joints and the soles of the feet are flat on the floor. 
The knees drop toward one another, and balance against each other, so there is medial bony supp01i to 
minimize muscular tension in the legs. The natural curves of the spine arc maintained and the dancer 
crosses her arms over her chest. The weight of the top arm supports the bottom arm so there is minimal 
muscular activity in those limbs as well. 

17 Franklin gives a clear definition of volitional and non-volitional imagery in his introduction to Dynamic 
Alignment through Image,y, p. 5-7 
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Subsequently, the dancers began to use Constructive Rest as a titne to connect with or 

focus on their bodies as 1nuch as they used it to recuperate. The following portrait blends 

together individual voices into a narrative that describes the participants' experiences, 

moments of discovery, reflection, and awareness. 

Portrait: Constructive Rest 

At first. .. "ouch" ... 1naybe this takes more practice and ti1ne. I 
found it very difficult to be co1nfortable in this position. I a111 feeling 
conflict between 1ny scapulae and the floor - my right scapula presses 
deeply into the floor, no 1natter which arm is on top. I do not see how this 
can be helpful. I do understand that today the point is to sub1nit to the 
discomfort and to remain in stillness; I need to keep working on this so 1ny 
body can release into the position. I am told that there are times when you 
can't address what you need to in a con1fortable position, so discomfort 
1nay help me better understand my body. I will stick with it. 

When I find release in Constructive Rest, it is easier to refocus my 
1nind and thoughts away fro1n restless thoughts and into in1agery, 1ny self, 
my breath, and my body. Having practiced Constructive Rest, now I feel 
benefits in my full body: mind, muscles and bones. I have been using it 
before I go to sleep at night and first thing in the 1noming - it is helping 
1ne take care of my body, and using it, I have developed 111ore awareness 

of my body. 
I believe I have really found the rest in the position. Once I get 

there I don't want to leave it. At this point I enter n1y subconscious; I 
have a heightened state of awareness. I remember noticing that using 
imagery in Constructive Rest drew attention to different parts of 1ny body; 
today was the first ti1ne I actually felt 111y skin. My n1ind was not making 
decisions, my body was feeling and sensing; I felt 1ny proprioceptors 
tingle. It is a new sensation to tne to be able to rest and be free of aches or 
discomfort while I am awake. And I realize that my early struggle with 1ny 

scapula has gone away. 
And I find it is restorative during the hectic schedule of n1y day. 

For exa111ple, I had just finished with ballet and was heading into mode111. 
Sarah began the class with Constructive Rest. What a great way to 
transition n1y body from the physical de1nands of ballet to the free flow of 

modem. Constructive Rest - ok, now I love it. 
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Working through Constructive Rest, the dancers learned the in1portance of 

sti11ness and persistence. If nothing e]se, it allowed the dancers to clin1inate all other 

distractions and begin to focus on their bodies. The wisdo1n of the bodily configuration 

designed by Sweigard is surpassed only by the profound in1plication in the naine of the 

position: resting constructively gave the dancers access to their bodies. 

Imagery 

Another exploration used in the classes included the use of imagery. Whereas 

imagery is often used in conjunction with Constructive Rest, an in1age can also be a 

simple model or idea that the dancers can refer to while n1oving. In the Experiential 

Anatomy courses, Sarah and I used many general in1ages, either adopted fro111 the 

assigned readings for the course or 111odifications of itnages we had worked with 

previously. These images, based on the anaton1ic structure or function of the body, 

provided visual models that served as points of departure for 111any of the s0111atic 

explorations we integrated into the course. For exa1nple, when we discussed align111ent, 

we gave three images for the students to work with: I) the head as a heliun1 balloon 

(Franklin, 1996 p. 241), 2) the head floating on top of Roman colunms, and 3) the idea of 

a geyser or fountain in the pelvis rising vertically to support the body fro1n a central 

location (Franklin, p. 140). While a fairly even number of the students preferred one 

image over the other in both Experiential Anaton1y courses, the "heliun1 head" image 

seen1ed to work the best for the students in Introduction to Dance as an Art Fom1. One 

possible explanation for this is that the image of a balloon \Vas the n1ost accessible - the 

easiest to in1agine. 
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The students were often tentative about using in1agery. The following questions 

regarding i1nagery, which I have posed, illun1inate possible causes for the students' 

uncertainty in using this method of imagining 111ove1nent. For exatnple, was i1nagery a 

1nental picture the dancers 1noved frotn or a representation that e1nerged via sensations 

the dancers described as a 1netaphor? Was imagery a sensation the dancers brought 

forward with them from a previous experience? Did i1nages evolve over titne or were 

they fixed pictures? Or was an itnage simply an association? It was likely all of these 

options were in effect, plus many 1nore. In fact, the in1ages were not interpreted sin1ilarly 

by all who used them, and the breadth of i1nages used, as well as the various 

interpretations of images, created as 111uch potential for confusion as for clarification. 

What worked for one dancer did not work for another; what one person "saw" or felt in 

an i1nage was likely different fro1n what another person viewing or sensing the san1e idea 

experienced. However along with potential confusion, n1ultiple interpretations also 

offered flexibility and possibility in how the itnage could be used. 

Most of the dancers did use in1agery in one fonn or another, but the ways in1agery 

was being used were as nun1erous as the nun1ber of participants in the study. Some of the 

dancers wanted clarity and specificity in the in1ages presented; a fe,v dancers successfully 

used imagery as a strategy for organizing inforn1ation. N eve11heless, a few of the dancers 

were uncomfortable with their inability to use imagery at all, let alone create images on 

their own. 

Many of the dancers wrote about applying the practice of in1agery independently, 

both in the courses used in the study and in their technique classes. A fe,v of the dancers 
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wrote vividly and expressively in their journals, often creating their own i1nages. Often 

these i1nages were variations of an i1nage or concept presented in class. For exatnple, 

Cierra, one of the dancers in the 2004 Experiential Anato1ny course, created an itnage of 

two spines to help her understand her aligntnent. By etnploying this image Cierra "felt 

taller. "I felt a separation between 1ny upper and lower body - a greater ease with being 

able to move certain parts of 1ny body" (Mid-tenn Interview, 04/01/04). Janelle wrote 

about using itnagery as a strategy in ballet class. "I've been imagining bringing 1ny leg up 

in seconde position and also arabesque and penche. Wouldn't I be itnagining the perfect 

arabesque? I am fascinated by i1naging 111yself into better technique" (Journal Entry, 

Experiential Anaton1y 04/07 /05). 

While so1ne dancers made only passing reference to i111age1y, others provided rich 

detail. Belinda's journal entry co111bined in1agery with sensation as it addressed her 

e111otional state: 

I was able to really put myself in the in1age of exhaling and feeling the self 
drain (feel heavy). All of a sudden 111y brain transforn1ed 1ne into my bath 
tub at home. Except I wasn't in the water ... that would have made 111e

light and floaty. I was the substance at the base of the tub, and 1ny contents 
(by exhalation) poured out of my body flowing into the drain. It was 
cleansing - I was e111ptying out bad, useless things and being replenished 
with the weight of 1ny body on the earth (tub). (Journal Entry, Experiential 
Anato1ny 03/31/05). 

Bridget also used vivid in1agery and language to describe and detail the infonnation she 

was processing: 

I feel like my perception is so relative. Prior to today I have always 
i1nagined 1nuscle as thick, powerful, forceful, etc. When I initiated fron1 
1nuscle it was with brute energy and bulky power. But today, with bone in 
the picture, tny view has completely changed ... bone is a concrete column 
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and tnuscle is a thin, flexible alun1inum space shuttle. (Journal Entry, 
Experiential Anato1ny 02/18/05) 

For Janelle, imagery included a reflexive and analytical response: 

[E]ven though I'1n imagining s01nething [that I atn doing well] there are
parts to the whole I know aren't right. It's as if I knew I was losing 111y
turnout or I knew I forgot to stay aligned. Why would this happen? It's
been interesting because as I do it [ use itnage1y ], I find 1nyself correcting
myself in my thoughts. Why does this happen? lf I'tn imagining
s01nething happening, wouldn't it be an ideal situation?" (Journal Entry,
Experiential Anatomy 04/07 /05)

However, imagery limited some of the dancers' 111otivation or caused confusion. 

Toni, one of the participants from the 2004 Experiential Anato1ny course, noted her 

resistance: 

I think just the words, "can you in1agine," kind of bogs down the process. 
Just say the word, the 1netaphor is assu1ned and iinplied. I know [this] is 
picky about language. I know that I don't have a problem with 
111isidentifying myself (be like a tree rather than be a tree), but I wish 
people would get right to the point. Certainly there are neutral in1ages, 
like head as a balloon, it see1ns to be hit or 1niss - there is no secret 
fonnula - I wish I could tell a teacher - these in1ages don't help n1e. 
(Follow-up Interview 05/07 /05). 

In the dancers' vivid descriptions I found both richness and contradictions, that 

further revealed the cotnplexity of how they were using the anatomical information. For 

example, Isabel 111entioned that she could com1nand her muscles as, "n1y body is 1ny 

slave" (Mid-term Interview, 03/09/04), yet earlier in the sen1ester she had written, 

"Feeling is i1nportant to my learning" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 01/31/04). 

And, in the last interview she participated in, Miehe, one of the students frotn the 2004 

Experiential Anato1ny course, re111embered the helium head exploration'\ experienced 
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during the first class in the sc1nester, as one of the 111ost profound experiences of the 

entire course. 

It was the first time I ever felt the distance in 1ny vertebrae, or that I was 
lengthening, or that I could feel something different. .. up to that point, 
every ti1ne we walked, no 1natter what the exercise was, no 1natter what 
the narrative was, it never changed for 1ne, there was never any sensation 
... to 1nake it different, except on that day. (Follow-up Interview, 
04/22/06) 

Imagery also stimulated 1neta-questions for the students, which revealed the 

co1nplexity of using this practice. Just before 1nid-tern1 in the 2005 Experiential 

Anatomy course, Molly asked, "Does using an image actually change what happens 

during the 1nove1nent or does it change the way I think about it?" (Journal Entry, 

Experiential Anato111y 03/09/05) This question situates i111agery in a unique position: 

rather than lin1iting imagery to representing s01nething concrete, the strategy of using 

imagery becon1es 111etaphoric. For Molly, using an image gave her an option, and 

perhaps a strategy, to change the way she thought about her dancing body. 

The research findings presented in this chapter reveal that in1agery clearly played 

some part in the dancers' experiences in the courses. The dancers used i1nagery to enable 

them to synthesize the anatomic or somatic info1mation they were trying to 

conceptualize. And, although the dancers used i1nagery in 111any ,vays, the breadth of 

in1agery's purpose is insignificant. It is beyond the scope of this study to detennine what 

triggered the in1ages, however, the fact that the in1ages initiated sensation or developed as 

a response to son1ething the dancers \Vere feeling, sheds light on how the students were 

processing information they were receiving fro1n, or giving to, their bodies. 
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Bone and Muscle: Fact or Image 

The students were introduced to both 1nuscle and bone in the n1odels and written 

text in the Experiential Anato1ny course. In addition, this infor111ation was used with 

in1agery as the students were asked to visualize these structures and systen1s in their 

individual bodies. I-Iowever, while the assigned readings for each class provided s0111e 

detail regarding 1nuscle location and function, during the class, infon11ation on bone 

dotninated. Ironically, the students initially com1nented that they were 111ore aware of 

1nuscle than bone. Two co1nments representat1ve of the dancers' perceptions include, "I 

never think about bone, but I rely on n1uscle 1ne111ory" and, "I have trouble focusing on 

1noving bones without using 1nuscles." Other dancers referred to 1nuscle as s0111ething 

they toned and so1nething that detennined how one looks in a bathing suit. Two other 

dancers referred to 1nuscles as being on the "outside" while bones were inside (Mid-tenn 

Interviews, 2004 Experiential Anato1ny). Perhaps this perspective developed fro111 an 

understanding that muscle interfaces with skin - the outside of the body. But 111uscles 

are also inten1al; they n1ove bones and this allows dancers to dance. Only a few of the 

dancers referenced wanning up their n1uscles and knowing when their 1nuscles were 

ready to 1nove. 

The dancers often refetTed to "n1uscle memo1y" in their jou1nals and the 111id-tenn 

interviews. While the dancers probably never 1nade a connection, their perceptions of 

"111uscle 1ne1nory" or how their bodies retain 1novement ,vas itnagistic. As one exa111ple, 

the dancers referred to muscle n1e1nory as a habitual response for 1noven1ent, one they 

didn't have to think about. As another exainple, this concept seen1ed to reference a 
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feeling. And yet, were they seeing "brains" in the bellies of their 111uscles, or in1ages of 

111uscles in their 1ninds? Were they processing 1nuscle 111e1nory as 111etaphor, or was it a 

literal sensation, that their bodies ren1en1bered? 

For some of the dancers, thinking about 1nuscle was also associated with tension. 

Many dancers reported a negative relationship to 1nuscles that were tight or inflexible 

which they could not control, or when 1nuscular tightness litnited their inability 

(Sun11nary, Mid-tenn Interviews, Experiential Anatomy, 2005). In addition, many 

dancers were more aware of tightness in their 1nuscles than they were of release. One of 

1ny co1n1nittee members, reviewing early sum1naries of the data, was interested in the fact 

that the students spoke about tension or release rather than a balance between both. Fron1 

her perspective, when the students made the distinction between the two, they were 

reinforcing an either/or dichotomy rather than a s01natic approach to thinking about the 

body (Linda Caldwell, Personal Comn1unication, 12/20/05). These feelings of tension 

con1e from the dancer's proprioceptive sense: the body has receptors to 111onitor pressure 

in the muscle or tendon. But no such apparatus 111onitors relaxation.
18 

Therefore, while

''release" could be ten11ed a lack of 1nuscular tension, dancers do not usually attend to 

their bodies feeling relaxed as a part of taking class. (A sense of release n1ight 1nake 

then1 think they were not working hard enough.) 

As instructors, Sarah and I discussed the "bone paradigm" that we had been 

introduced to in our training, which had replaced an earlier philosophy that focused on 

18 Muscle spindles arc embedded between the fibers of the muscle. According to Fitt (1996), these spindles 
are a "sensory receptor sensitive to stretch, contraction and possibly velocity of contraction of the muscle 
tissue in which it is e1nbedded" (p.106). 
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1nuscle. We discussed the importance of incorporating inforn1ation on both bone and 

111uscle and consciously checked our biases when talking about the body in class. In 

retrospect, it seetned that during 1nost of the lecture part of the course we did favor bone; 

the skeleton was the primary conceptual 1nodel used in the course, not a diagratn of the 

1nuscles. 

When I interviewed Sarah a year after the course, she con1mented that the bone 

paradig1n in dance practice gives her a 1neans to "perceive her body proprioceptively 

fro1n a feeling of weight." For Sarah, releasing was "weighted-ness into the floor" and 

this weighted-ness gave her a sense of her skeleton (Personal Cotnmunication, 02/20/06). 

In this next portrait, the dancers' com111ents regarding 1nuscle and bone are con1bined into 

one entry, but they represent 111any of the voices fron1 the 2005 Experiential Anaton1y 

course. The journal entries con1e from both a specific writing assign1nent, and reflections 

that occurred throughout the se111ester. 

Portrait: Bone and Muscle 

Muscles are strength, bones are length. Bones are land1narks-I 
can visualize what direction they move, they give 1ne weight and help me 
relax - landmarks help n1e locate the correct align1nent. Leaming about 
how both bones and muscles are involved with 1noven1ent is helping 1ne 
understand in1balances and pain in 1ny body; I know both are required for 
111ove1nent. 

Muscles are origins and inse1iions: grain flow, flow of energy, they 
are more alive to 1ne, and they give me control. They are facilitators and 
help me balance in "unnatural" positions. When I am stretching I think 
more about the 1nuscles - I can tell when they let go. 

When I moved from bone, the tension in my body was 111ini1nal, 
probably for the first time ever. And this idea/revelation 1nade me think 
about the use of energy and effort - I felt n1ore weighted because the sense 
of bone in 1ny foot felt more "digging" into the earth. I was also able to 
release my body into the floor with greater ease. 
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In the end, the dancers would adopt the in1ages or sensations that worked best for 

the1n, and, as with the other responses to the infonnation presented during the courses, 

these would likely change over ti1ne and vary with different circu1nstances. The 

individual dancer's paradign11nay shift 1nore toward 111uscle, or it 111ay alternate between 

bone and muscle, but the consideration of the weight and 1nass of the body gives the 

dancers a particular context for experiencing their own 1novement, be it in dance class or 

performance. 

Processing The(ir) Experiences 

The courses in this study offered the dancers tin1e to attend to their bodies in a 

way they had not likely been afforded in their previous training. Experiential Anaton1y 

and Introduction to Dance as an Art F om1 focused on the structure and function of the 

dancers' bodies, and how these related to and supported their dancing, but both courses 

deliberately set aside the technical specificity of a studio course. This approach was new, 

not only to the fresh1nan-level students in the Introduction to Dance as an Art Fonn 

course, but to so111e of the graduate students in the Experiential Anato1ny courses as well. 

Initially, s01ne of the students in Introduction to Dance as an Art F onn had 

difficulty with the freedo111 and relaxed atn1osphere in the course. The class struggled 

with the personal explorations that required self-discipline and n1aturity. Although the 

dancers were too polite too write about these obstacles in their joun1als, they ,vere often 

hesitant to participate in activities. However, as the sen1ester progressed and the dancers 

discovered that the class fonnat complemented what they were learning in other dance 
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courses, they becmne 1nore co1nfortable with the process. The dancers also becaine 111ore 

at ease working with partners, and their ability to stay focused on the 111ove1nent 

exploration developed until they were n1ore deeply invested in the course goals. 

The graduate-level dancers in Experiential Anaton1y were 1nore con1fortable than 

the undergraduate students with the class environment and the focus on self-discovery. 

Most of these students felt the class lectures and explorations were vital for synthesizing 

the readings and inf onnation. As Molly wrote: 

I gain greater knowledge of the body by doing the readings, and I begin to 
gain knowledge of 111y body by coming to Friday class. When I strive to 
be in n1y body, I end up in a half conscious still state. I suppose that I am 
in 1ny body in the sense that I am better at attending to 1ny body. (Journal 
Entry, Experiential Anatomy 03/04/05) 

Even Marta, who had li1nited confidence with the 1naterial, recognized the class's value 

for understanding detail about the body. As she wrote in her journal, "T1ying to lean1 the 

anato1nical information on 1ny own ... .I would be overwhehned" (Journal Entry, 

Experiential Anatomy, 03/04/05). And Isabel noted that being in the Experiential 

Anatomy course gave her confidence: "You come to know about knowing in talking 

about what you know; it was a fabulous process because it 111ade 1ne feel like I was an 

authority of 1ny own experience" (Follow-up Intervie\v, 10/23/05). While Isabel knew 

she was still learning how to learn about her body, she felt the class established a point of 

reference for her to continue this process. 

For many of the students, the courses also con1prised joun1eys in exploration and 

reflection. As Roberta wrote: 
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The spine as a colun1n of support - an idea to let the skeleton do its own 
work. No i1nagery, just allowing the structure to be the under-girding that 
it is ... My head felt secure and safe and I didn't let gravity overpower n1e 
nor did overcon1pensation allow the 1nuscles to inhibit n1oven1ent. lt felt 
easy and trustworthy. (Journal Entry, Experiential Anaton1y 04/08/05) 

While Roberta was discovering 111any things about her body, there was no 111ention that 

these discoveries affected her dancing. However it is clear that her perception of her 

body, described by words like easy and trustworthy, seetned novel to her. 

Regarding her experience of being in the course, Gayanne wrote, "Being in 1ny 

body 1neans bringing focus toward my body, both internally and externally. It 1neans 

visioning images/objects to help 1ne with any movement possible" (Journal Entry, 

Experiential Anato1ny, 03/04/05). Katie noted, "I explore and discover things about 1ny 

body that I 111ay never have thought about before. This course helps to 1nake n1ore sense 

of instruction in other classes. It is helping n1e to be 1nore aware and into 111y body" 

(Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy 03/04/05). And, following the class discussion at 

1nid-tenn, Marta wrote in her journal: 

Honestly I did not know that this class would touch on so 111uch specific 
information. [The content of the class has brought so 1nuch to the surface] 
about the hows and whys of my body's structure ..... .I have realized that 
to "be in your body" reflects somatic knowledge. The infrastructure [is 
just as in1portant] as the outside. (Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 
03/04/05) 

Other dancers reflected on a n1ore personal level. As A1nye contributed, "I ain 

obtaining inforn1ation about MY body and MY ways of using tny body to execute 

1novement. I am also learning that not one body is exactly the san1e and we all ,vork in 

different ways" (Journal Entty, Experiential Anato1ny, 03/04/05). And Dani wrote, "The 
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inforn1ation presented in this class is 'kinesthetic' so I a1n learning it on a deeper level" 

(Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 03/04/05). Dani and her classn1ates were 

receiving information about the body that they processed through their bodies, through 

their 1novements and through their self perceptions. 

As the distinct voices in this section suggest, the students were 1) receiving 

information about their bodies, 2) developing contexts for thinking about their bodies, 

and 3) thinking about their dancing. They were also thinking about their thinking. 

However, while the dancers processed the information in different ways, did they really 

take ownership of what they were learning? During the courses, I was never sure how 

deeply the dancers were willing to explore the concepts or explorations. In fact, based on 

the follow-up interviews, it see1ns that dancers only retained the information in a general 

sense (Sum1nary, Follow-up Interviews). Yet, the infonnation had value for the dancers. 

19 Each dancer took something away fro111 the class, whether it was te111pora1y or 

permanent. 

Journals and Interviews: Docu1nenting the Dancers' Experiences 

Inforn1ation about the dancers' experiences derived fro1n 1) in-class and follow

up journal entries, in which the dancers recorded observations and thoughts about their 

experiences in the classes; 2) mid-tenn interviews and follow-up interviews concerning 

19 
Upon review of a draft of this chapter, Linda Caldwell, one of my committee members offered this 

insight. "It might be like anything you learn - it takes time and specific instances to which you can relate it. 
I remember being a horrible turner (I would practice and practice - nothing). Then I went to some class 
and the teacher asked us "why do people (not dancers, but people) need to know how to tum?" All of a 
sudden, turning becan1e a totally new process and, even though my fomial tun1ing (pirouettes, etc.) are still 
nothing I would want to show off, finding new ways to tu111 for a clear purpose became very exciting for 
me!" (Personal Communication, 10/10/06) 
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the dancers' experiences in the courses; and 3) n1y observations of individual classes and 

the courses as a whole. Viewed holistically this infonnation provided a window into the 

dancers' experiences, offering insights into how they were processing the various aspects 

of the courses. These experiences included the synthesis of the anato1nic and so1natic 

1naterials, the effect of touch, itnagery and work with partners; how they were processing 

this inf onnation in1mediately; how they reflected on the materials and experiences; and 

how all of these experiences might inf onn their dancing. 

Among the notable developments revealed through the dancers' written and 

verbal reflections were the many ways the dancers were trying to understand, interpret, 

and integrate the information they received in class. Not only did each dancer assimilate 

and apply the information differently, but, in 111any instances, the dancers' experiences 

also changed throughout the se1nester and with the passage of ti1ne following the course. 

Each dancer was filtering inforn1ation and sensation as an i1nn1ediate experience and then 

through reflection. The dancers were also receiving information fro1n their bodies -

infonnation they did not really have the language to be able to fully describe. 

Most of the students were fan1iliar with the process of reflexive writing and yet 

the experiences associated ,vith this docun1entation \Vere variable. For exa1nple, writing 

was a powerful tool for one student. CielTa wrote: 

Suddenly I felt I was oozing across the floor rather than going fron1 
position to position. What helped n1e was the feeling of the greater 
trochanter and pubic bone pulling my legs and pelvis through the 
combination rather than trying to n1uscle 1ny way through. (Journal 
Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 01/29/04) 
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This detailed developtnent of the exercise in Cierra's journal entry tnay have been a 

description of what she felt, or perhaps a way to re-experience the sensation through her 

vivid writing. In either case, the process of writing augmented the original exercise. 

In addition to writing, several of the dancers sketched in their journals. During 

the tnid-term interviews, when I asked these students about their sketches, they all replied 

that sketching enabled them to docu1nent or record the visual representations tnade in the 

class. However, for two dancers in particular, the attention to the visual organization of 

the writing on the page, acco1npanied by sketches and caricatures, appeared to be a part 

of how they were processing the 1naterial. Drawings augmented the sensory infonnation 

and anato1nical data that the dancers could not find words to describe. 

Regardless of the conventions each dancer used, clearly the journals provided the 

dancers a tnode for negotiating "self' in a variety of ways: artistically, analytically, or 

simply as engaged and interested observers. The journals gave the participants voice. 

Although a few dancers consistently contributed to the conversation in each course, and 

all would reply if their answers were sought out, 1nany preferred not to share their 

thoughts, feelings or questions aloud. Yet the quiet students often 'spoke' volu1nes in 

their journals; journaling appeared to be a 1nore comfortable n1eans of co1n1nunication for 

these students. And while the journals served a curricular function, they also offered 

dancers titne and space to process their experiences and to record their ideas. 

Language and Integration 

At the beginning of each semester, the students dutifully incorporated the 

anato1nic tenninology and concepts in their journals. But it was clear fro1n the careful 
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crafting of their entries, seen in the juxtaposition of the anaton1ical language with their 

free writing, using this language required extra effort on their part. As each se1ncster 

proceeded, some of the students continued to integrate this tenninology, freely and 

extetnporaneously, into their journal entries while other dancers dropped the anatotnic 

language co1npletely. 

Beyond the constraints of using the terminology they were lean1ing, the dancers 

wrote about and discussed how understanding the anatomical inforn1ation was beneficial 

for understanding certain aspects of their training. In so1ne instances, whatever variation 

of the language they chose, use of the tenninology see1ned to coincide with or help the 

dancers express new awareness in, or of, their 111oven1ent. As Janelle, one of the dancers 

in the 2005 Experiential Anato1ny course wrote: 

I'm becoming more aware of how my legs are connected to 111y back and 
how when one body part is ailing, the target area for 111y attention 1nay 
actually lie somewhere else. I an1 finding that turns, stretching, and 
spiraling 1nay be difficult for me because of tight han1strings. (Joun1al 
Entry, Experiential Anato1ny 03/09/05) 

As an example of how terminology was integrated into the course, the focus of a 

class during Ballet II was joint motion at the hip. I explained the structure and function of 

the hip, augmented by den1onstration on a skeleton at the beginning of class; this 

infom1ation was incorporated directly into the vocabulary and technique presented during 

the rest of the class. This approach enabled students to add conceptual inf onnation to 

vocabulary they already had been introduced to. For exan1ple, in one class, I 

den1onstrated rotation in the thoracic spine that supports epaule1nent on the skeleton. The 
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concept, explored in 1noven1ent and then associated with the vocabulary, cpaulen1ent, was 

then incorporated into the rest of the class. 

As another exainple, in the .Introduction to Dance as an Art Fonn course, 1

devoted a day to understanding and sensing how the 111ove1nent of the scapula facilitated 

ann 1novement. I guided the dancers, working in partners, through explorations of 

various ways the scapula 1noves, or responds to move1nent, and then we applied this 

infonnation and sensation to port de bras at the barre. 

Both of the above cases demonstrate that the dancers were able to i1nmediately 

integrate the concept in the body, although, I did not have an opportunity to observe the 

long term effects of cmTying these sensations through the class or into a different class. 

Nevertheless, I feel that the dancers' experience of exploring the move1nent of the spine 

or the scapula was valuable for the1n, even beyond their descriptions of what they had 

done. As I wrote in a 1ne1no, "At the very least, the dancers were 111ore aware of their 

bodies for a brief period, and they were learning a language to con11nunicate about and 

reflect this infonnation" (Researcher Journal Entry, 06/01/05). 

And the co1nmunication was not liinited to the classroon1 settings. I also observed 

several inforn1al conversations, regarding the courses and the students' experiences, 

which took place before and after class, in other courses, or even away from the dance 

environ1nent altogether. Although these discussions were not docun1ented, the fact that 

discussion was taking place was 1nuch more in1portant than if I had the oppo1tunity to 

observe or analyze it. The dancers were finding their own ways of processing the 

information and experiences frotn the courses. 
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S01natic Integration 

In each of the courses used in this study, the dancers were introduced to son1atic 

elen1ents and ideas - inforn1ation about the body, experienced in the body. In addition to 

Constructive Rest they were introduced to Klein Technique20
, elen1ents of Bartenieff 

Fundainentals and ideas fro1n Body Mind Centering®. The dancers experienced and 

learned about, conceptually and in practice, so1natic exploration in addition to the detail 

of the anato1nic structure and function of their bodies. This was the students' first 

experience with processing their bodies somatically. 

What Is Somatics? 

S01natics, 21 like itnagery, is a tenn that enco111passes a wide range of definitions, 

and in this study it was introduced to the dancers in both direct and indirect ways. 

Definitions of so1natics as a discipline and s0111atic approaches to the body, experiencing 

the body away fro1n technical dance require1nents, were important co111ponents of the 

courses used in the study. 

I introduced the concept of son1atics on the first day of Introduction to Dance as 

an Art Fonn. Most of the students had never heard the ter111, and those who had did not 

have a clear idea of what either the application or relevance of this concept to the1n could 

2
° Klein Technique™, developed by Susan Klein looks at effecting deep changes in an individual's

movement patterns, which become integrated into their entire being. Sarah Gamblin, the co-teacher for the 
Experiential Anatomy courses studied with Susan Klein from 1989-2000. Her most focused study was 
from 1989 to 1993. 

21 The term somatics was first introduced by Thomas Hanna in 1972. Described by Hanna, somatics is the 
observation from the "inside out, where one is aware of feelings, movement and intentions, rather than 
looking from the outside in" (Quoted in Fitt, 1995, p. 341 ). 
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be. I asked the dancers si,nply to internalize or experience what they were doing in the 

class; n1y goal was that by the end of the se111ester each student would develop his or her 

own understanding of so1natics. Although at the end of the sen1ester when we discussed 

so1natics, there was a wide range of interpretations, all were linked to a con1n10111nodel -

so1natics as being of the body. 

Melanie, for exa1nple, described somatics, or being in her body, as going fro1n 

tactile to sensory or sensed experience. She detnonstrated this distinction with a leg 

swing, relating what she described fro1n feeling; the "rhythtn and sweep of brushing her 

leg outward and upward" as inside her body. She conveyed this, not with her words per 

se, but with the quality of her 1noven1ent and the change in her voice as she spoke. Yet, 

in our n1id-tenn interview, Melanie also indicated that s0111eti111es son1atics related to "her 

head." She knew she could broaden her focus when she was 1noving, to encon1pass 1nore 

than just thinking about the steps (Mid-tenn Interview 11/05/04 ). 

In contrast to Melanie, Brendan described son1atics as first learning the phrase of 

the movement and then using muscle n1emory; once she had learned the sequence, 

Brendan could incorporate n1ore specific infonnation about the body. Monique defined 

s01natics in terms of the concepts she had been introduced to - for exan1ple "head/tail" 22

was a very clear way for her to think about integrating her torso in her n1oven1ent. 

Monique stated that she could engage with s0111atics when head-tail was the focus. And 

22 Head/tail is a concept introduced in Bartenicff Fundamentals as a way of thinking about a spinal patte111 
of connectivity. Peggy Hackney discusses this concept in her book, Making Connections, Total Body 
Connectivity through Bartenieff Fundamentals (2002). 
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Diana, detailing her in-class experiences exploring the di ffcrcnt sections of the spine 

wrote: 

Today I learned the key points of 1ny spine ... fron1 swishing the sacrun1, 
1notorcycle interpretation of the ribs; we found our sacrutn and ih

vertebrae. Learning the locations of the sacral, thoracic and cervical 
points will keep 111e aware of the differences. This keeps 1ny body and 
posture in a flowing state. This feeling will be useful to 1ne because I will 
now be more aware of the key points in 111y spine and what they are doing. 
I will now be able to keep a good standing posture which 111ay prevent 111y 
lower back from hurting. (Journal Entry, Introduction to Dance as an Art 
F onn, 10/03/04) 

While we addressed so1natics explicitly in Ballet II and Introduction to Dance as 

an Art Fonn, in the Experiential Anaton1y course, comprised n1ainly of graduate students, 

I assumed that the students had encountered this language in their undergraduate dance 

programs. Therefore defining s01natics was not our pri1naiy en1phasis. However, 

understanding the somatic concepts seen1ed as novel to s01ne of these first year graduate 

students as it did to the dancers in Introduction to Dance as an Art Fonn. In general, it 

see1ns clear that for many of the dancers in this study this was the first opportunity to 

discover, and articulate, what the term ''s01natic" 1neant. For example, after the first 

class, Miehe, one of the graduate students in the 2004 Experiential Anato1ny course, 

wrote, "After the discussion of body reference points and the hands on application of 

locating the top of the head, I felt a new awareness of ve11icality" (Journal Entry, 

Experiential Anaton1y, 01/22/04). Ce11ainly this experience included a change in 

perception about the body and its spatial orientation. For Miehe, the experience was 

significant. 
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Breath 

One of the cornerstones of the s01natic infonnation is breath. Most of the dancers 

knew that breathing was important in dance, but few of the1n felt they knew how to 

breathe correctly, or that they were aware of how breath shaped and supported their 

1nove1nents. In fact, it see1ned that the students knew little about incorporating breath 

with their 1novements and their dancing. Thus, breath and breathing were in1portant 

topics in all of the courses, even in Ballet II. 

Early research in exercise physiology established that exhalation should occur 

during the exertion.23 While singers and athletes are trained to use diaphrag111atic or belly 

breathing,24 until they are introduced to 1nodem dance or Pilates,25 dancers, are not taught 

to incorporate breath into their move1nent. However, many dancers exhale as they 

execute a phrase, center themselves, or when finishing a co111bination. 

The idea of incorporating breath with their move1nent was quite new for the 

dancers in the Introduction to Dance as an Art Forn1 course. As a result, classroo1n 

discussion returned to breath several ti1nes during the semester. Many of the dancers 

con11nented on breath during the 1nid-term and follow-up interviews, noting that they had 

becon1e much 1nore aware of the importance of breath. Yet each dancer had integrated 

breath into her 111ovement in different ways. One dancer discussed using breath in plie 

23 
Exhalation with exertion was important for protecting the heart when moving heavy weights to prevent a 

change in blood pressure. See Wilmore & Costill (2004), p 234. However, in a dance context, 
commensurate exertion would be limited to male dancers lifting their female partners over their heads. 
24 

Diaphragmatic breathing is accomplished by actively pulling the diaphragm down on the inhalation. In 
doing so, the abdomen becomes extended, but as Noble ( 1986) discusses, this facilitates a deeper breath. 
25 

Pilates exercises ask the dancer to use an inhalation for the preparation of movement and early movement 
exertions, and to use the 'scoop and hollow' of the exhalation to finish the exercise and move into 
recuperation. 
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and partnering, while another noted that she 1nade a point to incorporate breath into her 

n1ove1nents in general. A third attended to her breath 111orc during fast dances and 

transitions than at other ti111es (Smn1nary, Follow-up Interviews). 

The dancers discussed the integration of breath in their dancing, both as a practice 

and as a philosophical approach. Terry noted that she thought about breath 1nore easily 

when the 1nove1nent was slow, adding that "breath adds to the actual 111ove1nent flow" 

(Follow-up Interview, 04/20/05). Terry applied her understanding of breath directly to 

ballet technique: "If I breathe I know I can balance - both the inhale and exhale are 

required" (Follow-up Interview, 04/20/05). Monique described breath as an area of 

"positive self talk. I focus on breathing and dis1niss the other things I am thinking about" 

(Follow-up Interview, 02/20/05). Melanie knew that while she didn't use breath 

effectively, she correlated her ability to "breathe naturally within a n1ove1nent as being 

representative of having it right. I know if I could use breath 111ore effectively, I 111ight 

find so1ne release in my joints" (Follow-up Interview, 04/05/05). These co1nn1ents 

elucidate the transitions the students in Introduction to Dance as an Art Fonn were 

experiencing. As the focus of their training shifted, their perceptions of the111selves as 

dancers evolved. 

While breathing was central to several of the Introduction to Dance as an Ari 

Form classes, in the Experiential Anato1ny courses \Ve devoted only one class to 

discussing and exploring breathing. After introducing the diaphrag1n and the n1uscles of 

the abdon1en and ribs, we discussed different approaches to breathing. Part of this class 

included discussing different paradign1s for incorporating breath and 111oven1ent; for 
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exmnple, and whether to inhale for support and exhale for con1prcssion or the reverse in 

their Pilates training. 

Many of the participants in the Experiential Anaton1y courses con1111ented that 

understanding breath was essential for understanding 111oven1ent. Although they could 

see the link between breath initiating and supporting 1nove1nent, only Cierra talked about 

how she linked breath to her internal sense. During the n1id-tenn interview Cierra 

described using breath to send energy through her body; she had begun specifically 

choreographing the breath with specific 1nove1nents, and felt that this had changed her 

dancing. Cierra wrote in a journal entry, "My breath pulls 111e upward into an over curve, 

while at the same tin1e grounding n1e. I send 1ny breath to the farthest points of 1ny 

extremities, 1ny fingers, toes, even 111y hair" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anaton1y, 

02/20/94). 

Miehe discussed how breath was closely linked to 1noven1ent, particularly in 

ballet. She wrote: 

I had the most an1azing ballet class on Tuesday. I used breath to propel 
everything I could. I let 1ny breath inspire and 1notivate 1ne ... fro111 a core 
that was not rigid, but fluid. It ,vas incredible! I 'danced' an entire ballet 
class ... breathing!!!! (Joun1al Entry, Experiential Anaton1y, 02/26/04) 

Melissa discussed both ho,v she was taught to breathe and how she \Vas teaching 

breathing. In her recent studies Melissa had discovered that non-Weste111 fon11s of dance 

use different postural models and 1nuscular patten1s in breath. This expanded perspective 

on breathing, enabled her to link breath and expression. As she wrote in her journal: 

It is obvious that the 1nind and body are not separate things, but the one 
aspect that I feel shows that the body is deeply integrated is the connection 
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between breath and en1otion. Looking back, I can't rcn1e1nber a tin1e 
when a strong e1notion (did not) affect 1ny breath pattern. I now bring n1y 
awareness to it, particularly when l feel stress or anxiety. 1 know that they 
are so closely tied, that I can change 1ny e1notional state by changing 1ny 
breathing pattern. 26 (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato111y, 03/0 I /04) 

Overall, the use of breath was an in1po1iant concept for the dancers to 

integrate with their dancing. Amye, discussing how breath helped 1ninitnize 

tension in her body, wrote: 

I wonder why I create excess tension in 1ny body when I don't breathe or 
when I force the breath out. I have this vision that even the 111ost dyna1nic 
1novements can feel like you[re] dancing off a cloud in your body, it you 
just grasp the concept of releasing extra effort and tension throughout the 
body - what an itnage to play with! (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 
03/25/05) 

Changing the Breath Pattern 

In both sections of the Experiential Anatomy class, the dancers experin1ented with 

breath in specific exercises. For exa1nple, the dancers were asked to n1odify their 

breathing patterns during a roll down exercise.27 When I learned this exercise, the roll 

down was accompanied by exhalation and the roll up by inhalation. The feeling of 

e1nptying during the exhalation facilitated the fo1ward flexion, and the inhale helped the 

dancers feel the lengthening and widening of returning to the vertical position. This was 

26 It is important to mention that a few dancers in the study felt there was conflicting infonnation within the 
TWU Department of Dance regarding breath; this ambiguity was frustrating for them. One of the 
participants in the 2004 Experiential Anatomy class, for example, felt that while her previous school had 
emphasized the use (and sound) of breath, the TWU aesthetic did not favor audible breathing. She was 
frustrated by having to shift away from this deliberate use of breath in her current training. This dancer 
was confused by the dance department's commitment to Pilates, a practice that relics heavily on breath, 
because her impression was that in some classes she had taken at TWU breath was not integrated or 
emphasized in the curriculum. 

27 A roll down, incorporated at the beginning of many modem dance classes, is a way of stretching the back 
and legs through slow spinal articulation. 
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sirni lar to how tnost of the participants had been taught or had becon1c accusto1ncd to 

perfonning this tnovement. 

However, when the dancers were asked to reverse this pattern and inhale as the 

body lowered, the following observations were elicited (the voices fron1 the 2005 

Experiential Anatomy class represent the 2004 class equally). Roberta wrote, "Inhale 

down/exhale up felt lin1iting, but the roll up was much more grounded." According to 

Gayanne, "When I exhale going down, it feels nice, I can't explain, when I inhale going 

down, 1ny organs feel crushed, but coming up when exhaling allows 1ne to feel 111ore 

secure and grounded. Janelle revealed that "rolling up felt very relaxed, 1nore than other 

1nethods she had tried. And Belinda wrote, "Today I liked the new version'' (Journal 

Entries, Experiential Anato1ny, 03/04/05). 

Although we do not have to consciously attend to breathing, by attending to the 

sensation of breathing and linking this feeling to a familiar activity, 1nany experienced the 

roll down in a con1pletely new way. If nothing else, the exercise drew the dancers' 

attention to their breath. 

As a dancer and a teacher, I see breath as a physiologic process, an organizing 

principle and an element of artistic and aesthetic forms. As a researcher, I also see breath 

strongly linked with e1notion. As I detailed in a journal entry: 

I think for some of the dancers just increasing their awareness of breath 
and how it coordinates and coincides with 1nove1nent has been a physical 
discovery that they have not found the words to express or the ti1ne in 
which to speak about it. In the body work sessions of the class, 
particularly between partners working with each other, there was a subtle 
but noticeable coordination of 1noven1ent and breath in the focused 
stillness of the exploration. (Researcher's Journal Entry, 12/10/05) 
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Breath was the 111ost tangible and accessible s01natic concept the dancers 

considered within the courses. In their reflections, the incorporation of breath with the 

1noven1ent see1ned to be natural and logical; this concept integrated easily with their ideas 

about 111ove1nent. In fact, it seen1s important that once the dancers' attention was drawn 

to the incorporation of breath with their move1nent, their perceptions of the 1noven1ent 

changed completely. 

Emotion 

If, as Damasio asserted, emotions are based in physiologic responses, 28 a change 

in emotional state causes external n1anifestation. During 1nany of the interviews, 

particularly those conducted at 1nid-tenn, when the dancers discussed so111e aspect of the 

class or discovery in their dancing, there was an observable change in their bodies. I was 

aware during these interviews, as well as in the joun1al entries, that the dancers were 

re1ne1nbering and describing things that were very personal and sensitive. S01ne of the 

dancers becatne excited when telling a story; others were overco111e by vocal tre111ors or 

suppressed tears while discussing sensations or experiences. All of the dancers were 

respectful and co1nposed, but clearly, talking about what they were learning and what 

they were experiencing stimulated son1e sort of emotional response. 

One possible reason for this e111otion was that the dancers were reflecting on how 

their bodies conforn1ed to, or 1net, technical dance require1nents or s0111atic reflection. 

This question asked the dancers to enter into a ten·itory where they felt quite vulnerable. 

28 
Damasio (2000) and (2006) has discussed the development of emotions as a result of chemical and 

neurological signals that communicate with the brain, although we can modify the emotion through 
volitional thought. Damasio proposes a body-loop hypothesis which identifies the perception of emotion in 
our bodies during the experience of an emotion. 
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As Jeanne discussed, "Accessing and studying our bodies was en1otional. Finding out 

that 111y turnout is limited, that 1ny feet are flat, that I have less range of 1notion than 111y 

class1nates, this was hard to process" (Follow-up Interview, I 0/24/05). However, it is 

worth 1nentioning that another factor affecting the dancers' e1notional well being also 

related to a larger context: most of the students in the Experiential Anato1ny class and 

Introduction to Dance as an Art Fonn were first year at TWU students. No doubt these 

dancers were trying to understand what was expected of the1n as dancers and as 

individuals in the program. And, although the dancers felt free to express the1nselves, 

Sarah and I, as instructors, did not encourage the dancers to access the e1notional aspect 

of this work. Yet it appeared that the dancers were 1nost involved with the class when 

they were dealing with these issues that were sensitive for then1. 

Other negative emotions, particularly in the fonn of stress, also affected the 

dancers. As Melissa wrote, "I feel like 1ny proprioceptive awareness is lowered because 

of heightened ( even if forcefully) awareness on other tasks. How 1nuch is bodily 

awareness affected by daily tasks, or stressful tin1es? Is that why people have so little 

bodily awareness" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato111y, 04/15/04). 

Despite Hanna's assertion that ''so1natics is a first person vie\v, where one is 

aware of feelings, n1ove1nent and intentions,"29 clearly the dancers' experiences were not 

lin1ited to 1nove1nent contexts only. Deeply en1bedded in everything we do is desire, 

intent, and the need for affinnation. Dance is no exception to this rule; surely en1otion is 

clearly a part of what dancers kno,v in their bodies. 

29 H anna, 1995,p.341 
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Processing the Senso1y IJ?formation 

As the previous sections have 1nadc clear, the dancers were negotiating, 

integrating, and processing a great deal of infonnation. They were being asked to nan1e 

and locate specific land1narks in their bodies based on visual and tactile data, to "feel" 

these landmarks, and to consider how this information could apply to their dancing. It 

was clear that the dancers were processing the infonnation and their experiences on 

several levels. At one point, for exmnple, they were observing bones and 111uscles or 

different body parts, which led to the observation of their bodies; they then observed 

others' bodies; and finally they reflected on their observations. 

One of the levels on which the dancers were processing inforn1ation was physical: 

the dancers were asking, "How does this feel in 1ny body?" I will tenn this exploration as 

senso,y. For the 111ost part, the sensory infon11ation the dancers were processing, 

particularly with the partnering work, see1ned to be limited to the explorations 

the1nselves. These explorations were usually completed on the floor, but when the 

dancers stood up to apply their sensory experiences to a particular task or movement, 

rather than re111aining with feelings they were receiving fro111 their bodies, the dancers 

confinned what they were feeling by watching their 111ove1nents in the 111irror. As the 

sen1ester(s) progressed, students in the Experiential Anato111y courses learned to stay \vith 

sensation longer, but as soon as an activity evolved into a specific dance move111ent, the 

dancers often reverted to using visual feedback to gauge their perfonnance. 

For example, one day, striving to find 1nore release in the hip joint, the dancers 

worked with pa1iners 111obilizing the femur. At the end of the class, while everyone else 
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was rushing out the door, one of the participants went to the ballet barre to "test" the 

results with son1e si1nple leg swings. Interestingly, this student chose a place in the roon1 

where she could observe the leg swing visually - she wanted to check the result of the 

new sensation she was having. Although the student did not write about this, during the 

n1id-term interview I asked her if she re1nembered going to the barre and doing the leg 

swing. She replied that she had recently received a co1n1nent about lifting her hip in her 

ballet class and she wanted to see if it was still happening after working with her partner. 

She had clearly experienced a difference (likely before, during, and after the leg swing), 

but she made no reference to this in her journal or unprotnpted conversation. What 

ren1ains unarticulated by this dancer has to do with what information she was getting 

fron1 her body that pron1pted her to attend to and apply the sensations she was processing 

during the leg swing. 

Is Sensation Lost in Jnte,pretation? 

Although the dancers were clearly receiving infonnation fro111 their bodies in the 

somatic work, the integration of this sensory infonnation was difficult to enact or 

describe. During the 2004 Experiential Anato111y course, Sarah and I asked the dancers to 

transfer the anato111ic and so111atic information to their technique courses, but we did not 

provide any specific guidelines. The dancers experienced varying levels of difficulty 

with this process. Although 1nany com1nented that they could not think about, or attend 

to, their bodies in light of the demands of a dance class, in a few instances the dancers did 

connect what they had been learning in the courses to their dancing. Even in these cases 

however, n1ost of the dancers found it difficult to describe these points of intersection. 
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Whi]e 111any of the dancers stated that they were infonncd by their bodies or by 

sensation when dancing, they did not use the anaton1ic or son1atic language presented in 

cJass to discuss these experiences in any detail. Instead, in their weekly journals, the 

dancers used phrases such as, "I feel that'' or "I sensed," which were often set apart fro111 

state1nents like, "I think." When asked to convey what they 1neant, 1nost of the students 

could define the words (feeling, sensing or thinking) but it was never clear that they could 

articulate what those tenns 1neant in their bodies. 

Indeed, teasing out these se1nantic differences is difficult. Yet it appeared that 

when a dancer used the phrase, "I sensed" or "I felt," she had reflected about her 

experience. Staten1ents that described thinking, for exainple, "I thought," "I wondered," 

or "I reflected," can1e from observing or experiencing senso1y inforn1ation. However, by 

separating these actions in their writing, were the dancers creating ( or falling into) a false 

separation between thinking and feeling? 

Isabel's journal entry exe1nplifies this dichoton1y. Reflecting on her participation 

in the rond de ja1nbe study, Isabel noted that while she had learned about ballet through 

technique and performance, she felt she had learned about her body through the 

experience of dancing. She asserted: 

[L]ean1ing anaton1y and physiology is an additional layer, adding depth
and truth to what I do and how I 1nove; they can also provide doubt in the
techniques that are available or change certain tendencies I find are not
anatotnically aligned - how interesting it would be for a person's
knowledge to be in anatomy and then layer an understanding of ballet on
top of that knowledge. (Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 02/12/04)
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While Isabel was separating learning fron1 experiencing, she viewed the anaton1ic 

inforn1ation as both a co1nple1nent and a challenge to the dance knowledge she accessed 

through 1nove1nent. What see1ns to be lacking for Isabel, and the dancers in general, is a 

vocabulary that enabled the1n to articulate the processes they are using to integrate their 

experiences with the infonnation they were receiving: the integration of theory and 

practice. 

The Importance of Taking/Making Titne 

The strength of the data for this research lies in the fact that it both represents the 

passage of time for the participants and was collected over time. Each student processed 

the anato1nic and so1natic infonnation throughout a semester-long course. During this 

ti1ne, all the students 1nade significant discoveries about their bodies and learned to 

express what was happening to their awareness and understanding. 

While the course work introduced and explained somatics, in reality, si111ply the 

existence of a scheduled class during the se1nester, in an environ1nent that values son1atic 

work, helped the dancers realize how an experiential approach interfaced with the other 

courses they were taking at TWU. 

The Experiential Anatomy courses, which 1net on Friday n1ornings for hvo hours 

and fifteen n1inutes, offered a different experience for the students. Contrasting with the 

hectic Monday through Thursday schedule of technique courses, Friday required a 

different energy. The mood of the classroo1n was relaxed and the te111po was slow; there 

was no music to follow or rhythmic structure for the exercises. Sarah and I 111odeled an 

indulgence in tin1e through our measured and relaxed presentation of the 1naterial 
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providing space and titne for exploration in a co1nfortable and relaxed at1nosphere. The 

students quickly accli1nated to this ten1poral approach and engaged actively in the 

process. 

Nevertheless, the students were challenged by so1ne of the ideas presented in the 

course, by relearning or trying to connect with the vocabulary they were asked to adapt, 

and by the volu1ne of reading assigned in preparation for each class. Isabel, for exan1ple, 

wrote: 

While it was hard to learn to speak the language [ of anato1ny] clearly and 
quickly, it was neat to break down what we do in dance related to anatomy 
and physiology. I guess that is the purpose of these types of classes. 
(Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 02/05/04) 

Miehe, a class1nate of Isabel's, agreed: "Little by little the inf onnation sinks in if 1 take 

the time to address it. The class is helping 1ne think about other things - apply in1agery" 

(Journal Entry, Experiential Anaton1y 02/20/04). 

Students in the 2005 Experiential Anato111y course wrote mid-tenn state1nents 

about what they had been learning, what function they thought the course served, and 

what their experiences had been so far. Roberta wrote, "The class gives 111e the ti1ne to 

do the imagistic experiments to process the information. The jou111aling allows n1e to 

bring 1ny 1nental/physical observations out of the abstract and into the concrete" (Journal 

Entry, Experiential Anatomy 03/04/05). Molly wrote in her journal (but did not share 

aloud with the class): 

I a1n now 1nore aware of how and ,vhy things happen in 1ny body. I value 
the titne we have to just focus on one concept in our exploration tin1e. 
Even though we talk about the body in other classes - it is n1uch more 
difficult to work on it while trying to reme1nber the phrase, etc. In the 
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Friday class we arc afforded the opportunity to specifically focus. (Journal 
Entry, Experiential Anato1ny 03/04/05) 

And Belinda wrote, "I have been able to identify 111y contents and container - I an1 able to 

identify unfmniliar places and explore. I atn finding this co1n1nunication almost (if not 

equally itnportant) as 1ny breath" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 03/08/05). 

While these three dancers were all discovering different things about their bodies, each 

recognized that taking the titne to experience the anato111ic and somatic inf onnation in the 

course enabled her to learn more about her body and herself. 

Nevertheless, several dancers in Experiential Anatomy expressed difficulty 

integrating the sensory awareness developed in the course with their other technique 

classes. Some attributed this disconnect to not having enough ti111e (presun1ably in their 

dance careers, but perhaps also in the se1nester) to deal with all of the things they were 

discovering. As Bridget wrote, "The infonnation in this class is so111ething I plan to cany 

with me throughout the rest of 1ny life. Unfortunately I feel like I don't have enough tin1e 

to process all of the information as finely as I would like to" (Journal Entry, Experiential 

Anatomy 03/04/05). 

The information and experiences fron1 the courses ,vill continue to change for 

these participants; it will rise and fall in their consciousnesses as it n1anifests in sensation. 

Information that was, and is currently, in1portant to the dancers will be accessed, reflected 

upon, and likely 1nodified as they go forward in their careers as dancers. Without 

exception, the dancers' experiences changed over the course of the sen1ester and in the 

tin1e that followed. Each participant learned so1nething about her body in the course. 
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Sonic of the dancers applied what they learned directly to their dancing; others reviewed 

or revised their ideas about 1nove1nent. Still others only processed the anato1nical 

infonnation in their bodies and found that to be sufficient. 

Su1n1nary 

In this chapter, I have discussed the different ways anato1nic and so1natic 

information was introduced and utilized in the courses, as well as each dancer's singular 

experience in the courses. And while the dancers processed these experiences quite 

differently, each expressed a level of enthusias1n and engage1nent fro1n each. In the next 

chapter, I will discuss how the dancers found both general and specific applications for 

the infonnation frotn the class, how they connected this infonnation to larger contexts, 

and how these discoveries affected their dancing. In addition, I will present how the 

dancers discussed "knowing in their bodies." 
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CHAPTER V 

MOVEMENT AS A CONTEXT FOR KNOWING 

The previous chapter explored the dancers' experiences in the s0111atic classroon1s 

and how they utilized and applied this infonnation. This chapter 111oves fron1 the 

environment of the courses used in the study to how different individuals integrated the 

infonnation and experiences from the courses. This includes 1) how the dancers 

incorporated the course infonnation and sensory work with their dancing, 2) how this 

integration developed their confidence as dancers, and 3) what experiences related to 

perfonnance on stage, as this was the goal of n1any of the dancers in the study. I close 

the chapter presenting what the dancers thought about their thinking, about their bodies, 

and their dancing, and how they interpreted the question, what does it 111ean to know 

so1nething in your body? 

Integrating the Infonnation fro1n the Courses 

Today we really focused on our body and how it 111oves in relation to other 
body parts. We felt the weight of our head, rib cage and pelvis. It was 
really interesting to feel these parts on other people because you could 
really visualize the actual skeleton and how it was moving. (Sophie, 
Joun1al Entry, Introduction to Dance as an Art Fann, 09/20/04) 

As the previous chapter illustrated, 1nost of the dancers found the infom1ation 

presented in the courses sti111ulating or interesting within the context of the class work 

and explorations. This happened with the graduate students in the Experiential Anaton1y 

courses and the undergraduates in Ballet II and Introduction to Dance as an A1i Fon11. 
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However, did the experiences in the courses facilitate learning beyond the in1111cdiate 

course require111ents? This section explores how the dancers were beginning to connect 

with the infonnation about their bodies with their dancing, and balancing the anato1nic 

and s0111atic infonnation with other courses they were taking at the ti1ne. 

While the focus of the courses used in this study centered on anato111ic 

infonnation, the intent of each was to enable the students to integrate this infonnation by 

feeling or sensing the information in their bodies. For some of the dancers, this proved to 

be as challenging as learning the na1nes of the bones and muscles. However, this was 

not surprising. First, the dancers had been trained to pay attention to 1noven1ent, not to 

their bodies. Many of the dancers realized that they had lean1ed complex n1ovements, not 

fron1 physical exploration of a concept, but fron1 visual patterning or by following 

external cues. This mode of learning was complemented using technical vocabulary or 

ve1nacular tenns. As a result, many of the dancers automatically assessed the accuracy of 

their movement visually instead of a relying on a kinesthetic or felt response. 

Secondly, none of the dancers reported previously learning a language to describe 

these sensations clearly. Thirdly, 1nany of the dancers were confused by or uncertain 

about the inf on11ation they were receiving from their bodies and hoiv they could or should 

use the inforn1ation they were receiving. Finally, while 1nost of the participants 

understood the value of working through the infonnation regarding n1ove111ent or shape 

somatically, they preferred visual infonnation to the sensory information, for exan1ple, 

checking a position by looking in the mirror in a dance technique class. 
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Several of the dancers discussed using visual infonnation as an access point for 

dctennining the 1noveinent's "correctness." Miehe discussed how she decided what 

f celings to internalize when detennining if a n1ove1ncnt was correct. For exan1ple, if a 

leg swing looked appropriate, she focused on linking the associated feeling with visual 

infonnation (Su1n1nary, Mid-Tenn Interviews). Janelle, a student in the 2005 

Experiential Anato1ny course, stated that particularly in ballet she checked herself in the 

n1irror to confirm the sensations associated with a 1nove1nent or action that "felt" right. 

She viewed this as a way to confinn a position of her body or of a particular line 

(Su1n1nary, Follow-up Interviews). This type of affinnation, which is quite co1nn1on, 

unfortunately predisposed the students to question the so111atic inforn1ation they were 

receiving fro1n their bodies in lieu of a two-di1nensional visual representation. The 

infonnation the dancers get frotn their reflection in the mirror gives only a thin slice of 

infonnation upon which many judg1nents are 1nade. 

Part of the value of integrating the anaton1ic and somatic information for the 

individual dancer was to develop trust in what they were feeling in 1noven1ent. However, 

as many of the participants had only mini1nal experience acknowledging sensation, they 

were not certain that they should have confidence with this information. Rather, they 

noted deferral to the authority of the feedback given fro111 others (Su1n111ary, Follo\v-up 

Interviews). However, as the dancers spend 111ore tin1e attending to their bodies in 

1nove1nent-as opposed to technique or position-would they lean1 to trust and access 

this so1natic feedback as 111uch as the visual? 
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So1ne of the dancers used the anaton1ical in forn1ation fro1n the course to 

understand how their bodies were capable of fulfilling physical demands that dance 

placed on thetn. In this way they were using the inforn1ation fron1 the course literally 

rather than 1netaphorically to describe and locate what they were experiencing in their 

bodies. As Roberta wrote, for example: 

There was less sensation through the lutnbar area when doing the roll 
down and up. Also my shoulders tend to roll forward when doing this 
action and someti1nes I forget to let 111y scapula slide down and back into 
place when rolling up. It 1nade 111e think that I 111ight be n1uscling in the 
upper back to feel the sequential roll down. (Journal Entry, Experiential 
Anaton1y, 03/04/05) 

In this entry, Roberta focused 1nore on the sensation than on outside feedback. Using 

concepts and language fro1n the course, she found a way to keep her analysis at a sensory 

level, which she accompanied with reflection. 

General Contexts for the Jnfonnation 

As the dancers conte111plated and explored concepts that had been introduced in 

class, n1any of the1n also linked these concepts to activities outside the courses. Many of 

the dancers reflected on the infonnation on the weekends, while others tried to actively 

incorporate the inf 01mation into other technique classes or activities they were 

participating in. Within each of these strategies however, there was tre111endous 

diversity. 

A111ye, a graduate student in the Experiential Anato111y course, wrote about how 

she used infonnation fro1n the course to help her attend to her body: "I ,voke up stressed 

and felt tense and achy. After getting showered and dressed, I laid down [on the floor] 
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and put n1y legs up on the wall and slowly waited for 1ny quads to release and relax" 

(Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny 02/13/05). In the smne journal entry A1nye also 

wrote about "thinking about 1ny sitz bones shooting straight down while pushing the cart 

down the aisle at the supern1arket" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anaton1y (02/13/05). 

Dani was using the infonnation fro1n the course to confirm connections between her 

111any interests: 

It is still fascinating to see how this all relates .... Life, dance, Pilates, 
anato1ny ... the crossed lines and blurred boundaries are intriguing. 
Leaming how to scoop my belly without 1nuscular force has aided in 
breath support, in facilitating 1nove1nent and in n1y posture ... (Journal 
Entry, Experiential Anato111y, 03/04/05) 

Many of the dancers fro1n Introduction to Dance as an Art Fann and Experiential 

Anato1ny also practiced constructive rest outside of class, finding the restorative benefits 

to be a worthy investment of their titne. And a few of the dancers used their boyfriends 

as subjects - but not without so1ne reservations. For exa111ple, Molly wrote, "I e111ployed 

111y fiancee as 111y partner in this exercise but I wondered if he would be able to sense the 

1nuscle tension without the practiced hand of an Experiential Anato1ny student" (Jou1nal 

Entry, Experiential Anato111y, 03/30/05). 

In the journal entries that follow, the philosophical nature of the dancers 

con11nents reveal that they ,vere connecting the course 1naterial to different situations and 

environn1ents, and yet each 111ade very different connections. For exmnple, Isabel ,vas 

very open to, and trusted, the information in the course; she invested completely in the 

process of trying to understand her body. In a journal entry fro111 late in the se1nester she 

wrote: 
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I mn at the very beginning of understanding son1ething about plie and n1y 
1novement. .I ain not sure what I an1 learning just yet. .. l ain sin1ply aware 
that s01nething is happening and I trust it to con1e to fruition in the near 
future. (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 04/21/04) 

Belinda discussed how she could transfer the knowledge she gained fro1n the course 

through application in other classes. She wrote in her journal: 

After getting body, bone, and 1nuscle organization in ballet, I was able to 
take this awareness and experiment with 1nove1nents in 1nodern. I was 
aware of the possibilities of my 1nove1nent potential and felt I took 1nore 
risks in really going to kinesthetic and so1natic investigations. (Journal 
Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 01/28/05) 

However for Dani, the focus of the course created a 1nix of emotions: 

I hate it, yet I love it. I can't walk, or sit, or stand, or anything without 
noticing 1ny bad postural habits .... but it makes sense now - I understood 
before, but now it see1ns 1nore .... complete - a deeper understanding that is 
leading to greater body awareness. (Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy 
02/16/05) 

Roberta wrote about her experience dancing at a regional festival away from 

TWU. "Two things becan1e solid mentally for n1e while taking the n1aster class: that 

balance co1nes from length and there is a width to 111ost 1nove1nent as well'' (Joun1al 

Entry, Experiential Anato1ny 03/24/05). Like Roberta, Janelle addressed balance and 

tension in the notes she jotted while observing an advanced ballet class: 

1) What see1n like easy principles, or move1nents/align111ent [that] aren't
so easily executed and 2) how disconnection of the soma manifested
through tension/tensing keeps us fro1n executing 111ove111ent even though
that tensing is done as a preparation for the n1oven1ent. (Journal Entry,
Experiential Anato111y 04/07 /05)

Belinda, who rigorously applied the infonnation from Experiential Anato111y to the ballet 

course she was taking, wrote: 
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I had a "aha" 1non1ent in attitude balance at the barre. I have been having 
trouble balancing in attitude at the barre, but I have been locating the 
correctness of the balance in the center co1nbinations - I think I was 
visually itnagining my bones like this [in her journal were drawings of 
right angles] - aln1ost as if not allowing 1ny pelvis and its contents to 
balance as well. I wasn't even giving it a chance. But today l found it ... 
(Journal Entry, Experiential Anato111y, 02/17/05) 

While the dancers related to the anato1nic and soniatic infonnation given in the 

course readily, 1nany had difficulty taking this experience forward. For exan1ple, Melissa 

noted that while she was co1nfo1table doing the s01natic work on the floor, the translation 

to standing was difficult. "I want to be attentive to 1ny body; what I have been working 

on the 1nost is how to 1naintain the awareness and still be physical" (Follow-up Interview, 

05/07/05). 

It also was evident fron1 the journals that the dancers were reflecting on the 

concepts presented in class on their own. For example, in an early journal entry Belinda 

wrote, "I find myself checking 1ny posture-as I sit here and write, as I brush 111y teeth, I 

have begun to realize that thinking about it [ my body] and being aware of it is as 

itnportant as technique class" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy 0 1/25/05). Dani 

wrote in the n1argins of her notebook, "Alignment-How has this knowledge affected 

your activities?" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato111y, 01/24/05) 

And some of the dancers reflected on the use of imagery. The following excerpts 

fro111 Janelle's follow-up interview exetnplify the experiences n1any of the other dancers 

had: 

I knew if there was something I needed to ,vork on, I needed specific 
imagery - like a n1antra. But the funny thing is that I don't do that 
anymore. I think at s0111e point the i1nages beco1ne integrated ... I don't 
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have to repeat the i1nage any1nore to know what I an1 trying to get at. For 
1ne it is n1ore i111agining the shape and the sensation l want. I have to 
i1nagine that on 1ny body - I have to in1agine 1nyself as fantasy ballet 
Janelle - if I i1nagine that 1ny leg can go way up in the air. If I can 
in1agine what that looks like and feels like - that helps 1ne, but r don't do 
the tnetaphor thing anymore. I totally forgot about that. (Follow-up 
Interview, 10/23/05) 

The experience in the courses gave all the dancers a fran1ework, a set of ideas and 

questions and son1e terminology with which to evaluate their experiences dancing and 

their ideas about what dancing should or could be. The dancers were also able to use the 

inf onnation to tnake connections and see how the dance forms they were currently 

studying linked up to a larger context. 

Spec/fie Discoveries and Relevance 

In addition to the general applications the students were discovering, there were 

exa1nples of specific application as well. For exainple, in the Ballet II class, Melanie 

wrote, "I knew that rotation initiated fron1 so1newhere near the hip but to understand 

exactly where it happens was useful" (Journal Entry, Ballet II, 02/01/05). Another 

dancer, Laura, fashioned a dual entry - one page was full of spirals; on the other page she 

wrote, "Today I felt exactly where 111y rotation co1nes fron1 - it was very interesting. 

[O]nce I found out where n1y rotation was coining from I felt the whole co1nbination a lot

easier" (Journal Entry, Ballet II, 02/01/05). 

Following discussion of the bio111echanics of using a barre in ballet training, Toni 

wrote about the contrast between perfonning tendus in a ballet class with a barre and in a 

111odem class without the ban-e. Both felt natural in their specific contexts, but "the idea 
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of doing tendus in a ballet class without the barre sec111cd impossible" (Journal Entry, 

Iixperiential Anato1ny, 04/15/04). 

In week two of the 2005 Experiential Anato1ny course, Janelle wrote about the 

discovery of her lesser trochanter, and by 1nid-tenn, she was intrigued by the concept of 

swinging the ankle into releve.3° Challenging her own pre-conceptions about how the 

1novement should be perfonned, she wrote in her journal, "Why can't I get over 1ny toes 

in standing? Does it have to do with 1ny feet or 1ny hainstrings?" (Journal Entry, 

Experiential Anato1ny, 02/20/05) And A1nye was beginning to link 1nany of the 

concepts with problems she had been having with her body: 

class: 

The whole body needs to be loose for 1ne to execute a wide range of 
technique - especially jun1ping. If my upper body is tense and n1y lower 
body is loose, I a1n still causing a stop in 111y 1noven1ent of energy. 
Possibly using the sense of gravity in 1ny upper body will allow 1ne 111ore 
range of motion and weight shift in my pelvis and legs. After jumping 
Sarah asks us to invert - push our pelvis in the air. It was a nice re111inder 
that all a ju1np is - is to lift the pelvis. (Jou1nal Entry, Experiential 
Anatomy, 04/25/05) 

Marta, like Janelle and Amye, was processing questions and sensations during the 

When I allowed myself to be supported by the floor instead of 
gripping/tensing my 111uscles unnecessarily, n1y arabesque tun1 [was] 
sustained longer and felt s1nooth without hopping. While pushing into the 
floor with 111y suppo1ting leg, I was able to lift without [dis] placing 1ny 
pelvic area. In tum a s1noother line of 111y lin1bs was presented. ( J oun1al 
Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 02/09/05) 

30 
Swinging the ankle into relevc was an exploration taken from Irene Dowd's Taking Root to Fly. Sec p. 

39. 
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In this entry it is clear that Marta was cn1ploying a new approach to her dancing. The 

following week Marta wrote: 

As soon as I started to do 1ny extension, I noticed 1ny supporting leg going 
into hyperextension, which is NOT good. This n1ade 1ne bring 111ore 
control to n1y pelvis in tum loosening the quads of the standing leg. I 
hope I ren1e1nber this in 1ny next technique class! (Journal Entry, 
Experiential Anato1ny, 02/16/05) 

Rather than thinking of balance as a precarious adventure, Marta was using inf onnation 

from the course to help her develop a strategy for balancing. 

Many of the dancers also discussed specific connections, 1nodifications in how 

they were thinking about their bodies, and responses to new ideas experienced within the 

courses used in the study. As an exainple, the students were asked to consider a different 

paradig1n for balancing, spiraling and tun1ing-by thinking about their organs.31 At first 

the dancers did not e1nbrace the idea of 111oving from an organ, in fact, there was a brief 

period where they were uncon1fortable with moving with this in1age. However, once they 

had experienced 1novement using this i111agistic 111odel, their perspectives changed 

dran1atically (Sun11nary, Follow-up Interviews). For exainple, 1noving fron1 organs (e.g. 

fro111 her kidneys or ovaries) intrigued Gayanne: 

I am trying to experiment with 111oving from 111y organs or deep within. I 
ahnost have started using this when thinking to 1nove with strength. 
(Which I have never done before.) It is so a,vesome to think of so tnany 
sensations that can actually help you do "1nove1nent." (Journal Entry, 
Experiential Anato1ny 3/05/05) 

31 
This approach was modified from Olson and influenced by Duhan's Job's Body. 
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Not only did the dancers experience different learning 1nodalities, including 

incorporation of different images and ways for thinking about n1ove1nent, but their 

experiences in the courses also changed over time. The dancers learned what to expect in 

the classes and how to engage with the experiential work, but they also developed a 

different perspective on their dancing. In reviewing the data, l wondered if the dancers' 

experience of 1nove1nent at a bodily or so1natic level would cause thetn to experience 

dancing differently. 

Marta, a dancer from the 2005 Experiential Anatomy course, commented directly 

on this. "I 1nust adn1it. . .I could not stand plies as a younger dancer. Doing plies was 

painful and never cotnfortable. [Only recently] did I begin to feel the advantages of this 

exercise ... with correct align1nent plies feel so 1nuch better" (Journal Entry, Experiential 

Anatomy, 04/19/05). In the Ballet II class, Carissa wrote, "I know I have gotten better at 

dropping 1ny sitz bones in plie" (Jou1nal Entry, Ballet II, 05/05/05). And Catherine wrote, 

"Attitude is not just one side of the body, it is a spiral in both legs" (Journal Entry, Ballet 

II, 05/05/05). It is worth pointing out that each of these observations were written at the 

end of a semester and have a reflexive tone, as if there had been an1ple tin1e for the 

dancers to reflect on their experiences, internalizing the infonnation presented in the 

courses. As these excerpts illustrate, many of the classrootn experiences not only affected 

specifics movements, they also linked to larger ideas about movement and about the 

dancers' experiences dancing. 

During an interview conducted eighteen n1onths after the course, Isabel discussed 

"feeling her body moving in space and time'' (Follow-up Interview, I 0/23/05). She had 
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recently discovered that her shoulder place111ent had negatively affected her turning; she 

expressed astonish1nent that she had not figured this out before. However, upon 

re flection, Isabel co1n1nented that so1natic work took tin1e and that she was only able to 

1nake this connection about her body-and her dancing-when she was in an 

environ1nent where there was no stress. Isabel realized a year and a half after finishing 

the course that she was the one who needed to 111ake the necessary titne and space in 

which to experience and understand her body. 

Beyond the Anatomic/Somatic Classroo1n 

Last semester I was con1pletely i1nmersed in somatics, but now I a1n 
taking courses with a different focus. Each semester has been distinct; so 
while I have chosen not to use the anato111ical or somatic language, I know 
I have retained so1ne of the concepts and I a1n paying 111ore attention to 111y 
body, but I am most interested in the physicality of being a dancer, of 
taking the somatic material to the next level. (Janelle, Follow-up 
Interview, 10/24/05) 

During the follow-up interviews, it was clear that the dancers were in ne,v 

environ1nents where the courses had a different focus. The dancers had been introduced 

to new ideas, and their relationships to n1aterial presented to then1 in the courses had 

changed. Several students commented that during the courses, sin1ply paying attention to 

their bodies enhanced the infonnation about the body; one noted that this somatic 

approach took her beyond just the "shape of the 1noven1ent" (Sun1111ary, Follow-up 

Interviews). Yet in the follow-up interviews with the graduate students in Experiential 

Anato1ny, they talked more about perfonnance and teaching than they discussed their 

perceptions of their bodies. 
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Meeting with the undergraduate students from Introduction to Dance as an Art 

[�"'onn during the semester following their course, I asked the dancers to discuss what they 

re1ne1nbered from the course, using both general and specific exainples. I was curious 

what they retained fro1n the course, both as it related to the information presented, but 

a]so their experiences in the course. While the following passage integrates 1nany voices

into a single portrait, it also illustrates the diversity of the course me1nbers. 

Portrait: Reflecting on Introduction to Dance as an Art Fann 

I have become 1nuch more aware of my body. The course was 
beneficial in preparing me for technique class, especially understanding 
how the structure of the body relates to technique. I remember 
constructive rest, breathing, and the image of the head as a balloon. There 
was also a day when we worked on head rolls coming fro1n the thoracic 
spine and locating the sitz bones which gave n1e a different perspective for 
align1nent in ballet. These concepts on align1nent have allowed 1ne to get 
into my body, and now I don't even have to think about it. After studying 
the scapulae, my am1 moven1ents have becon1e more integrated and I 
know how move1nent from that part of the body should feel now. 

Another aspect of the course was that technique didn't have to be 
the center of attention. And we had a choice - we could decide how big or 
small you wanted to 1nove and how you can 1nanipulate that. I learned 
about different relationships to 1nusic - on one hand it tells me how to 
1nove 1ny body or I can pick one instrument and fallow it. I began to think 
about 1ny body in the same way. I also found that I could focus on 1ny 

body this way in improvisation, and it kept 111e from being distracted. 
When we paused after moving in class, particularly when focused on 
1noving with intention, I felt really wam1 and in touch with 1ny body. 

I re1nen1ber we spent a lot of titne discussing a concept Margaret 
presented as inner and outer - my interpretation of this was learning how 
to focus with your body: I have begun to focus on what is happening on 
the inside and not won·y about ,vhat others think. After I learned to do this 
I felt more con1fortable in the classes. So1netin1es, "inner'' is sensation or 
e1notion - I do what I am feeling at the moment. However, I also want to 
let the environ1nent touch me when moving, I am a person who likes to 
move in a large way - carving the space and completely withdrawing into 
myself. I 111inimize the contrast by bringing the outside in. 
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I re1ne1nber the discussion of how the body can be used differently 
in the different types of dance - for me this means that I should relax more 
in ballet and modem, and yet I learned that African dance is all about the 
spine, and this helped 1ne make the connection between the spine and sitz 
bones. 

I had hoped that the dancers would incorporate the anato1nic and somatic n1aterial 

within their bodies, integrating this information or knowledge with their dancing so 

completely that they would not have to consistently "think" about it. Knowing what to 

focus on from the overload of information presented was a challenge, as was learning 

how to apply the information both during the course, when the anatomic and somatic 

inf onnation was the focus, and also in dance technique classes and in performance. 

How the Inforn1ation Changed the Dancers' Dancing 

Although there was intrinsic value in the anaton1ic and sensory material, this 

information was not intended to be a means to an end, but to be applied within a context. 

Specifically, I hoped the dancers would make a connection with the other dancing they 

were involved with outside the courses used in the research. While 1ny goal in all of the 

courses was to have each dancer process, embody:i and integrate the anatomic and 

son1atic material into their dancing, the follow up interviews revealed what information 

the dancers did take forward with them. 

Some of the dancers n1ade discoveries about tension in their bodies. Monique, a 

dancer in Introduction to Dance as an Art Fonn, described her feet functioning as a 

barometer for her. She said when she noticed tension in her feet, "I check in ,vith the rest 

of 1ny body - it usually goes 'up' from there" (Follow-up Interview, 02/20/2005). 
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Like Monique, Marta, also wrote about tension in connection to her experience in 

the Experiential Anato1ny course. Marta sensed she was 1naking progress in her ballet 

class because she had been discovering ways of 1noving that didn't create tension in her 

body. Throughout the course, Marta had learned to be 1nore aware of the level of tension 

in her body and consciously re1ninded herself not to tighten or grip her 1nuscles. When 

she saw a pattern of tension starting to develop in her body, Marta tried to "talk [her]self 

out of it slowly" (Follow-up Interview, 11/20/05). She had learned that using breath and 

working slowly or with momentu1n helped her 1ninimize and control tension. While 

Marta had 1nade a link to tension in her body while taking the course, she was still 

exploring this discovery six months later. In the fallow-up interview she discussed still 

working on this as she described an experience with a guest teacher: 

He wanted us to do a tilt and for some reason, I could do the tilt, but I 
couldn't hold it. He was telling us to hold it - and I looked at my leg and I 
saw I was starting to grip and I thought- "I can't hold 1ny leg this way." 
So I had to situate my body so I could hold it and eventually I did, but I 
refused to let 111yself hold it by gripping extremely tightly. But I did 
notice after that my leg was shaking for a little while - I definitely think 
about that when I a1n in ballet - when we are doing an adagio I think, 
"Don't grip Marta, you can do it without gripping in your body." So that 
will be going through my head in a good way, not a bad way. 
(Follow-up Interview, 11/20/05) 

Many of the dancers also continued to use iinagery. While Miehe accessed the 

anatomical infonnation through i1nagery (Follow-up Interview, 10/23/05), Belinda 

discussed using imagery to find sensation, which helped her decide what she needed to 

do for her body. Belinda felt that visualization facilitated release in her body and 

commented on "how the body responded to itnagery" (Follow-up Interview, 10/24/05). 
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Roberta discussed i1nages that were actions for her, such as those that ''feel like growing 

and shrinking." In fact, Belinda had developed specific i1nages of "rooting- having roots 

that grow into the ground that are strong but flexible - stable and 1nobile" (Follow-up 

Interview, 10/24/05). 

In order for synthesis of the concepts presented in the courses to take place, the 

dancers would have needed to integrate the somatic information into their perceptions of 

themselves as dancers. For example, the information they had received about bone 

\Vould need to be embraced as "my bone" or the processing of an experience would need 

to be interpreted by the individual dancers as "aware of my moving body." The 

distinction between "the body" and "my body" in their writing and discussion was an 

itnportant indication that they were embodying the infonnation. 

But synthesis was also seen in the dancers' ability to evaluate a dancing situation 

and apply the infon11ation they had learned in the course as a possible solution. The 

dancers accessed their understanding of the body - and specifically their bodies - to 

acknowledge what they knew about their bodies, what they knew in their bodies, and 

what additional infonnation they needed. 

So,natics and Learning 

A common pedagogical approach for teaching dance is physical detnonstration of 

the activity, augmented by verbal cueing. The dancers in the study referred to this 

practice as "patterning." After a dancer has developed the 1notor skills necessary for 

perf onning specific 1novements using patterning, these actions are then refined in tern1s 
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of temporality and quality. This occurs even with very con1plex tnovement.
32 1-Iowever,

within a specifically developed dance form, does patterning 1nove1nent allow dancers to 

think about their bodies while moving, or does the execution of co1nplex codified 

1nove1nents preclude thinking in action? 33

The participants in the study had many ways for describing how they learned 

movement prior to their experiences at TWU. Several of the dancers also discussed 

previously thinking about movement in terms of shape, vocabulary and form. For 

example, Miehe, one of the participants fro1n the 2005 Experiential Anatomy course, 

noted that in Ballet she associated movement with vocabulary; when she heard the term 

or nan1e of a step, her body knew what to do. Miehe described this as muscle memory 

( which meant she didn't have to think about it) and also as "a way of patterning" 

(Follow-up Interview, 10/23/05). 

Molly, who was taking Ballet II at the same tilne she was enrolled in Experiential 

Anatomy, discussed how she needed to establish the pattern before applying the somatic 

infonnation. Throughout the se1nester Molly noticed sotne progress in her ban4e work; in 

fact, she had gotten to the point where she could feel her rotation, but stated that she 

could "only get to sensation once I have the n1ovement sequence" (Follow-up Interview, 

10/24/05). In other ,vords, Molly needed to master the steps before she could focus on 

what she was feeling in her body. 

32 For more on activity and skill acquisition, sec Magill (2001 ). 
33 For more on this see Simpson ( 1996) and Enghauser, R. (2003 ). In particular these authors argue that the 
somatic focus or focus on the body serves as interference for learning in a dance class. 
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Reflecting on her past dancing experiences, another dancer described how she 

learned to dance by distinguishing between the inside and outside of her body. When she 

first began dancing, she was taught to think about the shape, and this was an effective 

way for her to learn movement. Following participation in the course, she discovered 

that there is much more involved with movement than sitnply shape; she commented that 

now she is informed by sensation in dance class (Summary, Follow-up Interviews). 

Molly, Miehe and their classmates were distinguishing between specific dance forms, or 

stages of learning, and what they were coining to understand as somatic. 

The dancers in this study demonstrated that using language to describe their 

experiences was of secondary importance to the experience itself. However, if it is 

necessary for the dancers to express their awareness and understanding, perhaps they 

need additional vocabulary, one that encompasses both anatomic and s0111atic infonnation 

within the context of perforn1ance-for performance is what the dancers are truly 

aspiring to. 

Taking the Infonnation Forward 

The older I get, the more I learn about the vast diversity of approaches and 
techniques to the work that are available ... the things you know about 
your body that are the paran1eters of your body are just challenges to 
movement invention. Find so1ne way to do it, even if it's not exact to 
what was given. (Roberta, Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 
03/31/05). 

The Experiential Anaton1y course was a ti111e for n1any of the students to explore 

and work on their bodies outside of technique. These dancers seemed to appreciate the 

freedon1 to explore things in their own bodies - the explorations gave thetn a sense of 
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agency, control, and confidence (Sun11nary, Follow-up interviews). Many of the 

participants saw value in the knowledge they gained from the class explorations, applying 

the anatomic and somatic information to their dancing, their choreography and their 

teaching. Others discussed how the experience of processing the inf onnation ended at 

the conclusion of the course. 

In the follow-up interviews, 1nany of the participants noted that their objectives in 

thinking about their technique classes and about dancing in general had changed. One 

dancer commented that before taking Experiential Anatomy, she focused on looking nice 

in class: after taking the course she felt it was more beneficial to tune into her body. 

Another dancer who noted that while her body was not pretty for ballet technique this 

was no longer her objective in pursuing this training. A third dancer discussed how she 

processed the general con11nents made in class through her own body; this student felt she 

had developed a better understanding of how her body adapts to the fonns she is studying 

because of this process (Sutnmary, Follow-up Interviews). 

A second benefit of the course was that it afforded the dancers an opportunity to 

think about how their bodies n1atched the den1ands of dance. Janelle found that 

understanding the structure and function of her body acquainted her with li1nitations as 

well as opportunity. She discussed "dealing with her structure" and wondered who 

should say what kind of body is right for dance. Janelle also expressed confusion about 

her body. She felt strongly about her grounded-ness, her ability to be on flat foot, and 

about her muscular strength, phrasing, tin1ing and initiation even when she knew they did 

not match certain dance ideals (Follow-up Interview, 10/23/05). 
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While the focus of the courses was to help the dancers understand the structure 

and function of their bodies, this infonnation 1nust eventually interface with an 

individual's perception of their dancing potential. And while so1ne were trying to "deal 

with their structure", 1nany of the dancers found that the infonnation about their bodies 

gave them a new way to think about their dancing. 

Making Connections 

While the i1nmediate emphasis of the s0111atic and anatomic infonnation in the 

courses was linked to technique, in order to be valuable, the dancers would have to apply 

this knowledge in performance. And yet how does performance encon1pass anatomic 

information or s0111atic experience? Linking to perfonnance was not explicitly discussed 

,vith the graduate students in Experiential Anatomy; however during the follow-up 

interviews the dancers focused less on thinking about their bodies and n1ore on their 

ongoing dancing. However, at what point does information fron1 inside the body 

interface with the outside in a way that erases boundaries (such as inside and outside) and 

weaves the somatic with the perf onnative? 

The students could conceptualize this erasure in other dancers, both in class 

perf onnance as well as in more formal venues. In the Modem IV course the students 

n1ade verbal affinnations when they saw that a class1nate, or the teacher, was really "in 

their body." In An1ye's opinion, so1natically infon11ed n1ove1nent looks like it feels good 

to do. In Sarah Gamblin's 111ovement, for exan1ple, A111ye sees that Sarah is accessing 

information about her body. However, An1ye was not sure she had yet achieved this in 

her own body. 
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Another dancer likened s01natics to paying attention to her body, feeling that this 

attention would take her beyond just the shape of the 1nove1nent. Yet another was 

questioning how to balance sensory information and perfonnance. This dancer thought it 

was possible to receive infonnation fro1n both the inside of the body (senso1y) and the 

outside (performance), but in order to apply this information, she knew it needed to be set 

up the right way (Su1nmary, Follow-up Interviews). 

Janelle discussed the link she made with being in her body and perfonnance, 

describing performance as the result of a natural command of accents and intuition, a 

forn1 of intelligence. When she focused on perfecting her 1noven1ents, she felt sensations 

throughout her entire body; however, this only happened for Janelle while she was 

perfonning. Janelle also discussed attending to en1otional components in perfonnance. 

She focused on dynamic qualities because "without Effort qualities, move1nent was 

simply robotic" (Follow-up Interview, 10/24/05). Like other dancers in this study, 

Janelle was reflecting on understanding her body as a dancer, integrating her 

understanding of the anatomic and somatic concepts with aspects of performance and 

emotion; for her this involved tremendous con1plexity. 

Like Janelle, Marta felt everything was beginning to co1ne together for her 

because she had worked with so 111any so111atic principles in the Experiential Anato111y 

course. For exa1nple, she had recently noticed she was using breath to initiate her 

1novement and felt that working on son1atic principles in class prepared her for 

perfonnance (Follow-up Interviews, 11/18/05). The expanded view of perfonnance and 
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dancing that both of these dancers were exploring did include the body, but for them, the 

body became a sensed, experienced reference, rather than a tool or an instrument. 

A Specific Context for the Anatomic and S01natic Jnforn1ation 

Many of the students in the Experiential Anatomy courses also participated in the 

rond de jan1be study, which was conducted early in the spring semesters in 2004 and 

2005. Study participants perfonned grand rond de jambe en l'air at increasing heights 

while being videotaped, from six different locations in the room (See Appendix B).34 In 

interviews conducted during the summer after the testing, the dancers first co1npared the 

videotapes of their performances in the testing environment to a three-dimensional 

computer generated model of the video data. The dancers then reflected on what they 

remembered feeling during the data collection and com111ented on what they were 

thinking while watching the presentation of the data. The experience offered yet another 

opportunity for the dancers to integrate or reflect on what they had learned in the 

Experiential Anatomy courses. Again in this portrait, many voices are woven together 

and presented as one. 

Portrait of Rand de Ja,nbe: Outside and Inside 

While watching the rond de jambe, I can clearly see that the 
111ovement in the legs affects the pelvis and move1nent in the pelvis affects 
the torso. And yet I am not certain what the pelvis should be doing. I was 
taught that there should be no tilt in the pelvis, but without tilting the 
pelvis, I am limited in n1y range of 1notion. How can son1eone keep the 
leg above 90° and not 1nove the pelvis? And if I 111ove my pelvis, is this 
"cheating?" I see the itnportance of standing correctly on one leg, but why 

34 In 2004 the dancers perfonned the rond de jambes at 45 degrees and 90 degrees. In 2005, the dancers 
performed the movements at 90 degrees, 105 degrees and their fullest height. All of the testing took place 
in the Biomechanics Laboratory at Texas Woman's Univershy. 
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is this different relative to aesthetic standards between ballet and 1nodern 
dance. Who should say how 1nuch move1nent there should be in the 
pelvis? 

I was aware of how difficult the transition fro1n the side to the back 
was and how 111uch the torso 1noved in relation to the rest of the body. I 
have discovered that 1ny strength and flexibility change with the different 
height requirements of the leg and that (in fact!) the two sides of my body 
are different. I also know that I should 1naintain the natural curves in 1ny 
spine during the 1novement, and yet, I saw a flattening in the lu1nbar curve 
when the leg went to the front. Is this healthy? 

I need to change 1ny sense that rond de jambe is an isolation 
because there are so many things happening simultaneously in the body 
that must be brought together. To perform a rond de jambe ... brush and 
lengthen or reach, maintaining rotation and spatial awareness on both legs. 
Fill out the music or count with the movement and breathe as you find 
balance by 'grounding' through the foot. Even though I am reminded to 
use the whole body in performing the movement, I could feel 1nyself 
gripping and concentrating on the gesture leg, particularly in the hip 
flexors as I lifted the leg to the front. I feel a stretch or a release in the 
hamstrings as the leg lifts to the front, but I find the imagery of the 
hamstrings "lifting the leg from underneath" confusing. This image 
facilitates a light quality, but I can see how this idea has created confusion 
for me. 

In the end, dance should be about allowing moven1ent, not 
restricting it. Perhaps it would be more beneficial to focus on the 
interaction between the pelvis and standing leg, perhaps described as a 
dynamic tension or opposition-reaching in two directions. 

As this portrait illustrates, processing the detail and complexity of the information 

in this exercise would be overwhelming, and this is only one moven1ent. Dancers cannot 

consciously attend to this much detail when they are dancing. Nevertheless, the depth 

and richness revealed in this portrait illustrates the 1nany ways in which their bodies and 

their perspectives informed the dancers, and how this infom1ation differed by individual. 

Confidence - What the Dancers Trust(ed) 

In general, the goal of training or rehearsing is for dancers to develop confidence 

and trust in the move1nent and its qualities. Even in the process of improvisation, 
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fan1iliarity develops through the repetition and engagement over ti1ne. ln the Experiential 

Anatomy courses, although we seldo1n repeated exercises or explorations in the courses 

after the initial presentation, recurrence of the concepts was consistent. Negotiating the 

anatomic and so1natic elements of movement was the co1nmon eletnent - this link 1nay 

have developed or contributed to the dancers' confidence. And while the dancers 

developed this sense of confidence in different ways, at some point each found at least a 

point of application with information that she trusted. 

At the beginning of the Experiential Anatomy courses, a few of the dancers 

discussed what types of information they trusted. One dancer co1nmented that when she 

,vas confronted with conflicting information about her body or her training, she trusted 

the wisdom of her technique teachers. However, another dancer totally distrusted her 

teachers, stating that they didn't really understand her body (Sumn1a1y, Follow-up 

Interviews). Yet throughout the courses, as a group of participants, the students had to 

learn to trust themselves. 

Through the guided repetition, the students developed trust in the process, in their 

peers and in their selves. The courses used in the study offered the participants the time 

and support to develop these conditions. For exa1nple, Belinda had made the realization 

that developing awareness and kno,vledge about her body would help her develop 

confidence. Halfway through the se1nester she wrote: 

Lately I have been using new self-talk to integrate anatomy [with] 
technique ... this dialogue keeps me connected to my body [ and my] 
awareness of my body in space. In doing this I have learned [about my] 
femur (legs) hanging and rotating fro1n my acetabulum. I have been able 
to more easily access 1ny abductors, adductors and rotators. I have 'been 
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alive' in 1nove111ent, bright eyed and bushy tailed organistn 111oving 
through space. (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 03/08/05) 

Isabel had tre1nendous confidence in her body and found that the course infonnation 

enriched this self-assurance, not only in her dancing, but in her teaching as well. As she 

wrote in this journal entry about channeling uncertainty into action: 

I am still aware of how 1nany reps to do and what kind of time I have to 
use for explaining the Pilates exercise - the transition times are when I a1n 
feeling something in 1ny body. When there is nothing to feel in 1ny body I 
think of something to do. My 1nind has not been relaxing; it is ready to 
take over at any time that my body sensors are not giving 1ne knowledge 
.. .it is the san1e in my dancing - I just move until I don't have any more 
body "thoughts"; then, I think of exercises and phrases to do in order to 
keep moving. (Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 04/01/04) 

Melanie, one of the students in the Introduction to Dance as an Art Form, 

discussed how confidence was related to her perception of how the 1noven1ent looked or 

felt. Melanie had a feeling for what was right, however she needed to be careful not to 

tell herself that something was right when it wasn't. She felt that she still needed to 

affirm her sense of correctness from the outside. She also discussed knowing that if she 

could perfonn a 1novement correctly when she did it slowly, she knew it would be right 

when it was perfonned up to te1npo. For Melanie, "confidence and lack of fear are 

important in knowing that I have the 1nove1nent 'right'" (Mid-tenn interview 11/05/04). 

During the follow-up interviews 111any of the dancers stated that while they had 

processed specific information while in the course, they had since stopped deliberately 

focusing on detail. Yet, many of these dancers felt more confident in general because 

they felt they knew more about their bodies. Marta, for exan1ple, noted that her 

1noven1ents were 1nuch clearer because she knew about initiation and intention. "This 
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has given 1ne tnuch more clarity when I am dancing ... and I have a lot n1ore fluidity in 

1ny 1novements" (Follow-up Interview, 11/18/05). 

Finally, during the follow-up interviews, 1nany of the dancers vividly described 

the experience of being in the course. Additionally they talked about feeling 111ore 

confident with their overall performance in the TWU dance program cotnpared to the 

previous semester or year. For some, this meant they felt 1nore secure in the department 

- one dancer in particular noted being more accepting of her skills and unique attributes

(Summary, Follow-up Interviews). 

Once the dancers developed confidence with the material, they began trying to 

apply the experiences they had gained in the courses. Although learning to trust their 

''felt" experience while meeting performance expectations was in1portant, the dancers 

also valued 1naintaining health and balance in their bodies. As one dancer explained, she 

wanted to do well in dance, but she did not want to get hurt. Another dancer was striving 

for physical syn1111etry balance in her body. She knew she favored her upper body; 

the ref ore processing internal infonnation that related to torso and ann 1novement was 

successful for her. She realized she needed to focus equally on accessing internal 

information with her lower body, even though this was harder for her (Sum1nary, Follow

up Interviews). Melanie was seeking equilibriu1n with the material and concepts 

presented in class. She stated that while she could reference the so1natic 111aterial she 

wondered how she could "develop a feeling for it being right." Melanie felt that she 

needed 1nore tin1e to understand how her body was feeling doing these 1nove1nents (Mid-
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Tenn Interview, 11/05/04). For 1nany of the dancers in the courses, ti1ne see1ned to be a 

crucial ele1nent for integrating the infonnation with their dancing. 

The anatomic and so1natic information presented in the courses provided a 

foundation, but confidence requires additional elements for develop1nent. The students 

integrated the 1naterial presented in the course in various ways. Specifically there was 

assimilation in the technique class that reinforced the anato1nic and so1natic information 

(such as Modem IV or Ballet II). In addition, the department emphasis on providing 

opportunities and encourage1nent to think about and discuss the body in the courses 

comple1nented these factors. Each of these elements contributed to the increased 

confidence that the dancers in this study experienced. 

What (and how) the Dancers Know 

This section explores two aspects of the research: I) the difficulty of retaining the 

experiential knowledge without practice and 2) how much the dancers should attend to 

their bodies when dancing. Because the courses in this study offered a time for the 

students to investigate and reflect on their bodies, as well as their previous and current 

dance training and possible points of interface between the two, the dancers' discoveries 

were complex amalgamations of what they were learning about their bodies, about 

then1selves as dancers and about the interface between the two. 

For example, while she was taking the Experiential Anato1ny course, Miehe had 

worried about forgetting the experiential knowledge she was gaining. In fact, during the 

follow up interview she co1nmented that it took deliberate thought to reconnect with what 

she knew and had learned in the course. Miehe stated, 
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Life gets too full of other thoughts and pending activities that this 
awareness gets pushed aside and we in a sense forget what we know, until 
we reflect and then we think, "oh yeah, I knew that", or "oh yeah, I 
re1ne1nber how that connection feels." (Follow-up Interview, 10/23/05) 

And after spring break, Bridget, a student in the 2005 Experiential Anato1ny course, 

wrote, "Being out of Experiential Anatomy [class] for two weeks already makes 1ne feel 

a bit 1nis-guided in my independent self-analysis" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 

03/25/05). 

At the same titne, n1any of the dancers were trying to determine how much they 

should attend to their bodies. While some of the dancers 1nentioned that thinking 

explicitly about their bodies got in the way of dancing, many saw that understanding how 

their bodies created 1nove1nent would enable the1n to develop control or clarity in their 

111ovements. As Roberta mused: 

Oftentimes when 1'111 thinking about the work that we are doing, I will 
1nentally reference a kinesthetic experience I had in order to i1nmediately 
relate the information ... I a1n curious however, about what we take into our 
bodies and how that effects us in life. I know I cannot prove that I process 
information solely through 111y body first and foremost, but I do know that 
it happens 1nore often than not. (Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 
04/07 /05) 

And Janelle, in a long but very evocative excerpt fron1 her journal wrote: 

I am thinking about the affect of the 111ind on the body. I an1 co1npletely 
enthralled by the idea of pro111oting physical healing through in1agery, as 
Juhan noted as successful in the text. I think that it says that we have 
much 111ore power over our biology than we 1night be aware of. I ain 

excited to see what benefits may result fron1 positive thinking. It speaks to 
mind-body connectivity's integral role in our living and 1noving, and 
demonstrates the truth of the soma ... the son1a exists-and our "muscle 
memory" connects to the brain. The faulty memories of n1y "incorrect" 
moven1ents have en1bedded so deep into 1ny n1uscles that they are also in 
my brain. I couldn't even see the 1nemories at first, but could sense the1n 
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and 1ny brain was aware of my muscles' programming (even when I was 
pretending - or activating that part of my brain that commands to 1nove ). 
[C]atching myself doing something wrong - even when I wasn't doing
anything or even consciously thinking of it - is in some way proof that

thinking has the power over doing. (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny,
03/31/05)

These quotes from two participants in the 2005 Experiential Anato1ny course 

illustrate contrasting perspectives: Roberta trusted the layering of information she got 

from her body, and Janelle was surprised when her thinking lagged behind her sensing. 

Are these different ways of processing information about the body, or simply different 

explanations? When I observed these two women in class, Roberta was always 1noving, 

always processing what she was hearing through her body. In contrast, Janelle was still. 

That does not n1ean she wasn't experiencing as much sensation as Roberta, but that these 

two wo1nen processed the information and the experiences differently. 

Indeed, each individual in the courses, and in the study, had her own way of 

understanding and integrating the experiences and information into her dancing. And as 

the dancers processed the anatomic and somatic infonnation, 1nany of the1n noticed 

effects on their bodies. Thus, the dancers were presented with a challenge - to reconcile 

the anato1nic information with what they \Vere processing s01natically. 

As Melanie, one of the dancers in Ballet II and Introduction to Dance as an Art 

Form, changed her alignment, she wondered if other things would begin to change in her 

body as a result. l-Ier adjustinent to a n1ore neutral alignment had pro1npted her to ask, 

"What is right for my body and what is right when I am moving?" (Mid-Term Interview 

11/05/04) In contrast, early in the setnester, Roberta was focused on the effect that her 
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scoliosis had on her alignment. She devoted a great deal of time and effort to analyzing 

and 1noderating the effects of this deviation in alignment. However, by mid-te1m she 

wrote, "The one thing I've really been lean1ing is the beautiful curve of the spine and 

while it can be efficiently aligned, it is not a straight line" (Jou1nal Entry, Experiential 

Anatomy, 03/04/05). Roberta's scoliosis remained the same, but her perception had 

changed. 

Certainly the dancers learned to use the anatomical information to their 

advantage. I did not witness any unrealistic evaluation or description fro1n the dancers; 

in fact, just the opposite occurred. Most of the dancers clearly understood the physical 

demands dance placed upon their bodies, and they were learning how their anatomical 

structure facilitated or inhibited their successes with movement. This created a context 

for the dancers to evaluate what might otherwise be perceived as "weaknesses and 

strengths," for example, not having enough rotation at the hips or enough hamstring 

flexibility. And while the dancers struggled to accept things in their bodies, which they 

perceived as limitations, at the san1e time they became realistic about their physical 

potential. 

Negative and Positive Aspects of Thinking About the Body 

In order to internalize the anatomic and somatic information, the dancers had to 

think about their bodies. This was seen in learning the names of 1nuscles, locating bony 

landn1arks, and then incorporating the anato1nical infon11ation in relation to particular 

n1ove1nents. The s0111atic work asked the dancers to process sensation fron1 their bodies 
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and reflect upon this information. This processing of multiple sources of information 

required a great deal of f ocus and concentration. 

For some of the dancers, the attention to the body was proble1natic. Gayanne 

commented that thinking about the body interfered with her ability to learn in dance 

class. She felt she needed to pay attention and learn the combinations and then work on 

sensation: 

It's as if I put too much in my brain at once while learning a new 
sequence. I guess I am so used to steps being "broken down" that when 
it's taught without broken down (tiny steps), I lose my connection with the 
movement because my thoughts and questions are circling in my head 
while learning. Do I focus on the actual steps and then worry about 
getting it into my body or do I try to do both at once?" (Journal Entry, 
Experiential Anatomy, 04/20/05) 

Like Gayanne, other dancers noted difficulty when applying or transferring the sensory 

information to dance technique class. Thus, for some of the participants, thinking about 

the body was problematic. 

Not all of the dancers saw the focus on the body as negative, however. Reflecting 

on her experiences after the 2004 Experiential Anatomy course, one dancer saw the 

anatomical information as empowering and felt its mastery enabled her to understand her 

body. Another dancer noted that she could use the infonnation fro1n the course to change 

her body and eliminate pain. One of the dancers felt that the infonnation allowed her to 

choose how and where to focus her attention while another felt that the anato1nical 

information helped her develop images. Finally, one of the dancers stated that repetition 

led to embodiment, which in tum decreased the amount of thinking required (Su1nmary, 

Follow-up Interviews). 
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For some of the dancers, the negative and positive experiences were rolled 

together. As Molly wrote, "Its official ... I am obsessed with the position of my 

shoulders/scapulae" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 04/01/05). But at the end of 

the journal entry she also made a connection between focus on the scapulae and thinking 

about her own "back space." And Bridget wrote: 

Being in 1ny body is perhaps a bit confusing. Sometimes I feel I know 
exactly where I am and how to analyze what I am doing, but other times I 
am unsure if I have really found a problem or just created one. (Journal 
Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 03/10/05) 

In the follow up interviews, several of the dancers com1nented that after the 

course ended, they tried to stop thinking about their bodies. Toni, for example, noted that 

she felt consciously thinking about her body, inhibited her dancing. Denise, a participant 

in the rond de jambe study, echoed this comment. However, do these comments 

problematize the issue of thinking about the body? 

In summary, the effect of thinking about the body provided ambiguous data. Is 

attention to the body productive in short term tin1e frames? And will the students retain 

the information they lea1ned in the courses through time? In the end, this research will 

need to address to what extent focusing on the body was useful for the dancers or whether 

it became counterproductive. 

What the Dancers Learned 

All of the students who participated in the courses experienced son1e changes in 

their perceptions about their bodies. The dancers' journal entries provided evidence of 

these shifts in perception, identifiable through the dancers' specific use of the anatomic 
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and somatic language, as well as their discussion regarding application of the concepts in 

other classes throughout the se1nester. Some of these changes were·1nore profound than 

others. 

Molly, one of the students from the 2005 Experiential Anato1ny course, 

underwent a deep transformation, both as a dancer and as an "experiential anatomist." 

Although the Experiential Anatomy students were expected to write one journal entry per 

week, reflecting on the class they had just participated in, Molly wrote everyday. At the 

beginning of the semester, her journal was full of questions - mostly items for 

clarification-and most of them had to deal with perceptions that her body was not suited 

for ballet and some forms of modem dance. However, as she continued writing (and 

dancing), Molly began to express herself with a 111ore articulate and reflective voice. This 

change in voice showed that her perspective on the body, and particularly her body, was 

beginning to change. Early in the se1nester Molly wrote: 

A major concern I have is the position of 111y head. I sense that it is often 
in a downward tilt after my experiences with this exercise. If I a111 already 
out of alignment at the top, I assume this sets a negative precedent for the 
rest of my body. (01/27/05) 

Later in the semester, after working with a partner on the positioning of the head, she 

co1nmented: 

It felt like my neck/head stayed in place and 1ny shoulders were sliding 
down 1ny spinal colunm. Once we were given the directive to in1agine our 
partner's hands on our heads, I began to feel more connected, like a 
co1nplete unit. My head did not feel wobbly, but well supported ... .I felt 
complete, aligned and relaxed. (04/08/05) 

Even later, after considering theories about how people learn, Molly wrote: 
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I am very detail oriented so it has taken 1ne awhile to adjust to just diving 
in and attempting a movement about which I am not terribly 
knowledgeable. My tendency is to ask every possible question before I 
even begin to move. It may be that this desire for knowledge actually 
prevents 1ne from 1noving. If I waited to move until I knew everything, I 
would never move. (04/22/05) 

The reflections included here illustrate changes in Molly's perception of her body and her 

ideas about moving and learning, and yet are also illustrative of the changes in perception 

many of the other dancers were also making about their bodies. 

A final piece of the data came from the body stories the students in the 2005 

Experiential Anatomy and Introduction to Dance as an Art Form classes wrote. This 

assignment, based on an activity from Andrea Olson's book, asked each student to write a 

personal narrative that included description of a bodily experience. Some of the dancers 

wrote caricature stories, others expanded on their journaling process. However, each 

narrative described the discoveries the individual dancers were making. Two excerpts 

are included here. Belinda wrote, "I feel like I know how to listen to my bodily needs 

and attend to it" (Body Story, 04/26/05). And from Ma1ia's journal: 

Somatic knowledge has truly improved my dance performance because of 
the internal images that provoke connections of concepts to my approach 
to move111ent. It would be a pity to throw such a precious gift a\vay 
because of so1neone else's ideas of what particular dance positions should 
look like. My joints are integral parts of my body configuration and 
trusting anyone but me with it is a risky choice. Fron1 this day fo1ward I 
etnbrace my body's uniqueness ... (Body Story, 04/28/05) 

Each story was unique to the individual, and each dancer went through some process of 

evaluating and rethinking their relationship to their body. In summarizing what they had 

learned about their bodies, these personal narratives served as a docun1ent and testament 
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to what the dancers had learned in the semester; it brought the semester's work into 

perspective. 

Knowing in the Body 

Entering into the research I wondered if working with the anato1nic and somatic 

information-literally taking this information into the body-would take shape as 

knowledge within the students' dancing. Therefore, in direct and indirect ways, I asked 

the dancers if using anatomic terminology and accessing sensation would allow them to 

articulate how they were moving and how they were feeling more completely. I 

addressed this as a query, "What does it mean to know in the body?" 

I asked the dancers this question on more than one occasion. For some of the 

students, the answer evolved over time; for others it stayed exactly the same. In the 

Introduction to Dance as an Art Form course, the answers varied and many evolved 

throughout the semester. Most of these dancers were just scratching the surface of their 

"felt" experiences. As these dancers were only beginning to access information about 

their bodies they may not have been ready to put words to their experiences. Some of the 

dancers, lacking the confidence that they were correct, seemed to answer the question in a 

way that they hoped would be helpful to the research. 

In fact, most of the dancers struggled with this question. Melanie, an 

undergraduate dancer in Introduction to Dance as an Art Form and Ballet II knew that 

knowing in the body had something to do with sensation, that this knowing was "deeply 

rooted and kinesthetic" and that it should indicate being more comfortable with 

move1nent, but she had difficulty describing this physical knowledge. For Melanie, the 
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language of the body was different than verbal language; thus using verbal language to 

describe the physical sensations she was experiencing was a limitation for her (Follow-up 

interview, 04/05/05). Janelle, a graduate student, countered 1ny inquiry with questions 

about how we know what we know; she wondered if it is important to know that we 

know. Janelle asked, "Do advanced level dancer's perceptions line up with what they do 

- can they articulate this?" (Follow-up interview, 10/23/05) Based on these responses,

"knowing in the body" appears to be a complex amalgamation of intellectual and sensory 

information, which manifests differently for each individual. 

In the portrait that follows, answers from the students fro111 the Experiential 

Anatomy courses and Introduction to Dance as an Art Fonn are woven together to reveal 

the co1nplexity and depth of the dancers' experiences, forays into felt perception or 

knowing in the body. 

Portrait: Knowing in the Body 

Knowing in the body - is everything - knowing what a body can 
do - feel. .. once I know the right way of doing the movement. Knowing 
in the body is when we automatically do something. It has to do with 
breath - a sensation of lifting and falling on the inhale and exhale. It is 
so1nething you feel, recognize, acknowledge - reflect on purpose and 
function; it was about being aware. 

Knowing in the body is when you can do something more than 
once, when one can rely on the body. It could also be described as a 
son1atic engagement with the body. Development of knowing in the body 
requires a foundation, it is about instinct; an en1bodiment that develops 
through training and repetition. Knowing in the body is when you can 
feel, sense, see ... they all come together. Knowing in the body is 
confidence and is linked to perfonnance; it is when the dancer cotnpares 
internal sensations to external. Knowing in the body is an auto111atic 
response which doesn't require thought, but allows a dancer to find 
relaxation. It is an attentiveness or problem solving, being open to new 
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information, finding out what works in one's own body. It is trust; it is 
muscle memory. 

Knowing in the body is informed by imagery; it is a feeling in 
conjunction with awareness, it is a personal quality of attachment. My 
body is more knowledgeable about my self than I (1ny 1nind) am. It means 
you do not have to think about the technical aspects and awareness of 
what that technical aspect feels like in your body. You know you have the 
material, not because you looked in the 1nirror, but because it felt right. 

Because the application of knowing in the body has changed these students' dancing, 

they now can appreciate how movement and performance are applications of the 

anatomic and somatic information; performance and movement made the course 

information meaningful for them. 

Summary 

As the above sections have shown, most of the participants in the study gained 

appreciation for the anatomic and somatic information as they began to understand the 

uniqueness of their bodies, and knowing when they could access and utilize the concepts 

and sensations. When the students could link the information from the course directly to 

technical styles they were studying, the experience of being in the course or a specific 

class was beneficial for them. Some students recognized direct relevance of the anatomic 

or somatic concepts to their dancing; others may have only identified specific ideas they 

needed to work on. 

Reflecting on their participation in the course it was clear that the 1naterial they 

retained went through a transition. Perhaps the dancers only re1nen1bered bits and pieces 

of information, but all made some connection with the tnaterial: they became 1nore aware 

of their bodies, they saw how the information traveled through titne, and they could see 
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how all of their experiences in the class linked to perf onnance. In addition, the dancers 

developed skills for integrating the concepts and ideas they had about the inf onnation in 

their dancing; they developed an ability to define a proble1n and search for a solution and 

found meaning for their experiences in many different intersections. 

The next chapter discusses the pedagogical component of the dancers' 

experiences. The chapter also explores how this approach of teaching about the body

asking students to focus on the experience of being in their bodies-both shaped the 

research, and influenced the pedagogy of those teaching the courses. Certainly Sarah and 

I, as instructors in the courses used in this research, were informed by this experiential 

knowledge, but as is revealed in the next chapter, the students fron1 the courses were also 

accessing this information when they becon1e teachers themselves. 
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CHAPTER VI 

FROM MY BODY TO YOURS: 

PEDAGOGICAL REFLECTIONS AND APPLICATIONS 

I always hoped that the anatomical language that the dancers were 
learning and working with would give the1n the means by which to 
articulate changes in feeling or perception they were experiencing. And 
yet as I look back on the course, particularly witnessing Sarah taking the 
students through an exploration, it was not the words she used that told me 
she was very much in tune with her body, but the inflection and the way in 
which she said things that served as evidence. (Researcher Journal, 
09/04/05) 

In this chapter I will address the interface of pedagogy and research. I will 

discuss how the pedagogy was shaped to help the dancers learn about their bodies, how 

the goals for teaching and research were complementary and sy1nbiotic and how 

information and con1munication was a key element in the pedagogy. I will illustrate how 

the dancers integrated their experiences from the courses as they began teaching on their 

own. I summarize the experiences and discoveries of two dancers through tin1e, noting 

what I learned fron1 them as well as my colleague, Sarah Gamblin. The chapter concludes 

with personal reflections on learning and teaching and looks at how the courses and 

inf onnation both changed over time and were transported into the future in my teaching 

at the University of Wyoming. 

Pedagogical Approach 

I entered into the research with a clear idea about what I wanted to accomplish in 

the individual courses. I had a desire for the students to know more about their bodies, 
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and for them to use this information in their dancing. I expected they would need to 

process the infonnation in their bodies and then incorporate the information with their 

dancing (for this was the process that I went through). I also knew the structure of the 

courses had to be open and flexible for optimum benefit from the information and the 

experiences for each dancer. And while the weekly classes were built around a structured 

syllabus in each course, often the content of the individual lesson was reshaped to 

incorporate the dancers' questions and concerns. This fluidity of the information relative 

to the dancers' needs was an i1nportant aspect of the pedagogy. 

I have taught dance technique fro1n a body-centered perspective for the past 20 

years and I have conducted substantial research and personal investigation about the body 

and how it operates in movement. And yet, how does one teach about the practice of 

experiencing the body? One doesn't. As instructors for the various courses Sarah and I 

simply created an environment in which the dancers felt supported and confident as they 

explored the information about their bodies, through their bodies. We used anatomical 

information as a fran1ework, but much of the material in class was experienced 

somatically. Both Sarah and I have studied a variety of somatic disciplines, but rather 

than focus on one somatic practice, we incorporated our experiences with these forms in 

our teaching.35 Therefore, in the courses used in this study, rather than focusing only on 

information frotn anatomy or somatic disciplines, we established a 111eans whereby the 

35 
Sarah has studied Klein Technique extensively, while my work in somatics has been broad, rather than 

focused on one technique. I have studied Bartenieff Fundamentals and Effort/Shape with Mary Williford 
Shade, Peggy Hackney and Bill Evans; Ideokinesis and dance-specific proprioceptive neuromuscular 
facilitation sequences with Irene Dowd, and work with reflexes and righting patten1s in Body Mind 
Centering. 
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students could learn about their bodies-in their bodies- as the primary objective for 

both the individual courses as well as the research. 

For the Experiential Anatomy courses, Sarah and I 1net every Thursday 1noming 

to identify key components of the topic for the week and develop a list of "things" to do 

within the class. We spent about five minutes discussing details; the rest of the tin1e was 

spent discussing the week's topic on a more philosophical level. During these discussions 

we would go into much more depth about the body part we were focusing on than we 

would be able to during the class. Speaking in personal, pedagogical and artistic 

language, the discussions were heavily anchored in cultural aesthetics and philosophy. 

As I wrote in my journal, 

I feel that if the students in the class could observe the planning meeting, 
the entire context for the course would be obviously clear. They would 
learn a lot about how we reason through the material; they might 
understand more clearly what has not been included, and they would get a 
stronger sense of our philosophy, one that we both en1body but at tin1es 
must keep to the periphery when we are meeting with the class on Fridays. 
(Researcher Journal, 04/05/05) 

Certainly the philosophical attitudes Sarah and I have about 1novement, dance 

styles, and perf onnance have shaped who we are as individuals, but we tried not to make 

these ideas explicit in our teaching. We knew we were working with groups of 

individuals, each of whom needed to n1ake her own discoveries, and develop her own 

philosophies, as Sarah and I had at one time. 

Pedagogical Strategies 

Like the anatomic infom1ation, the so1natic work explored in the classes was not 

intended to be a means to an end, but offered a way for the dancers to access information 
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from their bodies. In the Introduction to Dance as an Art Fonn course, the information 

was presented to the first-year undergraduate students in the context of 1novement to 

prevent the dancers from feeling self conscious in their explorations. During the 

Experiential Anatomy courses we pulled full-length curtains across the mirrors or turned 

the activities away from the "front" of the studio during the classes so these graduate 

level students could focus on their physical sensations without visual affirmation. 

Whenever possible, we co1npleted explorations on the floor.36 For example, on the day 

the scapula was the topic, the dancers first worked with partners; one partner located, 

traced and then mobilized the scapula while the other partner was lying down. Next, 

while lying supine, each dancer worked on their own, initiating 1nove1nent from different 

parts of her arm to feel how their scapula moved in response to this. Finally, the dancers 

stood and perf armed figure-eight arm swings attending to the movement of the scapula -

sensing its weight and its rhyth1n. 

I used a sin1ilar approach in Ballet II, a class that is typically very structured. I 

introduced a concept at the beginning of each week and wove the pe1iinent details and 

different ways of experiencing that infonnation through the subsequent classes. For 

example, I asked the students to begin the class with spiraling n1ovements while sitting 

and standing. The dancers explored this three-din1ensional 1nove1nent in their bodies 

during a short improvisation and then applied this new sensation to tendu quatrieme 

36 
In many instances, somatic exploration as is experienced in Bartenieff Fundamentals and other practices 

is primarily done on the floor. This is a good orientation to minimize gravity's effect and allows the 
dancers to eliminate distraction from focus on their bodies. 
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devant. For some of these ballet dancers it was refreshing to bring the languages and 

concepts they had explored in other classes ( especially 1nodem dance, but also their work 

in Bartenieff Fundamentals) to their work in the ballet course. 37

A second pedagogical strategy in the ballet course was to ask the dancers to 

reference actions they were familiar with using a different perspective. For example, 

when performing grand battement I asked Brendan to attend to the quality and feeling of 

the brush, rather than the height she was aiming for with her foot. Brendan reflected on 

this change in her journal, 

I noticed a huge difference in the action of the pelvis. When I did it the 
first time I was thinking more about height and this was causing 
unnecessary action in the pelvis. The second time I thought 1nore about 
brushing and lengthening the leg, as opposed to height, and actually had 
less movement in the pelvis, along with 1nore lift and height. (Journal 
Entry, Ballet II, 02/01/05) 

Brendan's classmates also witnessed the change in her performance of grand battement. 

They commented that she was performing the move1nent with her whole body, and that 

there was more presence and weight in her 1novement. By focusing on sensation inside 

of her body, rather than trying to meet an external goal, there was a new awareness for 

Brendan, which was similarly revealed to her classmates in the perfonnance. 

To further stin1ulate the students' active involve1nent with their learning and 

knowing, I started one class with a ballet barre that began with tendus and ended with 

plie. While 1nost of the exercises at the ba1Te incorporated de1ni plie, I delayed the plie 

37 It is also worth noting as the semester progressed and the students in this course developed a deeper 
awareness of their bodies' abilities to negotiate the demands of this movement style, many of them 
developed a new appreciation for ballet and began thinking of themselves as ballet dancers. Furthermore, 
they could see how information from this class could be useful to them as modem dancers (Summary Mid
term Interviews). 
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combination until the very end. Although sequencing the class this way might be 

questionable in the eyes of many ballet teachers, as the following portrait illustrates, both 

positive and negative reactions were elicited to this change in exercise order. The portrait 

merges multiple voices and opinions. 

Portrait: Doing Plie Last 

It did feel a little awkward to start with because I didn't feel that 
openness in my thighs or the stretch of my legs. And when we actually 
did do plies my body felt such relief. It was really weird, I did not feel 
like my rotation was as warmed up; I needed 1nore of a stretch. I disliked 
not doing plies first because I felt incomplete. Plies help me stretch and 
get into the mood of ballet. I like doing plies at the beginning of class 
because it warms up my ankles 

Doing plies last left me feeling more energized than doing it first. 
Tendu is more exciting to me, so it is easy to get into that at the beginning 
of class. I liked the plies coming last. I felt that 1ny body was wann and 
that I got a better stretch from the plies. My knees did not hurt this time 
when I did the grand plies. Not doing plie was a nice change - got fired 
up for class - I liked the effect of doing plie last - it was a stretch after 
doing all of the other work. 

I felt fine until we did the plies instead of an adagio, and then the 
plies felt all wrong. I liked the variety, and would like to do it again 
sometime. I did not recognize any affects on my body, just on n1y mind. 
Since 1ny body was already wa1m coming into class it made the plies 1nore 
effective than if I had done then at the beginning of the barre. 

Prior to this experience, the dancers may or may not have been able to articulate 

why plie is the first exercise done at the barre. Surely previous teachers had explained 

why they do plie, yet after participating in this experin1ent, for better or worse, they 

understood it in their bodies. Although I n1ay not likely repeat this experiment in the 

same way - it created disco1nfort for the dancers and me-it was valuable to know that 

the dancers could feel the difference. (I ad1nit that on that day I experienced calf cramps 

later on during the barre that I had never experienced before, but I an1 confident that I 
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was the one who suffered most from this "research.") Nevertheless, I would consider 

both starting and ending the barre with plie. 

The dancers 1nade valuable discoveries by experiencing so1nething different in the 

class and observing the effect this change had on their bodies. It is 1ny hope that they 

take forward some of the ideas and feel confident to integrate what they know from other 

classes and dancing experiences in their future study of ballet, and send forward these 

experiences to their dancing careers in general. 

Addressing the Density of the Information through Exploration and Application 

The dancers were experiencing many types of information in the courses: 

anatomic detail and vocabulary, imagery, visual and verbal feedback, sensations and 

feelings - to na1ne only a few. Without fail, there was more infonnation presented in the 

class than the dancers could possibly integrate. However, this was not new to the 

dancers; dancers have learned how to selectively process infonnation about the body or 

intricacies of the movement. If they didn't do this, they would not be able to dance freely 

and fluidly. Yet, how were they experiencing this information? What sensation or 

feeling gave the1n clarification? Did the dancers identify this as knowledge? 

During the courses in the study I observed several students experiencing the 

infonnation they were hearing and observing in their bodies. In a few instances, it 

seemed the dancers were trying to process everything all at once, particularly during the 

Experiential Anatomy courses. Someti1nes this manifested itself as a retreat into their 

bodies while moving - focusing internally rather than externally, yet at other ti1nes the 

dancers also confirmed what they were feeling by looking in the 1nirror. There was a 
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physical presence of these experiences - dancers moving or 1noving body parts as they 

listened to the conversation or directions. This bodily processing was the 1node of 

presentation demonstrated by Sarah and I, and we encouraged and acknowledged these 

physical explorations in the students. 

For some students, the information presented in the courses was reinforced in 

other classes. During the Spring 2005 semester, four of the students were simultaneously 

taking Modem IV from Sarah, where the anaton1ic and somatic information was revisited 

within the technique class, and one of the dancers was taking Ballet II where there was a 

somatic approach to teaching this technique. Amye wrote, "It has been very beneficial to 

have the same professor for Experiential Anatomy and Modem technique class because 

she will often use the concept we discussed in Experiential Anato1ny as a focus for class" 

(Journal Entry, Experiential Anato1ny 03/04/05). And Belinda noted, "I think having 

Anatomy and Mode1n from the same teacher is really helping me 111aintain connections 

and apply; experiment. I like being allowed to 'go there"' (Joun1al Entry, Experiential 

Anatomy, 01/28/05). The dancers were n1aking connections with other courses as well. 

For example, responding to her experience in the Experiential Anato1ny course and the 

rond de ja1nbe study Miehe wrote, "I used some of the infonnation in ballet class ... the Y 

ligament, rotation and pelvic tilt - I felt 1nore aware and in touch with 1ny core and 

skeletal configuration in motion" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 01/30/04). 

As stated earlier, neither Sarah nor I wanted the courses to be a 1neans to an end. 

The true application of the ideas and experiences, planted and nurtured in the individual 

courses in the research, ca1ne in the integration with other courses the dancers were 
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taking or their dancing. Yet other evidence for application was observed in the individual 

dancers' description of their experiences. 

Writing Poetry 

Whereas the dancers wrote about discoveries or connections they were making in 

their journals during the classes, I often would ask them to illustrate an idea or simply 

make an outline of their thoughts. However, one day during the 2004 Experiential 

Anatomy course I asked the students to write a poem. While this was a spontaneous idea 

and experiment, I discovered that using poetry was a useful strategy for getting the 

dancers to link to a language of sensation in their writing. 

On the day we were discussing breath there was a great deal of emotional tension 

in the class. It was also close to 1nid-term, usually a stressful titne in the semester for 

students, and they naturally brought this negatively charged energy to class with them. 

Realizing that the dancers needed to process their anxiety-e1notionally and 

intellectually-I asked them to write their thoughts about breath in poetry. I hoped this 

abstract form of writing would allow the1n to express their feelings' complexity instead 

of focusing only on one or two details. Those who needed detail, incorporated it, those 

who needed the writing to be transfonnative were open and abstract in their creations. In 

the two examples that follow, the co1nplexity of breath and breathing is revealed, but 

also, the poets' relationship to breathing and to her sense of self can be seen: 

For n1e, breathing is ... 
Subconscious 

Frustrating by the hundreds 38

38 This refers to a specific exercise fron1 Pilates Exercises. 
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A given 
Restricting upon awareness 

Essential 
Challenging to harness 

Easy 
Uncomfortable to let go 

(Miehe, Journal Entry, 02/20/04) 
And another: 

"For me, breathing is ... something I do all the time - small; small breath. 
Do I breathe big enough of the time? I 'I to breathe deeply and big - it 
takes time & it gives time. Sometimes I do not want to breathe ... I want 
to be busy, tight, stress-holder woman. Other times I laugh out loud and 
take deep breaths and find my flexible, mobile, open-chest to the world 
self. (Isabel, Journal Entry, 02/20/04) 

The poems were delightful to read, but appeared to serve an important function 

for the students as well. By transforming the documentation of the concept or activity, 

the dancers could re-define their relationship to the activity, in this case, the exploration 

of breath, in the poe1ns. The dancers were able to reveal what they were processing and 

feeling more playfully, more evocatively and less self-consciously than in the jou1nal 

entries. 

I assigned poems in the Introduction to Dance as an Art Fann course, again to 

discuss breath, but also in Ballet II, to query their understanding of plie. In ballet class, 

plie is the first exercise perf om1ed at the barre. Plie is also a transition for most every 

1novement in class; it provides fluidity, suppleness, and strength in the legs. Yet, I 

believe dancers do not often think about plie in this perspective. I have already discussed 

how the students responded to a change in ballet ba1re where the plie exercise was placed 

in a different order, but here I present a portrait - a sumn1ary of the poetic n1usings fron1 

the dancers in Ballet II. 
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Portrait: Plie 

Plie, the transition between all 1novement - yielding, bending ... 
getting lower to the ground with the pelvis by loosening the invisible 
rubber band that goes from my sitz bones to my heels ... snap, crackle, 
pop, the sound of 1ny knees when I bend, down to go up - I bend slowly 
like a rubber band being pulled in two directions. Knees begin to bend 
like I am 1nelting into the floor, a diamond is formed with the legs bent ... 
Each plie is a inch away from death, and a mile to eternity ... plie has 
refreshed my limbs and lengthened my legs ... it supplies you with power, 
and soon you will never cower to a triple pirouette on pointe. Your jumps 
will be higher, your ass will be finer, when you discover the magic of plie 
you'lljump up and shout "hooray". 

And, one dancer's poem, in its entirety, 

Plie ( is and feels like) 

Bend and stretch, feet flat flexed. 
Pole at center of the body, booty sticking out is naughty. 
Knees over toes, spread out those toes. Heels up in grand-

lower while legs lengthen. Second wide feet flat, 
heels down feet catch, 
Weight even, core strengthen, loosen stretch, 
Thighs, joints, Achilles, calves feel best. 

Floating down, not touching the ground, 
Rising high pressing feet down. 

Lengthen, strengthen, elongate, widen 
Pressing through clouds in the sky while feet planted like roots, 

In1agine going high, high 
This, ascending from a plie feels like. 

(Cory, Ballet II, Journal Entry, 01/29/05) 

Although one 1nay question the literary merit of these poems, these short works

visual as 1nuch as they are verbal-are sensory and evocative. Expressed through a 

language of sensation more than description or analysis, these texts provide great insight 

into what the dancers were feeling. Perhaps the dancers felt freer to access and 

incorporate both sensation and emotion in these assignments; perhaps this f onn see1ned 
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more open to the1n than the typical journal entry. Regardless, the dancers' words 

expanded their perception of what the action and sensation of plie is. Na1ning their 

experiences also became a means for identifying and processing their bodily feelings. 

Research as an Opportunity for Leaming 

The rand de jambe study provided an application for the dancers to perfonn a 

dance movement that could be measured quantitatively by comparing the dancers' leg 

height to a measured standard-an external measure. While the testing environ1nent was 

clinical, it still supported the dancers' efforts to process sensory ( and emotional) 

information from their bodies. This was due, in part, to the questions the dancers were 

asked before and after the testing; the qualitative infonnation was purposefully 

interjected prior to the testing experience. The questionnaires that the dancers co1npleted 

are contained in Appendix C. In addition, the dancers were asked to think of perf arming 

the rand de jambe with their whole body, so that the movement was not limited to actions 

of the pelvis and legs. In this sa1ne environment, a certified Laban Move111ent Analyst 

qualitatively described the dancer's 1novement patterns. This person documented the 

Effort qualities and Body Connectivity patterns the dancers were using, including their 

use of breath and spatial orientation as well as the "Effort Life" 39 patterns they were 

experiencing in the testing. 

The testing environn1ent provided a perf onnance opportunity for the dancers in a 

very unique setting. Several of the dancers had participated in previous versions of the 

39 Effort is the dynamic quality of movement, described by Laban Movement Analysis. Hackney (2000) 
writes that "Effort reflects the mover's attitude toward investing energy in four basic factors: Flow, Weight, 
Time and Space. For more on this see Hackney (2000) p. 219 -221. 
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test and were familiar with the set up. However, even for those participating for the first 

time, in general, the dancers see1ned confident in the testing environment. 

Four months after the study, I met with the dancers to watch the video of their 

test. Watching the videos, the dancers could see their performance of the movement as a 

whole, an opportunity that few of the dancers had enjoyed previously. The dancers 

noticed a great deal of detail, including the movement of the upper body and change of 

position in the legs (bent, hyper-extended, etc.); seeing the weight shift from two legs to 

one, and then back to two; how the pelvis opened with the leg and how the body shifted 

as the gesturing leg inoved.40 As the dancers watched the video of their tests many were 

surprised at the height of their gesturing leg; it seemed that the dancers didn't correlate 

their 1nemory of the leg position with what they saw in the video. Therefore, observing 

the video provided the dancers with an outsider look at their performance of grand rond 

de jambe fro1n which they could reflect on their perfonnance of this move1nent. 

After watching their videos, the dancers looked at a three-dimensional computer 

generated 1nodel, a co1nposite created from all six ca1nera views. All of the dancers 

immediately observed the an1ount of n1ove1nent in the pelvis and the spine. They noted 

that as soon as the leg moved toward the high front position (devant) the pelvis tilted 

backward. Moving from watching to description, some used imagery to depict the pelvis 

movement, for example, representing the pelvis as fluid. Others stood up and tried to 

physically experience how much, and in which direction, the pelvis was moving. One 

40 The dancers knew that the gesturing leg was supposed to stay turned out, and they knew that the raising 
of the leg affected the pelvis, however several dancers asked about the effect that resisting the tilt in their 
pelvis would have on the rest of their bodies. 
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dancer noted that the side view related more closely to what she saw in the 1nirror when 

taking class (Summary, Summer Interviews). While the quantitative data revealed to the 

dancers that there was more pelvis motion in the perfonnance of the grand rond de jatnbe 

that they had assumed,
41 

what is important in this section is the 1natch or 1nis-1natch of 

their recollection of, or re-creation of, the sensation of perf arming when co1npared to 

what they observed in the models. 

When I asked the dancers if they thought the model was based on the video taken 

of them, the dancers identified several points to indicate that the 1nodel was 

representative of their performance of the rand de jambe. They could observe their 

individual movement patterns and habits, such as hyperextension of the legs or spine. In 

fact, one dancer felt that the model told too 1nuch of the truth - it showed how the body 

really functioned and how the model didn't conceal the dancer's (perceived lack of) 

training. Several dancers felt that this view, an abstraction of their bodies, was pleasing 

or affirming. However, one of the dancers thought the 1nodel seemed robotic, even 

though she acknowledged that it represented her. This sa1ne dancer con1111ented that the 

model would be an effective teaching tool; looking at many different bodies performing 

the same motion would enable her to see trends and individual differences (Sun1n1ary of 

Su1nmer Interviews). 

While watching the model, the dancers co1npared recollections of their 

perfom1ance to the stick figure representations; however they also had an emotional 

41 
The quantitative data revealed that more skilled dancers had more movement in the pelvis. Data fron1 the 

two rond de jambe studies can be found in Appendix B. 
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response to seeing the model of their bodies. Several of the dancers liked seeing their 

bodies without judgment because the model did not show the contour of their bodies. 

One of the dancers commented that she could finally see what her teacher sees. Seeing 

the 1nodel changed another participant's understanding of performing the 1nove1nent. She 

noted that the visual image she took away from watching the video and the model would 

serve as an image for doing rond de jambe in the future. For one dancer, the 1nodel 

presented her body to her in a different way- what she called "cartoon bones." The 

visual information enabled her see how the bones 1noved, giving her an idea of how her 

body was moving. Yet, for another, the detail of the model interfered with her ability to 

see the ,vhole picture - in the model she only focused on the body in segments, which 

reminded her of mime 1novements (Summary of Su1nmer Interviews). But were the 

dancers' observations and comments comparable with what they were feeling while 

doing the rond de jambe? 

Watching the computer model raised as many questions as it answered, but it was 

also useful to the dancers in a myriad of ways. There was discussion about the standing 

leg, and the i1nportance of that leg strongly supporting the off-balanced pelvis. The 

dancers could easily observe the move1nent of the pelvis and the interactions between the 

pelvis and each leg. In addition, the model illustrated timing and pathways, and it clearly 

revealed whether the dancer focused on the individual positions (front, side and back) or 

the entire action. 
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During the interviews, the dancers tried to balance their "felt experiences" with 

the feedback they were getting from the model. The move1nent in the pelvis when the leg 

1noved to high front, devant a la hauteur, and the lateral flexion in the spine when the leg 

moved to the side, a la seconde, fascinated many of the dancers. And while 1nost of the 

dancers stated that they trusted the data, perhaps even 1nore than they trusted sensation, 

when the model showed a bent leg or more hyperextension than they expected to see they 

questioned its accuracy (Summary, Summer Interviews). 

Many of the dancers also had questions about how to apply the ideas that 

developed from watching the model. One participant, who was teaching Ballet at the 

time, noted that the 1nodel inf onnation would not change the way she taught rond de 

jambe. She had developed her own way of teaching and coaching that worked well for 

her. Another dancer seemed troubled by the interface between science and aesthetics; this 

dancer asked, "Just because you can do something efficiently, is it good"? (Janelle, 

Summer Interview, 06/07 /05) Although these two women acknowledged learning 

something about how they performed grand rand de jambe en l'air in the process, perhaps 

the most in1portant reflection for these two dancers was to identify what they valued in 

their understanding of dance. 

The rond de ja1nbe study allowed me to provide an outside environ1nent for a few 

of the dancers also taking the Experiential Anato1ny course to continue processing the 

anatomic and somatic information. Several of the students did acknowledge that the 

experience of being in the rond de jambe study gave them another opportunity to reflect 

on their bodies and their dancing. And while the dancers were observing their 
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performance displaced by time, and as an abstract representation ( computer model), they 

were gaining additional information about their bodies. The pedagogical value in the 

study was revealed when the dancers reflected on what they saw in the 1nodel, 

particularly as the information aligned, or did not align, with their recollection of 

performing rand de jambe and understanding of how they thought rond de jambe should 

be performed. 

The Pedagogy of Research 

As was discussed at the end of Chapter II, the symbiotic relationship between 

teaching, learning and the research was an important and unique aspect in this study. The 

research was shaped by a desire to understand how students lean1 and come to know in 

their bodies. The teaching was structured to facilitate the research, and the students' 

experiences influenced the research and the subsequent teaching. The synthesizing 

element in this cycle was two-fold. First, there was a strong co1n1nitment from the 

dancers to this process and second, throughout the courses and activities associated with 

the study there was open and frequent con11nunication. 

The com1nunication happened on many levels, both in the courses and in the data 

generated from the journals and interviews. Sarah and I structured the courses to support 

concurrent discovery and understanding. This was experienced by the teachers and 

students alike, the ref ore questions and comments from the students always balanced the 

f annal presentation of information. Many times the most effective co1nmunication was 

when Sarah or I were experiencing something in their bodies-trying to get a "feeling" 
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for an answer or explanation-or when two people were working together using touch. 

These examples reveal the oral, real-time co1nmunication that took place in the courses. 

Another form of communication was in the dancers' journals and the follow-up 

interviews. The dancers wrote openly in their journals, and I co1n1nented on 1nost of the 

entries before returning the journals to the students. Sometimes the students responded to 

the comments and questions I posed in later journal entries, therefore the journals 

provided a space for private conversation between the students and me. 

During each of the courses, and during the interactions that followed once the 

courses were over, I felt that the dancers involved knew they were sharing something 

with Sarah and 1ne that we were deeply co1nmitted to. Particularly during the follow-up 

interviews I realized that the dancers had engaged with the research on a level that 

exceeded mere participation; they were very co1n1nitted to the courses and projects in 

which they were involved. The dancer's belief that they would come to "know" in their 

bodies, and their willingness and commitment to enter into the process was as important 

as any information presented in class; it laid the seeds for confidence, acceptance, and 

faith in the process for the dancers. I was both grateful and flattered by their willingness 

to share in the process. The effect that this had on their learning, and the data gathered 

in this study cannot be measured, but it was (and still is) palpable. 

Pedagogy Begets Pedagogy 

What if dance schools focused on "getting the movement" rather than 
doing it? What if the whole year focused onjun1ping rather than learning 
the recital routine - how would this change our levels of technique ... what 
if dance schools - whose primary focus was on children - would teach 
somatics?" (Amye, Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy, 04/22/05) 
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Several of the dancers fro1n both Experiential Anato1ny classes fulfilled their 

graduate assistantships at Texas Woman's University by teaching technique courses in 

the department. I will refer to these participants in the role of students/teachers, as they 

were simultaneously engaged in both. This section addresses how these participants took 

their experiences forward in their roles as teachers. 

During follow-up interviews conducted six to eighteen n1onths after the 

Experiential Anatomy courses, many of these women talked about their teaching 

experiences. Without exception, each of these students/teachers indicated, both directly 

and indirectly, that their current teaching experiences provided then1 with a venue for 

applying the anato1nic or somatic concepts from the Experiential Anaton1y course. While 

one noted that the anatomical infonnation had been very helpful for her, another felt she 

had taken forward only the so1natic concepts and approach. The latter student/teacher 

was trying to lean1 how to extend one idea ( e.g. head-tail) all throughout a class so the 

students could connect the concept to their dancing. This same student/teacher 

commented that she and her students were discovering things about the body, and about 

movement, together (Sumn1ary, Follow-up Interviews). 

While these students/teachers were enthusiastically incorporating so111e of the 

concepts fro111 their Experiential Anatomy courses into courses they were teaching, 1nost 

of them mentioned that they needed to go through technique to take their students to 

sensory information or awareness; that there needed to be a 1noven1ent context for the 

anatomic and somatic information. For example, Isabel, a participant in the 2004 
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Experiential Anatomy course, taught a dance 1najor's ballet class eighteen 1nonths after 

she took the course. In the follow-up interview with Isabel, she com1nented that although 

her ballet students had previously only learned patten1s and steps, and the ref ore lean1ed 

to dance with a very tight or bound feeling, she felt that they needed to understand how 

the form of ballet related to feeling the 1novement. Isabel asked her students to focus on 

what they were experiencing, but she knew they were having difficulty with her 

approach. However, she was confident that this experience would allow them to 

understand the fonn of ballet by exploring it in an embodied way (Follow-up Interview, 

10/23/05). 

Isabel also discussed the importance of teaching her students to focus on 

1noven1ent qualities. In asking her students to go beyond just "doing" the steps, Isabel 

wanted them to understand the difference between seeing and feeling a movement. She 

was also introducing her students to the interface between image and feeling. And while 

Isabel's pedagogy had been clearly been shaped by 1nany things, she mentioned that she 

used the inf onnation from the Experiential Anatomy course as principles. She gave the 

example of following anatomic truth in the body. Isabel commented, "I know [these 

principles] are in my body and I am learning how to articulate the1n ... 1naking a 

connection in my body is more important than technique. This is what I want to pass on 

to my students" (Follow-up Interview, 10/23/05). 

Miehe used ilnagery in her pedagogy, basing these images on specific body pa1is 

in action. In using these itnages, she observed the development of a different weight 

quality and a n1ore noticeable spatial focus in her students' dancing. As Miehe and I 
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discussed during the follow-up interview, she felt that the images helped the students 

1nove beyond simply making shapes with their bodies. Miehe also had her students close 

their eyes during the exercises at the beginning of class so they could focus on spatial and 

temporal elements in their dancing. By having her students close their eyes, they 

eliminated tension in the movement that resulted from watching themselves in the mirror. 

As Miehe described it, once the students adjusted to having their eyes closed, their 

movement was much fuller. Without relying on visual information, Miehe felt the 

dancers could attend to their movement, attend to sensation, and find their own internal 

timing. Dancing with their eyes closed also eliminated peer pressure and Miehe saw 

more confidence in her students' movements. Miehe felt these two strategies had changed 

her students' performance, and she acknowledged that she had also integrated these ideas 

with her own movement as well. By processing the information she was giving her 

students, she was continuing to focus on some of the somatic inf orn1ation she had been 

introduced to previously (Follow-up Interview, 10/23/05). 

Roberta combined principles from Laban/Bartenieff and the Experiential 

Anatomy course in her pedagogy. She used the concept "head-tail", 
42 

for exa1nple, to 

help students find a different way to think about their bodies when dancing. 

Interestingly, Roberta also noted that her pedagogy was influencing her dancing 

(Summary, Follow-up Interviews). 

42 This refers to spinal patterning in Bartenieff Fundamentals. Spinal movement involves the ends of the 
spine - the skull and the sacrum/coccyx. For more on this see Hackney (2000), p. 23. 
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While the students/teachers did not articulate this directly, they had e1nbodied a 

somatic orientation in their teaching philosophies. Miehe wanted her students to 

understand the difference between feeling the 1novement in their bodies and seeing the 

reflection of it in the 1nirror. And when Isabel asked her students where the initiation for 

a movement came from, and what the quality or tilning should be instead of just focusing 

on the "steps", she was asking them to develop awareness of the movement that they will 

take into performance. 

As they taught, these students/teachers were also developing different 

relationships with their own bodies. Amye discussed a phenomenon she had discovered 

when teaching: she could sense her body therefore she knew she was "com1nunicating" 

with her body. In contrast, another student/teacher noted that when she was teaching she 

got nervous and felt as if she was "out of her body." As we discussed this concern, this 

latter student/teacher recognized that while her body was there for her, and was helping 

her communicate, this relationship to her body was a novel one for her (Follow-up 

Interview, 11/18/05). 

Finally, as the last student/teacher exa111ple in this section, and involving a 

different dance style than has been discussed in this chapter, Gayanne was working with 

a high school drill tea1n both during the 2005 Experiential Anatomy course and follow-up 

interviews. Drill tea1n en1phasizes precision style 1novement and requires all dancers to 

move in complete unison, regardless of the shape or size of their bodies. At various times 

throughout the Experiential Anatomy course, Gayanne discussed wanting to use a 

somatic approach with the young women she was working with. Many of her jou1nal 
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entries addressed how the body-centered explorations she experienced in the Experiential 

Anato1ny class would benefit her students. During the week Gayanne would experiment 

with the explorations she had learned in the Experiential Anatomy class with her drill 

team students; the following Friday she wrote about how a bodily centered perspective 

had affected these dancers. I asked Gayanne how she evaluated the effect of working 

with somatic information during a follow-up interview. At first she hesitated, but she 

quickly acknowledged that the body-centered experiences had an immediate effect on 

their confidence in perfon11ing certain movements (Follow-up Interview, 12/16/05). 

Who Was Teaching Whom? 

It was my great fortune in this research to work with intelligent, sensitive, and 

dedicated participants. While I can take credit for creating the need for the classes to be 

taught and bringing my sensibilities, aspirations and qualified answers to the process, the 

dancers and my colleagues brought all the rest. Their curiosity, their willingness to 

question, challenge, process and adapt to the ideas and infonnation I presented; their 

honesty and openness about how they did or did not take the inf onnation forward; and 

their unwavering support for me as a researcher, a mentor, a 1nother figure and a 

struggling student, were always present, even after I left the program. I know that each 

of the1n learned something through her participation in the research. Every dancer left 

the research with information that was valuable to her; however, I a1n convinced that I 

learned more than 1ny students did. To witness, discuss and probe fu1iher into the 

dancers' experiences revealed 1nore to me than I could have possibly hoped for. And 

while 1ny students and I were looking at the san1e pheno1nena, we approached the111 from 
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different angles. The students made 1ne question assumptions I entered into the research 

with and confinned suspicions I had about how they were processing their experiences. 

There were 1nany surprises and yet there were also many pleasant affirmations. 

Miehe and Isabel, two dancers who took the 2004 Experiential Anatomy course, 

participated in many aspects of the research, including the pilot study for the rand de 

jambe study, and the two years of data collection, in addition, they graciously consented 

to four interviews throughout the study. This dissertation is full of many quotes from 

these women; observing the context and the dates for these comments, one can easily see 

the changes they experienced. In the last interviews, completed with each of them during 

their final semester at TWU, their recollections of the course were brief, but the 

interviews contained a wealth of infonnation about their journeys over their three years 

as students pursuing their MFA's in Dance. 

Miche's journey, which began in pain and frustration, developed when she could 

apply what she had learned from the Experiential Anatomy course to her own pedagogy, 

and ended in reflection about how somatics 1night be best taught. Miehe felt challenged 

by the Experiential Anatomy course on 1nany levels, but n1ost of them were personal 

reasons. She ca1ne to TWU to dance, and initially she found the focus on somatics took 

her away from her dancing. Nevertheless, she felt that she needed to invest in the 

so1natic experiences and contribute to the course community, despite wondering many 

ti1nes if she really felt things in her body. Although she struggled with s01natic practices, 

Miehe respected the anatomical infonnation and the presentation - particularly when she 

thought it would contribute to her develop1nent as a dancer. 
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For Miehe, the greatest application was not to her dancing, but to her teaching. 

Miehe discussed being open to somatics as an educator because it 1nade her teaching 

experience richer; it offered a way to get the students to dance 1nore deeply. As she 

explained, the explorations she used in her courses increased the students' interest; these 

experiences opened a door for them. As a result, Miehe could see how the dancers' 

movements changed; that there was a different physical experience for the1n. And yet 

she remained skeptical. Although Miehe often saw her students acknowledge or 

comment on sensation or understanding, five 1ninutes later she could see there was not 

complete understanding because there was no application to the exercise. Miche's MFA 

professional paper addressed her ideas for incorporating soma tics into the curriculu1n and 

included well reasoned arguments for when to include the information as well as how. 

Isabel-fiery, independent, vocal, and adamant-hardly changed at all during the 

three years. She was "very embracing," to use her words, of everything she experienced, 

reasoning through her experiences verbally, physically and through her choreography. 

During our 2005 summer interview, she commented, "I think I am lean1ing about my 

body - knowing what to do, it is choice making. I listen to n1y body ... "(Follow-up 

Interview, 05/31/05). The following spring Isabel commented that what she had really 

discovered about herself was that she liked the physicality of 1noving-of her body 

moving-and the strength, resilience and authority that movement gave her. 

For example, Isabel discussed discovering an increased range in her Effort 

qualities and could pinpoint exact moments in the past three years when she felt those 

changes had taken place. And yet, I could always see Isabel challenging herself to access 
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her body, not in a performative way, but one that was experiential, so1natic or sensed. 

And in the end, this detennination had a remarkable effect on her performance skills and 

choreography. 

Miehe and Isabel will enter the field of dance in different ways, fallow different 

trajectories and have very different (but I predict) successful careers. During their three 

years as graduate students at TWU they both had experiences and opportunities that 

defined and refined who they are as women, and as artists. Both developed complex 

relationships with the information and experiences they were introduced to in the first 

Experiential Anatomy course. Each took away only what was beneficial to her. Their 

perspectives on dancing, teaching and somatics were clearly influenced by their 

relationships with their bodies, and this information will continue to evolve. 

In April 2006, I also interviewed Sarah Gan1blin, my colleague in the Experiential 

Anatomy classes at Texas Woman's University. At that time, Sarah was teaching the 

Experiential Anatomy course by herself; our conversation focused prin1arily her 

. 
1 . h l 43 

expenence teac ung t e course on 1er own. 

Sarah and I discussed the 1nerits of knowing the names of bones and bony 

landmarks as well as sensing their location and function. This knowledge had enhanced 

her dancing and she felt that it would also benefit her students. As Sarah described it, 

"you have an intuition and you use the facts to support you or encourage you to question 

what you are experiencing." The language and orientation of science have helped Sarah 

to understand bodily sensations she was processing. Sarah discussed the in1portance of 

43 All of the quotes in this section are taken from that interview, conducted April 22nd
, 2006. 
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using a common set of terms, for example, trochanter or scapula, to identify these 

sensations or to begin to answer questions about the body. This related to her definition 

of somatics as a body of knowledge:feeling in relationship to a concept, and she uses 

somatics as a teaching tool. 

By asking her the students to attend to feeling what they are doing-what Sarah 

calls internal focus-the students are getting a so1natic experience. Yet Sarah was still 

considering where somatic experience fit in for her students. She wondered how they 

could link their successes in dance practice. For exainple, in a co1nbination, when their 

movements feel good and beautiful; can the dancers connect that to information about 

their bodies? In other words, can they find a way to move well and feel good? 

We also discussed the use of in1ages and how imagery interfaces, or interferes, 

with learning. Motor learning theory 44 informs Sarah's teaching, she is interested in how 

people learn, specifically the stages dancers go through when they are lean1ing and 

experiencing move1nent somatically. In addition, understanding the stiucture and 

organization of the body has helped Sarah create a theory about how her body functions 

in dance. 

Sarah is very clear about what she knows about her body, ,vhat information she 

gets fro111 her body, and how this infonns her dancing. While Sarah focuses on her body 

in training, in performance she attends more to 1nomentum, space, falling, and impulses 

for 1nove1nent; when she is dancing she doesn't think about her body it in terms of 

technical models. 

44 Sarah uses McGill ( 1998) as a reference in her discussions of motor learning. 
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Sarah's students and colleagues 1narvel at the clarity, the at1iculate beauty, the 

weight and effortlessness of her dancing, her teaching and her ability to discuss all of 

these in an embodied way. Sarah has found vocabulary for analyzing, discussing and 

presenting the inf onnation she gets from her body and this, as strongly in concert with 

her other gifts, will help her students begin to develop a similar 1neans for 

co1nmunicating what they know in their bodies. 

There are many things I learned from these three women, indelible lessons that 

have strongly confinned my pedagogic beliefs. From Miehe, I am re1ninded that the 

students need time, confidence and a context for the presented material and that in 

providing infonnation and experiences about the body, I have the opportunity to 

experience these in 1ny own dancing as well. From Isabel, I learned that the true 

application of the information is in the physicality of movement, and that understanding 

the body should enable the dancer to fully explore all Efforts and extre1nes along the way. 

And from Sarah, the somatic embodiment of the information she gets fro1n her body is a 

strong part of her pedagogy, yet this is strongly anchored in the scientific concepts she 

believes in. 

Leaming About Leaming 

In the process of conducting this 111ulti-faceted project, I was a researcher, a 

teacher and a student. As a TWU doctoral student in residence, I was encouraged to take 

dance technique courses to balance out 1ny academic load. These courses provided 

opportunities both to (re )invigorate my dancing and to have ti1ne to reflect on my 

teaching. Among the many courses I was able to take, during Spring 2005, I enrolled in 
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Modem IV with Sarah Gamblin, along with several of 111y students fron1 Experiential 

Anatomy. 

More than in any of the technique courses in which I participated as a student at 

TWU, this class required me to process information on 1nany levels. First, I con1pared 

how Sarah's teaching style was similar to mine and how we differed. At the same time, I 

was (re) experiencing being a student, trying to interpret and learn complex 1novement 

cued visually and verbally. I was also trying to learn the movement sequences as quickly 

as the other students learned (yet they far out-paced n1e). Finally, I was trying to 

experience how my intellectual and physical understanding of my body informed 1ny 

dancing. 

As a student in Modem IV I was able to observe how Sarah integrated so1ne of 

the concepts from our shared Experiential Anatomy course into her daily technique class; 

as a teacher, I was able to observe how the other Modern IV students processed this 

experience. Of course the dancers saw the connection between the two courses, even if 

they did not write about it in their journals, but the energy in a dance technique class, far 

from the conte1nplative, explorative so1natic classroom, asked the1n to process the 

information differently. Most of the dancers, enrolled in the two courses si1nultaneously, 

were developing a physical understanding of weight and initiation in their bodies. 

However, I also observed the students who were not simultaneously enrolled in 

Experiential Anatomy. The referenced anatomical infon11ation Sarah presented in 

Modem IV was not lost on these students, they simply developed a different relationship 
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to the information and ideas Sarah was exploring than did those students also 

participating in my study. 

I recognized a very strong connection between Sarah's pedagogy in both Modem 

IV and Experiential Anatomy. As a student, I found this was very helpful; as a teacher, it 

offered a unique opportunity to integrate the somatic work in the Experiential Anatomy 

course into a more holistic movement context. 

Learning About Learning (11) 

During the winter breaks from my doctoral studies at TWU, I endeavored to learn 

to skate ski at the Happy Jack Recreational ski area, east of Laramie, WY, far from the 

dance department or biomechanics laboratory at Texas Wo1nan's University. Like 

dancing, this variation on cross-country skiing-designed for speed-requires balance 

and timing. The skis are narrow ( 4.4 cm wide) and approxi1nately the same length as my 

body height (l 85c1n). When mastered, the technique is effortless and beautiful; I cannot 

say the sa1ne for the learning of the rudimentary 1notions that establish the framework for 

this sport. In order to master the different techniques, V -I, V-II and V-II Alternate 
45 one 

must integrate core connectivity and strength, balance, shifting of weight and integration 

of the Upper and Lower body.
46

45 The "V'' refers to the shape your skis fonn while striding, and the "1" refers to the use of your dominant 
side. While both skis are used to push and glide, the V-1 requires pushing off with both poles only on 
strides from the dominant side. 

46 
These concepts are integral to Bartenieff Fundamentals, see Hackney (2000). 
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I have danced for 1nany years, and I feel that my body informs me when I mn 

moving; I can sense the location of my weight, timing and spatial ele1nents in 111y body 

when I am dancing. Although I know there is specificity to this knowledge, I appreciate 

that there could be transfer of these physical skills fro1n one activity to another. And yet, 

I also know that know that in many cases there is not transfer. This was indeed the case 

for me learning to skate ski, as my strengths as a dancer disappeared when I put on my 

skis! Perhaps I have forgotten how long it took me to develop competence and 

confidence with my dancing; however it seemed to take forever to develop a feeling for 

skate skiing. As I wrote, 

Struggling with the balance - trying to stay in the vertical plane - finding 
the rhythm and the timing and the power ... I think this has been the 
hardest for me - not simply going with mo1nentum but finding the power. 
I know I am falling out of balance rather than using my center over the ski 
to give me good power in the legs. And yet, there are fleeting 111oments 
when it comes together. (Researcher's Journal Entry 12/09/05) 

And later that month, 

How many days skiing ... how 1nany titnes has Neil pointed out to 111e that I 
am not bending my knees enough? I always felt as if I was bending the1n, 
after all I know what plie feels like .... and yet, today, although I know I 
started to make progress bending my knees more so1netin1e last week, 
going up a long hill going up I realized that indeed I have not been 

bending my knees ( enough) and when I did, it felt totally different. It 
reinforces how long it takes to create and then act upon, perception. 
(Researcher's Journal Entry, 12/30/ 05) 

Whereas skate skiing is an activity outside of the paraineters of this study, in 

many respects this process of understanding my body when skiing reflects on how 

students develop an understanding of their bodies when learning to dance. Both 

disciplines e1nbody specific techniques co1nprised of detailed and con1plex n1ove1nents; 
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both respond to changes in the environment (te1nporal and spatial), that effect effort and 

exertion; both require interaction with others. Understanding and responding to these 

diverse demands in the body, is no different in learning to ski than in dancing. Stepping 

away from dance enabled me to reflect on what I know in my know in my body and how 

I can transfer that to skiing so I could better contextualize how the dancers in this study 

were negotiating a new way of thinking about their bodies in movement. 

I have learned that sometimes the information we get from our bodies can 

interfere with the disciplinary demands, be it skate skiing, grand rond de jan1be or a spiral 

to the floor. General body knowledge, or knowing in one's body, provides a framework 

from where one can hone in on specific detail; however, it remains unique to the 

individual. What dancers know in their bodies' often has only a specific application; 

therefore dancers must lea1n to negotiate particular detail within the larger fra1nework of 

general body knowledge. I know that I can access 1ny bodily knowledge and 111y 

knowledge of the body when moving. I also know that I can dance, ski and teach without 

consciously having to access this inf orn1ation, because 1ny body knows how to fulfill the 

disciplinary de1nands of each. 

Pedagogy Transported 

Upon completion of 111y course work and research at Texas Woman's University, 

I returned to the University of Wyoming (A Y 2005-06) to resume full tin1e teaching. My 

teaching load was exclusively in the dance studio; therefore, my objective was to bring an 

experiential focus to these classes. The remainder of this section discusses how I 

introduced the topics in these classes and the students' general responses. 
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In teaching Advanced Modem Dance, I asked the students to identify and locate 

landmarks in their bodies and then attend to the so1natic information as they integrated 

these concepts with their dancing. Using Olson's Body Stories as a text to guide the 

explorations of the different parts of the body, we started with the pelvis-the center of 

the body-and worked out from there, tnoving up and down and in all directions, both 

metaphorically and literally. At the beginning of each class, I introduced specific 

locations or landmarks for the dancers to locate in their bodies. Once located, the dancers 

could reference these points to initiate movement. Interestingly, I found that focusing on 

the body not only helped me organize concepts for teaching, but also pushed me to 

explore new and physically challenging move1nent. 

Secondly, I asked the dancers to attend to internal and external information and to 

find the balance between tension and release in their bodies. Working fro1n initiation 

from the pelvis, femur, or scapula, helped the dancers develop clarity in their move1nent 

qualities; sensing the weight of these body parts helped them 1nove 1nore instinctively. 

They learned to let their bodies lead, rather than focusing on a particular shape. The 

focus on parts of the body also gave the dancers a new context for thinking about their 

bodies while they danced, enhancing their abilities to trust their bodies in 1novement. 

And yet, the dancers were also trying to distinguish between initiation and follow

through for movements that they knew to be detailed and precise. 

Working with specific infonnation about the body gave the dancers more 

awareness of their physicality and their spatial relationships. Most of the students 

enjoyed initiating move1nents fro1n specific body parts - they felt this helped the1n feel 
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more involved with their bodies. Several students com1nented that initiating 1nove1nent 

from a specific body part took then1 to weight and 1nomentum; this was a new sensation 

for many of them. Like the dancers at TWU, 1nany of these dancers recognized how they 

could apply these techniques to other dancer styles, and how accessing the body could 

create a change in their movements, and like the TWU students, they also discussed 

having to "think about these things." 

During the Spring 2006 semester, I used Franklin's Dyna,nic Align,nent through 

Imagery as a text. My goal for this course was to introduce imagery as a way to focus the 

dancers' attention on their bodies or on specific move1nent qualities. In their journals, the 

dancers often discussed which images worked best for them and why, as well as their 

emotional responses to the images-particularly when these responses were negative. 

However, many of the dancers simply classified the images as "interesting." Without 

exception, the information and in1ages relating to breath were the 1nost profound for the 

dancers. Many of the dancers wrote about how thinking about breathing challenged the1n 

to reconsider the relationships they had with their bodies, with move1nent (and how they 

lean1ed it), and with the environment. 

In these two se1nester long courses, there was occasion for the dancers' 

experiences to evolve throughout the year. There was a con1fo1iable a1nount of time to 

visit and revisit the concepts presented. And, while the dancers becmne 1nore 

co111fortable with the process of using imagery, or initiating 1noven1ent fron1 specific 

body parts - at the end of the second semester they were still negotiating when to "think 

about the body" and when to let go and "just dance." However, none of the dancers saw 
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this process as a continuum; instead they viewed it as a dichotomy. Throughout the two 

semesters, I was working to give the students choices, to show them how to link focusing 

on their bodies and improvisation to the sensations they were processing in 1ny classes 

and with other dance forms they were studying. But in addition to this, looking back on 

these courses I can clearly see evidence of how my pedagogy had been reshaped by my 

research. 

Summary 

In this last data chapter, the pedagogical aspects of the research have been 

presented. The pedagogy used in the research fulfilled the goals of the overall project 

and the goals of the research simultaneously shaped the teaching. Following the dancers 

in the study through time, I was able to see how each took the information and 

experiences forward in their teaching: how they experience the body as teachers. 

Throughout the study, I reflected on learning, on teaching and how the dancers (students, 

colleagues and I) need, use and transfer inforn1ation about the body. The next chapter 

applies the data from Chapters III, IV, V and VI in a theoretical perspective, one that 

addresses how dancers come to know in their bodies. 
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CHAPTER VII 

DEVELOPING CONSTRUCTS AND A THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE 

In this chapter I 1) summarize how the dancers n1ade meaning from their 

experiences in the study, revealing the strategies of experience, integration and reflection; 

2) present the constructs that I developed from the grounded theory analysis; and 3) draw

from the literature to create a lens through which to observe how the constructs lead to 

concepts for theorizing. This chapter thus provides a framework for theorizing from the 

data about how dancers come to know in their bodies. Figure 6 (p. 247) summarizes all of 

the infonnation presented in this chapter, however smaller sections of this diagram will 

be used to introduce each area of discussion. We begin with dancers in a world of dance, 

studying anatomy and somatics. 

Anatomy and Somatics 

Experitnentation 

Reflection<--- Integration 

Figure 1: Dancers in a world of dance, studying anatomy and s01natics. 
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How the Dancers Made Meaning 

This first section identifies the processes that the dancers used in the research to 

make 1neaning of the information presented. The dancers used three strategies: 

experimentation, integration and reflection. These three elements will initially be 

presented as individual processes; however, they function both in a cyclical 1nanner, as 

illustrated in the previous diagram, and provide the foundation for the constructs that will 

be presented in the second section. The first process is that of experience or 

experimentation. 

Experience/Experimentation 

Ellsworth (2005) reminds us that "experience is not subjective in the sense that I 

have an experience ... we do not have experiences; we are experiences" (p. 26). The 

dancers clearly demonstrated this assertion in the current study. As Amye noted, for 

example, "I a1n obtaining infonnation about MY body and MY ways of using my body to 

execute movement. I am also learning that not [all bodies] are exactly the same and we 

all work in different ways" (Journal Entry, Experiential Anatomy 03/04/05). Amye's 

co111ment emphasizes the individual nature of experience and, although she does not use 

the word experience, this is clearly the process she is using in coining to understand her 

body. 

As A1nye's journal entry indicates, dancers learn experientially: as dancers move, 

they are processing both kinesthetic and proprioceptive infonnation. Throughout the 

study, I observed this on two levels: first, through observation and patterning, and next, 

through exploration or by keying in to sensation. At the first level, a dancer observes a 
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1novement and discovers how to create the san1e action in her body. Although this is 

accomplished primarily by visual patterning, the process requires the dancer to integrate 

feedback and specific stylistic ele1nents. Through repetition, the dancer develops a 

"feeling for the movement." The second level, however, is where the dancer develops a 

"feeling for her own body." 

Through experiential work, a dancer comes into contact with her body and her 

self. Experiential work provides a place of epistemic connection that lays the 

groundwork for dancers to develop knowledge in their bodies. Yet experiential work 

alone is not enough to create knowledge; the information 1nust be integrated into the 

dancer's dancing. 

Integration 

The second strategy the dancers employed was integration. Faucom1ier and 

Turner (2001) write, "while we construe the physical, 1nental, and social worlds we live 

in by virtue of the integrations we achieve ... integration is one of the essential means we 

have for apprehending and constructing our world" (p. 7).47 As dancers think about and 

feel their ( own) bodies moving, they develop physical awareness of infonnation about 

their bodies; through tin1e they begin to integrate information both fro1n their internal 

environments and the environments in which they dance. For exan1ple, in the following 

excerpt from a follow-up interview, Marta discusses how she incorporates breath into 

performance. "Sometimes I use breath to initiate a move1nent. On stage, eve1ything 

47 Conceptual integration is based on dynamic systems and cognitive science, which both address our 
interactions with the world, based on everyday experience. See Fauconnier & Turner (2001) 
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comes together and works as a whole because I have been working on it so tnuch in 

class" (Follow-up Interview, 11/18/05). For Marta, the integration of breath was 

facilitated through practice, and she acknowledged that breath was integral to her 

perf onnance both in class and on stage. 

A dancer who has integrated information from her body into her perf onnance 

brings a quality of movement that transforms her dancing beyond simple steps and 

movements. As Richard Shusterman, pragmatist philosopher and Feldenkrais Technique 

practitioner, explains, "self conscious somatic focusing enhances our experience with 

added richness, discoveries, and pleasures that heightened awareness can bring" (2006, p. 

164). A dancer who has integrated information (consciously or not) brings a particular 

quality to her dancing that transforms even the 1nost codified techniques. And, while 

experimentation and integration are ways a dancer actively mediates her body in the 

world, she 1nust 1nake some acknowledge1nent of this to herself. Therefore knowledge 

acquired through experimentation and integration is revealed in the dancer's dancing, as 

well as through her reflections. 

Reflection 

As a dancer reflects on the process of experimentation and integration, she 

develops not only a physical confidence, but also the ability to evaluate her own 

movement. As Boud et al (1985) explain, this reflection functions as a personal 

synthesis. Reflection includes "integration and appropriation of knowledge, the 

validation of personal knowledge, a new affective state, or the decision to engage in some 

further activity" (p. 20). This reflection is not necessarily a 1neasure of what others 
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perceive as correct; instead it indicates what feels "right" in the dancer's body. This 

knowledge is informed by anatomic, somatic and artis6c infonnation and 1nanifested as 

physical sensation, a reflective affirmation, or both.48 In other words, while reflecting on 

their experiences, dancers co1ne to understand themselves. 

In this research, the dancers' journals were full of reflective statements that 

summarized experiences they had during the classes. Many of these entries documented 

discoveries the dancers were making about their bodies. This reflection was important 

for them to concretize their experiences and find meaning in them. For exan1ple, during 

the study, Bridget asked the following questions: 

I have been thinking a lot about the development of body awareness this 
week. How does one develop body awareness? How long does it take? Is 
this development subjective to each individual? And does awareness have 
any correlation with intelligence? (Journal Entry, 02/18/05) 

At the end of the semester Bridget concluded, "I [have] realized something else 

about my body: it was always changing" (Body Story, 04/28/05). Bridget's 

decision to engage with her increased self awareness challenged her initial belief 

that she should incorporate this infom1ation with her dancing. However, in the 

end, she realized that "the knowledge I have gained is invaluable because 

although I may not have the answers, I now have the power to ask the questions" 

(Journal Entry, 04/28/05). This reflective process occurred during the courses and 

continued after the courses ended. 

48 However, as all dancers' bodies and capacities are different, the match between performing the 
movement correctly and feeling that it was right in the dancers' bodies is of no concern here. 
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The follow-up interviews, conducted six 1nonths after the 2005 

Experiential Anatomy course, revealed that the dancers were continuing to reflect 

on their experiences. For example, Janelle discussed: 

Last semester I was completely im1nersed in somatics, but now I ain 
taking courses with a different focus. Each se1nester has been distinct, so 
while I have chosen not to use the anatomical or somatic language, I know 
I have retained some of the concepts and I am paying more attention to my 
body, but I am most interested in the physicality of being a dancer, of 
taking the somatic material to the next level. (Follow-up Interview, 
10/24/05) 

Janelle's focus and attention had changed over time. However, rather than 

dismissing the value of the earlier information her co1nments in the follow-up interview 

convey her feeling that she had integrated somatic concepts into her 1noven1ent to the 

point where conscious attention was no longer necessary. 

In both Bridget and Janelle's entries, it is also important to acknowledge the 

physical aspect of reflection. While the dancers have developed their discussion of 

reflection-thinking about-it seems clear that they also engage in physical reflection. 

The data from this research show that the dancers were making n1eaning from the 

anatomic and somatic information in two ways. They were developing both internal and 

external references for understanding their bodies: each dancer developed a sense of a 

dancing body and her (own) dancing body. For this reason, I will use the tenn en1bodied 

reflection to acknowledge the ways the dancers were reflecting. 

Experience, integration, and embodied reflection co1nprised each dancer's 

subjective negotiations with her body and the world of dance. The dancers used these 

three processes in the courses in the research, thus experin1entation, integration and 
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embodied reflection serve as a foundation for the presentation and understanding of the 

constructs that emerged from the grounded theory treatment of the data. 

,. · . . · . .. · :· · · ·•, ::.: ·. -: ·, 

· ·•.·· ·· - ·Anatomy and_Somatics

Experimentation 

/ � 

Embodied Reflection ► Integration

Figure 2: Development of constructs 

Constructs from the Data 

The four themes, or constructs, that e1nerged fro1n the data synthesize the various 

participants' experiences and create a narrative for the theoretical perspective. These 

four constructs include the following: 1) Dancers learn to bring diverse infonnation and 

dualities into balance. 2) The experience of attention to the body occurs at a specific 

moment in titne; integration, embodied reflection and knowing develop over time. 3) 

Meaningful application focuses and clarifies specific information for dancers through 
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integration of the information in intersections. 4) Accessing and integrating specific 

information about 1nove1nent and 1noving are skills that dancers acquire; individual 

experiences reveal multiple modes of embodied reflection, embodiment and 

communication. In summary, the experience of a dancer exploring move1nent ideas in her 

body clarifies movement of the body, particularly in application, yet each experience is 

unique to the individual dancer. These constructs are discussed in more depth in the 

following sections. 

Dancers Learn to Bring Diverse lnfonnation and Dualities Into Balance 

In classes, rehearsals and performances, dancers must negotiate seetningly 

disparate ideas and inf onnation from three areas: 1) perceptions of the field of dance they 

hope to enter, 2) various ways of thinking about their bodies, and 3) experiences and 

information from specific learning environments and perfonnance, including those 

outside the dance environment. These varied sources of inf om1ation provide contrasting 

information that is often viewed as contradictory or conflicting, challenging dancers to 

balance expectations and outco1nes. Examples of these diverse and wide-ranging 

distinctions include disce111ing between visual and felt infonnation, between what "feels" 

and what "is" right. Dancers must also negotiate disco1nfort and ambiguity, repetition 

and novelty, language and image, as well as distinguish between fact and myth. 

Furthermore, dancers must decide where to focus their attention, balancing selective 

attention amidst an influx of varied information. As dancers manage these perceived 

binaries, they must also address assumptions they hold about their bodies and about 
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dance, factoring these preconceptions into the decisions they 1nake and the actions they 

follow. 

However, these apparent dualities or sources of conflicting infonnation in fact 

co1nprise a range of experiences that exist in a continuu1n: the "opposites" balance one 

another. For example, rather than juxtaposing seeing versus feeling as different 1nodes of 

feedback, with experience, dancers intuitively acknowledge that both seeing and feeling 

provide information to evaluate their dancing. Balancing specific inf onnation about their 

bodies, the movement requirements, and how their bodies integrate these details, dancers 

learn to negotiate the territory between what "feels" right and what "is" right. 

As an illustration, a dancer (representative of 1nany dancers) will initially use 

visual information as a primary means to evaluate her actions. This visual information is 

augmented or countered by verbal feedback. Through experimentation, the dancer 

develops awareness of both efficient and inefficient 111uscular responses to a given action. 

Therefore, what "feels right" develops from information that co1nes fron1 many different 

experiences, including 1noving incorrectly. While the dancer integrates and reflects in 

her body during these physical sensations resulting from the execution of 1noven1ent, 

often they can't describe the physical sensation as well as the visual. The following 

quote, fro1n Miehe, who primarily uses the language of vision to describe sensation, 

se1ves as an exa1nple: 

I like to close 1ny eyes and visualize [movement] because I am still very 
visual, but it doesn't have to be looking at myself in the mirror. It is me -
a real body, but it is more 3-din1ensional than the 1nirror. I can see every 
side. I see everything in spatial relation to everything else, but I can see it 
clearer with 1ny eyes closed. I think it is more somatic - internal. I go to 
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that place more when my eyes are closed. It depends on the 1novement 
and the exercise. I still use imagery - like in plie the tailbone getting closer 

to the heels and then farther [away]. But I concentrate on what my 
1nuscles are doing - am I using them to much? Am I gripping my thighs 
when I go to releve? (Follow-up Interview, 10/23/05) 

Although Miehe speaks about a distinction between seeing and feeling, in fact, the two 

have merged for her. Thus, Miche's visual and felt experiences are not opposed; instead, 

they bring balance to her dancing. 

As Miche's journal entry illustrates, dancers learn to e1nbody or feel diverse 

information through the process of moving, whether in the context of a specific 

movement in a class or through experimentation. Each dancer makes a conscious 

intellectual and physical choice to focus on a particular sensation or to integrate specific 

information into the global actions of her dancing at any given 1noment. In short, 

experience, integration and embodied reflection lead to knowledge. 

Attention Occurs at a Moment in Time; Knowing Develops Over Tbne 

Writing on the body as an intentional object of attention, Fraleigh (1987) 

differentiates between the body object, body subject and 1naterial body: 

Body object does not refer to the 1naterial body, but to the body that 
becomes the subject of attention ... it is a neutral concept ... body subject 

refers to pre-reflective consciousness, my body in the present ... body, 
mind, spirit and soul as lived. (p. 14) 

For Fraleigh, the body subject can only be lived, but the body object can be known in the 

sense that the body itself can become the object of attention. Fraleigh's 

phenomenological account is co1nplemented by Lewis (1995), who found that "when 

learning a new skill there is a bodily awareness which 1nonitors how the body feels, and 
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which evaluates the body at the same time" (p. 230). During this phase, the experience of 

the body in action becomes the focus of awareness and 1nay result in the 1nove1nent 

feeling awkward. However, once the skill is mastered, attention can shift away from the 

body toward the completion of the action. Returning to Shusterman's "heightened 

awareness" (2006, p. 164), this attention to the body does not remain fixed in time. As a 

dancer's worlds change (both internal and exten1al), so does her need for the contextual 

information. Information that requires initial attention may become integrated through 

time until the dancer no longer needs to focus on it. 

Sensory explorations and specific language create a context for dancers to 

understand n1ovement, and movement, or dancing, creates a context for dancers to 

understand about their bodies. For example, once a dancer has completed a movement 

with explicitly focused short-term attention, she will develop the neuromuscular 

pathways to integrate the subject of her focus. Janelle discussed this experience in 

general tem1s during a follow-up interview that asked her what infonnation she took 

forward from the Experiential Anato1ny class. 

In those references to anatomy . . . although I am not confident in using 
anaton1ical terms ... going through those [anato1nical references] gives me 
a personal confidence in terms of accessing n1y personal structure - in 
terms of initiation and everything. (Follow-up Interview, I 0/24/05) 

As Thelen (2003) explains, 

Embodiment is predicated on the continuity of tin1e, where our 
sensorimotor processes become more refined, faster and 1nore flexible, 
and offers a continuity of levels where perception and action are tightly 
woven together. Skilled interactions are not marked by what one really 
knows "what to do," but what one does and this requires the seamless 
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111elding of mental events with the changing cues of the here and now. (p. 
40) 

Over time, a dancer's ability to embody information replaces short tenn attention to 

detail. In addition, Thelen's "sea1nless melding of mental events" explains a dancer's 

developmental progression from thinking about dancing to dancing. 

For some of the dancers, clearly focusing on the body, thinking about the body 

and even reflecting on the experiences in a given class yielded both positive and negative 

consequences. In fact, many of the participants in the follow-up interviews mentioned 

explicitly (but apologetically) that they were no longer thinking about their bodies. 

Indeed, each dancer acknowledged that the anatomic infonnation had been useful for her; 

however, for some, thinking about the body anatomically interfered with their dancing. 

As Meredith noted, "I have tried not to think about it and stay away from 1ny mind with 

how I feel. Of course I feel my body, but I breathe through if' (Follow-up Interview, 

11/19/05). And for Molly, "It is hard to say. I know I use the experience because I had it 

- but I don't think I actively make a choice to use it. I pay a lot more attention to my

body now - how does it feel today?" (Follow-up Interview, 11/18/05) 

It is important to ask at this point how deeply the dancers needed to be immersed 

in the anato1nic and somatic material. How long must inf om1ation about the body be 

attended to, and how long does it need to stay at a given level of attention before 

beco1ning incorporated into a dancer's move1nent awareness? 

Citing studies in neuroimaging, Eagleman (2004) describes two conditions, 

attending to the intention (I-condition) and motor action. He notes that "attending to the 
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I-condition activates an internal 1nodel of the desired move1nent. .. representative of a

'revving up' for the 1notor action" (p. 1145). In other words, attending to the intention 

precipitates as much activity in the motor area of the brain as does performing the 

1novement itself. Although Eagleman's hypotheses are based on limited studies, they 

suggest that attending to intention may produce effective coordination of actions. In fact, 

as Wilson (2002) writes, "The fact that we are li1nited in how 1nuch we can attend to and 

absorb in a single brief encounter does not alter the fact that we can and do build up 

robust, detailed representations with repeated exposure" (p. 632). 

While intention and attention are aspects of every dancer's experience, at some 

point the inf 01mation a dancer focuses on becomes embodied as a part of her 

unconscious, or tacit, knowing.49 Meredith, an undergraduate student who participated in 

the rond de jambe study, provided insight on the development of her tacit knowing: 

Reflecting back on when I first caine here, I knew what [my teachers] 
were talking about when they referred to the body/mind connection, but 
n1y body wasn't doing it. Now I hear freshmen talking about how they 
don't understand the n1ind/body connection either. I have been telling 
them just to stick with it and they will get it - it just takes practice. 
(Follow-up Interview, 11/19/06) 

And from Marta, a graduate student: 

Not only have I noticed a difference, but one of 1ny professors said all of 
1ny movements are so 1nuch clearer now. I told her I thought it had to do 
with my knowing about the initiation and which body parts are initiating 
now - this has allowed me to have 111ore clarity when I am dancing. 
(Follow-up Interview, 11/18/05) 

49 
See Polanyi (1975) 

------ - ---
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To paraphrase, practicing what Meredith calls a 1nind/body connection, or linking 

an understanding of the body with specific aspects of 1novement, yields what Marta 

discussed as clarity in her dancing. Attention and intention take the dancer fro1n 

experience to integration and e1nbodied reflection. But integration also occurs within a 

specific context or in an intersection with other infonnation the dancer is working with. 

Meaning Occurs in Intersections 

Whereas information about the body and experiential work might stand alone as 

subjects of study, dancers find meaning for this information through application. 

Focusing on the application of kinesiologic and somatic information outside of a dance 

environment can lay the groundwork for the development of application or intersection. 

Experiential explorations allow dancers to discover sensation in their bodies in a way 

they might not have discovered during a technique class or in performance. 

For example, Melanie was involved in dru1n corps, working with large flags and 

rifles in precision choreography. When we discussed how she would apply the 

information she had learned in Introduction to Dance as an Art Form, Melanie replied: 

I have started to find patterns in my body ... joints in my hands and feet 
where I tend to go out of alignment. [This happens] either when I am on 
pointe, when I wing out in 1ny feet, and [also] in color guard. You try to 
keep the align1nent of the hands, [but] I find that my equipment will go 
awry. It has taken me a year to figure out that I an1 going out of 
alignment. (Follow-up Interview, 11/18/05) 

Like Melanie, Roberta saw an application of the information she was 

learning, but within a specific style of n1ove1nent. As she explained in a follow

up interview, "I have seen more progress in ballet - mostly because I haven't 
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been in ballet for the past few se1nesters. In ballet, I have been trying to find 

different ways of 1noving. (Follow-up Interview, 10/24/05) 

Given a meaningful vocabulary, applicable concepts, and time to develop 

awareness of their bodies, dancers can develop a different perspective for thinking 

about and experiencing movement. Understanding and applying anatomic, 

somatic and artistic information occurs in meaningful intersections. These 

intersections combine information from different dance environments ( e.g., ballet 

and drum corps), teaching, preparing for performance and/or working through 

injuries. Operating as catalysts, these intersections enable the dancers to 

synthesize information more deeply into their dancing. Miehe discussed the 

intersections she sees in ballet: 

I feel if I have a rhyth1nic flow, doing [ the ballet combination] right is 
doing the action without having to think of the correct thing to do. The 
words automatically make the connection in n1y body - I just plug it in so 
that I know what tombe pas de bourree is. The legs and the body go 
through the movement without resistance and knowing how 1nuch is 
needed without me having to be conscious. It is aln1ost subconscious for 
me - knowing that I do s01nething right is when I don't have to think 
about how to do it. (Follow-up Interview, 

10/23/05) 

Points of intersection link specific detail and more global perspectives and serve 

as a foundation for knowing in the body. And yet, an understanding of the body develops 

in unplanned ways as well. Roberta discussed intersections in tenns of rehabilitation 

from an injury: 

I can tell, even from talking about it now, that [my injury] is translating 
into 1ny work this se1nester. My injury has n1ade [ n1y focus on 1ny body] 
only more apparent. I a111 definitely thinking about those things - I know I 
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am trying to feed those principles into 1ny consciousness. (Follow-up 
Interview, 10/24/05) 

Finally, Janelle discussed the social environment as an intersection: 

It [ a so1natic approach to dancing] has become a foundation, but at the 
same time in this department it is very much a focus - the overriding 
conce1n. I think it has been working, and I think it has been great - all 
dancers should have it at the beginning of our studies, not the end. I think 
it has worked; it has beco1ne part of the natural daily process. (Follow-up 
Interview, I 0/24/05) 

Parviainen argues that dancers acquire knowledge of movement gradually in the 

process of doing dance work. "Dancers acquire meaning as [an] indwelling awareness to 

produce in their bodies' 1novements of a desired form and meaning" (2002, p. 21). 

Discovering intersections in application - information about the body applied to a 

dancer's dancing-experience, integration and embodied reflection-shape a dancer's 

dancing. These intersections synthesize the dancer's different senses and sensibilities. 

When a dancer integrates or embodies information about her body into her dancing, she 

enters into a relationship with her body, and her dancing, which takes her to expression, 

artistiy and knowing. As Melanie explained in response to a question about "knowing in 

the body": 

I think it has to do with patterns e1nerging in the body for a perfom1ance. 
To know so1nething and me1norize it in your body is tiuly learning for the 
sake of having n1ore knowledge. It is training and untraining, it is learning 
and unlearning. (Follow-up Interview, 11/18/05) 

Discrete Experiences Yield Diverse Modes of E,nbodilnent and Co1111nunication 

Information about each dancer's body can be augn1ented with both traditional and 

non-traditional sources of infom1ation. Traditional kinesiology looks at the specificity of 
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the systems of the body, whereas a non-traditional or experiential approach allows the 

dancer to focus on the application of the scientific infonnation in her body. Rather than 

studying the body as a model, only learning the language or only reproducing actions 

based on descriptions of move1nent, an experiential approach to working with this 

infonnation gives dancers the opportunity to integrate intellectual knowledge with 

application in movement. In both a traditional and non-traditional approach, studying the 

names of muscles and actions of the bones at the joints creates a foundation for 

understanding the body. However, this information can potentially enhance a dancer's 

dancing when it is integrated with the context of movement. 

One exa1nple of a non-traditional approach to learning about the body involves 

using imagery or 1netaphor to condense information into 111anageable pieces.50 While the 

i1nages are often visual, the use of image1y leads to the development of a kinesthetic 

sensation that enhances a dancer's abilities to understand 111ove111ent in a dyna111ic 

situation. Many of the dancers in this study found imagery to be useful for understanding 

so1ne of the concrete infonnation presented in the course. Other dancers pref erred 

working through information about the body, in their bodies. 

Of course, dancers 1nust find a way to integrate this experiential work within their 

dancing in order to understand how the sensation they experience 111atches scientific 

information about the body and their beliefs about their ( own) bodies dancing. The 

experiential work should help the dancers understand what the moven1ent should be; it 

50 
Examples of this process are abundant in dance training. Building on the work of Lulu Sweigard and 

Barbara Clark, contemporary dancers and scientists Irene Dowd and Eric Franklin have con1bined the 
scientific foundations of the body into imagery and action plans for enhanced performance. 
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should also help them understand their individual capacities and limitations. In this 

research, this understanding varied by dancer, yielding 111odes of e1nbodied reflection as 

diverse as the different dancers and their various experiences. Miehe, for example, 

discussed during a follow-up interview: 

In a leg swing, if I felt grounded and I had free movement that didn't 
affect the groundedness, [then] I was able to achieve both of those at the 
same time. Knowing that I an1 not defying gravity with the supporting 
leg, but I have control, [and] the swinging leg, it is not muscular - once I 
get going it is the mechanics of how 1ny body is built that lets it happen. If 
I were to interfere with it, I am using more energy than I need for it. If I 
concentrate on the stability, my leg will auto1natically swing back and 
forth. (Follow-up Interview, 10/23/05) 

And from Janelle, who felt that this information most clearly related to performance: 

For me, when I am really honing in on something or expressing or 
connecting with s01nething, I get the feeling that every single part of my 
body - everything - every muscle or shape, every feeling of tension, 
anything, the whole body becomes a part of it and every single piece is 
important. Like my entire body is [contributing] to one idea. I feel that it 
is very performative. (Follow-up Interview, 10/24/05) 

The dancers in the current study were able to work through the details of 

understanding how their bodies moved, or what Miehe called "the 1nechanics of how 1ny 

body is built," and use this information as they progressed to perfonnance. This process 

involved the embodiment of the information, or experience, provided to the dancers. And 

while embodiment is completely unique to each dancer, all dancers develop a physical 

understanding of concepts. Therefore, I will now turn to the literature to illustrate how 

this knowing develops from dancers' interactions with their bodies and the environments 

in which they are dancing. 
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Developing a Framework for Theorizing 

A theoretical perspective will situate the four constructs presented in the previous 

section in a larger context. Once established, this theoretical perspective acts as a lens for 

theorizing about the data presented in the previous chapters to off er an explanation about 

how dancers come to know in their bodies. 

I begin this discussion by developing what Deleuze and Guattari have called the 

"plane of immanence" (1994, p. 40), the "internal conditions" that shape our thinking or 

detail how we create a world of understanding. Drawing from psychology, cognitive 

science and philosophy, I will use the literature to illustrate 1) ecological affordances, 

which look at our interaction with the world; 2) recent work in embodied cognition, a 

branch of cognitive science and dynamic systems analysis that addresses how the body 

shapes the mind; and 3) selected writings of philosophers Maurice Merleau-Ponty, 

Maxine Sheets-Johnstone and Mark Johnson, philosophers ,vho exan1ine e1nbodi1nent, 

the physical essence of experience located in the body and in our movement in the world. 

I will draw aspects of ecologic affordance, embodied cognition, and 

phenomenology/embodiment together, focused by the elements of intention and 

perception. I will synthesize this information in a concept called enaction, an actor's 

dyna1nic interaction in the world. From this interaction, Bodies-in-the-World emerges as 

a n1ilieu, or plane of in1manence, fro1n which concepts are transf 01111ed into theo1y. 

The following figure illustrates the notion of 1nilieu, or plane of in1n1anence. The 

figure provides a visual representation; it should be interpreted both literally ( as in 

developing a landscape) and metaphorically ( as in creating a world). 
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Figure 3: Developing a Plane of Immanence. 

Ecological Affordances 

J.J. Gibson, a psychologist working in the 1950's and 1960's, rejected the 

prevailing paradign1 of behaviorism51 and proposed the idea of affordance. According to 

Gibson, an affordance is an opportunity for action in the environn1ent that is detected by 

an actor as he or she negotiates the world.52 For example, the horizontal surface of a 

chair "affords" sitting and handles "afford" grasping. Gibson concluded that these 

possibilities for action are based on visual information we get from the environ1nent and 

are therefore the result of perception. 

51 
Developed by B.F. Skinner, behaviorism stated that we learn by making and responding to 

representations in a stimulus-response cycle (Greeno, 1994). 
52 In this initial discussion, I will use the term actor to identify human interaction in the world that is 
neither gender specific nor reduces the body to being a disembodied agent, but one who has full volitional 
capacity. 
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In terms of affordances, an organism looks at "invariance detection" -or 

sameness in the environment-which shapes perception and directs action in the 

environment, relative to the "physical properties of the environment, including surfaces, 

places, objects, events and even changes in the environment as part of the opportunities 

or possibilities for behavior or affordances" {Turvey & Shaw, 1999a, p. 96). To 

paraphrase, our being in the world is shaped by our interactions with the world and our 

perceptions of that world. 

While Gibson's 111odel gives pri1nacy to vision, others have extended his ideas to 

include all of the senses. Varela, Thompson and Rosch (1991) offer a re

conceptualization of Gibson's theory to describe how we couple with the environ1nent 

through our "sensori-motor patten1s that enact perception" (p. 204). Kelso (1995) adds 

that aff ordances are not mediated by "inference, memory or representation, but are 

grounded on the invariant properties of optic, haptic, acoustic structure that are relevant 

to an organism's action capabilities" (p. 189). In sum, an affordance describes a 

sy1nbiosis between an actor and her environment - a physical interaction with the 

environment. 

However, rather than assuming that only the actor acts in the environn1ent, Gibson 

noted that what the actor perceives in the environn1ent is transactional: affordances point 

both ways, toward both the observer and the environn1ent. Gibson concludes, "The 

knower and the known are not separable components, they are not definable 

independently of each ... knowing cannot be isolated fron1 these con1ponents" (Quoted in 

Turvey & Shaw, 1999b, p. 100). Greeno describes this relationship as "interactional," 
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e1nphasizing the actor-situation interaction (1994, p. 341 ). In short, our way of 

understanding the world is detennined by our beliefs and expectations, which in turn are 

shaped by our purposes in the environment or in the world. 

Ecological affordances situate the actor in a world in which the actor's 

interactions with the world form the basis of his or her knowing. Clark ( 1997) further 

clarifies Gibson's theories noting, "The environment [is] such a cotnplex of possibilities, 

we create inner states that simultaneously describe partial aspects of the world and 

prescribe possible actions and interventions" (p. 50). With intention, the actor is an 

active part of the environment. In an ecological perspective, an actor shapes the world 

through her actions and interactions within it. 

Gibson also considered action in the environment as an intentional process. In 

1982, he su1nmarized his theory of intentionality when he observed, "At the ecological 

scale of perception, what a thing is and what it means are not separate, the fonner being 

physical and the latter mental, as we are accuston1ed to believe" (Quoted in Turvey & 

Shaw, 1999b, p. 108). 

The current study illustrated that the dancers' actions were shaped by their 

interactions both within a dance environment and in their own physical environ1nent (in 

their bodies). In short, dancers as Bodies-in-the-World engage in an affordance with the 

environ1nent, specifically in a dance environ1nent. In addition, the dancers' perceptions 

and actions were shaped by required physical interactions with the different 

environments. These interactions are more fully described by embodied cognition. 
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Embodied Cognition 

While Gibson saw actions as intentional processes, embodied cognition53 builds 

upon Gibson's affordances, focusing on the role of the body and the environ1nent in the 

development of cognitive processes. And, while cognitive science views intentionality as 

"functional behavior" (Kelso, 1995), embodied cognition theory contends that that 

cognitive processes develop when a "tightly coupled system e111erges from real time, goal 

directed interactions between organisms and their environments" (Cowart, 2003, p. 1 ). 

For example, Esther Thelen's research with infants demonstrates how behaviors develop 

through time. Thelen (2001) writes: 

To say that cognition is embodied 1neans it arises from bodily interactions 
with the world. From this point of view, cognition depends on the kinds 
of experiences that come from having a body with particular perceptual 
and motor capacities that are inseparably linked and that together form the 
matrix within which 1nen1ory, e1notion, language, and all other aspects of 
life are meshed. (p. xx) 

Thus, our intentions not only shape our actions and interactions in the world, they shape 

our knowledge, understanding and en1otional responses to being in the world. The 

dancers in this study were balancing different goal-directed behaviors, learning dance 

vocabulary and matching aesthetic requirements, while at the san1e tin1e integrating 

anato1nic and so1natic information with their dancing. Many things shape a dancer's 

53 Primarily in reaction to classical cognitive theories, proponents of embodied cognition take as their 
theoretical starting point a "body that requires a mind to make it function" (\\Tilson, p. 625). Contributors 
to embodied cognition con1e from developmental psychology, artificial intelligence, linguistics, 
phenomenology and philosophy of the n1ind. Where psychology, sociology and philosophy look at how the 
body developed as a site for knowing through an ability to interact with and learn from the environment, 
embodied cognition uses research in neurophysiology to look at how the body shapes the mind. 
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intention, but goal directed behaviors in dance, such as learning a particular 1nove1nent, 

or preparing for performance, lead to very specific knowledge for the dancer. 

Both Kelso ( 1995) and Clark ( 1997) focus on intention, or the co1nple1nentary 

internal representations we employ in the complex social and ecological settings in which 

we must act. As Kelso states: 

The brain did not evolve merely to register representations of the world; 
rather it evolved for adaptive actions and behaviors ... it is the entire 
syste1n of muscles, joints, and proprioceptive and kinesthetic functions 
and appropriate parts of the brain that evolve and function together in a 
unitary way. (p. 268) 

Furthennore, Kelso and Clark have de1nonstrated that knowing "etnerges out of 1nultiple 

and varied interactions between individuals and a con1plexly structured environ1nent" 

(Clark, 1997, p. 78), placing the body, the n1ind, and the environment in one dyna111ic 

syste1n. Rather than n1erely reacting to an environ1nent, actors develop knowledge 

through interactions with their environments. Interacting in the world, dancers 

understand the affordance their bodies have with the world: dancers n1ake meaning, and 

develop knowing through interactions with their bodies. 

Anderson (2003) also discusses embodied cognition fro1n physiological and 

practical viewpoints. He notes, ''Embodied cognition can be explained by looking at how 

our perceptual and motor systems play a foundational role in concept definition and 

rational inference." In terms of practical activity, Anderson continues, "We position 

ourselves in [particular] ways to .... solve problems" (p. 107). Citing the necessity to find 

cooperation between our internal representations and "repeated environmental 
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interactions" (p. 108), Anderson notes, our "bodily activity can have episten1ic meaning" 

(p. 109). Anderson (2003) concludes, 

Etnbodied cognition exploits repeated interaction with the environ1nent by 
creating structures which advance and simplify cognitive tasks - these are 
physically grounded and oriented to the needs of the specific agent. (p. 
126) 

In addition to interacting with our external surroundings, Anderson also discusses 

how our bodies enter into an affordance with our internal environment. This relationship 

is also described by Damasio, who suggested that the chemical states in the body and 

1nind create the biological scaffolding for cognition and emotion. As Dan1asio (2006) 

notes, "an understanding of the development of internal representations in the body is 

given as a continuous interaction that unfolds through tin1e, throughout 111ental spaces and 

body states alike" (p. 17). 

While early research in cognition was predicated on a linear assignment of 

neurons to actions, or locations in the brain linking to cognitive performance, current 

research in neurophysiology has revealed a global 111apping of perception and action in 

the brain.54 Moving beyond a linear or topographical orientation of actions and 

representations in the brain to a more global distribution of these events in our 

consciousness redefines how we think about intention and perception. \Ve co1ne to know 

our environ111ents through intention and perception; yet our environ111ent also includes 

interactions with others. We learn by observing actions in others, and in fact, the areas of 

the brain that are stitnulated when watching so1neone perfonn an action correspond to 

54 
See Damasio 1994, 1999 and 2006. 
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those that are stimulated for movement and perception. At the san1e time, "regions that 

correspond to our abilities to understand so1neone else's feelings, understand intention 

and use language [are stimulated]" (Dobbs, 2006, p. 24). In other words we learn 

through our interactions with others; this learning process includes the simultaneous 

representation of physical as well as e1notional aspects of the interaction. 

While the dancers in this study primarily described their experiences using visual 

1netaphors, understanding how experience is distributed throughout the brain and nervous 

system sheds new light on perceived dichotomies between seeing and feeling. In fact, 

current research on mirror neurons integrates seeing and feeling, and the ref ore offers a 

111ore complex way of understanding the efficacy of learning by observation. Dancers 

lean1 by watching, by patterning, but the net effect of the experience is that the 

appropriate motor patterns are being established at the same tilne qualitative aspects of 

movement are established. 

Finally, embodied cognition asserts that, "the way in which we are en1bodied not 

only constrains the way we can interact with the world, but our particular f onn of 

embodin1ent also partly determines the way the world appears to us" (Cowart, p. 10). For 

example, Lakoff, a linguist, and Johnson, a philosopher, propose that we characterize 

abstract concepts in our worlds according to our functional understanding of the world. 

To illustrate, understanding the 111etaphor of 'grasping an idea' stems from a "bodily 

experience of grasping a physical object'' (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999). Anderson (2003) 

describes this understanding as a kind of reasoning, "a sense of how concepts connect 
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and flow ... which has its origin in, and retains the structure of, our bodily coping with 

space" (p.105). 

As an aspect of Bodies-in-the-World, embodied cognition first reveals that a 

dancer develops knowledge or knowing through interaction. Particular experiences shape 

each individual's relationship with the world, which in turn, shapes his or her 

understanding of the world. This representation is global and involves all of the senses, 

as well as physical, emotional, and intellectual elements in a simultaneous mapping and 

response. E1nbodied cognition also explains the dynamic interactions that develop in our 

understanding of the world and how our understanding of the world develops frotn these 

interactions. 

The dancers in this study engaged in a dynamic interaction with their bodies, and 

through their bodies, with the world. This interaction shaped their perceptions and 

actions. And yet, the dancers were asked to find or 1nake 1neaning from this experience. 

Therefore an understanding of the dancers' lived experiences is necessary, so we now 

turn to phenomenology and embodiment. 

Pheno1nenology/E111bodi1nent 

According to Angles (1992), pheno1nenology is a "descriptive, introspective 

analysis of all forms of consciousness and i1nn1ediate experiences" (p. 226). Looking at 

the subjective "inner life ... pheno1nenology looks at what the object [of perception] is to 

the perceiver'' (Priest, 2003, p. 5). For Merleau-Ponty, perception is key. He writes: 

Perception is the original text. .. When we come back to the phenon1ena, 
we find, as a basic layer of experience, a whole already pregnant \Vith an 
itTeducible 1neaning: not sensations with gaps between the1n ... but in 
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spontaneous accord with the intentions of the mo1nent. (1962/2003, pgs. 
24- 25)

From Merleau-Ponty's perspective, we create a world through our intentional actions. 

Merleau Ponty defines intention both as how we access worldly possibilities, and as an 

arc, a feedback loop between the learner and the perceptual world "which brings about 

the unity of the sense, of intelligence of sensibility and motility" ( 1962/2003, p.15 7). In 

addition, he writes: 

All my knowledge of the world is gained fron1 my particular point of view 
or from some experience of the world. I am the absolute source. I ai1n at, 
and perceive a world ... the world is not what I think but what I live 
through. ( 1962/2003 p. IX, XVIII) 

Embodiment is central to Merleau-Ponty's understanding of phenomenology. 

Arguing that e1nbodiment requires perception based in behavior, in looking, listening, 

and touching, he asserts that this interaction is the basis of all of our experience. 

Therefore, our bodies are "nothing less than characteristic of being in the world" 

(Merleau-Ponty Quoted in O'Laughlin, 2006, p.14). 

For Merleau-Ponty, 1neaning does not come from our "constituting 

consciousness'' but through our bodies. He defines the body as a 1nediator of the world 

and "our anchor in the world" (1962/2003, p. 144). Merleau-Ponty notes that it is never 

our objective bodies we move, but our phenon1enal ones, stating that our bodies allow us 

to respond and act upon the world. The body serves as a referent or clarifying 

mechanism for objects, particularly through touch or 1novement. Therefore, the body is 

"the 1nedium for having a world" (p. 167). Finally Merleau-Ponty asserts that perception 
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of the world and the perception of one's own body are in fact "of the smne act" 

(1962/2003, p. 205): 

The union of soul and body is not an amalga1nation between two 1nutually 
external terms, subject and object, brought up by arbitrary decree. It is 
enacted at every instant in the movement of existence. ( 1962/2003, p. 88-
89) 

Merleau-Ponty ascribes the way learning develops to an interaction with the 

phenomenal body in the world in which it lives. While Merleau-Ponty's language is 

often ambiguous, his ideas have provided a strong phenomenological foundation for 

researchers in e1nbodied cognition, particularly as they stress the importance of the 

subjective experience. 

Maxine Sheets-Johnstone, a conte1nporary philosopher, while critical of Merleau-

Ponty, nevertheless expanded his discussion of embodiment and embodied knowledge. 

In The Prin1acy of Movewzent, Sheets-Johnstone writes that "n1ovement is the originating 

ground of our sense-makings; in phenomenological tenns, the originating ground of 

transcendental subjectivity" (1999, p. 161). Sheets-Johnstone notes that we ca1ne into the 

world n1oving, and this animation "is the very bedrock of coming to know the world" (p. 

161 ). Sheets-Johnstone outlines a corporeal apprenticeship, "learning fro111 our bodies in 

an ongoing process of kinetic action (bending, turning, lifting, etc.) and qualitative detail 

(slowness, forcefulness, etc.)" (p. 225). Our fundainental knowledge of the world, she 

continues, is derived fron1 these "kinetic corporeal con1monalities" (p. 226). 

This dynan1ic phenomenon-interaction with the world-results in the 

"development of a phenomenological insight that we are fundamentally bonded to the 
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world through movement" (p. 270). Further detailing this bodily-kinetic experience 

Sheets-Johnstone writes, "Beginning with both felt and perceptual experiences of our 

own bodies ... we understand how we do what we do, learning from our bodies what we 

have yet to do" (2005, p. 219). Here Sheets-Johnstone is talking about e111bodi1nent. 

The term e1nbodiment is used in the literature in 1nany different ways. Nunez, 

Edwards, and Matos (1999) describe the primary types of embodiment, which include 1) 

phenomenological aspects of human bodily experience, primarily based on the work of 

Merleau-Ponty; 2) the unconscious aspects of bodily experience that underlie cognitive 

and linguistic expression, based on the work of Lakoff and Johnson; 3) the organization 

of bodily actions under a dynamic systems perspective, following Thelen and S1nith; 4) a 

"biological-structural coexistence between organis1ns and the 1nediu111s within which they 

exist, based on the work of Maturana and Varela" (p. 49), and looking at the body both as 

a lived, experiential structure and the body as the context of milieu of cognitive 

mechanisms, based on the work of Varela, Thompson and Rosch. In sumn1ary, Nunez 

(1999) writes: 

Embodiment advocates an inti1nate relationship between cognition, mind 
and living bodily experience in the world ... wherein the knower and the 
known are co-detennined as are the learner and what is learned and 
cognition emphasizes the primacy of the organization of the living and the 
resulting body experience it sustains. ( 1999, p. 49) 

Embodi1nent is presented as our "being in the world." This being is shaped in part by the 

many different environments in which we work, live, and interact, and our orientation to 

them. 
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As an aspect of being in the world, embodiment emphasizes the relationship our 

bodies have in the world and how reasoning and meaning develop fron1 this interaction. 

Building upon this relationship, philosopher Mark Johnson (1987) proposes that our 

reality is shaped by the patterns of our bodily 1nove1nent. Discussing this relationship 

relative to image schemata (recurring dynamic patterns of our perceptual interactions), 

Johnson argues that we develop coherence from our physical experience. Specifically, 

each individual's reality develops from patterns of bodily 1novement (spatial and 

te1nporal) and the ways in which they interact with objects. 55 Therefore, our

understanding of the world is shaped by the interaction of our bodies with the world. In 

other words, for Johnson, our emboditnent not only allows us to make sense of our 

abstract perceptions of the world, but embodiment is also the basis of how we reason. 

Johnson argues that the link between embodiment and mental functions occurs at the 

level of the cognitive unconscious; again, 1naking sense of the world is a bodily activity. 

Finally, Johnson (2006) writes that no account of the body can exclude a discussion of 

affordances with the environment, "physical settings, cultural artifacts, institutions, 

rituals and shared practices, that give the body its mediutn for action and determine its 

meaning for n1embers of the culture" (p. 53). 

Phenomenology and emboditnent explain the actors' 1nulti-sensorial interactions 

with the world. What Sheets-Johnstone ( 1999) has called a spatio-temporal ani1nation 

55 
For example, the schema of verticality orients the physical body in space relative to "up" and ''down." 

Based on this physical orientation "up-ness" might be associated with success, pleasure or growth, and 
"down-ness" with death, failure or despair. 
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provides the basis for an actor's orientation in the world and serves as the basis for 

reasoning and knowing. More importantly it co1nprises the subjective experience of the 

actor, which is brought to the forefront in this aspect of Bodies-in-the-World. Finally, 

interaction with the world, and experience that results from being in the world, are 

described and framed by intention and perception. 

Intention and Perception 

In its simplest iteration, intention is what I decide to do. As a dancer, I intend to 

1nove in a specific way. In my intention, I factor in many aspects of 1nove1nent: tin1ing, 

spatial factors, fa1niliarity and confidence. In other words, intention shapes dancing, 

intention is refashioned in specific movement, and intention is the unity of our senses as 

an aspect of being in the world. Rounding out this si1nple definition, ecological 

aff ordance tells us that our possibilities for action shape our worlds; embodied cognition 

inf onns us that our functional behavior is goal directed and that we learn through 

interactions; and phenomenology reveals that intention is the unity of sense, intelligence, 

and sensibility - our being in the world. I observed this interaction in the current study in 

the dancers' responses and actions. 

Augmenting intention, perception involves experiential exploration of move1nent 

in the dancers' bodies, where the dancers are actively interacting with and acknowledging 

their bodies. Thus, experiential exploration helps a dancer identify her own sense of 

moven1ent and has the potential to enhance her understanding of her physical capacities. 

This definition of perception, grounded in the findings of the study, resonates with 

definitions of perception in the literature. Ecologic affordance describes perception as an 
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interactional knowing about, embodied cognition theorizes that develop1nent of concepts 

e1nerges indirectly through perception, and pheno1nenology acknowledges the layer of 

experience constituted by our interaction in, and articulation with, the world. The 

dancers' perceptions, although individually unique, are co1nmon experiences in which 

they are engaged with their dancing and aware of their dancing. 

Intention and perception are recursively woven through the dancers' processes for 

coming to know in their bodies, the constructs developed fro1n the data in the study, and 

the theoretical perspective of Bodies-in-the-World, established fro1n the literature. 

Framed by intention and perception, knowing and knowledge develop fro1n experience, 

integration, and embodied reflection. Situating experience, integration and en1bodied 

reflection in a larger context, ecological affordance, embodied cognition, and 

phenomenology, integrated by intention and perception, develop the groundwork to 

explain how dancers, as Bodies-in-the-World, develop knowing in their bodies. All of 

these concepts are incorporated within the term enaction. 

Enaction: Bodies-Acting-in-the-World 

Combining ideas from ecological aff ordances, e1nbodied cognition and 

phenomenology, one can conclude that we negotiate and interact ,vith our environments, 

balancing reciprocity between actions and events in a constructivist adaptation. Bodies

in-the-World develops from a physical interaction with the environment, that in1plicates 

the actor as the knower and the known. Therefore, enaction is the internal condition or 

plane of imn1anence - our active involvement in the world. 
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An actor's understanding of the world is shaped by her interaction and experience 

within it. Enaction is a dynamic affordance that includes intentionality, perception and 

our capacity for finding meaning through experience, integration and e1nbodied 

reflection. Enaction synthesizes physical, e1notional and intellectual eletnents and 

explains how we come to develop knowing or knowledge. Enaction indicates that our 

relationships with the world occur as the result of our acting in the world. Key to the 

understanding of enaction is teasing out and exemplifying the notion of acting or taking 

action. 

Anderson (2005) discusses the enactive view where "the world is seen as a 

continuous series of invitations to action" (p. 4). Anderson describes the adaptive 

integration one makes with one's environment as "a mindedness, which e1nerges as an 

adaptive integration with one's move1nent" (p. 12). In Being There, Clark notes, "we 

must recognize the way our actions may be continuously responsive to worldly events 

which are at the same time continually responsive to our actions" (p. 172). Describing 

this phenomenon as reciprocal causality, Clark is looking at the "kinds of internal 

representation and co1nputation we employ so as to co1nple1nent the co1nplex social and 

ecological settings in which we must act" (p. 221 ). These interactions are also discussed 

by Gabarini and Adenzato (2004), who note that representation is linked to the "sphere of 

action," which allows us to recognize objects and interact with the1n (p. 105). This 

representation is a fonn of consttuctivism and is "pragmatic, deriving fron1 the dynan1ic 

interaction of the organism with its adaptive environ1nent" (p. 105-106). 
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Dancers are Bodies-in-the-World who enter into a particular environment or dance 

1nilieu; dancers enter into a dynamic interaction when dancing. And yet, dance is 1nore 

than 1nove1nent. It is bodily knowledge with aesthetic agency. Through experi1nentation, 

integration and embodied reflection, dancers learn to balance conflicting inf onnation, 

direct attention into knowing, embody concepts in their dancing, and apply infonnation in 

intersections. Therefore, a dancer's ability to develop knowledge or knowing develops 

from her interaction, her acting in a specific environment, and her enaction-her dyna1nic 

aff ordance with the environment. 

Development of Concepts 

CONSTRUCTS FROM THE DAT A 

Bodies-in-the-, World 

CONCEPTS 

Figure 4: Development of concepts 

As I bring this chapter to a close, I present four concepts, developed fro1n the 

constructs presented earlier in the chapter that will lay the foundation for theorizing about 

knowing in the body. In this process I tum again to Deleuze and Guattari (1994), who 

identify concepts as a part of their treatise on philosophy. For Deleuze and Guattari, 
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concepts have both external and internal consistency, concepts can connect to one 

another, and each concept's components have an "intensive feature or a singularity about 

them ... but [are] absolute through the condensation it carries out" (p. 20-21 ). I 

understand this to 1nean that each concept represents a co1nplex series of ideas or 

constructs, which are distilled down to a singular idea. This one idea clearly represents 

the depth of information, but is necessarily simple and understandable in its presentation 

and communication. Finally, concepts connect to the plane of im1nanence as "1nobile 

bridges, covering the plane of immanence that connects the1n to one another" (Deleuze & 

Guattari, p. 77). 

The concepts that will be used to theorize about knowing in the body develop 

from one another, but discussion of these concepts could proceed fro111 any starting place. 

One concept co1mects to, and develops frotn, any of the other concepts. As Bodies-in

the-World in a dance tnilieu, dance or dancing beco1nes an attractor for the dancers. This 

attractor yields the following concepts: I) experience leads to knowledge, 2) knowledge 

is ten1poral, 3) knowing takes place in application and intersections, and 4) through 

embodi1nent, dance becomes dancing. 

As the diagram on page 39 illustrates, dancers are Bodies-in-the-T¥orld who enter 

into a dance 111ilieu. Through the process of experin1entation, integration and en1bodied 

reflection, the dancer engages with her body and co1nes to kno,v in her body. The ways 

in which each dancer engages with her body is unique to each. As the dancers apply this 

"knowing" in their dancing, the cycle repeats with new information and is recursive. 
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CHAPTER Vlll 

KNOWING IN THE BODY: A DANCER'S EPISTEMOLOGY 

In this chapter, I theorize about how dancers develop knowledge in their bodies. 

In considering how knowing in the body develops, I will look at how 1neaning e1nerges 

fro1n the dancer's active interaction with her body in the world and in a particular dance 

1nilieu. In addition, this chapter discusses how particular infonnation and experience 

affects a dancer's dancing experience. Before proceeding however I need to state 

explicitly that I a,n using the tenn "knowing" to include both e,nbodied cognition and 

pre-reflective awareness, and the tenn "body" to ,nean both the anato,nical body and the 

subjectively perceived body. 

In Chapter VII, I established that the world operates as an aff ordance for an 

actor's interaction in an enviro111nent. This interaction influences the actor's actions and 

perceptions in the environment, and ultin1ately the develop1nent of her reasoning and 

understanding - in short, she becomes a Body-in-the-World. To take this affordance one 

step further, when a dancer enters into a dance environ111ent or milieu, the opportunity for 

action transcends merely being in the world. Move1nent affords dynamic interaction 

( enaction) for a Body-in-the-World, and dance is a specific way of moving. In addition, 

the 111ilieu in which the dancer is working has very particular requiren1ents and 

expectations that affect the dancer's perceptions and actions. Stated 1nore explicitly, 

when a dancer enters a dance studio, she is introduced to aesthetic ideals and stylized 
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n1ove1nent in a very speci fic environ1nent. This introduction provides a particular context 

for knowing in the body. Therefore, 1nove1nent, and dancing in particular, operates as an 

attractor, 56 or preferred behavior, for a Body-in-the-l¥orld in a dance tnilieu. 

The following diagram brings forward the fran1ing perspectives of Bodies-in-the

l1V arid and enaction from Chapter VII to situate concepts that etnerged fro1n the research 

and to allow 1ne to theorize beyond knowing in the body, to how a dancer's episte1nology 

e111erges. The concepts that developed fro1n the research include how experience leads to 

knowledge, how knowledge develops through time, how infonnation is 1neaningful in 

application and intersections, and how dance becomes dancing. Exainination of these 

four concepts both reveals a general trend in the development of knowing in the body and 

acknowledges that that each dancer's experience is also unique. Dancers learn about 

their bodies-being in their bodies-in action. 

56 
Defined by Kelso ( 1995), an attractor is a stable state wherein "almost all initial conditions converge" (p. 

54). Stimuli from the same attractor basin will "retrieve the same memory" (p. 160). The codified nature 
of many dance forms would qualify it as an attractor. 
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In theorizing how knowing in the body develops, I will elucidate how knowledge 

develops from experitnentation, integration and e111bodied reflection. More than simple 

conscious reflection, this knowing is information that a dancer holds in her 1noving body; 

it is the maintenance of physical sensation and memory. When a dancer has developed a 

knowing in her body, this knowledge replaces transient attention to specific information, 

and through this en1boditnent, the dancer finds 111eaning in her move1nent. This physical 

knowledge or knowing e1nerges in intersections and develops in application. Fro111 these 

intersections, the dancer develops confidence and trust in her 1noving body, and she finds 

1neaning in the move1nent her body is creating and perf onning. 
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Experience Develops into Knowledge 

Merleau-Ponty (1962/2003) wrote that we experience our bodies in n1ovcn1ent

we do not have a body-we are a body. He also wrote, "The world is the horizon latent 

in al1 our experience, and our 1nove1nents and actions are within this frmne, therefore 

knowledge cannot be understood apart frotn the body and the world" (p. 92). Merleau

Ponty used typing to illustrate this concept - our fingers in 111otion know how to find the 

letters on a keyboard. It is knowledge of fa1niliarity; therefore, the knowledge is in the 

action of our hands. For a dancer, the knowledge is in the 1nove1nent of her body. 

Dancers do not need to think about their bodies or their actions when they are 111oving, 

because they have developed knowledge of their bodies in movement. 

Dancers develop aspects of knowing in their bodies that range from specific detail 

to general infonnation. For exa111ple, dancers are asked to enact spatial patterns and exact 

e1nbodiments of dance vocabulary, precise actions within particular ten1poral 

requirements. At other times dancers are asked to follow their bodies or explore a 

particular idea within an improvisation score. Addressing these wide ranging 

expectations in dance, dancers 1nust be able to 1nove easily back and forth throughout this 

landscape of potential 1nove111ent fra1ned by specific technique and in1provisation or 

exploration. 

Info1n1ation about a particular 1noven1ent or a general exploration is experienced 

through the process of n1oving. A dancer can make a conscious intellectual and physical 

choice to focus on particular sensations or to integrate specific information into her 

dancing. When she does this, her body creates a dynamic affordance, an enaction, \Vithin 
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the dance 1nilieu she is working in. And, as the dancer incorporates the inforn1ation fro1n 

this integration, experience leads to the developn1ent of knowledge. 

In 1nove1nent, a dynainic episte1nology e1nerges: a dancer develops knowledge of 

1nove1nent, and of her body, in her body. A dancer knows what she knows because of 

dancing, of 1noving. Each dancer fonns her own knowing in the body; an episten1ology 

that is unique to the individual and is infonned both by a dancer's physical interaction 

with the world in general, and in specific ways relative to the require1nents within the 

world of dance. And this episten1ology continues to evolve as the dancer evolves with 

her 1novement. 

Therefore, knowing in the body requires each individual dancer to discover 1) 

how infonnation fro1n outside her body 1nakes sense in her body, 2) how infonnation 

about her body, or from her body, interfaces with her 1novements, and 3) how this 

infonnation functions in hannony with the particular den1ands of the 1nilieu. This 

knowing occurs when a dancer is in a dynatnic relationship with her body. This dynamic 

relationship is a physical engagen1ent that occurs when the dancer con1es to understand 

both the possibilities and limits of move1nent, when she understands the intersection of 

her dancing body and the world in which she is dancing. 

Knowledge Develops Through Tin1e 

In a given dance context the focus for attention and intention 111ight be a 

perfonnance goal or specific infonnation about a dance style. Attention draws a dancer 

to specific infonnation; this attention establishes the neuron1uscular pathways that 

facilitate move1nent. However, for the dancer, this intentional attention is short lived. By 
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attending to particular aspects of 1nove1ncnt or 111oving, dancers shape and direct their 

actions. Over ti1ne, these experiences develop a "knowing how" for dancers in 

perfonnance of the 1nove1nent. 

Given particular information a dancer will rapidly initiate a physical response to a 

1noven1ent cue or direction. Transcending attention and intention, a dancer no longer 

thinks about the move1nent, but allows her actions to align with the goals of the 1no1nent, 

the goal being a particular instance of dancing. The dancing emerges without the dancer 

reflecting consciously on her body or the environ1nent, but as an aspect of experience, 

constituted by the dancer's interaction in, and articulation with, the worlds in which she is 

dancing. Through ti1ne, and with practice, the dancer develops fan1iliarity and ease with 

the 111ove1nents in her body. This is facilitated not only by her conscious understanding 

of the moven1ent, but from a physical understanding of her body perfonning the 

Ill O Ve Ill en t. 

When a dancer accesses specific infonnation about her body or the sensation of 

her body in movement, perhaps through integration or through e1nbodied reflection, she 

can integrate and apply this specific ( or general) inf orn1ation into her dancing. This 

integration is the result of a dyna1nic interaction of her body and the requiren1ents of the 

111ove111ent. This interaction also develops a confidence for the dancer that tnanifests in 

her outward move1nents. This confidence allo,vs the dancer to fulfill specific dance 

requirements, confinned by her perceptions of sensation and/or her reflection upon the 

action in the body. Knowing in the body en1erges for the dancer over ti1ne, through the 
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integration of these outside and inside sources of infonnation and experiences into her 

1noving intellect. 

This development of knowledge over tin1e illustrates the dynmnic interaction, or 

enaction, of the dancer and the worlds she is dancing in. Once a dancer has e111bodied 

new inforn1ation, whether a feeling in the body or 1noven1ent executed with a particular 

quality, this knowledge is etnbedded in her 1nove1nents, with her perfonnance and her 

sense of self, or agency. She has integrated this knowledge into her dancing; it is not 

s01nething she needs to think about fu1iher. Fro1n this active engage1nent in both the 

world in which the dancer is dancing and the world of her body, through enaction, a 

dancer develops knowing in the body. 

Applications and Intersections 

Dance language, tenninology and i111ages provide a 111ode of engagen1ent for a 

dancer, allowing her to develop co111plex 111ovement patterns fron11ninhnal infonnation 

cues. During this time a dancer is also receiving infon11ation fro1n her body. Therefore a 

dancer is in both an internal (in her body) and an external environment (in move111ent); 

she is 1noving in and with her body in a dance environn1ent. 

Through the cyclical process of experiencing, integrating and reflecting, a dancer 

enters into a relationship with her body that provides not only a better understanding of 

her body, but of her dancing and her knowledge of the world in which she is dancing. 

The dancer's physical body beco1nes integrated with her perforn1ing body in a reciprocal 

fashion, creating a dyna1nic interaction, which is based on intention and perception

acting in the world-of a dancer's body experiencing dancing. Every dancer works with 
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infonnation about her body, with her body, and through this experiential approach she 

creates knowledge in her body. And while experiential infonnation is processed 

differently by each individual dancer, this negotiation of both worlds allows each dancer 

to find intersections and applications that best suit her needs, experiences and the 

environ1nents she is working in. This pairing of physical body, the felt or "sensed body," 

and the aesthetic require1nents for the artistic expectations in dance is described as a 

} . 
. 57 

h . 
p 1yszoso1natlc aest etzc. 

To demonstrate this physioso1natic aesthetic, three scenarios are presented below, 

first, a focused study and s01natic exploration of anato1nic infon11ation about the hip joint, 

second, a scenario that describes a very specific move1nent sequence requiring range of 

1notion at the hip joint, and last, one that details a score for i1nprovisation based on 

initiating n1ove1nent fro111 the leg in the pelvis (hip joint). These three exa111ples are 

designed to illustrate s01ne of the possible the 1nodes of episte1nic access that a dancing 

dancer has with her body. 

In the first scenario, a dancer focuses on understanding the configuration of the 

ball and socket organization of the hip joint by studying and exploring pertinent 

anato111ical information to create an epistemic framework. This study is aug1nented by 

seeing the hip joint 1nodeled in a three-di111ensional perspective or explored using a 

specific in1age, such as the fe1nur "as a top, spinning in the acetabulum," to offer the 

dancer multiple sources of information about her body. In this scenario, the dancer is 

57 The term physiosomatic was suggested to me by Mary Williford-Shade in my qualifying examination 
questions, presented June 16, 2005. 
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balancing both concrete and ''sensed" information about her body, in her body. She can 

apply this infonnation to other situations, or si1nply reflect upon the experience. 

Therefore, fro1n study and exploration of this information, she develops knowing in the 

bodv. 
•' 

In the second scenario, the dancer is perforn1ing a specific phrase of 1noven1ent. 

This phrase begins with the dancer circling her right leg through her full range of tnotion 

in a grand rond de jambe en l'air as her body rotates, followed by a fouette, or quick 

rotation of the gesture leg from back to front while the body turns to 1neet the leg. The 

dancer then brushes the gesture leg behind her to lower her body into a lunge. Fron1 the 

lunge, folding the back leg under her hips and perforn1ing a spiral roll over the back of 

the pelvis, she returns to standing on the left leg, with the right in attitude derriere 

position. The 1novement phrase is executed at a given te1npo and within specific 

qualitative parameters. 

As the dancer integrates specific information fron1 this phrase with her body's 

ability to perfonn the movements, a knowing in the body develops, and continues to 

evolve as the dancer evolves in her perfonnance of the n1ove1nent. This knowing 

encon1passes the detail of the phrase, the bodily sensation of perforn1ing the phrase and 

the integration of the aesthetic elements (timing, dynainics, etc.) as the dancer brings the 

series of movements to a particular level of perf onnance. 

The third scenario describes a score for an i1nprovisation study. In this score, 

titled, "Is the dog wagging the tail, or is the tail wagging the dog?'' the dancer is asked to 

create a dialogue between the top of the leg and the pelvis. To illustrate, so111etimes the 
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pelvis initiates the movement of the leg, and sometimes the leg is responsible for n1oving 

the pelvis. The dancer is asked to integrate additional infonnation into the score, for 

exmnple, to work within different te1npos (in relation to very specific 1nusic or sound 

cues), to work at different levels and to decide how 1nuch the "ani1nation" or quality of 

rnovement frotn the rest of the body might clarify her intent. Knowing in the body 

e1nerges as this dancer finds the range of possible initiations from the different body parts 

and integrates this knowledge into her exploration. 

In each of these examples, the dancer is processing many different types of 

infon11ation about the body, through the body, and in the body as cognitive, aesthetic, 

qualitative, and temporal aspects of moven1ent, to name just a few. In addition, the 

dancer 1nay be perceiving joint motions, 1nuscular responses, and sequential actions in the 

body; she might be intending to n1ove with a pa1iicular quality or e1nphasis; or she n1ight 

be sin1ply reflecting on the sensations she received fro1n her body moving in space. In 

each scenario, different dancers would perfonn the sa1ne or sin1ilar 1nove111ents as 

individuals, based on the differing ratios of their body seg111ent lengths and ranges of 

111otion as each dancer brings a slightly different physical body to the 111oven1ent. 

The ref ore each dancer would experience a different physical response to the "sa1ne" 

moven1ent cue or image, and thus have a different episten1ic response to the experience. 

Additionally, in the execution of the 111ovement, each dancer receives specific 

information from her body that references her physical initiation and response to the 

movement, but also influences and contributes to the overall artistry of her exploration or 

performance. Therefore, even within a specific in1age, 1noven1ent phrase, or exploration 
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score, the episte1nological experience would differ for each dancer. And yet, in engaging 

with her body, each dancer would develop a knowing in her body. 

Furthermore, each of these scenarios offers potential for experience, integration 

and e111bodied reflection. In each of these scenarios, there are literally hundreds of things 

that a dancer could focus on. S01ne points of focus can be observed from the outside, 

such as leg height or freedom of hip joint 1notion. And yet, 1nost of the dancer's 

experience is known only to her, in her body. 

More than an outward 1nanifestation, knowing in the body e1nerges fro111 the 

dancer being in her body, accessing either a conscious or embodied awareness or 

reflection, or by simply experiencing and integrating a physical exploration. In all three 

of the above examples, the dancers are physically engaged in knowledge 1naking. And 

once this knowing in the body develops, it serves the dancer in many aspects of her 

dancing. 

Key to understanding this concept is the notion of the individual's body. 

Although no two bodies are exactly the same, the general structure and organization 

provides a general frame of reference for the dancer. In addition, dancers bring a variety 

of experiences to understanding their bodies, making each dancer unique, even within a 

collective unit such as "dancers." 

At the sa1ne time, an individual's body is a reflection of all bodies, and the 1nore a 

dancer knows about all bodies, the more she begins to understand about her own body. 

Reciprocally, the more a dancer knows about her body, the 1nore she understands about 

all bodies. In a si1nilar pairing, the more the dancer kno\vs about her body, the more she 
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understands 1noven1ent. And finally, the 111ore the dancer understands 111ove1ncnt, the 

111ore she understands her dancing body. 

Other intersections include possible dynan1ic interactions a dancer has with 

di-fferent environments or specific circu1nstances within her dancing. These different

environments in the dance world include contact improvisation or 1noving within a 

different relationship to gravity - for exan1ple, in floor work or in aerial dance. In 

addition, knowing in the body informs dancers in situations such as teaching or 

choreography. These intersections represent what Dewey calls "crystallization" wherein 

there is "no distinction between perceptual meanings, motor 1neanings or intellectual 

meanings" (Quoted in Kestenbaum, 1977, p. 63). These intersections reveal the two 

worlds in which a dancer is dancing, and in which knowing in the body develops. 

Dance Beco,nes Dancing 

As dancers are already Bodies-in-the-World, a dynamic affordance integrates their 

bodies and the milieu in which they are dancing. Between these worlds, and within the1n, 

is the source of the dancer's embodiment.58 Dancers do not have to think about their 

bodies in 1novement; they can integrate sensory infonnation fro1n their bodies (internal 

environn1ent) or engage in an embodied understanding of their bodies through 111ove1nent. 

Dancing requires an aesthetic perception that is only possible from an en1bodied 

understanding of the move1nents involved. Through 111ovement, dancers develop a 

"knowing about" from which they can develop expressive artistic 1nove111ent based on 

58 

Here I am using Nunez's (1999) use of the term embodiment "wherein the knower and the known are co
determined as are the learner and what is learned" (p. 49). 
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their interaction in, and articulation with, their bodies and their dancing. Through this 

e1nbodiment, literally taking concepts into the body and understanding these concepts in 

terms of the dancer's own body, 1novement surpasses the steps, the vocabulary, and the 

descriptive ele1nents to beco1ne dancing. Here the dancers are creating intersections of 

the vvorlds they are dancing in, linking their physical actions with the require1nents of the 

dancing in their doing and being. 

Dancers develop dancing with their bodies: through their individual bodies, they 

make 1neaning. And while dancers can choose to simply execute movements, when they 

engage with their individual bodies, they begin dancing. When an understanding of a 

n1ovement, a quality or a physical understanding of how the body operates is integrated 

into a dancer's move1nents-beco1nes embodied-the dancer transcends knowledge and 

develops knowing. When this information is applied in action, the dancer transcends 

dance and experiences dancing. The transitions fro111 n1ovement, through practice, to 

moving; from dance, through en1bodin1ent, to dancing; from knowledge, through 

experience, to knowing demonstrates the transcendent fonn of a dancing body in the 

world. As dance philosopher Sondra Fraleigh (1987) writes, "We dance to become 

acquainted with that which cannot be known by any other means ... we develop a 

knowledge that is experiential (bodily lived)" (p. 26). 

This lived knowledge of the body, of move1nent and the individual dancer's 

dancing, beco1nes a unity of all of her senses, understandings, and actions: the dancer is 

dancing in two worlds. Therefore her body acts as a 111eans for being in the world, for 
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acting in the world and for knowing in the world. In short, the dancer's body acts as a 

sche111a for her. 

Body as a Schen1a 

As a Body-in-the World, the dancer is already in affordance with a dance 

environment, such as a dance class, rehearsal or dance perfonnance. Her "knowing" 

develops from dance-specific cues, details and interactions with other dancers. She can 

choose to attend to the lived experience of her actions in her dancing. In this sense, the 

dancer is in a dynamic relationship with the world around her. But she is also interacting 

with an internal environment, her body, and in this relationship knowledge also develops. 

A dancer interacts with her internal environment, her own body, pri1narily in what 

·Merleau-Ponty calls a pre-reflective state. Although hun1an bodies are complex syste1ns

that do not require our conscious intervention, we can temporarily alter the physiological 

state of our bodies through conscious thought. For exa1nple, I can slow n1y heart beat 

down sitnply by attending to 111y breath and to relaxing. Or I can decide to 1nove n1y ann 

to a specific location. However, I only need to think about my heart, or what task I want 

1ny arn1 to perform; highly evolved neuromuscular and proprioceptive systen1s, in 

conjunction with established move1nent patterns for 1ny body, coordinate and carry out 

the action for 1ne. As an adaptive biological entity, the body has developed 1nechanis1ns 

for homeostasis and for auto regulation. These syste1ns free the dancer to address 1nore 

particular information from the dance milieu she is working in. 

As Bodies-in-the-World, dancers do not have to consciously determine how to 

deal with gravity, calculate for acceleration or choose the correct energy system for a 
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long in1provisation session. Dancers si1nply access these force-tin1e relationships within 

their bodies in response to cues from the dance environ1nent. And as dancers are asked to 

create very particular actions with their bodies, discrete bodily syste111s develop 

cornrnensurately to facilitate these specific tasks. This is a prime exainple of a dynamic 

affordance a dancer has with her body, enaction in relation to the enviromnent she is 

acting in. Although research in motor learning and perfo1mance has shown that attending 

to the body while dancing is problematic,59 it is clear that a dancer 1nust go through so1ne 

preparatory or explorato1y phase when lea1ning 1novements that require negotiating 

specific adjustments in speed, force and direction of the 1novement. As a 1node of 

attention, thinking about the body, is a phase that dancers and other skilled 111overs n1ove 

through quickly. Yet many times dancers pass through this move1nent exploration 

vvithout acknowledging the attendant sensations. Through the process of tnoving, of 

bodies 1noving in a dance environment, a bodily knowledge develops as the result of this 

physical interaction of the dancer's body in the world. A dancer does not need to think 

about her body when dancing because the moving body is already in affordance with the 

\Vorld that supports her knowing in the body. The dancer's body provides both a structure 

and a reference for understanding the physical body, understanding how the body 1noves 

in the world and how the body 1noves in dance. This inf onnation is accessed not by 

thinking about the body, but fron1 embodiment, from being in a 1noving body. 

Johnson (1987, 1999 and 2006) describes a "sche1na" that acts as a patte111 or 

template to explain how we develop knowing through our bodily interactions with the 

59 
Sec Enghauser (1999). 
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world. A sche1na is based in our sensoritnotor experiences, the ways our bodies act and 

respond in the world. Johnson argues that these physical interactions with the world (e.g. 

grasping, containing, orienting in the vertical plane), explain the developn1ent of abstract 

concepts and reasoning in both literal and 1netaphoric interpretations, As Johnson ( 1987) 

writes, "a schema is a recurring dynatnic pattern of our perceptual interactions and 111otor 

programs that give coherence and structure to our experience" (p. xiv). Therefore, a 

schema is an embodied structure that organizes the world as it beco1nes known to us in 

our interactions with it. 60

Following Johnson's theory, I propose that the body operates as a schema that is 

integral for understanding how knowing in the body develops. A dancer uses her body in 

rnovement, but until she has developed a sense for her own body in dance, she will only 

be executing the steps. This is particularly true in relation to the scenario given earlier 

for a specific dance phrase. Aligning an understanding of the body with the physical 

affordance of the experience of moving the body, specifically the dancer's own body, 

"understanding" the body is actualized when the dancer knows in her body. For exa1nple, 

once a dancer has experienced her weight, her own range of 1notion, and her individual 

pattern for movement, this embodied knowledge enhances her sense of spatiality, ti1ning 

and dyna1nics in move1nent. Through this process the dancer is "n1aking connections 

across domains of [her] experience" (Johnson, 1987, p. 103). Tlu·ough this process of 

6

° For example, the schema of Source-Path-Goal, links spatial infom1ation with mental constructs, resulting

in the schema of reasoning along a path that leads to the attainment of the goal. This linear configuration

explains how reasoning progresses from beginning to end. Source-Path-Goal operates on both a physical

and perceptual level, "becoming the basis for our experience in the world" (Johnson, 1999, p. 83).
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n1aking connections, the body operates as a sche1na for the dancer to understand her own 

body in move1nent. 

I-Iowever, the sche1na paradigtn also reflects the mnbiguity and co1nplexity in the 

concept "body." The word body has many different 1neanings. Body itnplies structure 

and substance or indicates the 1nain or central part. The word is used to describe 

containment and embodiment - an entity or collective. Body also refers to shape. And, a 

body is both static and dynamic. The body is both present and perfonnative, absent and 

illusive. The body is a 1netaphor for community, for narrative and for vitality. That we 

know and come to know in our bodies 1neans different things both in general tenns and 

relative to each individual dancer. The body is collective knowledge and physical 

capacity; it is both the most tangible, and the most fleeting aspect of a dancer's 

performance. 

The concept of body as a schema is both literal and metaphorical. For exa111ple, 

when a dancer uses the schema of body, it perhaps indicates more than sin1ple 

information about muscles and bones, but represents a way of en1bodying ideas and 

expressing narrative. Indeed, the body as schema creates a means by which dancers 

co1ne to know in their bodies, and the body in action is a dancer's episteme or 

knowing/knowledge frainework. 

Is Study of the Body Required? 

Theorizing about how knowing in the body develops reveals how the introduction 

and integration of particular infonnation, such as anatomy and son1atic experience, can 

affect a dancer's dancing. The current research led n1e to understand that as Bodies-in-
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the-World, the dancers developed a knowing in the body by studying syste1ns of the body 

in application to their learning, teaching and performing in a dance environ1nent. This 

specific infonnation about the body was identified and then explored in n1ove1nent: 

dancers worked with both concrete i1nages and itnprovisation or move1nent exploration to 

create awareness and e1nbodiment of the particular referent. These explorations provided 

opportunities for physiosomatic e,nbodiment, the integration of concrete infonnation 

about the body through the process of experimentation. 

In this experiential work, dancers integrated anatomic and s01natic inf orn1ation 

into their dancing and perf onnance, which contributed to the development of knowing in 

the body. This anatomic and so1natic information or the "known" was transient; in fact, 

rnany of the dancers reported that they had forgotten 1nore than they reme1nbered when 

they were no longer in the courses used in the study. However, as the follow-up 

discussions with the dancers revealed, the interaction between their internal and exten1al 

environments caused a change in their dancing. These intersections may have developed 

from studying the body using anaton1ic and s0111atic inf om1ation or by seeing n1odeled 

infonnation of a complex movement (such as grand rond de ja1nbe en l'air). The 

knowledge that developed from the experience, integration and embodied reflection of 

the anaton1ic and s01natic inf onnation illustrates how the body schen1a works for a 

dancer, but is not the only way dancers come to know in their bodies. Intentional study of 

the body, such as study of anato1ny and s01natic exploration is not required for 

developing knowing in the body, but this study can clarify and enhance a dancer's 

understanding of her body in 111ovement. 
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In fact, dancers develop knowing in the body in tnany different ways. One way 

that dancers come to know in their bodies is by working with a teacher or choreographer 

who has developed a clear understanding of her own body. In this case, infonnation is 

transmitted qualitatively or is facilitated through the activation of 1nirror neurons.
61

Another way knowing in the body develops is simply by spending time in the body. 

I-Iighly skilled dancers 1nay never study the body, but it is evident that there comes a ti1ne 

when each understands his or her own body. However, implicit in all of these exan1ples 

is a schematic resonance with the body. Dance is movement of the body, dance 

celebrates the body, and dance has developed from dancers 1noving expressively in their 

bodies. In other words, the body affords, or creates a milieu for, dancing. 

And what does knowing in the body look like? For the dancer, it is an enhanced 

awareness of her body in movement that is manifested through sensation, weight, quality 

or expression. Therefore, knowing in the body develops from the perception, integration, 

and reflection of sensation based on a dancer's interaction with the worlds in which she is 

moving. Specific anatomic and s01natic information "affords'' knowledge about the 

body, through the body, and knowing in the body develops through dancing. 

Parviainen (2002) states that physical knowledge forms a source for dance 

knowledge. Focusing on the existence of bodily knowledge, a way of kno,ving in te1n1s 

of bodily movements, Parviainen asserts that the living body acquires knowledge in the 

process of doing, and that this experience is "seditnented into the body sche111a" (p. 20). 

61 
S ee Dobbs, 2006. 
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As Parviainen asserts, and the current study supports, dancing knowledge is 

grounded in the body. It is balanced through the integration and reciprocity of a dancer's 

body in the world of dance and experienced in the world of the dancer's body. It is a 

composite of movement as internal function and sensation and external application 

(performance, emotion, artistry or perfonnance ). Dancing creates a knowing about the 

body, in the body. Dancers "think in move1nent" and respond to the dancing 

environment. Dancers' bodies are in the world, and yet their epistemological foundations 

are farmed through enaction, through dynamic etnbodiment and action. 

As Bodies-in-the-World, dancers can explore 1nore deeply their understandings of 

their bodies through research, exploration and integration of information about all bodies 

(intention and perception). In the current research the study of anaton1y and s0111atics 

contributed to the dancers epistemology; the infonnation acquired through this study 

beco1ne knowledge in the body. However, this exploration is not a prerequisite for 

dancing; it simply can provide an opportunity for an individual affordance between a 

dancer and her dancing. 

In the end, our bodies provide us with ways of knowing. As the current study 

de1nonstrates, when dancers integrate knowledge of the body with knowledge of their 

dancing, this knowledge acts as an attractor that leads to the develop1nent of an 

individual physical knowledge - a knowing in the body. Each dancer has an individual 

episte1nology that develops from her experiences and her expectations. This 

epistemology, knowing in the body, develops in action and is influenced by n1any 

different sources. 
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Understanding how dancers develop knowing in the body presents a new 

paradig1n for pedagogy. The next chapter presents an application for knowing in the body 

as a foundation for a pedagogical approach. Finally, this pedagogical approach centers 

on the "re-introduction" of the body as the center of dance. 
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CHAPTERJX 

THE BODY AT TI-IE CENTER OF DANCE 

What if dance schools focused on "getting the 1noven1ent" rather than 
doing it? What if the whole year focused on jumping rather than lean1ing 
the recital routine - how would this change our levels of technique? 
(Amye, Joun1al Entry, Experiential Anato1ny, 04/22/05) 

In this dissertation, a series of separate, but interrelated, case studies illuminated a 

particular approach to teaching, and learning, about the body. In the pedagogical 

approach and research design for each case study, the participants explored factual 

infonnation about the body through 1novement of the body. The dancers' observations 

about the structure and function of the body were balanced by tactile exploration, 

1novement exploration and application of the anato1nic or somatic inforn1ation in 

different contexts, both immediately, and through other dance experiences outside the 

study. Each case study revealed the various ways dancers ca111e to understand the body, 

but more particularly, how each dancer came to understand her own body. 

This dissertation also explored the dancers' experiences in the different worlds 

within which they were working. As a dancer enters into a world of dance, she 111ust 

balance the expectations of the dance world with an understanding of the world of her 

interior landscape - her own body. Through the process of being in her body, a dancer 

co1nes to know her body; through movement, a dancer develops an understanding of her 

body in motion. 
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Finally, this study looked at the interface between pedagogy and research as a 

perspective for understanding how a dancer develops la1owing in the body. This final 

chapter places the findings of my research in the larger context of pedagogical 

application that places the body (back) at the center of dance. 

In Chapters VII and VIII, I developed a theoretical perspective of how knowledge

develops from experimentation, integration and embodied reflection of diverse 

information (both physical and intellectual), information that comes to be known in 

dancers' bodies. Theorizing about how knowing in the body emerges explains how 

dancers develop knowledge in their bodies and how experience resonates with each 

dancer's dancing, revealing the dancers' interactions with the world, both within their 

individual bodies and within a dance milieu. Additionally, an understanding of how 

dancers develop knowing in the body sheds light on the dancers' self-understanding, and 

thus speaks to both their individuality and to their agency. Finally, knowing in the body 

is explained by looking at the body as a schema. As a schema, the dancer's physical 

body-an interactive element of being in the world-affords the dancer ways of 

understanding. A dancer develops understanding of her world and the world of dance 

from being in her body. This embodied cognition lays the foundation for a dancer's

knowing in the body. A dancer develops knowing in the body because she is in her body,

1noving in the world. 

Throughout the research, I observed that understanding the body results fro1n 

being in the body, and while a particular context fran1es this inforn1ation for each dancer, 

the end result, the development of an embodied knowledge, will be the saine for all. One 
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dancer might begin from 1nove1nent as a means of simply being in her body, where 

another might use specific movement as an inroad for experiencing detail about the 

structure and function of her body. In each of these approaches, information about the 

body is framed within the context of the body in motion. Movement is the context, 

curiosity is the catalyst: wanting to know, needing to know (for example as a dancer is 

tiying to rehabilitate from, or avoid, an injury), and wanting to understand, perhaps to 

further artistic growth. Finally, understanding the body in 1notion is integral for 

pedagogy and choreography. While these foci can be general, as relates to the dancing 

body, or specific, as relates to an individual dancer's body, understanding the body-in 

the body-provides the physical foundation for a dancer's artistry. Thus, the body offers 

the dancer a context for understanding and perf onning 1noven1ent, but when a dancer 

discovers the affordance of her body in 111ovement, she also discovers expression and 

understands her physical capacity. And while the individual dancer's understanding can 

develop in many ways, this dissertation looked specifically at the presentation of 

anatomic infonnation balanced with somatic, experiential exploration as a 111ode of access 

for developing knowing in the body. 

Traditional study of anatomy and kinesiology provides dancers with 111odels and 

vocabulary to begin to understand how the body functions in the \vorld and in 1nove111ent.

As an educator, I place tremendous value on a traditional approach to teaching 

kinesiology, for I feel that study of the structures and syste1ns of the body augn1ents and

comple1nents a general understanding of the body. Lean1ing the names of the 111uscles

and bones gives clarity to the dancers' understanding of their internal landscape. And
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while a deep understanding of the complexity of the body is a rigorous field of study, 

even cursory study of the body yields useful information for the dancer. However, this 

information is augmented when dancers find a n1eans to e1nbody this infonnation about

their bodies, in their bodies. 

Irene Dowd, a neurophysiologist who works primarily with dancers, notes that 

anatomical information is most useful when it is used in context. Dowd balances 

particular detail with movement; her goal is to integrate the anato1nical information with 

a conceptual application. For example, knowing where the scapula rotates in an 

extension of the arm facilitates a more efficient and expressive use of the arm. "Anatomy 

teaches us about the next set of possibilities. It describes what you are doing, not how 

you are-it is also an invitation to act" (Class notes, August 2006). 62 An experiential 

approach to understanding the body develops an increased awareness that is both internal 

and external; it is physical and spatial in relation to a dancer being "in her body" and in 

motion. Studying and experiencing information about the body, dancers develop 

different epistemological frameworks for understanding their bodies in n1otion. The 

application of this understanding is the integration of this inf onnation with their 

understanding of movement and their dancing. 

Whether dancers are consciously aware of attending to the body or not, they are 

inf armed by their bodies in movement. However, dancers do not need to think about 

their bodies unless they are paying explicit attention to s01ne particular aspect of the 

62 
This class was part of a workshop: The Exquisite Versatility of Our Upper Body, held at the University

of Utah., August 14-16, 2006. 
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1novement. In fact, dancers often describe 1novements they perfonn easily and which 

they no longer have to think about, as e1nbodied. These etnbodied actions are often 

classified as belonging to "muscle 1ne1nory." I argue that the tenn 1nuscle could be 

interchanged here with "body." Body memory signals dancers when a n1oven1ent is 

"right" in their bodies; it enables them to perform sequences of actions that no longer 

require their conscious aclrnowledgement. In these 1noments, the dancers are not 

reflecting on their bodies, but reflecting in their moving bodies. This embodied reflection 

is not necessarily something a dancer has developed verbal vocabulary to express, nor is 

it something that needs to be expressed. Rather than an acknowledgement of a specific 

tnuscle or joint action, embodied reflection is a general sensation. This sensation ranges 

frorn ease, euphoria, release of endorphins, physical confidence, a sense of fulfilled 

capacity, and physical satisfaction ... to fatigue, soreness and inju1y. This e1nbodied 

reflection is confirmed in the qualitative aspects of movement; aesthetically appropriate 

coordination of the spatial, temporal and dyna1nic qualities of the move1nent. In these 

instances of knowing in the body, the dancer has merged the two worlds in which she is 

dancing. 

While the body affords moving between two worlds-the world of the body and 

the world of dance-dancing operates as an attractor, bringing the dancer and the world 

she is 1noving in into synchronous function. As pragmatist philosopher Richard 

Shusterman (2006) writes, 

Because the body is thoroughly affected by the world's objects and
_ 

energies, it incorporates their regularities and thus can grasp them tn a 
direct, practical way without needing to engage in reflective thought. (p. 5) 
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Thus, the body in motion is the source of a dancer's knowing. 

Therefore, based on the findings from the research in the current study, I advocate 

for the "re-introduction of the body" to the core of the world of dance. In teaching 

rnove1nent, in choreographing movement, or in exploring 1nove1nent, starting fro1n the 

body-a body to be understood and celebrated, a body to be inhabited, a body as 

n1edium-does not deny any purpose or feature of dance. In coming to understand the 

body, and in particular a dancer's own body, a sense of agency is established; the dancer 

develops physical connections to the movements, the music, and the dance environment. 

This integration of information about the body, experienced in the body, is an integral 

part of becoming a dancer. Re-envisioning the teaching of dance from a bodily centered 

perspective honors the knowledge that emerges from a dancer as a body in motion. 

Applications to Pedagogy 

As a population, dancers engage in repeated rehearsals or classes working within 

specific techniques. The nature of dance training is to establish a 1noven1ent vocabulary 

that is con1monly understood and a commensurate work ethic to develop this unified 

understanding of 1nove1nent. Part of a dancer's body knowledge co1nes fro111 this 

interface with technique, when her body can match and reproduce spatial and tetnporal 

cues that co1nprise her repertoire of 1noven1ents. As dancers develop familiarity and ease 

with the repertoire, they also discover what their individual bodies can do. Over tin1e 

each individual dancer explores and experiences how her body responds to, or fulfills, the 

co1nplex and aesthetic tasks required of her. And while each dancer co111es to know 
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about her body in this process, I propose that additional infonnation about the body 

1nakes the dancer's learning, and dancing, more efficacious. 

Dance is many things, it is artistic, dramatic, and evocative; it is elusive, 

challenging, and enjoyable for the dancer. But above all, dance is about 1nove1nent of the 

body. Dance celebrates the body and has developed fron1 dancers moving expressively in 

their bodies. In other words, the body affords, or creates a milieu, for dancing. 

Placing the body clearly at the center of dance-in particular for the teaching of 

dance-offers a new perspective for pedagogy. And yet, placing the body at the center of 

dance re-centers pedagogy as well. This research revealed that the pedagogy employed 

had a very specific effect on the research. At the same time, the nature of the research 

also shaped the pedagogical approach. In this section, I will discuss how the pedagogy 

and the research were interwoven and influential in coming to understand how dancers 

develop knowing in the body. 

First, the pedagogy used in the research, and the researching of a pedagogical

strategy throughout the study, created an environment that favored exploration and

integration of information about the body on physical, intellectual and social levels. And

while the pedagogical approach shaped what and how the students learned the students'

learning reciprocally impacted the pedagogy. For exa1nple, the students' questions in the

courses, or in their journals, often were revisited in class as they offered different ways of

thinking about the information. At the same time, the students' experiences and the

sharing of their experiences shaped the development of 1naterial in a given class.
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Second, the environment engaged the students and provided experiences for then1 

to process information through many sensory modalities (visual, tactile, kinesthetic). 

This multi-modal approach served students on 1nany levels. By combining touch and

sensory exploration with familiar 1novement the dancers were offered both concrete

1nodels and discrete images. The individual dancers' explorations with their bodies, took 

place both inside and outside a traditional dance classroom. Within this learning 

environment, the body was integrated into the pedagogical center. 

Third, the institutional support for the research and the pedagogical approach was 

a key factor in what the students learned and how they learned it. The mission of Texas 

\Voman's University is to "develop artistic excellence and integrity" through their goals 

of "providing a creative and collaborative learning environment which challenges 

students ... and fosters the unified development of physical, intuitive, and intellectual 

endeavors, to prepare dance artists and scholars to 1neet the demands of an ever-changing 

dance world'' (http://www.twu.edu/soa/dance/pages/da n1ission.htn1l, retrieved 

12//30/06). The TWU dance department's commitment had a profound influence on the 

design of the courses, as well as helping the dancers develop confidence in accessing the

so1natic information and applying the information to their performance as dancers. 

Fourth, the study was explicitly designed to provide ti111e for each individual to

make meaning of the information and experiences offered in the courses. This liberal

time structure enabled the students to move beyond initial questions and perceptions to

discover new infonnation. Engaging with the anatomic material and engaging with the

explorations for an entire semester developed the dancers' confidence and trust, not only
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with the concepts presented in the classes but in the application of these concepts to 

dancing. The course design, in particular the Experiential Anato1ny courses, served as a· 

pivot point 63 for many of the dancers in this study-for thinking about their bodies and 

in thinking about their learning. Each dancer negotiated a new relationship with her body, 

or with information about the body as the result of participating in this research. In this 

place, learning occurred and a new understanding emerged for all of the dancers, 

providing each individual with some way of knowing in the body. 

Fifth, because of the flexible nature of the research and the pedagogy, the dancers 

,vere able to adapt course goals to complement and support their individual goals. 

Finally, the social support for the research in other courses the dancers were taking 

created an additional opportunity for application and integration of the information 

presented. This opportunity increased the dancers' enthusiasm for the work they were 

experiencing throughout the study. 

These aspects of the research are itnportant in considering pedagogical strategies, 

particularly those focused on creating an environment in which the dancer can discover 

and understand her body as the core of her dancing. Within a body-centered environment, 

a balanced interface of understanding the body in motion and the artistry of the body in 

motion develops. Furthermore, a body-centered environment encourages individual 

dancers to inquire, explore and create-about their bodies, with their bodies and in their 

bodies-as an integral part of their dancing performance. 

63 

Ellsworth (2005), using Winnicott's "transitional space" describes a pivot point as a �onvergence for
. 

events, sensations, actions and experiences - the time and place out of which the expenences and learn mg

emerge . In this study, the classroom and the pedagogy created this transitional space for the dancers. The

value of this information is revealed at the level of the individual. 
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Lean1ing about the body in the dance studio, but outside of a traditional dance 

technique course, allows the dancer to apply this infonnation in a 1nove1nent context, to 

solve problems she may have been having in a particular dance situation or to invent new 

challenges for herself. However, as was den1onstrated in the Ballet II class, inforn1ation 

about the body can be incorporated into a traditional class. Placing the body at the center 

of dance training does not supplant traditional information about dancing; instead it aids 

the dancer in developing an understanding of her body perf arming a particular 

movement. 

Development of a Physiosomatic Pedagogy 

I close this chapter and dissertation with a few comments regarding the 

development of a physiosomatic pedagogy. A physiosomatic pedagogy honors the study 

and exploration of the body, and places the dancer's body at the center of the dance 

environment, thus creating a link for the individual dancer, both with her body and with 

the dance milieu in which she is working. A physiosomatic pedagogy emphasizes this 

intersection between dancer and dancing. Specifically, a physiosomatic pedagogy 

creates the following: 1) An environment that supports and encourages curiosity for 

learning about the body and knowing in the body, 2) an environment that favors 

exploration and integration of information about the body on a physical, intellectual and 

social level and enhances dancers' understanding and integration of this infonnation and, 

3) an environment that provides for a multi-modal pedagogical approach to teaching and

learning. In each of these examples, offering both concrete models and discrete images, 

touch and sensory exploration, and linking concepts to movement the dancers are familiar 
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,vith, an environment of self-discovery is facilitated, an environ1nent in which the dancers 

can make meaningful links with the information and experiences offered in their dancing. 

In addition, a physiosomatic environment acknowledges how cultural and social 

factors influence the ways in which learning takes place and creates an environment that 

honors individuality. Finally, a physiosomatic environment encourages an understanding 

of the body within 1novement to further develop the physical expressiveness of the 

dancer. When information about the body interfaces with technical vocabulary and 

concepts, even in the most highly codified fonns of dance, dancers develop knowledge of 

how their bodies perf arm these motions and actions. 

In summary, while there are many different approaches to pedagogy, creating an 

environment for learning, in which dancers learn about their bodies, in their bodies

where the knower and the known are one-offers a means for the individual dancer to 

meet the demands of the dance 1nilieu in which she is working. This body-centered 

approach integrates the different worlds a dancer is working in and facilitates 

develop1nent of a dancer's knowing in the body. This "knowing" emerges as an aspect of 

dancing both in the body and in the world of dance, as well as in the world at large. 

Placing the body back in the center of dance synthesizes inf onnation about bodies, the 

individual's body and the individual's body dancing. This synthesis is illustrated in the 

diagram that follows. 
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Figure 7: Re-Placing the body at the center of dance. 

Concluding Comments 

INDIVIDUAL 

DANCERS 

DANCING, 

EXPLORING AND 

CREATING 

If a dissertation is a journey, then it includes a point of departure and a

destination. However, upon arriving at the anticipated goal, I clearly see new routes to

explore, starting from the "end" and continuing forward through a new beginning.

Having developed a means for understanding the travels I wish to pursue, and in taking

forward the ideas, questions, and new perspectives the study has generated, the following

options for future research in this domain emerge. 
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Creating an environment where dancers learn about their bodies, in their bodies, 

creates a personal connection for each dancer to her training and her dancing. However, 

this pedagogical approach is not limited to leaining dance kinesiology or applied in the 

technique classroom only. A body-centered curriculum is a natural outgrowth of a body 

centered environment. When a dancer works from a body centered perspective, she 

discovers a specific stimulus for choreographic or other creative explorations. In 

addition, when a dancer accesses her lived experience of dancing, of her body 1noving in 

the world, this bodily experience contributes to her ability to discuss or write about 

dance. 

Dance history, composition and theory can be taught fro1n the perspective of the 

body. Having dancers use their bodies as "vehicles for analytic thinking," Albright 

(2003) advocates that students "engage in a corporeal and conscious crossing over to 

learn through our bodies what can never be taught through our books" (p. 182). In 

addition, Green ( 1999, 2002) sees somatic and creative work as tools for personal change 

with in sociopolitical contexts. 

The development of a body-centered curriculum n1akes visible links with research

in other disciplines. Knowing in the body is a phenomenon that links to psychology and

n1otivation and could be studied in greater depth within these domains. In addition,

understanding how dancers develop knowledge in their bodies contributes to research

conducted in the areas of embodied cognition, aff ordances and to an understanding of the

development of epistemological frameworks. Yet, of utmost importance, knowing in the

body is a personal affirmation for the dancer in her dancing.
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lJru\/Ctsity.. For tb.e p� ,�f this: study only� your ballet t(mehe.r \Vil.I assj1gx1 a rank order
of the. participants for their s.kiU level in g£'1le.ral and. for the specific exercise to· be f>bs.erved . 

th•:·· ·· ' d·'. Thi·:,:.···:. °' :· .. · . . ,.::b
'"

: .. .... : ;· .. ; ·.: .- -. : ... ·. .� .· .. •·11 ·t,..� r . •:.,":"...,: . ·_ ... L, ·f ·1.,..::nkl' m . :is stu y. . ·· s 1s a su Joonve measurem:ent anu. Wli. uc dnu.� to a ran.� o , tt&-iiY 
skilled or moderately skilled as determined by classical ballet standards. 

Research Proce.dur.�$. 
The skiH to be: analy2.ed. is rond de jambe a terre e:n dehors, executed at three heights. 

Rond de jarnbe is a. circular n1ovement of the f<K)t and leg fro.m the front of the body to the 
back. The study �ill took at bow you are: balancing/counterbalancing \Vhile executing the 
tnt.•\�ment: ofrond de: Jnmbe� m additio�. you v.ill be asked to balance on <Jne leg f<>r 10 
seeonds, v•lithout n1ovin� the g(.;,�ure iet� .. �.. ·�-- e, 

This analysis \\ill be. based on :info11nation obtained from three types of equipment 
l, F orc.e plate - this non.-m.,)v:i.ng platform measures; the g;round reaction force through
sensors � for the dancer it is no different than standing on the floor� 
2, Electrom.v.og1raryhi.,t --�·. (

.E!\,f.G)· Electromvo!lrap. _ bv is a P .. ,rocess for lookink.-.� .. · at rreneradon Qf-.· w :r.-r • -. . · . _,. ....,.  . .) �- 0 

electrical activity in a specif ic: mus<�lc. This is measured by placing surface electrodes \ViU
be placed on yt1ur.- bare skin over large 1nuscles in the hip, thigh and lovve.r leg� These 
record onset ofn1uscle action and duration oftl1e mttscle contraction .. 
3* Vid1!:o n1otion analysis.<; Reflective. m.arkers wiU be placed on. yo ur hip, abdomen, 
st"w:um and the: side· <,f t1w. supporting le:g� 1btse points will be '.read� by the carnen1s Jbr 
creation ofa spatial mode! of tbe balancing during rond: de jambe .. 

1be overv:ie\v of the tes.ting and completion of tbe quest:i<.1nnaL-e (2 pages) tvill take 
approximately 30 n1inutcs. The set up of the equipment and practice .of the skill iu a nt�\v 
e. nvironment AND·: tlv� data collection ��1• �-!."'"'� .�1. '.'>p: , 1-· . 1t · 1 1 .··_ · ·1 .. ·.-.· · · ·. 1··f \t\ · ·f · ... . · .... ... -.... . . . . ... ······""" . • . ... · .. ·-··· .· .. . ... 1 . .1 w�� �J .rox.ima.e1:) one 1our. , .,; cu are 
interested in observing the video and looking at tl1e data in !{r'aph fo.nn,: this will take 
an_"".- roximat,.c,lv ;10 minute� Ttltal tune· ., hour� . ··::�·.i:= ... ·•: . ;f .. ; ,• .. ' ·'. "'·:· .;,t: � . . . . . . . . ·.+..... . '. ._: . . . . . ... � . . ·"-:} 1111 
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-·n:

An oventiew tJf the risks and bL�fits ,viU be: presented t:o you during the initial m:eeting .. 
"n1e risks <lfpartici_pation are as foUo,-vs: 

3� E:tvfGIRi.Sk of EmbarruSsn1ent: ?vfinimal risk is involved \Vith use of the 
electromyographic le.ads,. TI1ese sett�o rs y.�ili be attached to the: skin of the participant tvith 
an. adhesive surface .. Subjects tviU. be J1S:ked to try the adhesive strip during the orie.nta,tion 
to detenn.i.ne if they have an allergic or sensitive reaction to the adhesive� A similar 
adhe.sive is used to attach. the re:flecdve, surfaces for the video analysis. TI1e adhesives used 
are. the n1arket standard, and tl(l km)\vn allergic reaction t,,, tbe .material has been see:,.
Students ·\vill be asked if they have a sensitivity to the: adhesive du

r

ing overview settsi<)o.,

Due to the. importance: of locating specific muscles and bony land.nurrks
r 

dancL� ,viU ht".'. 
tested in dance briefs and a sp(,rtS bra. Dancers �ill be: advised of this in the recruit1n,:nt 
-set�io� so it \\1U t)e a�sumed that t:hey ,viH be comfortable being tested in this clothing t

Inc dmirs to the lab \\iU be. Joc,ked and ?\.{argaret Stalder ivill be the only person C(Jllect:ing
the data,.

Initials: __ _ 
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4� Video i\na.Jysis:: Risks in:volcved \Jlith video th,ruvsis are limited t:o use of the light . .. . .. ... -- .. . . ·········�- ., ...... ··-----......... .... ····-·. .. . . -� 

source for the: camem for fuU Ultunination of t.rie reflective markers.� Dancers are "well 
accustomed to working in such c,<)ndidons as they .frequently pe:rfo.rrn (

J
tl a stage ,�.rith. 

theatrical tigbting:. Subjects ,,till be: asked if they are disoriented ·with the prt�ence of the. 
lights prior to data acquisitiori« �Ibis test requires adhesion of relfecdve: markers to key 
L.-' ·v }., ··dm·,. ark· c,>-.,.-lt..e• �v.: vr· ·uld' ·b·· .. t' e "'� : :'* .•. ·� .·' ···: ,, d fi ·. th . ::w ·• .. · . . ..,,,$;..: . ;i. e;;; '* l .. vvn_ .. an ....... , .... s� uwJ .. st e �o , .. e Jl. s,u11:t. .. as 1s use .. or .. e emg suria-0.e �ens<rs. 

C·. i ..... d ........ , ... · : .. .: · ·..- · tu · 
t •· .on. 1 .. ent1 • ... 1.t)

As a participan�. you -�ill be identi:fied in. the testing and tteatm.ent modality by number 
ft>r data C'ollection.. ... 4.ll dam W'i.U be reduced to numerical, gm:pb. or model fonnat ft1r
fi..;j?(>rting.. Results of this study \¾i:U be presented at: regional and nation�· conferences and 
�;u be submitted as a manuscd_pt for pubiicatioa. Confidentiali(l� ·•riill be protected to the
exte'rl1 that is allowed by law� 

The researchers will try to.prevent a11>4i problem that could occur bt-t/tlUStt tif this research.. 
You s·hould let the re.fearcht�rs knt)w at once tf there is a problern and fluty will help you. 
ff(n�,;everf 11¥U does not provlde medical services or financial assistance for injuries that 
might happen because JlOU are taking part in this: research 

\totunta.ry Participation: and tvitbdraival 
Partki.pation in this study is voiun.tary. Refusal to participate wiU involve. no penalty 

or loss or benefits to which you are otherv�ri.se• entitled., "\: ou may dis:oont:inue• pa.c'f'licipation 
n,•t·, :>i· ·.·. � 1·/' .. ..... ·., ."'�·h·· Tn· : .. ·,-.-'if\::• ··:· · l ·. ,.. ·• ·f·. L,.,,.. .t!�""' T ·: t .... � .... •1 ·: .. t ·.· :' ,. ,... ·•fi1"'f":,..,•· ""··t..-· .. •· c.:'b. : I .. f. •�· ,my . .1.rne Vilt. Ch,.1, [PCJ.lill-..;l or on. o '. 1,c.Q,et,1�. io "emu,na c Jow, piu\:lctpaton you •. .t· OUJ:O

c-011tac.t 1'•fatrgaret Stalder at the: address or pbone listed below.

�,�p,�fit:$ Qtnarticipation in the.��1:1.Sil: 
]ltis. study �iU serve as a pilot study, establishing a baseline ibr firrther research in th.is 
area. Benefits to the participants \\ill be increased a\,tareness of the standing or supporting 
leg. A summ.ary of the data (group data) ,vill be made available to all participants.. 1his 
\\i.U Ct)nsist of a one she.ct synopsis oft11e' fmdin.gs ofthe investigation;, Individuals ,vishi.ng 
to st�e their indhid1ml results \\1U lY� instructed to see the ptin.cipaf. investigator and "rill see 
th�. c r.nv,,��rted data summ•�NJ i e kin:�matic rnodeJ of the bodv t.ctfok fim•re:). m-a.obs of .... JC . t . . .. CJ.... . . . "· . ..... ,._._,;., ..... ,. . .. c,.... .. ... .. . . . .... . .,, \�, .... , .... · e.::,---· ,, ...,., ...... · .... --·. 

·� · · ... �· · · 
d ·"' · 

· 
· · -,;, . h. · · 

· 
· 

· · r··. r.nusc.1e act1v1tv' an . cttan!tes u1 t e cc,nter o :. mass .. .. . � w .  . 
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Q:Y:�tton.s,�R�if.!!4!P.8Jhe Studv: 
You will be gi'ren a· cop_y of this signed and dttt,ul t:(Jttstmi form to lntt?P�- {fyou have a,�y 
qut}.r-:tic1ns ,7'fmut ,the rese11rcll studlt- ,�u shrntld ask tlr� rtJsearche-:rs· their phone numbers. -.. ··--��:_.·_, · .. •' .... · .(_ ·1·► ·" · • · · •. ...,:_  • · - . . · . - • j .-f.·' .... .. ♦• -�- .• ·- • .. .• • ....... - - . • -· 

c. . . . .. . . . . . .... *· - .. . f· . · :.-. ,·· -.. 

are at the top qfthisform.. {fJJO.U have questions aix1ttt}"'ur r(ghts a s a participant in the 
rt!search or the; way this study has been c,,nduclitd ,Jrau may contact. the Texas JJto.man :s
l}tii'versiti_, ()_-_-_n:-·Otce ofResearch an

d 

Gran.ls at 940:..6''9,8 .. JS-75 or via e.,rnail at llUJ(ji),ttvtLedit. .. yi ,- .,...,. 

__ , ______ __,....,.,.,..,..,...,. ________ ........,,,. .. ;��:-:�»-��:-»:-:�=-=-��--- -----�------------: 

Participant1 s signature: Date 

The ab<rve consen((orm was read discussed and signed in mypresence.. In my opi11io�i, the 
1�rs,,.1n st:gning .said consent form did sojreel;,,v and ·willfull knowledge Qf its contents. 

'J\-1:.trgaret Stalder; Research director 
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D(NTON DAllAS RQU�TON 

M's .. �{argare.t '\1/Hson 
Programs in Dr.uice 

f :nstitotionat Review Board 
-?fHc12 ol �e~s�otd1 (1nd. Spon1on,d. PrOQrcm� 
P.O. 80:J: 4256l 9'f D�nton, TX 76204.�5619 
·9.d0.,,E,98,J378 ftt� 9A0··89H-·3;i 16
-t,, .. ""'r/i. icr:i�trtw.. .. . ,,d:,." t; .. �: i *�·).;,:»KJ-� tfs::��-t,;./Ti;\� k,t".· J.J 

Socfol Security i# 520-84-5 845 

DGL Texas \Voman•s. University 

D ···• 
ne. lntroductfo1i IC; Dance as an Art Form: A Somatic Approach 

The �bove referenced study bas been reviewed by the T\VU Institutional Revie\v Board (IRB) and 
appears m meet our requirements for the protection of indi.vidua Is' rights. 

lfapplit�able, agency apprc.rval letters must be submitted lo the [RB upon receipt PRIOR to any data 
collection at that agency. A copy of the approved consent forrn \Vith the IRB approval stamp and a 
copy of the ann.unlifinal report ar:e endos-ed. Please use the consent form with the most reecnt approval 
dat.e stamp when obtaining consent from your participants. 'fbe signed consent forms and final report 
must be !

l

ied with the Institutional Review Board at. the completion ofthe study. 

11ds approval is valid one year from July 09+- 2004� Ac:cording. to regulations from the Department. of 
J«Ieahh and. Human Services; am;,ther revie\v by the rRB is required ff your project change$ in any way, 
and the IRB muse be nmified immediately re.garding any adverse even.ts. If you have any questions, 
feel free to can the T\VU Institutional Review ll•l1ard, 

�� 
Dr. Linda Rubin

,, 
Chair 

Institutional Revfo,v Board .. Denton 

enc. 

c-0. Dr. Penny Hanstein., Depa.rtment of Pcrt\1rming Arts � Dance 
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TEXJ\S \VOi•lru"'''S UNIVERSrrY 
CONSENT TO P ARTlClPATE IN RESEARCH 

IN'1ESTIGATOR: ?vt'argaret \Vilson 
RESEARCH. 1-\DVISOR: Penelope Hanstein, Pl:tD� 

(940) 898-2065
(940) 898-2037

·,�{au are being asked to participate in a research .study for '?viargaret \Vilson,
who is a doctoral student at Texas \Voman's: Univernity.. The purpose of this inquiry is to 
observe! anal.yz.e and describe the proce;Sses that dancers use to make meaning of 
kineslologic i.nfonnation through somatic exploration� Specifically, ,vhat is the process of 
con.stn1cting kno,v[edge in tbe body from material of a scientific natu:re, and do,es exploring 
the concepts through movcn1ent explora:t�on facilitate this? This \viU take place ·within the
context of this course, 'Dance 1392: Introduction to dance as an art fonn .. 

Sp·eciflc questions l ,vill be asking in my research; 
L I;io,v is scientific information such as kinesiology utilized by dance students? 
2* \Vhat is somatic k�o\vledge? \\lhen is 'kno\vring through the body• accessible t-,l the:

•·. d?m,m._;.
3. Does experiential "'Nork ,vitb the body focused on kinesiologic principles result in. sense

n1aking for daucers1? 

This investigation '\Vill be conducled on ne,v students euroUed in the dance ilrOt,rram 
at Texas '\Von1an's University during the Fall 2004 sernester. In this class. you. vliU be 
introduced to anatomical and Jrjnesiologic concepts ,vhich ,vill be beneficial to you as a 
dancer. In addition ,ve ,viU c,.Kplore these concepts \vitbin n1ovement. As a part of the class 
'stn1cture, you ,vii} be assigned to keep journals \Vhich discuss pertinent infonnation from, 
eacb class., You vtill also be asked to n1ake; entries in your joun1als during the ,,,eek to 
reflect on ho\v you made use of the infom1ati.on during subsequent ,movement expcriencesf 
\Vhile this journal is required for aU meinbers of the class, it ,viU also be used as data for 
this study. If you participate in U1e research

1 
yourjoumai v.rill be collected at the end of the 

sernester for Xeroxing. ln. additiont the data from the late-term iotcnrie\v ,vill be processed 
for the research. Li\11 identifiable infonnatimi in the journal will be eliminated. The journal 
information \Vilt be coded and co Hated to see if there are themes that emerge about ho\v the 
students are tnaking n1ea11it1g of the'. kinesiologic iriformation being introduced in the, 
course .. 

There are inherent risks to you as u participant in this study, but all efforts \Vill be 
n1ade to minirnize these. This investigation involves the risks of reieas-e of confidential 
infonnation, thus potential loss of privacy. Canficlentiality 1vill be protected to the extent 
chat is alloi-ve.d by the hnv. 

lrutials; _ .. _ ....... .... 
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Rfak 1: Coni1dentiaHty. TheJounuil :responses \Vill be: xeroxed and as.signed a participant 
nm:nber. AU identifying infom1a.tion \viU be reinoved or replaced \\tith a a pseudonyrn� 
Late-tenu interview responses vviU be sun1n1ariz.ed. on a .standard form and \Vill only be: 
identified by nun1ber� 

Risk 2: v·ulnerabHHy of p.art.icipards in journal entries" Stude:nts will be reminded that the 
n.arure of the \vriting exercise is for rhem to articulate dtscove.des they are making about
their dancing a,� it relates. to tbe: inftinnation from the· experiential cotnponent of the course;,
11tere are no right <Jr ,,trong. iutSivers,. .All participants in the study \viU have. the right to
et.iminat.e any resp.ones. from: the joun1ai at �,y time� Prior to handii1g. the journal ,,ntries at
lhe end of tbe semester,. participants wiU re'view· the data and have the right to eliminate anv

.. . - « 

responses t:bey do not ,vis:h to have consid·e-red or dis.cussed�

Risk 3: Grade coercion. AU students in the ,-:ourse wiU con1plete. the journal activity and 
t:he late�tenn interviewi, Any student has the right to re.move the111selves from the study at 
any time \Vithout risk to their grade:. Students in thei course ,viU be; re-contacted at the end 
of the semester to confim1 the:ir interest in participation h, the resear<lh� In addition, any 
students who initially Vlish to participate in the, :researcJ1 -1nay remove themselves at anytime 
by e-mailing: the participating staff member� The researcher is the instructor for the c.ourse, 
but she ,viU not koo,v ,vho is participating in the study w1tU afte.r grades have been posted 
at the end ... : o·: r· ·,L j; f1.).il.il• �·�m .. · �:;r1t;A.ff' ... .. \UC '-'""·· Q� �""'�!ic ..

Risk � D � fl s· d fi . l .· ... · . . . C'.·. . . ... bl ...... ·· .. ·. .. r th � � r ·· .. · . . r. 

L 
·•·.· .. ·.··• i.4; .·1.soom.ort:� .•tu.cuts. may :ee• uncom.,:orta ..... e revca:Jng ; .. e1r lee�1ngs tn tit.e 

Journals and during the intervie,v. Students v�dU ha.vc t:hc opportunity to. elitninate: or erase 
any information fron1 the Journals at any time during the serncs.ter. The i.n.terviewer '\viU 
infom1 them be fore begiru1ing that if they are: uncornfortabte they may stop in. the intervie,v 
at any time an.d that aH info1mation :trom the present interview wUl be deleted. .. 

There is no additional tinle require,d for your participation in the research outside 
of \vhat is re.quired for the course, DNCE 1392. Direct benefits lo the participants \Vtll be 
an enhanced understandingofki.nesiolo01.···.:i_c. infom1ation \\1hi.ch ,vas introduced through class. 

- �" 
lecture and experienced through movem.ent exploration. At the. end of the semester thert) 
,viU be: a debriefing ibout the course: itse1t Studen.l� participating in the: research w1U al:so 
.r.�"""'�;.,,.e·. ':'.t•1· "'t.bit·.tr•:':"j:<' .. �' .n.·. f·. f.hP fi,1:·n.id·. i�.u.s·•. or t:}·,;s �t·u···· rd.' V 1·· .. ·r:t .. ic stuKl\i win COMp· .. �rise k.��et;nt� 
. """'""'· 'II "·' • G .• ,Hk .. u-,di v... �--· ... ,�.,.� .. �.-t:•o···. ...... ii· .u"". �, .... J � it .. � ... l .. Y:J . .. . . ... !> .. - .. ; ··"" . u�. l.k .. .,.., 

infom1ation for 1itnber lnvesdgation on Jt<i,v kno\viedge is: constructed in tbe: oody� 
Information frorn th.e study \viU contribute to the int11nnatkm gain.ed fron1 participa.tion in 
the course. 

If you have: any questions about the research study you should ask the: :researcher;. 
contact inforrnati.on is at d1e t:op of this fon11. If you have questions about. your rights a.s a 
pruticipant in this research or the way this study ha,s been conducted you may contact the 
Office-ofResea.-ch and Grants Administration at 940--898 ... 3377 or e .. rnail irb@twu�edu. 
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l1ie researcher ,v.m try lo prevent �.ny tuoblern that ndglit arise bt�cmise oft.bis 
rcseareh. ,;,Cm should let the re{, 1�\rueher kttO\V at once ifthere is a ptobl1Z.n1 �itd they, win 
help you. 1-fo, .. vever, T\VU does 11ot provide medical services or fi11�nchd assiiltlncc: for 
injuries. that might happen bt�!aUse >rou (\re taking part: in thfa :rese�trth. 

Participation. fa completely 'Voluntary and you may ·,vithd.nt\V ,rt anythne \�lthout 
penaltjr� Jfyou have mly questio. tis, plei:1,5,e contact the investigator at the above numl1·er� 
V' +nu vviH be given a copy of-this dattd �md signed cottsent fonn to keep. 

Signature of Paniclpant 

The abt1ve consent form \\ltlS rotldt d.;,c:ussed,. and signed in m)1 pre;s,:ncc;. In rny opinion,,

the person signing said ctmscnt ft)flU did ·so freely and ,vith fl.1U klio·wltdgti ,,f' it, 
contents� 

,.-.-.-.·.·:,:-· ·.··.·o.:;:,::··,•-:r'·«.:i::;;: , . ' •�¥.��:¥1{<��::t,,,_ ....... -.. l- . -... ,.,.... . .  .....,.._..,,.._._ 

Signature of Particf pating Sui ff rvtember 
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1\1:t, M:arg1ret Wtdttott 
i)e�1rtme1ii {lf l)tft'¾::lt 

Re/ lJifJtut1i-:J::a1:it} ,i-4 n:a.(,1-sii c.Yf Al'o·t.NZttJe11t in ,rite ,5It,p1wJrti.tt.g lAlf i:h 1!1,1 .£t@t'l-lti{tn qf,i Dr:xrce 
i\.l ovcnu1nt 

•=the request tltr Jln extcntion ofyour lRB approval far the, :tD\1V¢ ret�rettc�:d it:udy MS be.en :rcvie�ircd 
by t.he it\VU h1$t:itutional Review Board (IRB) and aJip-ears-10 tt¾tftt (lUf rt;cqtd.re,r1;¢t\ts for 1h� 

. · • ·  . .  

1,rotcctkm <lf individuals� rights. 

lfappUcahte} agency apprfrva3 letters must bestl'bmitted U.t the IIDl ur,1tm rcttt:ipt. PRI(JR tt) Jlny dam 
coUection at: thJ1tt agency .. A {;Opy of all �igned <;:on.sent fhm1s and. an a:rmuailtlnal report must be filed. 
\�'ith the lnihtutfonal Review Board at the completfon o.f the study .. A C"PY of the flp11tt)ved. 
con�e.nt fhrrn Vlit.h. the [RB approval stamp is cndoscd. !'tleatc rn�c n copy ,,t thit stimr.t>d e--0.nscnt. 
torm w·l1.en obtaioi1tg co.ns�nt from your participants. 

This. tJ.;t.tn:$:ion is valid on.c year from Novetnber 6s 20-04. l\ecording to rcguhdions from the 
i>cpartrncnt of Health and lbm:tin Services1! .art.other re:v-te\v by the UUl is required if your project
c:trang�i in: uny \\:ay. If y-ou have �-,y ques.tio•ns�, fetl free ttl caU th� t:f\'1/tJ Ln.stitut.ional Review

f)r._ Da,th! Nicht1ts.�, <::::hair
initiOJtkHi+d �.c:v=:�civ· Htni:ro - lk.nlO!l

ccx Dr, Penn.y Ha.nstcin'i Dcpartment.o.f Perfortning iutt,.. Dance 
Dr; Vt1ung"'Hoo Kwon� Department ofK·inetioltlf!'.Y 
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"'rexas Vloman"i Univcr'.Sit;f 
C.onsent to Partlc:iprde in, R�ar:t.b 

Biomeclu:mlc ilnalJsis of the Supporting .l-tJJ itt tr� itx,,;/tudon <J/ a Speci)ic Dana: 
;,.tt'>Vt tntmt. 

�larguret \Vi!son:f f\-1 .. 'S. . .......... , .•.• ,,,. "· .......... � ...... ; ....... t .. :t• ..... . u .. ,c •• �-� � ., ........ � ..... �898 ... 2065. 
Advisor: Young-Hoo 'K.\\10n,. PltD a-�- .,. ""�-��---11� "" �,�.'"'"'��•in.'""�•� ♦�� f � H� � �- '1� ♦"898•2598 

l212I�r1!1ti(tP. rmd Purpose of the Research 
·n1is pr0Jec1 is an exploration of movement i.n tho standing or supporting leg during the

execution of a. progression of a simple to more c:om1,Jt:i< dart(e .movement,. This te'>carch is 
being conducted as part of the· requirements for KINS 691 l�l 5. ?vfo·tion Ana1ysis 
Techniques in Biome.chanics. You have vohmlecred tron1 a pool of int«ested pnrtkipants 
enrolled in Banet Hl {DNCE 311 l)� at Texas \Von:ttin'-s. University and from the Ft. 
\Vi'lrthiDalhts. Balle:t C.ompany. You wUl be briefed (lfl the intent oftbe study, complete a 
questionnaire and be tested on specific: dance· movement., i.n the Biome-ehanics :Lab m
Pit1nccr Hall� room; :124-on the campus ofrexas- \Voman�s Utli,·en:ity� Fo.r the purposes of 
this study only,. your baUet teacht.1r or artistic; dJrector VitUl t\SsJgn a rmi." order of the: 
pankfpants for your skill level in general and. for ·the speciUc exercise to be ob$t.··t,led m
this study. This i�cs asubjmiYe measurement 000 \\.11U be lb11ited lo a rank ofhigbl)t skilled 
or moderately skilled as determined by Classical ballet �tmdard:s. 

R�«m;hPfpcedw�.�s 
111e skill to be m1al.j7.ed is rond de jam.bf.: a tcrre en del>ors,. CX(J:Uted at t\liO heigh� in 

2 :positions of external rotation and with hands off Md banil; on on external. support.. Rond 
dejan1bc is a circular m.oveme:nt of the foot and leg from. tho front of the btldy to the back .. 
TI1e, study wfU look at ha\a,t you arc balanciu.g/courut�rbalru1t.ing while execeuting toe 
mu\'cment of rond de ja.rnbe, patte.rns of n1uscu.lar activity and gesture Jes accuracy. In 
addition, you -wiU be- nsked to participate in a test designed lo estimate tbe hip joint center.-

This n:nalysls \\ill be based on infonnation obtained front t.hte:e types of equipment. 

l. F<Jrcc pfatc ,,_, this non .. movlng platfom1 iueasures tho ground Naction force through
sensors ;., .. ,. for the dancer it is no di.ffercn1. than standlng -cm tb.e.: Uoot.

2. Ulcctromyography - (EMO) Electromyography is a process fo.r looking ut generation of
electrical activity in a specific muscte .. This is n1casurcd by placing surface eleclrodes on.
yon.r bare skin over large muscles in the hip� thi,gh and fo,Ner leg. These re.cord onset of 
muscle: ucti,Jn and duration of the muscle contrJction_. 

3 � Video motion ana
l

ysis. Reflective mnrk:crs wa U be ptaced on your hip, abdomen, 
�.tc-mum m,d the side of the supp-0rdng kg. "l11cse points will lie 'r(·ad'ls by the cameras for 
crc�nion of a spatial model of the balancing during. rond de jrunb:., 
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4- Hip range of· motion and girtb measuren1ents:, A gonicnn·eter ·will be used to measure
exteru.,'1ffl rotatiori ·of the thigh at the bip joint ln addition measures of leg ;u1d hip,
circurnference \\1U be taken.,

5,. fimctio-nal hip rocasuremcnt Gesture leg ·wilt be immobUil.ed m a fh:un and vckro 
�l�ve witb nv�'ll i����� lb� ·fimcu�n. of dtis t��t is to caltulate _ bipJob1t center�
Participants \\i.H S4� on a. platfo rm ,�ith wt �zdcmal �upp.,rt and move ·the kg in the 
slcc,ilc front., .back and side... 

·· 

6 ... 
1Qnali1ati\re 1\tml}rsiS: . A L�ilJ\ 1:no1tement amtl'.)lst ,,,ill record qualitative cL,ta regarding

effiirt, e.ffidtnc)t and quality of the movt�cnL 

The oventie,v of tho testing and completion of the quesdonnni.re ('2 fonns) will take 
�pproximatdy JO n1inutes.. Ibe :set up of the t�]Utpn1enl a11d practice. of the skill in a. new 
environtnent �'JD the data .ooUect.ion .. \\ill c.ake tlxlrn.ately one bour.. lf yoi1 itte

interested in obs,ening the video and tooki.ng at ·t.1,e dam: in t�b forrnt. tlds \,VUl tnke 
· .· . · .... " · • ·: · > ·:.-J· .· t � ... (), • .. • "" ···. :> T +,,.,.l . · "' · ·.• t,.-t- ·1 L.� ·•··. ,� approxi.mate )l ,,J ... au .. � HIits� i O:t� um,.,.. ·"'" 1�1UI �.

Video da.ta will be con,�rtcd into a *stick fi�'l.W� rc_pre�·ntatioo for purpose.t;. of 
analysis. 11,e. other iofom1at:ion frorn the forct; plate the BMG ,�in be calibmt.ed to 
create a nurnerical 'picture' of the a:cdons ..:>f the 5';11.ndi.ng lei in rond de Jim.be� The 
original ·video inJonnetion will be destroyed ,,fben, this 11�--:e.ss is complete. No orie but lhe 
principle investigator1- and her advisor \\1llhaveoceess:to tbe raw dmlli1,

Potential Risks 

1. J..AJss of Confidentiality: Participants •,,·in be identified as nutnbe,�, a; individuals and a,
part. of grouped data.. Bceat1..� c,fti1e fot3timis fo-r the reHcctivc rnMka for nti1tioni 11rnal!ys.hi
(on the shoulders and at the top of the stcmum)T participant's fate$ v.iU not be exlooed from
the raw ·video data. P.rocessing oflbe video data ;in,1o!vcS c,,nvcrdng t.bc reference f)(:Ri.n.ts 'i.O•

a line diagram, so nt) identification from the digitized. vidoo 'Will be JXissible. No names ,viH
be released i.n the disctt.,sion rrt circulation of the results� Privacy iimf co1uidcntt1Uty '-\iU be·
protected in the analysis and d:i.sc��ion of 1he da� lbc princ:lpat in,vesdJ:.tttlt and her
advisor \VB.I be the only ptTSonnel acce.S$i.ng the data for this study.

2.. Force Platform: rvfini mnl risk is involved \\1th the u.� of the fotc;e pl;1tfomi" \\'hir�h is a 
stable surface ,,·hkh rends osdllu1ions in the center of grnvitj\ f).tutkipani.,s. wm find th:it.i. t() 
be a novel cnvirnnmcnt in which to ,,,ork. For example, partkipanls ·\till feel the cl�mge in 
lloQr surface (from the plntfonn k> tllc deck on which the pfotforrn is niounted). 
Parttcipru1ts \\�iU be prvvided \Vith an c)rienk1:lion to this environment prior to ti::sdng and 
v.ill wear cotton &1-tk� to minimitc frlctkm in the moving fog without interfering \tith 
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balancing ability� The �1over11erit of rond de Jambe ·wiU require that tbe p,irtic.ipanl be able 
to balante on one teg .. PartidpanlS for tht, study· have demonstrntcd their ability to do dlis 
,,ritll placement in Dance .3111 l., Any �'lioss• of balance ·\.viU not rc�u.tt inn fall, but rnerelv a 
k>.\\�rln�.· : .. : of the PJ,esture lfJiti.·,,·'· Rnd a '" to the side�

· ,, 
' ..... .. t';t � ,.,� 

J.. E�1Glfvteasunnents of E:xtcmal Romtion and. Girth Mctti;ur:e.rnent Risk of 
Embarmssmen1: Mimtila] risk is iavol.vffl ,\1th use of Ifie. �myogrnphie leads. These 
sen.,.�rs will be attached 10 the £kin of th:e panicipant \\nth nn adhesive sur.fllcci Subjects 
wiU be aiked. to tr y tbt adhesiv'c strip tltiriIJg, the orientation to: det�'nnine iftbey bave an 
a.lktgic or sens·itive reaction ·to the, adbes.hfe. A simifar adhesive fa u..�d ·to attach the
reflective surface.� for the vidt.� :uttdysis. 1be. adhesh�es used. met.he mmi:,et stmdard, and
no known allergic re.action to. the n1r1tedal hns been .St.;'t:tt.. 

.Students will be asked if they have tl sensith•ify to the adhesive durin,g o,,erliew [�ssion .. 
Oue to the imp0rtan.ce of lo,catlng, speci1ic muscles and bony landmarks, dru)Cers '\f\iU be 
testtu in dance brfefs and a spc.u1s br�. v.ith black tigh� over the top Dtu1cers. \w.ill be 
zKivised of this in the re-crui tn1<.11t session, so it wiU be assumed thnt Ibey '\'\lill l� 
comfortable bci..n,g tested i� this clothing. The perscumcl assisting PXe rm1te and fernale 
biomecbanies faculty and students ln the Oiontecbanics lab .. 

Risks of embarrassment \\.iU be m:inimlz.ed by closing the doors- to the tc,sting facility, 
describing the tesdng, pr(>toc,oi: and mi:nimizing time spent in the tt'$1IDJJ facility, 
Participants -will be scheduled in an ovedappcd ·fashion so, t!ia,t they nu1)f ,1tmch the 
proceedings and orient tht.�irelvcs to the t�'ting environmenL Pnrtidpants 'ttJiU be given 
the opportunity lo end the 1esdng se�)sion at any time if th�;y do 1not. fi..�l comJortab'li� 

4. Video .:�ysis: Risks b1v0Ivcd witb video an.1.lysis are Htnited tu use of 'the: Hght
source for the camcrd for full Bhunimnion of the re11ecti,te markers!! Danctr1 �'.� ,,�di
occu.5tomed to working. in such c<mditkms as they frequently perft1m1 on a s��ge v.ith
the»Jtricru lighting�, Subj cc.ts ·wm l� tisked if the)j are disoriented ,1r·hh the presence •Of 1he
tights prior to data acqufohion. ]11ls test: requires adhesion of rcffec,tive. markers to key 
bony landmark� adhesive \\'Otdd. be the sa.rnc as- is used for the cmg surface scnso:rs,. 

ConfidentiaUV;� 
As a participant, you "ifl be i-kntificd in the testing a...d �merit modality by num ber 

lor data collection.. AU datJ. wit I be rtduccd to m.1111'Cricat, grJPh or n1od:cl fbm1at for 
reporting. Results of this study ·,;,,ill be presented nt region.al and nation�11 ,eonferenc·t-s and 
wi II be subm.itted as a mimuscript for publkation,. Co,ifident.ialtty \t,•lll- btt pr<,tttt.:(t?t.:l to the 
(!Xlent that ls allawc·d by law. 

171e researchers will tty u, pr,?wmt (lllJ' proM,1m tluil could oc-cur b,�ctnLStI t!(tl:is r�,$r:•an:.:h, 
You should let the res,:'archers .k,u,w at once if there is a problem rmd ,th,:v will help .ro11.
1/tnrevfr,,_ 1lVU does nol ptovhlc m,,dtc,J/ �rnrvices or Jhiandal a.rsisrmrcc for i1!lr.tries lhat 
might happt.":n be{.:auseyou art' laking part inf /u'j_• research 
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V (lhmtzu11 Pum·eipadc)n und \t\ilhdr�,,,ai_ 
Porr.i;ciplttlon i:n this :m.idy i��i volun:t;ry# Re&�al to partidpate wiU in1tolve no penalty 

ot loss <)t benefits to \tirhicb you rote oth�ise entitled.. You may discontinue participation 
nt rmy time Vfithout penalty or loss-of benefit�.. To 1�:tt mi-nm:e yo:i;u pankipatkm you shouh1
contact M'.argaret: Wilson at the .midress or :phone Usted helm,�. - -

l����fl�tS.llJ�11rt�.iJ2n!iPn ___ in th.e$1v:Q¥
This study ,viii serve as a piJ.ot study, establishing a baseline: tbr i�'1" research in this 
area� Henetlts to the participants \'till be increa�oo awareoes..� of me standir1g; or sup-pon:ing 
legN A sum.mary of the data (group data) l\ill be :rtlade av�ailabfo to nlJ partkipan�. Ihis 
wiU consist: of a one sheet synopsis oftbe findings oft.be m,it�1igauon,. [ndb�iduals,,isM.ng 
to see thelr indi-vidual results -will be instructed to see the priocipai investigator and will see; 
the converted data suinmary; i.e� kinematic model of the body {stick: figure)� graph, of 
m11se.le activity and changes in the center of mass. 

Q�dt,�-�. R�gar��-�e th.e $�:�gy: 
icu u•ill be gn'en a copy of thi;Y li(rJned and dated c.011rent form 1& ,ttc/J. ,(f 310.u l'u,,,e a11Jl 
,1utrstfons, ab<)Ul the rt.:searcli study you sJmuld a.tk 11,e re.scarcl,ers�i' their p.larme numl,c:r;s;
are at the top qfth-is farm.. lJ)tJu have questions tibout Jvur rigi1fs as a par,tltipanl in tlie 
res.eardt or the. way this stut.!Jt hal' been r.:onducletl, you ma)l ccmtact the :1e.x.<tf ifotni.m ·s
Universily QlJ'ice. ofR·esearch artd Granls at. 9-l0-898-3375 or vici e�11Kiil al .IRB(i�tlw1ttdt1. 

Partfoi pant""s signature: 

The above cr,n.rcnlform iras rt1,·gd discuss-ed,:mdlt�11u}d iu m;;,tpretru.mce.. J,1 m;· opinio�. the 
persc.ln signing .said C<)rJSert({onn ditl so .freely ttrui wiUjull btowle,lgtt cf Its C(Htlet:IS.

�:.::��·:'i..."'�"'-•'·1=!-'.l:•::i:������:��$1$:)//{/.�+�.-:�-;:'ft.·'>x,���':'..._,.��-z.i::,::.r�-1<�.z:i.�:,.)$$;�;:;f,:i.;:�:::c:t«�:�"'�''�: :,:::�:���JY.i�:.,_a __ ,,... _____ ·,·--����---,_- ___ ....._.....,,__,_ 

�fargarct \Vilso� Rcscn.tch dircctc�r 

940.-.898--2065 
m·v,ilscH11 ta)mnil"t\vu.e.du 

-;;....__,,..,,,.. 
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M .. s� ]1i,•fargarel \VUson 
Perforrnin° Ans - Dnnt>e .t,. 

Rt.1lections on Kn,owlng In 1/tc. BfJt(V � Su.rmncirtzing G'raduate: level S1tut,�nt l?rlsponses in 
Specittl iopics Cotir:-:er Bxpttrt,�ntial A mitr;mJ.t 

The fe({UCSt for an extension; or y(mt· lRlJ 4i,pprovtd for the above reter�nted study ha� been f�\'fo\vcd 
by tbe T\\1J l�£lituti{1n�i Rt\1¢\V !>.<::�rd (IRH) atida:pp,e.ar� to meie,t ou.r rct1uireme.nts for the 
pt(JtecUon of 1ndi,rid1.tais' dght; .. 

lfapplicahie. agenty approval kut:r�, :rn��!il be saibmiued to the: IRn u:p-0t1 rccdpt PRIOR to1 �n;t data 
... , ,, --�-t···. . . ·t tt':..,. 1 .... ·,, .. ,· ,\: .. ,.,.,, , .. , .•.. t',· li .. ;,, . ··.,J . , .w, .. ·-. . + :"' .. ..,,.,.. ··"" . . .ii· ......... �.··•,• .,,,.tf� ..... ,,f,1 ·7<;• ,,...,.., ·. "'" ·ti t... .. -f'J _..J,\,Ot,C\..-tlOu -3. 1.uJ. ageni..y .. i ·. l'.•i)p,Y th Ru *'r�'1'l(u Ct.1i1,;$Cfh 1CkuJ:!1< 21'},u ail '11dl!J�Jfth.1.a rtpi,,;,n £n,ti!.:S� k� .thtu

,1dth the lnstituticina1 Re,icw BttJ.rd at 1hie (;p-m;,-JeH.nn t)f th.e: study .. ,A t·(}py of tbe �PtltQ'',ted conse-111 
fottn '.Vith ibe lRB tipproval :st�.mp is i:t,c,ttJ,t1.edL Pk;;'.iS�, USt'. s- copy of ibis :st.�ftJ�'}tx:i con1M!�1l forni \\hen 
{}btaining c,c-nscnt from your p1rdt: 1ipants .. 

This extension is valid one yeltr fr<m1 Jlt,;:ttmber &� 2004-. Acccrdir;g to regubti,)ris from th� 
Department <,f Health and H1m1..Jn Services •. an<Jther re vfe,.v by 'lhe lRB is required if ,our proJecr 
c:h:mgcs in any ... vay. If you hove tmy quci�tfons t feet free to can the TWU lnnituticmCJt Revrc.-'N nmmi. 
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TITI�E: Reflections on. Kn.Cf\lting in the. Body. ""' sutnmarizing graduate 1:evd student: 
respons..� in a s-pecial topic:s ct)U.tse: l:ixperientfa.l A.natomJ· 

·1�"\*"ESTI'.:O-ATOR: �1argaret Wibion 
RlsSBA.RCH ADV1SOR: Penelope HesteinJ Ph�D. 

You are being. askool to p.articipa;te in a �b study for �.fargaret \VUs.on at 
Texas \\toman"s University;, The f'WPO•$C of ·this :pbeoomeooi<>gical i:nquky is to obS!Cti,rc�
am!)� and �be me p�lL� tmd-· �- use: to •make meaning of kine�io�:ogic.

:;.;;i��==j�� =�s
0

��
exploring the concepts through rooverncm. expkimtion'? nie a11rd)'"si.s .and: intcrpn:tatimi of
this pilot study wUl. lay the f.bundation for further research :m,d: d,:v�opmalt or an
understanding about how kinesthetic knowledge or knO\tti·ng is oonstructcd r-· ,oonmxtually
and � n1� u :. expene .. nl.. y., 

Spccifre questions: J. ·wiU be �king in .my research: 
I.. Ho\ll is-scientific mfortttation s:uch as kinesiolog). .. utilized by dance .st·udents'? 
2� \\�. i.s; somatic knowledge? \¥boo is 'knowing through tbe body� iwccs:siblc to the:

mind? 
• · .. 

:3� Ho,¥ is kinesthetic knowi.o.g ,lr mo�,le.dge: transferred? 
4� Does experien.tial: \\'Olk \\ith the body focused: on kines:iologie. principle$ te$Ult in sense 

making for· d1nc.en,? 
s:. \\'h.at i.s the role, of inu1ge; sehmm or-metaphor in understsnding what the scientific: 

information *fe.e.ls Ukel in ·the body? ·\\Mt is ·the. mle: of la;n1:uu,ge • ,1trritmg_ in 
communicating this in.fon.:na.t.ionf? 

6. How is. kinestbetic knMvledge created? How· is it used? Do., and. when. do" student'S
want to understand and. be flhle to ll� tbis information?

This investigation wiU be c:onducted on dance st.ud:mts a1 Texas wroman.·s 
University during the Spring 2004 semester enrolled. in DNCE. 521 l �tn i The course ",u

be team taught: by tbe. pritldpal investigator, Margaret \Vilson and Sarah 0-ambl� 
.Assistant Professor of Dance� As a part: of the class structure, you wiH be assigned to keep 
journ<als ·wmcb. dlsc:'USS ��incnt iniummtion fro_tu each lesson� You will also be asked ·to 
make entries it1: j�ur Jo.umaJs during die ,,ttk. to rctlect on how you made use of the 
m.fonnatioo. during subseqnt.,�l mov�t experience�- \VhUe this jou.ntal ls required for 
.au members of too c:rass.� · it. "iU ruSQ be �� as• data for dds study. U�b class will be
videotaped; this win b-c: m1 oot>btnt,ive set up ·wruc,h V\1U. atlow ·me· i.rt'\iCsdgtttor a means for
reviev.ing the ctass resp(\�.. J>lrtkipaw.s in. the researd

l_
WiU be, �ed m condu..'1 a 

minitnwn of ooe\ but no more than two. intenriev.� \\ffl.dl \•liH be• audio ta�'tl« Participant 
interviews will take frun1 30 .. 60 minutes�. during \\rncb you wiU ob�er,tc video of a 
segment: of class ,vhich focuses on :, particular- n1ovement exp.loration. .. 
lnitfals: ----..-
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TI1e intervie:'W \\ill ask you t.o reflect on ,vb.at you were experlendng in movement at the 
time, and. how you perceive that information now, reflecting back on it. The infonnation 
&om the journals� ··videotape: and audio taped intervi.e\\� \1;,iU he coded and collated to see- if 
there are themes that emerge about ho·w· the: students are making meaning of the
ki 

·•· l ... ., -".. ..• L.:,,..." ,. . . .-..:i .-..-1 � .-:1,.,,,._ .nes1oiog 1c 1ntormanon ,ti-;:Ul.g 1ntr,ivut.µ,i 1.n u� c.ourse .. 

Tiicre arc inherent r isks to you as a participant in this st.udy1 but all efforts will be made to 
minimize these. This. investigation involv·es. the risks of release of confidential. 
in.formatio,n, thus pot:ential loss of priv.acys L,0:nflde,iilality· •will .be-protected to the extent 
that is allowed by the JaHJ� 

Risk l : Confiden.tialit:y. ·11te journal responses \\iU be: xeroxed and assigned a participant 
number� i\J.l identifying information wilt be removed. or replaced \\1th a a pseudonym� 
A . ...I" _:i• �II I-. ·11·-� .... ..J. • � 

. 
�1-- . ,t 

. 

t,.,_ A d� ,..l ..,..· � 1 1· be r1.uu:io reco1Y:mgs wt. 1.,c co. �w 10. re .. :en.mce to, '4-� stu.vent. uum.�r� . · u io Y-ata "1iu .;
set to- identify student only by number, and will be transcribed. If a. student indentifies 
thenl&dfin any �-ay,, this will be. omitted from the· transcription� Student.� "iU be informed 
that they are being videotaped, and that ·this 'lideo will be viewed by other participants in 
the study. A spe.cific focal range for the video vie-w v.ill be defined. and an area which lies 
outside of this. will be provided for those not v.ishlng to participate in the research� 
Particl��r.ts v.iU be made: aware that their bodies mav be in the viev.r ofthe: camera for other �� � 

student"s observation., \\'hen it is not: possible to remove non..-particpanf s image from the 
video, that segment of the video \\ill not be viewed by anyone other trum the investigators� 
Only the researcher and ber faculty advisor will. ha\reae.cess to the audio and video tapes. 

Risk 2� Vulnerability of pattidpants in journal entries. Students \1,,ll be re-IDinded that the 
nature of the 'Writing exercise is for them, to artkula.te d.iscoveries they are making aboul 
their danci:ng as it relates to the information. from the experienlial anatomy* There are no 
right or -,.vrong answers.,, Al1 participants in th� study v,ill have the right to eliminate an.y 
respones from. the journal at any time.. At the end of the course,. aU participants will review 
the data and have the right to eliminate any responses thL··y do not v.ish to have considered 
or discussed.. This- applies to the raw and. coni;'erted data ooUecte�:t 

Risk 3: Grade coercion.. All studen.ts in the course \\ill complete the journal activity� All 
students have the right to remove them$elves from the study at any time widmut risk to 
tbefr grade.. Smdents ,vho do not ,vant to participate in the study and do not \.Vant to be 
enrolled i:n the dass "''here this study is being conducted ·will be given tbe o,pti.on to take 
another body-work course at the same t.ime offered by another instructor .. 

Also� as the resea rch \1,ill be conduc:ted \\rithin the confines of a uni.versity course, 
understanding that your participation is voluntary and �ill in no \Vay affect your &'Tade in 
the course: is neoes.sary� "Ille principal investigator wiU not be involved in _grtlding; Sarah 
0-arnblin ,viU assign all grades for the course .. 

l.nitials:

Pagel of 3 
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Risk 4: Di�m:fatt. Stud ... �ts may fee.I uncomfortable rev·ealing their feelin&1 duri.ng the 
inter\i�*s. '.lnten-iev.u will irrfottn 'tbem cc.fore be;gim1inB t i! ·.·.·•.. m,e uncomfortable 
tbey 1nay stop in 1be· interview at. my time .Md. that all infonmfion from 'I.be present 
in.ten1,e:w \Yill be erased .. 

lf �tau ha\� fllY que..(tions about the �ch: study you sh.ould ask the researche.4 
cont.ad informati.an is .m� the top of this form. If;·ou ha1te; :ques:dotl$ aa.11out_your rights as a
participati� ... in.lhis re�rc� ·� tb�·�"�Y this_ ��.b!S,t� ... �nducted. y�tt:.�31 contact the·
Ofli"ce ofReseafcli and. Gnin1s Administration at 94CJ..;89&.3377 or ef;omail ·:· -- . ru..��, 

The rcseard�t will try to r�v•ent any problem'. that m�gbt
. 
arise• because of this 

resean:h. :{ ou should ie.t the ·research.er know at once if tnt:tt: is ap�blem .and they will 
help you.. lfo\;,�\·er, T\V(J does. nofprov1demedieal str\ices or financial� Msis-.anre for 
injmies t.lm.t might happen because you are taking part in this research.. 

Participation i1 completely voltmtmy .• �\ you. may mthdmw at anyt:ime without 
peoalty.. I.f you have �m;" questions,. 1,lease ;conmci: the investi.gator at. 'I.be, above: number� 
You wil.l be gi,rena co11y of tlds dated and sign.ed ,consent form to k�y 

The tk�ve consent fomi \\"aS read,, discussed,. and signed in, my presence In my opinion,, 
the person :-;igoing said consent form did so freely rmd "t,ith full la101Nledg:e ,of its 
contc,n.t5., 

��;. ·� -���----·- �.---..,..,,,,._,,- ___ __,_...,_ 

Sib�atnre of Investigator 
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�1s. Mnrf;aret \Vi hmn 
P,edt)rrrting Arts; - Dance 

lrts.t:iiut:i'trnal R'Ervli�w loa:rd 

�:��r;��;;; 
�1.,t(>·�l�·lJz[t; ftJ;�1 i;,0,,9,,�irFJJ. i �t 

t:··011:;il: 1ma,.1t�ru.tt�1J 

'The s.oo\.'?C rciercmced study has been re.viewed by the: T\\lU lnstituttona1. Re"view floatd (IR.Bl rmd 
eppeZtrs to meet our requirements. for 1hc ptiI)tt.cli-011 of lndividtudst rights. 

lfar,pHcable1! agt·ncy approval letters rou.s:t b�; tmbmiued to the IRB uptm rec.e1pt PRIOR to any dutn 
,:,;)]e.etit}n at that i¼g�ucy� A C'.Op)r C)f the i.pprtwttd c,,1ac:sent fo,rm \\ilh the IRB apJ)l"OVOl sttunr> and ll 
c��py of the anm.raVfinal repc.�n are eucfo�cd., Plr;1;� use tlw c:onsen1 fonn wi(h the n'K>;�t recent it.pproval 
date s.tamp wr1e'.n obiaining c-0nscnt lmm your p:4ttfoit>:;uus .. Tbe si�A1ed consent fornxs, �nd flnnl report 

t. .... , ..... x.1 
' h · ., 

r 
' · · ' · 1 )t\ · · ./ lfi · · · i • · · .. l · .. ,� .. ·t.. ,{ rnust l,e H .',;\J. \Vlt . u1e. nst1tuuona.1 :t"cv1ew a)(lfin;:dit uie c\'.Jrnt11et1on 01 tuc stuu.y.

This approval is valid one year fi'()m Jami.iry t S� 2(�05� A�ccording to re-g11fatii1ns noui th<! [)�p:trtmcnt 
c1f Health .i!r1d Human Services. tmo1ber rc,1e\v by t.�e lRB is required ff J'o1Jt :Pt�je,t ct1:;;1gei in any 
\�·ay. and the LJIB must be notif1ed hnnledi;Hely re:g;o;rding any advcrs•c ev,eni� .. Ujl'.iU h3\1e tUl!f 
qu::stions, feel free to call the T\VtJ Jnst huticmal Revfow· Board_ 

o

c

:n_

� 

Dr. David Nichols� Chnlr 
Institutional ReYte\V lfotird ., [kmtnn 
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You arc being askt--d to participate in a rese..:'U't;h study filr �1:arga:ret: \Vllson a1
Texas \Vornan's Unjversity,. TI1e putp()Se <,f this inquiry ii to observe� Maly·1:c end
describe the processes that dancers use to 1m1ke meaning of kinesio1ogic infonnatit,n
through s()matic exploration in an intcm1edinte �evel ballet tedinique etas,. \\1orldn,g
,1iitl,in the baUet curriculum� information abotlt the tumtomknl structure of the b<>dy \\'ill be
intrt:'Kluced into the class�, In addition, ,specific n10-..rement explorations. designed to enbx1nco
imd support ballet vo,�abulary through an inerca.�d understanding of the body wiU be 
incorporated... These: a� \\1ll he a �,rt <:►ft.he ,c,ou�; j'Qut participation, in tlle n:,�etkreh
VitdU be lo grant nie pennission 10 use the wdttt.� eilaJuati,re and interview data, fnirn the
,�lass a.°' a part of my resea,.�h. Spc,ci · Uy [ ntn lotllrdng at how kno\\"ledge aboul 'the body
contributes to tbe de"�lo.�nl of �kill iQ lr�let tecbniq� .mid simui�ously h<.1\v it
informs the dancer as a \Va y of knav.ring in tbe. body�

·· · 

Speci lie questions 1 ,vill be asking in .my n�•rth; 
I. 1-Jow is sdentific infon1mtkm such ns ldncsioi[ogy utilized in a ballet technique ct�1s?
2. \Vlmt is somatic kt1owlcdg,1,, What is iktiowiug m the body" and bt>\V is thLis

inl.bnna tion us.cd b. v ·th,• d. "i·nr.c'-r?� . .  � �,� - � 

3.. Does experiential '.\\"O rk wHh the body foctt�ed on ki�,iologfo p.rlndpies resuh in �n,� 
making for dancers'? 

'This inve.sdgat.ion "'ill b� ct)ndueted on $.<)ph.omore and ji.mio.r ieveJ dance. st.uden1s al
Te·x.as \\l'oman".s Uni1tersity du.ring the spring 2005 semester that arc entolle.d in DNCE 
2121, hne·nnediate Ballet lt. As u, pa.rt <lf the class structttre1 you \Vill be a�':tsigncd to kc-:¢p 
jolUl'lals v.rhich discuss l:x?rtint�t infomurtion from each cJass.. You wi 11 also be askt�l lo
make entries in your ,iounm!s during, the \\�eek lo reflect on how you made use of the 
infonnation do.ring suhscqUt!nl :rnovemetn e�pe.riene:es� \\lhil:se this jou·mtd is rtxt,uited for 
aU mem hers of the class, il will rds.-0., be u.�d .as d,e;ta for this study. tf y<JU pmtic.f pt'd¢ in the 
research, yourjoumal ,,1JI be t:(1Ue<ttcd at t.he �.nd of dlf: scmes;ter f�t �eroxing •. In (td.dilic.rn,
the. data from the mid• tc:nn intc!tview wiU be proc!.� for the reselJ'th,. AU identifiable 
information in the journal v.-m t¥�.· clirninate-d,. The journal information \\'lll b<:· coot-cl lind 
c.oUated to 5(.,� if there arc theme� that emerge about hn\\" studienL, are rmtking rnenning (lf
tho kincsiologic infornwticm hcing intrndut;cd in the course�

There arc inherent risks IQ you ns a participant in this stud)\ but :dl c.ffo rt.s- w;iU be 
made to n1ini1n12e d1ese� rrhlfi irwcsti�:aticm involves t.he risks t,f:rdc:11!.;c of confidentfol 
information,, thw, potcntiul fo�s ofprivnc,y� C01rfidentiality lidrl be prou�cft1,ilo th(J t.tft'\rrt

that is allow,:d by the hnL-\ 
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Risk J: Confidtntiality. "'Inc jourmd respon,,,t� ,vUl be xen1xed and ussigned a participant 
niu11bd"* . �U i�e�:tifying i:°::fonmttion \ be removed or replaced with a a pseudon;jm. 
lvlid--term inter.view res.pan$t':S \\ill'. be s:t1mmtiri2ed on a standard form and wiH only be 
.,d· r,n.+:er1d·:·· .. b·· .. \l' ri1lfrnL ..... ,;; l r... .· �ill"'; ··• ... i u:,-uuf!.. .. M;'-1 • 

Risk 2: Vulnerability of partkipanis.. injoimla1. entdes .. Stnderus. will be renunded that the 
nature of the wntilng cxerei., is fo:r them to articulate disco,teries they are: making about 
their danc:in,g a, it r�,i:nc1 iri die intoma.tfon tram (lle •�xperlentfal comporient of the: cour,se� 
'l]1ere are 110 dgh.t t)r \\T · tU'tJ\\�?S� AH Pi1rdcipants ttl lbe study wiU have the'. right lo
cfimln1b, nny n:spo.rlcs ironi th.c journal ffl any time�. '\\1len hand111:g the journal entries in at
the end of the }3eme.sc·er� ··p1rticil')!\nl.l ·\,ill reYie\v the d1ta .. and bave the ricllt to, eliminate an"·" '. ,f'""'"' - � 

respo11.,<;es they do not \,\ish to iuwe oonsidered or disc-msed .. 

Risk 3: Orddc c��rdc,n.. All :student.,. in tbe. cour-� '\\iU ccn1:Dl.ete the J�oureal .. acthri� ... v and� . . -1_:;J 

the mid-term iotervie,1r� Any student bas. the right to remo\!"e thcmseh�es from. the study at 
an)' time without risk to tbe:b· gradet Studtnts w1ho do not Vtmtt to participate in the stooy 
sh()uld. contact the staff member wllo t1dmiuisters tbis coa.s:ent f-0m1 .. Tbe researcher is the 
instructor flu' the course, but. sbe \\ill not know ,•illo is participating. in the study until afler 
grades have been ix,�aed at the end of the fall s.c�r.. At the: end of we sen1eStet, th,e 
designated staff mem.ber ,,dll :revisit the cla�s to facilitate an)' students wishir,g to ,vilhdra�,i
fmm the study. 

Risk 4: Oiscconfort. Students may feel uncomfortable revealing lh,cir feelings in. the 
journals. and during tbe interview� Studenl� will have the opportunity to eiimi.nale or er4Se. 
cusy fnforrnatfon frt,m the joumal.s at any time during the se:mester. Interviewer wUI inform 
thcrn bef<,re beginning that if they are uncomfortable they may stop in the inten1et¥ ul any 
time tu1d thrit all information from the present. interview will be disregarded� 

The.re is no additional time inYolved for partic:ipadon in the tc:search t1utsi:de ()f 
what is required for the course. ONCE 2121.. (!vffd-tenn interview is required for the 
c.<Jurst�) At t.he end of the S;...�est.er t.here ,vill: be a. debndlng about the c.ourse itself� 
Students participating it1 the research will also receh·e an abstract <>f the findings <>f this 
sn.1dy* 'Tltis study vriU comprise ba.�Une inforruation for further investigation. on how 
km,'l'�,'lcd,ge is constructed in the oody� 

ff you have any questions about the research study you slmu!d ask the researcher� 
contacl information is at rhe to_p of thi� fonn. lfyou ltave questions. about your tights as a 
pm.i.c:ipant io this research or tbe "-ay this study has been conducted you may c,>ntuct the 
Office of Rese.arch and Gr.ants Administration at 940-898-3377 or c"':maU irb{@twu.edu" 

11le researcher ,,,ill try to prevent any problem that mig:ht arise because of this rcseurch� 
'{ou shou!d Jct the researcher knovf at once if there is a problem and. they \\'m help Y<•n., 
llowr;ver� T\VU does not provide m·edkal services or finn:ncfal nssistnnce tbr injuri{;s dint 
might happen because 1·ou me taking part in this researcbH 
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Participation is compfotely Yohmtary and you may \vitbdraw· at anytime ,vithout 
penalty.. If you have any questions, please contact the investigator at the above number. 
You wiU be given a copy of this, dated and signed consent fonn to keep� 

Signature of Participant Date 

If you would like to receive a summary oftne results ofthis study, please pro\1 ide an 
address to which this summary should be sent (permanent address re:on1mended) .. 

e-nutil:
------------
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• EIAS YIOMAWS UtUVH.Sl:TY
Im 1 1 .. 311a!llllll=ruoo]HI .· � l n••m••

m!.N1TON' IA:l,tii ttOUSlOI· 

Departrncnt of Dance 

iRSf:r,Ufione1:I; R�vr-ew Boord 
,.;;....CP:1;,.,.» •o•· .. �•· °-'•;;,.-:> ·• t--t.,.,,,.:J.:< .. · •·•.•·. ·l < .. · · .. · ·.· ., ••· ··.,ti .... 1 -ry!. .. · . ""· ·.• ·· �n�- ii rx ... � ... "��i Ortq .,�po�,&o., �-11;1 t tO!ttrpms;,
P.:O,. fkx)); .,25t619� �111�rf. nr :7620A·;$6, 19' 
'1f41il•S91;<•3 .. J1·e fa,� '9�t01•891•:3i1,r 6 
e,-·rrod;· l�t.!G,#f.\.1,tdtr 

The above refere11ccd study ht 1s been revfe,,icd b!l the T\\llJ Instituti•lM.'� llcvic\W 1l()1ud ( [RB} :md 
appears to meet out reqUiI'etn<.ml:l for the protcttfon of individuabl right$._ 

If applicable, agencj' a:pptO-Vtl.t 1<:ttcri n1ust �· submitted tu the. lRB up0.1t re�eip(, PR.ICHl. to any data 
coUectiort aa th�l ag�ncy.. A copy ot" the approved consent form \r..iith the!'. flll3 op;t1rovr1.l stamp i1nd a 
copy oflhc ZiI1JliuaUfirJ::1i ret>Ort itre enclo:�cd� Please use the cor iseut tbrrn with the most. recent approval 
date stan1p ,i,;•ben cibt:aining i�tlnscnt: from your participants� The sitrncd corn.cut f orn�s and final report 
musl ix· filed �J.ith. the. !niHb.J.iticn:d Rc'fie·w Boord at the completion oftbe stud:,\ 

·rhis approval is vaHd (:tut �te4H' froai April ! l Ji 2005.. Ac.:cotdirtg to rc;,;tdiati<in� f.rnm the Depa.rtment of
Heahh ;and Hun1a;11 Seirvice�;" iu1otber rt,ie�Viir by t.� IRB is requited it: }"O�lr prt)jtct c'fu1ngt"s in: anJ,r \Va)\.
·;:;,;•11A; .t...u r. 1Jj�> !f¥i''U. ·:i.L* i ....... •Jo"j/'\ft'.t1,1�.,,1 iFf'l'ry'\:i'i'Ilff>'f.1�!�.]·. f'ic··�4?.·._.•':"�i4it"ilt'/i.• !Uf'Hli ·P �t,-fv/<�;l"'�.11' -"'V�f's;. l'f �.'\fl;}J L11,i·j�, 1';l-H• llft?•.:.+ ;;,"'I,��: 
.:LI. U u·.1� . .1:-.._ ..:l iii:� ,4.=;�-- �-�: J.;�_V,:�.f�.•�·f:�·U, .. :t-ii.y:��:�.y.�,w--�·�!J • .;tJ:��·•+-,O- �� .. w·· �•:�J¥t· �-t··"-i:·V � -�?i�l::�,-* -� �)-�1-� ft�.·•·� �•i-,J �-..-.��:•�-·� .. r..,.��·:t 

feel free t,) call the T\VU fostitutfoti�] Re.viC'\,t Bo;trd ..
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(�)40) 898 .. 2095 
(940) 898-2037

Yuu are- being tt.1-ked to participate in a rescruch �;tud)1 R,r !vfati)lftl \\/Uson at �rexas 
\\lonmn's. l.1niiversity. The purpo3e of d1e re,search i:s to delcnnhie perspectives on the 
pbcnomen,.�n of :kno,,fing in: the body ... Spe.citica.Uy I ""'i��h i() tle·ten11Jne ,vbal the pnxess of 
cc1nstmding kno, ... ·Bedge in the body fro•m ma:tc.,-iid of ii sc.lcntHfo ntJture 1:si and bo1.v 
profes$it)nals imd fom1er studen.ts in the t1e.id.otdnnce ,rie\,t this cx:pen·ente; .. 

I!·� -Ctn drincers ,1cquire1 knowledg;e: :rtbtlut die; o�j:e-e:dvc1 prt)pcrtfos of dl'e body, through 
C(\txstant rcllecri:on and suhjecthre cxpcriitnce? 

2 .. Ho'At is :scientific infom1anon such: as ku1e�iolc,g,· utilized by dancer:,? 
3�, Are S<,matlc and scientifc approaches ofknowin;g about. t.he rnu.tually e:xdus.i:ve: or 

rm: they t\\10 important and intcrdipcJ1dent parts of the ,,·hole of the experience of 
knO\\ing, in the oody? 

4,t \Vfou does it rnean to know sornething in tia� bmly? 
S, \Vhat do you kno\v in_ your b<.1cly? 
6. Ho\"' do you a.<isess that students or dancers have bodHy krmwledgett 
7� I)oes, ex peri end al 'Nork ·,vith the body focused on k1nesiQl<;gic: principles result in sense 

making fo.r dancers? 
a .. ·wt.mt is the role of hnage, schetna or metaphor- in understand.ins what the sci,endfic 

infc)nnation � feds Ii.le' in the bodfl \Vhat is th� role of lunguage and ,,Ti ting in 
c<,m.tnunJcating this i:nfom1aliont? 

�l, H t)\v is khiesthetfo kno\vted�c.� crealctfl· lklw is it used1? l)c.l, ra'td when do� dancers want - . 

, 
. 

tti unde.natand and be able to u...� this intbntnati<ltl'? lto,w is kine:stbetic. knmving or 
kmJ,vlcd.ge. transferred? 

·1:111s investigation is being c.onducied on da.ne:� :s.tud�t1$ al. Te1J1S \Vornan·s University
who have particir,ated in R'\pt"Tiendal Amn:om)t (DNCI! 52l 1�,0I)., l'ntn"Xiu�don t<Ji l)rult(e 
as an ltrt :Fonn (l)NCE 1392).,. lntcrmedia.tc Ua]l£l li (DNCB 21·21) and in biorut.--chanical

h 
... ... . . .· · .. 't)" ..... . .... ·1· ..... '?· .• . .. · . .. I· . "' .· ., .. ,.... d"R· ..,.,,l D· · . .  J' . . .

. 
,,. r�;;:e:arc on a spcc1hc dance rnovement (-.,1t1n:1i::c litl1JC arm�y:s1.s o1 . ir..ln .· . \onu e arnne en 

i◄air}. In addition. facultv members in dtu1ce in :a1.�,den1ic in:;titutions around the •counttv . - - . 

\Viti p�1r1Jeipale. "'rhe interview wiU ask 1·ou to reflt;Cl on. ht)\V :t$ n dancer meaning, is n1ade 
of kinesiologic infom1ation� and ho,;v you tXJrJ'.lC to i.'k11ow�·, this inlhm1ation iu you your 
body .. 
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''.tl1e (Jdttim•l tntervie,\1 v,tiU t:ike no m,c)re titan 9(), m.inutes and 1t\1U cith£r ·be t�idttti tttJ:lf�t! or 
audio .. ;taped. if'tbo i.nte.rview tak .. es ptacc-over the phone. f\ddi.titlnai b1ter1tie,,rs \Vill htkt!; rm 
1no-ve thtin ('\'✓tJ f:1ours (t,,Jtnl),, but '"'iU ta.\e pince using alternative forrrmt1; ofc-rnr1H ()r tttH.tiO-•· 
t_ht� ' ,,·1,h,,-c h"ti'ffft-1!4 ews)· I>:it--+:ej�-· .�:rtt� 'lif\;"\t1.1 ""�""-{•;\,'.f• f\t"'O)n,�i"'n····�p··

·· ... t\c l • .o;. �+, ·r··,·""",;tt .. �.tN'i-<:I ·�·\�· ,'1,-"'"'.r"""1 i�•1l"" __ •• --····I:·--·· , J,:.-.: .. ::-1\:l.t..., ... · ...... -,, .,. 1 -� J ... · - �:-:·•· -� : . �--..fJ..l.-1._ - · -,.tU .. ll� ,, -... :i:.J. L:\..;,�---�, ··.- v ·U.�:i.,.,:� . : .. [ �� --·Lu L� . �= -� l�r :i.:�-��-�: -1,'-:-�_-f.l: �,�,��:-,--1., i:i�� � 
- � ·, . 

�1ml fhUllW up qticstk,ns: wrn utke place in rui e-m;ail format 

There ate i.nhc.:rcnt risk! 10 you. as a :participant in this study, but au cfftirts. win 'be .. made to 
minJJ11ite thesL�� ·n1i.s investigation in,·olves the risk of rclc:a.$c of co11.t1dentitd 
inforrnatkm, thus potential loss <,f privacy+ Confldcnf.iality 1rvill b.1- prottct.ttd U> lltct extent 
JhtJt ls aU,,w,ui bv 1hc hnv . .. . ,., . .. ,. ,,, ' ' "  .. ·,· . . ' 

Ri:dt I; : [llSS of c(1nt1dentiaUty in transcript data and potc;nti,tl hi:-;s of confidentiality

t.hrough nU c-rnaU transactions� Transcript data will be typed and aU idet1Cif)1lng 
i:nfbmuition \\\iU be re100ved or rep

f
aced v.4th a pseud\Jnyrn or rmn1ber., Pttrt.ici pants \\'Hl

be asked to rc:vi�e,\r the fimd tmnsciptions for accuracy.. Only the re:.se11rchc.r and her n,c�Jity 
ud,•b()r ,vill ht1ve ac-�ess tt"> tbe a.udio and. video tapes� Partici:pa1Us will have the ,,ptio11 to 
ha\�e d1ck iidi!tlt.ity re·vfflled in the final rep,rt,, as th:is would ilc.knO\\tledge ·t}u:ir c<>ntributltm 
to the field .. Rcg1xtUess" their irdbrmadon '"iU be conJidential prior to lids. time, but win be, 
numbered rat,betthnn t1ssigntd a p.seudt,n)m ... Pnrticjpmits win also hi1.,1·e lbcright t() rt:7tnain 
r1.n�in;111:<n•,(¥. .AU c-·mail ·v.iU b¢.; sent via an .attaclum;:nt with iI1struclicns- .ntU. t<., include any 
ldentU)�ing infbnnadon \¥i,hin the text !E-niaU transactions \\ill be· protect,� t,, dm extent 
• ---_ _.,b_-. --·1··• .�- -i�- ·· >•ij. - ·t.,.,.. -· ··· < • .- ... ,. .. -.- r·•L..., � ......... ,::: p<.Y>Sl ._ c;;, ;given lu�, 1111ure o ·•· tu� ••tL-u.tllttL

Risk 2:: Vulnemtiility ,,r parti:ciparu.s in the mtc:niew PrllCCS'.$� AU r�ict.iciJlJ)J'.lli :in the: :�.tooy 
\s.iU have tlbe right to eliminate any resp.on.� frorn the bU.ervit.·\\7 trat�dpra.: at :my tinte, or
,Nithdraw ptt.rtic,iJ;i:ition from the stud,;r ... 

Risk 3: Disc,:m1ftnt. Partic:ipants may fed W1comfortable .rC\'e!\Jing tJreit fecUng:s during. the 
[nt.crvicws� TI,e intervic.w·e.r \Vill inform tbt�m b,�forc: beglnnin;g that if tJhey are 
1mct}n\f'()t1uble tbcy 1nay stop in the· inlcrvie\v at any lin1c: and thnl :aU inforn:mtion frt,nl tht: 
prcscnl intcrvic\V will be crust�.; 

·Purt.icipants wi U receive transc.ripl5 from the interviev,rs to provide them the opJx,rtunit:' to
correct any inaccurate infortnation� A summary <,f die finding�* ,vHI be provided 10 'the
particjp,tmts ... \Vriucn id<:ruifiable data will l1e destroyed \vithin four yc:1rs frcHn tho tfrnc of 
the interview·,. Original transcriptions will he shredded nnd files t1·(m1 the cmnputcr will be 
dt1wnl<>ttdcd to discs vvhich \\.1U be destroyed. Audio top-es will he hr()kcn and video dnta 
�,viU oo tnmsforred to- CD which will reniain tocked in a secure stot!t,gc cabincit. nnd secured 
,,n lht� dis.c \Vith iY'.iSS\\t;rd protection. Video tape data wiU rtc)t be de.!�1n)�lf''<!d as this 
infbrnmtfon c�u1ni:-1t be reproduced in any oth,� form.at. 
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f¾1,c>tt•i,1:f e.,.1 ¥:tt 
f�'.J�J\ ij'�'',;'.ft'\{it9''if �Yi?"*rti1:f 
�f:\!�:�;t1;t<;:���; ;q�t�\\·(:;��- �-:ij:f.�J.J 

/,;ff;, t t 4tJ:1, 



lfyou have any<1.ues.fions .about the research study you shc>uld ask the researcher; contact 
inft,rm:nkm Is n, the top of this lom1, ff you have ques1.ions about your :rights. as a 
Jt1 .. rticipanl in this rese1.rch or the \Vny this study has been c-0nducted you may contacl t.he 
(>ffkc of Rcsctu'ch and Sponsored Prc)grnms at 940 ... 898-,3377 or e--mail irb(§hvu.edu .. 

The res:ea.rcher '\VlU try to pr�vent a.ny problem, thCtt :might arise because of this research. 
You shtluld Id the rt,c:atchet kn<>W ;tt <mc.c if there is a problcrn and tbe.y '\viii help you� 
l lowever,. �r,vu does not provide medtcal services. or financial assistance for injuries that
mil!,ht: h� 1pp(; .. n bcct,ust,· }ton nre taking pan. in this research�

Piuticipation is comp!eiely voluntary iind :you may \Vithdra.w at anytime without penalty. 
Ef )'OU have un:y· quc·stions, pf�t"e ct.1ntact the investigator at the abt,vc: number" '{ou \\i·iU 
be "'ivcn a: cru1;1 ofthi:� dated and sitrned consent fonn to keep. •t· . 0· · ·.· :··�• I:,· . .  d,·· 1::·. 1(1,.,_: · . .-, . .  · . . . · .. •:.�:.·.·· . ..... , ... . · . .. · . .  · · .... : .. . , . �:. ·.:�,:•,.:: · . .  ·. ··, ... .. .· • ... · ·w.�,t,. ·. · .. •, . · : :· ·· ··· .:•,.,: ... · · .. . :- , ;Jo,.· ·

.,· i 

Date 
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�O;:•ftJh�j �)' {f,e 
'ls� "-N&""f J:tf'5 Ur,n,v�S}ty 
'tf1:�/�1J:if:B'! K�'":'K.' ik:i-it-j: 

�\nl 11. :2IJ::S 



Re: R(tt7ecil.'ons cm tC,utwing in 1l1r:J Bcdy .. .. \�u111mari=-ing Graduate LerveJ SJ.rtclt!ltf Rttsp�:,11$t!;:$ ln 
Spe.clal ropic�s C�.1.uts(�: l�,·p.,rricn#ti.11!11:a!omy 

The request for an •e�xten�iott of yout nui ,npprovul for the abcrvc rcfc:re.uctd i!udy httli. bttn r�1;ricwcd 
by theTW1J lnstit11Honul Review Dt1ru'd (IRB) and appears to rm�,et o;ir rc:quircn:ents. for the 
protection of individuals' c·ights.. 

"'f'his ex!ertsi<,n is 'rl1hJ one yc�f fr1J.m December 8,. 200i. Act. .. 01rding t() rt�t�uh1tions from the 
.Departmcnt-c:►[Hct.thh a.nd. l:lun�n :Serv�ce,s;r antJ'.fber n:.,i,:1iv by the lRti is re:qufred if your project. 
changes in any ,;r;a11,, ff you h�ve imy qucstiou:s, fee] free to ,caH the ·T'.\'U Insthuti(:>n:d Review· Bc"8rd. 

[x_r ..... D: .
.
. r_ .. _;i_1.f1_'._,J_ !t._,J\_'.,._:l_·1·.· ... ,, __ ,_ .. r_·,· .. l ....

...... , ... "'. -�.�- ;_._f"_._·_.F .. � hi �•-icl•'I ,._:<14""l , • ..,J.;,,-; •. .,, ......... .. 

Institutional .Revic\Y Bo.3rd - D.zn1on 
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· .· . · ·f·· G···.·•·····_ d.': .,ree- .. imensmn ·. nematic ·.,.· .. ys1s u. ran i

Rond de Jambe en Pair 
Skilled Verstis No·vice Ballet Da11c.ers 

Ab�t,ac:t 
1hc· pur�� of ml, ,tud.r W',Q, t�fuld! t½) 
t�tfo-un •�t• in"'d�d, thr�•tlink:nst4JtUI 
L!..... . .. .. ·, ,··=,;;..,l,, .. ,�- - .>."·'l' ·="':"'·J �- " .. ---.� ...tU\Hit'f.mll1; ,liW}-1-� ;,ifw fffllU � �-�,._ 

r ,� . . -LL�- .. ...J •--1"-". '& ... ai'�.tr; al 2lif. f!U UCUtJdi itrN ttt {,�th, W4i1cimr 
$�t;b�ta: �m�ffl b«ti,-etn tit<: at�lcd and 

. . . ,,, •·· ,J,• .• . .... "' ..... '!'. . . t.':O,,.·=•��,t---. . .... -- -� »� • . 1' ., .. ,, ..... _j .J. nt'ri'l(eQl�t$. wl pt:'114N.mi.flf;&T'-t£m rmru o� 
:� .. . ·.·. l,.. �. "'11"';.. t· .. · .. -�·. : ' .Jt ""'. .. ..• .J·�-r.lffiuc.; U.,Q Jffil;.lJ� (")(). · l[Jiitft,,J) $t\l�t� 
r1.�ed as dulled (N ,.,. 5) (>t lm'."1i,e (N ,k 5), · L ... m. ,.�.J "F-•1'!'1.,•J1 .......... ,Jdi'i b,, .... t� \.l··f,.1[.- ,r!.,d. · • ··"' peiilN ... m�.�n,:nmrn ""'P"'''�"' r .111.,., ·· .. cm· 
t.1ped f.or t.hrtt•din1en�fon1! nt()(JM llt1.iJy,l.s 
ln a :sht-cam�m �tmp (00 Hd, Event! ttnd
ph� for the rt10\icrr1�u \'l.'Cittkttnulntd to
cimhlish a prott}O;)l for bh:t'f'n�hank �ta.lj•1is
of this movement. Oria-1u,tirm � tlf d�:
!nm��� pelvi, and. horirnn� and \1trtk� 

· 1•..- <f· 1.k� �'r · f'. 1� wlfi '� .�'�f rn· 1;:·-;l JUJ:t_;.w- !CJ: · .ru:: �,,,i J,-n. . ""'P �t,.,, t.:w n,r' · C4J 
for intt:r�group romparir.on.. 'll,e ,t:$ubs (lf
this invc:s'ri;&2£iorn, s;h(}\v d;ifftl't11� �ml 

ddtW � oovt'<'e d�" in �mii of dite· 

=�tt.;��� 
ttf o<:Mc r-oucion .:.100 i:rn:rt'.1d �'"'ltk 
·: "�.f ·�

•
·· • ,:� -r� ., ... " --�.::-: .. r�, mouoo 1n all: tb:r�� pb1�t � .s:-pf�·•-�-m 

dh�,��-n-cd in th( �t'Uflk��rt 
� orie;i�don .. Ii �iN�. C'Of.tdud«I � the
5iu,t& S,f�J!P !ort'.Un-d d� ttt:juI��J g1..�t Utt k1
mo011t1 -,ia a pd�'k: str.re�. 

T
b.ining for c1usic;l;I b,;illtr
dancers is both $)'Stttnatic �nd
dgorota!l. lkgin�ing wi.t.h 1hc 

fir�c dass and continuing tht·ough a 

lOS 

profeui� I�� .. d4.nctn (tlH\J)kle' 
d -, . . . .. ··.· . . . f . . ·.·. "' .. . � . : ..... ·. :, ... a' ;i;Uf SffltS O .. · ��l� Ul ii !-et pro .. 

gn:ssion that devtl)p$ and re . 
·
•··· · .. tht 

voc;:;abu}�ry .!Jf b�t,
r

:�t.:r ir,et;Jmlq uc�. "ft-1cre
e.xrrci� i1:hid1 evor:Yt· [n dUfteuky
ind comp!o:iry. a!s.o d¢,1cfop endur ..
art(e, ra.nge of 1110.cion,t and JYtQH)f
control.. Gr:and r.ond de. janlbe •Cfi
l'ak, a drding of the gcsiure: h:g from
front to· back {or- vice Vt.;trs�).,, h an
integral ct1m poncm of cL1ssical baHet
technique (Fig. l} .... Olis ctl(Hlt:rntJH'. is
inuoduced at the barrcj Om; is re1t·isit.ed
many times during rhe ,erutr wotk 
pordon <,fthe dau.. Ro;nd de j:unbf i.� 
u�d: in :aln1os.14ll:. i:i;y!·c:s ofdi11c.c �.nd 
h$ n:qttiremcnt �or ��ngch, s:1i_bilhy, 
''i,li•l") n,,.;,;,;rtL;J"1n.· 1 wh· if;.,. �:"l,t"":l;�tnp ... ·,·· ... ;he.• 'l.'\uu u."""'HJ1 ·�; . ... ,. ""' ,�.� 0"1-<, .... n1r1-Hc, 1 ···.· 

illusk>n o
f 
,i;erdcalit)�· in rbe t()f:SO ii· 

tignin(;lrtf� \llhe.n perfo-aued in dit
ecntt't ff o,it co:rnp-0rienc of d,ass or
in choreography" the dan.(;:et .muu
e1t,cute th� ciw.cu'f�u swo:1ep of rnc ftg, 
\\�hhout the· aid of an extenta] s-01.m:e 
�'.' .. ·. ..·· ·· . .. ·· Jf ... ·: .. �. . • l.. ' ,or m;1mtuum1g �i.;.l��n<:-e� 

Sm.:ccuful ;md aesthetically pleas .. 
ing tt�:ecution of du� grrmd rond de 
J:m,hc en Pair includes consistency in
tc,g height, tn�i menano:- of a vcrticn!
torso, and e�ffanle.ssness in cbe exec1.,1,,. 
1J<:>(l� A dancer rle'vdopi her technique 
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by a,!dtcs:sing l)Qd1 [!le ac-cur:tt)" and.
:irdnr11 o.f rhe movement. \�thllc
v�ried styft,;dc p:reJc:renc:tt fo.r this
ruovem,;mr ,exist wi rbin diff�rent ihrH::e
pbilosophics. a.nd � t:hoots c)fbaUe.r, are
th•ere con1mon elem en rs i o rhe: e>:ccu ..
tlA;Jtl of ,�rand tond de Jambe. -en rair
thnt dcvdop ,vi th training? 

[)uring the _past rv:o <l�td--cs,. rhe
field of danc:e s.dencc: hu talrn an
i.1uc1e1,r it., the pb;1sit:al and mcchani..
t\ll lUptcts of d3ncc. Bfomech:t111ic�d 

I " .. l .. L • 'I! rt:searc,1 Hl. ttus ;;rr� n�-s p-rmiamy 
:N�"UKd t.Ht l:nal¥:tis of a IYJtticubr 
nl()\'ftlVfm fot tklUed �nd n�n-skmed
f�tfo.rmcts, ind the ,·�dabilir)� be ..
f\\'.'CC'fl rbesc· :,p.,,pul;nfon$,. �$ -.�·eU ls
�,ek11ling 1 n·a�,h�nical undcr�:rand
ing (1fd1c c()mponcnts of a skill i\i'ost
t,f the te·s,�atd1 has be.e·n conlfocred
t'.'.ln t'wo--,Urntnsfonal (Planar) mc,re .. 
metns, such a:5 gr�nd b.ltrcmem,
(l:.t,.He-., �u:ahcique, grand plte, and a
t�pld �ld� kiddng rnovemenc simibr
u, d.egiige.; 1'0 Only t\ fovl smdi<--s have
a nnlyi.cd darcc-,Hm cnsioml (muhi-
p.Lrn:u) t1lover1i.tt1H:j su-ch as pirnucm;
.,1 nd m•o-dified t�-mp� 116 .. 7 .a 

\V,•t· �t ' r.. . .  . . .. • . . � . 1• ,v 10c m,(mu:auon cr'itm; l�n.-mg 
iJJt,;;r;lncs (�1-m:I ierncx�ities;} ft.,r-o�ut, 
htg a t;nmd tt�tu! de jJmheen rair,. to 
our lr..nCJ\\4fet¾ge:� no ,;.t;l(:UtlhC fll:t:U:Ufe,,..

ment rlt.hl� tn\1\·�ctnt1it h,u �en pre\i
'Otu!y undtrt}il:.ttt. A:i iJi.,J,epth three
d hru:ndon,1 ltinemnic ao3Jnis of
dince 1no¾�mc�1ti iUo-v.,.s in,.,'<'.!i•;•y1iors 

.... ,. ·f· f"<" "'--.; I' 
t . :t:,.. J•,t�' ,. .. . . . .· ·� t U) l{ • .,,.,lUii.) .,,Utllh.,. uJncrn:nct.s trt me 

sHltiegits •tl1tplr.>;�cd b�twecn the 
.�kiUed ;1nd 1be ncJvic� danced .. whkh 
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Figun, 1 ('rr:rnti �n,nd de jarnbt en rair: d�nt {All a la sc(:ond t  {8), �U�4'1l��1ue (C:). ;i;nd :lirsr pmJtfon, De.,·:u1 t: lnc l udt� c,•.t:nt.1 of 
IAM (ioicfa:don of the cucc,ndln.g mo.don; I) � nd E'.AM (end ufrhc a.Kt�dl ng modort► 2) . 11ut movernenr h:shn with d1e opeo�wtt� t)t
the li:� (n;,m nru �'ltirhin (IA�n and th,e ruc�ndJn� p.ha� ir, the HSit�f . p11oc culnliJ't.lting at EAM .. "Ute l)J�n Ing �)f the leg to tht 
position of� Ii i��ndf inc:hid(1,� Ul?T {inittnion of d1c nnt:eri:pr prlvfo ri lti 3) ;u�d TRPR (n;J:m;i cEon of ihe :righ t  p¢1vit: 1r11 �;;iQt� 1i ). 
A$ che legbcgins to tnvel t°: tht sid� �ri ttrlot ptlvk: r:Ur b i n ldnt"d,vi��1in the fittt Ht of hodlonr;il ,;\hdur;,:.imi. TRPR defines tht 
skiwfog <1f1h� t'ltht pd�_ic ta unltm as th!f!· 1� fs �rri� to ¾!. h w:ond�. "tht ar�be;que porith:m {t1vre;ff)l}Odt$ :ft> til

.
t jJ1-t�tMH!

f
fl titls.ht 

of th( genu re 1�, �,. �,\¢H u nHt�hnur,nam:aior :pdvk: tik, iDM tfoltfati,011 uf lhf deittooing motknu 5) rn�rktd thtr l1t;io.iiin1 of 
th-e J()U;•ctfag phJu;c. ·of the •�� �,ml. all .l(lwetitlJ mmt.t:nlcni ii el..lmp.1�c.t1 it £0,M :(�d (;)f d'/.e. d�nding mot�m (iJ, vMhen tfi( d111t�r 
-••.••>rn· " #� 'Z r·l'· f . .  ,-iti'ftnft; r..,.f,.:u .. . S'I i. •"'.f- th.ll' . f-ifi� i.�•iLn. , 

is ofr.etl nor 1miiiblcs through ,,.uiw
obsen�d�.•�to,·tovcr� (lt\!(:fopmdl-.· 
ofpro.t:UCQb. 1m.t· :3.n�1,�rc mtiiti .. ��mfr 
mm1e1nt:nti lit d�'OCC \:()tlfd. be us;ed 
ro mcm: de.'a.dy umlt'fitand il<ctptcd 
trair:t1ng �'tt�ctit;¢$ (Le�,, t.·t.1ininJ da"cl
ops accura<y, . ardnty �tod �fficitney 
in movcm.cor, .. ;;Ilic p11rp,m! of this 
$ tudy was tWC')(b Id� t(> provJde a 
chr«-<i1mensiormJ (5, ... O) ldneJna t it 
desctiprlon of g,ranc:l r011d de Jam·� 
en l 1:lJr en dehot, 11nd  to idemify
d ifferem scr�ccgi� cmpk,yc,f bct'\\>rcen 
the $ki l lc,,d ind ttovlc:e d.ancers i n  
J)trfonnin,;grand rond de jin1be. Th,e 
main tf'S!eJ�ll q1,;.1enion \V�s; "ht::ther 
$kUkd �Uet· dancer, tr�,d \"f ilftretU 
strat�1, d�n d1c m_,vi.c:c h1 die ('xt'(:0-
tion of grind fQlld d-c i�n,l;tC t'tti r�it�

1ne analy1li in this smdy u,�:u� ii�--

cifica!?y Ott  dt¢ modon of the r,,dvis •. 
m .. mk. an�i rbe ge.\ture i� 

r,fethods 
Ten fcm.ile smdeiui en rol led i n  the 
d a;nce proi;ra m :ftt Tt'.'.t,4' S \Vom i:'ln•s 
Ut)iversky pa.rri.dpincd in dib stud)�. 
P�rtkipanu wtre unMtinlou.ily �den .. 
tined as  sk i l led (N m 5) a r  uovke 
(N flt 5) itt<.�pectl\te, •of the l�•c1 of 
d;is1 currendy cnroUcd in .  bt two 
ballet technique £1cuhy n;1embtn in 
cnnsi.deradon of tht tWetiU! mnc:lng
�biliryrord:i!t:,. 1:S \\Pdl ·:u• ikifl in ��ut-;. 
ing �")d ronJ de j:un� en tiit tU 1hc 

lratre: and in dN: c�m�r � <:�ntpo--. 
nent (u irt .a:l �digio) (J�ble I)� l!�r;h 
dancer com.:1plcJ,� 3i r.::onseru fom) 
a:pprmtd by the injdi:Udt"ttt�l Rc�l�1,r 
0 _.1 r11 . .. · .· · ,,t .. . ··.•· - . . u·· · .. . � .. · · • · o.r�ru o exn -oman,� rtt\·tr�)ry., 
'Ie:sdng coo.k r,i;aa hl 1hc B.iomct:h:,in-
ks bborato.ry� 

Each parddpa.nl pfrfo,n1e.d. three 
tri�11.s of rood de j�unbc en l1�ir en de·
hors (from front ·tu b�ek) while bdng 
videotaped for ll �D modo.n ;u,alylb. 
.A Hlcceuful nial \�ra., ci¢'1.ern1ined b);i 
the invesdglmrJ �nd ihc p1nldp;anr 
;in t.erms of smooth txecudon of the 
rnoveme-.nt wJrhtM#f iodntt h;1!1nce 

!I:! � .. � .  . . , . . . · .  • . .. . 
��j· '  

or alub1ung (;t;lntpt·J� taUlfJ1 UHJ.VC..,,. 
me-nth The d.lncer:$ ·��tl1(t itucrw.:tcd 
to pcrfurrn d'M!'. rortd de j�mbc. \.\1th 
die gesture leg ilt i 90"' Mgl� fiom the 
stmdin� lei:; .tnd 101$01' while ,V(l rtd.n,.•• . D • . . • U 
within thdr prtferted aJ11otmc ot c-r ..... 
ternaJ roaulon of rhe su1.n�c lerv �rhe 
tempo for the oerd� 1W♦.;l-$ "itt u 60 
be2ts per m lnu te whh �. f1lCH<mcnne 
Jlid each nial la�at-d l 2 �X()ntb (xmly 

Table 1 Pa.n:idpJm ChJ rn<·1rthtks 

8 coo.tt.ts "'1ue rc,q,ii r�;I fo.r ti� rtJnd <le 
f nnl:x:j ·th� tir$t fou,f ,:O!.ntti t()l'llprt� 
,he· prtp�:r.ation}� Dtmccn h�td th�ir 
arms 01:n ro rhe :;, [des., bu,: brought: 
rite" h�nds: in to totidt tht , ti�srntun 
to disc.<H.mig� bJ1Janci ng with the 
;;um� and to m i n i rn i r,e i 1Jtctfenrnce
,,·i th reAccc ive. rn;irk¢rs� 1llc cfoncers 
·completed tw·o pract ice u�:;Ji i. and
dicn compf'Cce<:i rhc rts.dng$ 'lhe rt!;ht
leg wa.s u�d. ;;u tbc ge�nure leg during
che tesring; 10% of 1h.c 1>�rtit-:ipuus
indicued lhaI d1i:s WJ.$, d1dr p·rdi:rre&
leg fo_r this mq,teit\it'tU� :flit right leg
_ ... ,.;r• ,-1 .,...;r-.,..,fl, .".., ir·L ... ,o-_.ii·i: . "'"" l. ..... � . • · · .. � r· · . ·.'{; ,,,.r�,: dv.<.,,.,_n iill!i �H .. i ('.;,,•:.1,.ii1 ih, h.::g ;I, $  I ., t_... 

U$tuUy tbc fi11;1 fog 1,1'.$td fi:n gtrs;uJting
iii a ttJ.diliorJ;il bJrle:t cl�j,l. S.d-ecdo .. n
of th� hen trfa:I for an�tviis \¥;u; b4li.:,�
on rhe wnsis,I��q of �ht·f �ht of the
geiture leg• duoughotn- t.hc f/I:d , ;t1nd ;4
sr.a.Me trial W'tdmut cmmt-erb;,;hit ldng
ma neu\·ers.

Six digi tal G'IHlt.ordcr.$ (Pim8sonk:
AG.,DVCI 5) were:• used tn du: data
coU�ctkm (pk ru �  r;m! �• 60 p.pJ) for

. ' . .  ��:::�·---· ---· ·· · ..... ����·-· •. .__...,--..,..........,,,..._"""""""......_, ____ 

!\·f 1n Hd:t1ht Arc 
tkgl (<'41,) (y;�.) 

E,;t1t1io1ct 
IbUc-t [brttt1 
trnl ltnl 

----� ... li:,��'<'l;����,#_;:·:�:1�•::. ·1.2.::: -.vf;,�'. ... -·...,i·-·l,l,lil..-• •--·-- __________ ... �::'�f:'_' '4°'.0.,:·: •:• . . .  , Y · J

Siilkd 
{N •  5) 
Novice 
!N = 5)

Mt"an S.3d (vL2 16_6 
(SD) (4J)} ( UJ) (7.n 
Mt:.111 6L2 ti�.5 2 L2 
(SD) (SJU UJ)) (3.4) 

3 1 0 

!\tS UA, 
(6,6.) f?..1) 
:ts •t I

0 .5.} Li. 2} 



h '1 D �:d ··· · · · ... ·. ·.· h ·  · ". R fl · � t ,  e ;,,.,_ . .  VL>C'< l UlJ ·/sts . : � . if:U t�
m:uk�111,tt·irre: placed eu1 t� ,a;Ht)w.4inG 
!ocidtHii: acromion pr��5H (!�th
,Jdei)\i. ,;rc-:rm.un, 1t1·enel:11r1e (C7, tr;�
T7, 1.l 1td T li) ,. dght and left AS lS 
(ante rior  Htperior aiac spi m:) t .;md 
mid«PSJS (p,oste ricn· supf!rlQr H iic 
�upi.ne),. T!ic s�rure 

.
leg {tif;ht $Ide)

h�d one· marker on the :anterior a:s.;,
J)«t oftht ,ankle joint f��;r.etJ• i:t} d� 
nt11tch miti't,\�·y OOtv.¥-een dte tendons 0£"
d� interior tilmilis and th� rllttfi�lt 
d" .-. � .. .. ·:· . · · . · I ... · · .· · ·. · . · Th· •·· . .••. - · �.1 · ·'�-. t� .. norum ongus., . ie v-ruro. u.;vt'I ,,�m11. ''!\;;: J •fi·t· "'-.•·•d· . . .. . i-" ... tt· �'I•• (.<I:, ' io· · ;l>'J'\eff'th'l f� (lt,o,L.!{,� . U;ifut,.. i .. ...  ��108..J. ·,. �vH,'"1"' "' 

(Vimlt Seim!, Ko-rei; V'Ztlio.n ;, of 
l" h «  D LT (D j rcc t  l..i n u. r 

Trn�1s.formation) algprlthn\1 was u�d 
in the camera caJibmtion and in the 
stil�equent 3-D spa�' t:ctons-�ru,do� 
This :.ilgoth,hm use;s d,e foUowin•g 
J'ct.uioruhips. exi�dng. bct'1l't;¢rJ the 
rt�a1 ... nfc coordi.niltC,$ <>f , ;ituk.:r 
�nd its c:orrespcmdittg br-u>gc plane 
Ct:)o.rdimues for 2 gi-vco. ca:Jner.i1'r 

Lr�+ L7.t+ L,.td L* 
" ;;; 

y+lttlf+l0 t � l  
( ] ) 

j� = l,JX+¾,J· rL,��Li (2)
f.,,.t:; +l""r<J* t::ut 1 l 

,..,here-.:; 
u and ,, = im�,gee®rd'ittrna:of,nc 

marker; 
x, � :and z: = real-- l ife coo .tdlnates 

of the marker: imd 
L

1 
- Lu = J)LT pnnunth! 1�� 

The [) LT pu:unclc ri ,dlect c:he· 
c.;,mera location and o rkrmuion 
in :t(fatfo-n to dl<. g.lob;d reference 
liimc. ,. Car.m:ri cili.br�tJcm is lh,c· 
process ot com pudng t he DLT 
parameters based on a set of ,o-nuol 
pol nrs (m.arkcu ,1i,. b o �c rea l - l i fe 
c·oord inate.� a re � l tei)d); kno,,·n} .  A 
calJbr::uion fram¢ whh 36 ,omrol 
potnu was plic.ed In th¢ field'. ofmo
tion £:or 1n-e c�im -e ti (''i.t Ubradoo . Th<: 
r<::-coni•c ru:et�d tn:irkc:r coordir1�ui 
\\:>�re subject r.o dlg;it:d filtering by 
�. Boner.wor, h ·4d1-<lr.dcr :uro .. llg 
lmv-pass flit.er . . Tht' curoff fre�uenq,�, 
W2;$ SC{ �-t 6 Ht, 

The i1 i1-1 joi .ru <: en u: r  (HJC) of 
the ge·uure tcg. w�u cakulated by 
usi ng the futtc. t to nCJ I  method. ril'Thc 
furtcdon�d method b ;t numc:rk:,I 

pr.ftccdure th(i}t t:ompute$. the BJC 
b�,u�d on the ennt,c0nnk sp;hetkal 

.,no
. 
r
· ·
:·i·o·ns 

.
. ·• . "r

.
· . 1.
•· lie .

. 
leg

·
•·
.
·. '

.
• •
··
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a
.
rlt.t'

.
·�.· ·wi

·
t· ··
"
··
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r�pcct ro rhe l"iJ�;, t!uu, aUO\\"ing
pe.rso:nalbred HJ(: <:tl lttpuutions. 
The r,el�th'"e podtion of the HJC 
co the mid--ASlS pol ru· , <lesc·ribed 
in pertcn ttige of the intcr•ASIS dts .. 
ta nee,, was obtahtcd from the fonc>• 
t:ional tri:1l for nc:h t>�nieip;anr-� 

The ftcuhtuu� I  :mdi venka l 
f .. . . . .,. . .  • ••. '" ·  · . 

f' I .ingtnu ou:cruu:n:,,ru o- · c11e £ct.., 
nm: tcg w'trt' compured (ygrn. th¢ 
rigJu leg veer(), (U .ne d.ra:wn from 
th r' t..t. L�i) �4� ,,. .• r.o the a ntt' ·L ·· , . � tgn . nl r JvLu .. · .. ·. ..· . . . . , . UJ( 
an.kle muker) in rehuion ro the 
gl o bra l  J>,:¢$ (f1ig. , 2}� Loca l _rcfor ... 
""n ·'."'""· .r-'#!..,.m· a.l!ii i!:'t..,�.• ,..,,. r·h� �1v ,r._ •>; r•1d ..... {:"". Ho. ·. '" "  n,,-,.,u i..¥ f<· . . ...... r-·• . Is>< fg .. l . ,

trunk wc,rc· ddl'ncd co  obtain the 
or:it:ntadon ang'.lo qi the s.ee;,merui 
\vixh r.�p�ct tQ· die gloltal rief.crcJ1�c
fhlme flied o:, lbe libor3tonr (fi1•.� 5-
2) .. Both 1i:c:h"is .an,! uunk pro¥id�
du-ee differern orienradon a.ogles 

A 

,vi t.h rt�itect ta c he gfohid frnmei 
'' t � I t/·. ' t·cipct:rtv•ti)!!: po5tcn<:.r , +1 �m t�unr 

(---) tth � dgbt: (¥)Jlcfr C.·} dh" ,ir.d 
lefu: (t)lri · t (-) rotlti°on .. �Anttrforl 
pt1nctk•r tih of the p•dvti (lc:< ur� in 
the $aghtal p lane whh the ant. clior 
t lh ,:orresJ>cmding rn d\� Hbe c rcn 
df)f)td forward t-ow�rd t he .mrnd i.ng 
l�s- .JUginlleff d lt (obHq_uJty) occun
i n  the fo:m ral pfan�: f o  ;1 l e fr t ih c he 
lflt ,\SIS go('s f:01,;vc·r dt�n the ri;Sht 
ASJS(< Lefrlrigh:cs rot-.,ukrn rc!t:J,· tt1 
1 lr�t �n�vement i n. t he tranivtr1<: 
pb:nc; f(),r lt:_ft· ,or:uiorh the lr(r A� IS 
movet po$tericuly 2� rhe t"i ,ght AS. JS
moves u,reriorly (Fig. 2) .. . 1)·pk�i
o rienta t i on  a ng .l e a; nd l eg �rngl.e
pat t erns a;re prcsenced in Figu re 3 .. 

l:vfajor actions in th¢ l�l!'�tudng 
lts, imd ;;rh: icll  tfattdt.fon JHlinu or

pelvic: motion during t�,c tf1 ofh;oot�I 
ttbduction of the le1 werie de.fined 
iu ¢vents co faciliu.e� 1 b� irttl)�is.:; 
,,, . .,, .,. *· f ·L. . .. .. .  . . ,. a ·• . . . . ·• ui,uauoo o lne ;;.sc,enomg 1n:otton

PT 

Xp 
AT ·� LT

RT YP 

a 

Figure 2 R<:fcrem:e fom1eJ -md �ngl� (A)� �fld f;�vk motkmi {B}. "lhc fi<hh rtf�J�7K� 
frame ·w;.u dcfintd by dHt'e. pdvk rrud{Cri., lhe Une vector <ln1w1t fr(Hn rhe kfi: ASlS fO
tht t igfnASlS i,\'i\$ US(."d as: the ntcdfofattra l ll;ll-5 of chi: pdvi_s (• 11) ,,, 1 , nc tht t:rmgitud i
ti�l :udi h) ¥/'IS ddi�d p<oCrfl¢tl�Hc:ubr t,() die pelvk p l�t\t} fortit{.!d by tht rhtec p•dvic 
mltkns. Thc- ,t;rigio ,,,�5 kic:at(1d nt  die rn la"ASlS point. l:n t he uunk ttlt'.'nm.;;:� fram(', 
tht Une �«:tt,r dtn:\'!t'.TI from Tl 2 rti (j W;;u ut.ed as the fon�kudht:..i :t�fi fa\} wh1t� th� 
.lhJ�t0f,�t¢f� uis (y,J WU �kfiri.� r�rptndi· .. .:ulu �('.j E�h •. tb<: t,i,ngi nu.hn::if :;tt:1$ �rtd
tl,tt Unc \(.(;tc.-· dtavr�, ttl;)m ,� ltft l(f'Q!fttiltl tt) tbe rrg,fit. Th� <Jti:� w:i it T I  2, �lh<'. 
&!(.,! ff$t't1.t (C) n fu--� m the bbotitt.tQ�� ~rhc X""i'Z rot;idt�f �>(lillenr� WU 11:s.td .i m th� 
t'.Qrt\ptttildOn. :r,t th� orienrati():1, ;aorJr'J tE-�cr a�sJ�}.� p<tJ�t:ri •Jtf Jrtterior rtk ( Pl�t�\1). 
dghtlf.tft tif:t (RTJI.:D. :md 11cftirtght -ro.r�:ion UJVRR). 1ht ht)trY;tmtJ:! �nt!;- ,,f th� 
grum� kg (,) wt1.1 ddined �! the •�t•i�Jt bcrwe,tn rhc leg pfo11t. {rht \'e!iktl plane dun 
<onuhu the leg Jine) ancl the YZ�pltme (sag1ual ph.n�) of 1ht ti.lul'.m l  frame,. while c hc 
vtnti-coJ �nr;t,e {e} w.u d.cfiltcd J� t he ;ingJe be:1Vteeo dtc kg li ,te o nd tht n�;uive. Z-�,h 
of the 1>-pool foun� 

3 1 1 
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iA� fJA,M li\.rT l�Pl i't) Ef»;;,f 

of rhc: gesture leg OAM) ► ertd. of 
th,e .a�c.en<ling n10.dor, OL.\Ml, 
iohladon of the �oterk,r pchd(:c tih 
(1.APTL UHnfit'lon of the df;lu: ptl« 
vie rotltiott (TRP.fO, lnhhulon of 
dte <lt.$ccnding rno.don (Jf dHt ltg: 
(1Dtii.,1)i and end ,t>f dlc d�<:,eotilni 
m,otion ( Etl�O O�ig,, l )� A,nong, 
tbe�ei IAPT oc(';un: ts I he g;f:nurc 
'I-· L .. ·•· l i j t J ,cg ot'.gins :tu ll<)rttt>ora* at,1JU:t., 
(Jon, which Cf."llfTf!',pund:� to th,¢ 
:mnu prisrcrh.,rfJ rlh:t.:d poiifion of' 
the pdt�ii. (i-1s� ;}A)� 'T.ftPR -,��(.Ori 

J.1:=�L 
B 

-- - ff{Nit.:11uat 
-Vertittt.l

to C 

when the }¢1_;, ne,3rs: the a fa S(!ComJc 
(s kfo:) (')O:!i Mon ihowin g a change in 
t:he righr pc:hdc rorati:c;m vcloc.ic>·· a.�; 
SNHl in the change of sJope of rhc 
11dvlc; .t{}tation angle curve .. Tl\l'R 
alt(J co.inddts. with Che mon lefr .. 
dhct! poittion of d1e pdvh (Pig� 
1Al; U:>t�f ,corrc.�pQnth- with the 
ntai.hnum. a.nterio,: tih: -of the peh�ii 
an.,d the- rmuimum ��rtkd h<ighr 
<.>.f du.1 ltg, in cbe :�r:ahoqiie pn-,;hi(ln 
--1�·,, -:ii ,� _.f c•--1 �_,.,1,:rt,. �;n inu .. 
- i➔-�)t�t:onul �u1d: Yl�:rdc�l �.og;le·,

312 

Ut 

-of the g�:,sture leg and o.rientatirrn
angles of the pelvis �u: the! cvc.ru,\
wer-c. nhndrt�cL f>dvk ntor1on�
were t]_uantified for rhe· anr.:crior
JiHi puste.dor tHts► left and right
i1thtic tHu. and right and lefr pdvlc
uHnthHu, Truok mot.tons. were
t(,.mf>Ut<'.d fi::;r d1e :.anrcropo:�tcrmot
tih� · hueral dh:,1 :Jtld rhc. luc:rnl
f-Of:a tllHi. T Wii---taitcd t---t�t was uJ.teti1
ftu· the c:omo.arh;on. b.t.twe.cn the"' 
,,,rdcipatu group�. Alpha. w.ai kt:

;w,t (t05 in �di st�dnk�i 2n.alf'leL 

Reittlts 

Sigrdrtcant diff�te·nces c�tY-te:�n. dt¢ 

1.=:e:!r:�:=�n:�::! �; 
,,r EAM� IAtrt; TRPR. and lD�(. 
whh d1e skilled group $htc1wh1g 
group meuu thar: �·x-eeeded th¢: 
,nJpui-ated �?04

' angh�· for the: ten 
CI�hle 2)� The fi<)v1ce group m�rnJ 
W¢it: C(H\s.i,st�t1tl}i befow 90° fot leg 
hcit}ht through the en.cir� horiz(Hu�'1 
�.bd�.�¢ti@ti p,hase .. A �dgn.ifica,rtt'. 
diff�ren,e betwee·n group, wu: 
Obf..etVtd for the minimum vetli:cil 
Jnsit of dtt: ��iture leg,.. ln both 

:f d!:' ;:=:t;:
11

fu::11f ::bi��: 
�><:t:utYM h1:h'\ffn TR.PR :.nd II)�:t 
'°fhc. ikmi¢d group rn�.an cx.cee:ded 
du: no,·ice. group� ahboug;h di� 
minitii:um vr.·ttit:al: leg ans.!:e for 
hod, :t1,t<u.Jps. w·Js smiHcr tfoni d:h:1i("

u!i,crved Ji EA1i1 t fAPT; andTRPR. 
f1:1ihl1< 3) ,. 

The iki U.ed: gniu:p showed J

i-is.r,ifl(;.�-ntl},· grc�ttr hq:dzontal
llt�le uF the f{tSttate le,g �-t TRPR 
fTJbtt: l). T

l
te novke group was 

c·h�rac:tedted bv t1 signHk�ndv 
st:niUer ltorbon t;il angle at TRPR avs 
wetl ;.h: a. hotter itafh:Lu·d dc.\!·fatfon 

�., 

Jhr rMs n:tc;UHJte. (SD'°'t:l1<�•rt1eao rAtto;.

4,/i<�,fu fot t:ht: tkiilcd vs. 32�2<Jt for 
the no.vke}.. 

SlgnU)c1nt intcr•group dilfe:rem:·ci 
\ft•ie< · observed fo1 p:0:i1e1:i:or �!vie; 
tHr HAM tn EA.Ml� lt:ft pd-vie: cih· 
OAM i·o l'?J.\�U� ,,nd �mcdor pdvi:c
t_ q., f' Ar:tt"' 

*.¼, f; ().\.;.-'"-. w•�IJ,l;• "'l--,-· �it, ·1r-�.:�---llj ., l,r. ., - 'P«' J ...• 1,/* . l'l;O. �-f:i.., -��J . ,r;:v
t;mvp 1lu;,,win1 rtt:Ote p:ehdc motions 
Cr�bJc 3}" \\/Idle no Jignificanr 
d tft<;J"tntc W3.t o,biented fo:r dgl:ir. 
pehtc t.Jh ffRPR. tt> UJJ\,t} or the 



Table 2 Stmunary of the Gesrnre L(lt Angle,s (degr¢C.$) 
--

. . . 

SkHloo 
(N • 5)
Novi¢<:'
(N = 5) 

��t-ean
(SD) 
M��Jl
(SD) 

lAPT 
97� 1 t  
(4.7)
8 5.9 
(4�7} 

TRPR 
!lS.5t
(SA) 

.6-5 •. 9 
(6.5] 

Min 
fi� (lt.·. '!>-.". · '\;, 1 .� 

{4.,:S}
87.0 
(5,8) 

S<S 

[i ,:U
8-.t', 

(J,.,U

l /(Ll 
{(L O

165-J 
BA) ----.......:... ........... ---------------.--..,.....,....�-· '=·· ··•�:::::::::::.; ___ _ � . . :;::;:. ::;;;:;;._ · · ·-· · ·.;,_;!·:· ·· :�It!--��.-"_.:.:: · . . :· .. ....... .. .... .. . ,,•Im. ·: .......... •!�����-:��tSisnHir�ndydifftt'C'nt from chc U;,(u.ike �mup (p < .1)5); § S1gni fkm1dy ,mitk:, th�n :C, {hcw t"Vt�� �p � ji�i ,,

Summ�Hf of the Pelvic Mc,-tfons (degrees) 
________________ _,vs,·:· · · · · · · ·-,,._ _____ .,._..,.. _____ _ 

PT AT LT RT lit fU\ 
SkiUe.d 
(N .: 5)
t'•,fovice: 
(N = >} 

Mean 22.St 65,.7t 30]f 223 14 .4 4617 
(SD) (2.6} f8.2) (3.5} (2 .. . 9) (8. i) · (l t S�►
l\.fenrt 1 5�8 50-8 20.9 l G.3 1 2.7 39.0 
(SD) (5�3) (3.8) {5. l) (SJJ). (3.,C1l C.l-3) 

1�s1sni tic�ndy diff<"retlt from d:1(' novk:i:' grottp (p I! ,t.}5)� &��('\l�tJQP,$) PT� �lt11-0'l: ,r�iii
Al: -�fnLi"iOt rdr; LT, ldi riir: R� tig�,r tJk;, LR .. kn f'O[tJt IDn: And ·� d�c- rst�u�n .. 

left HAlvt lO· EAtv1) and right fEAM 
to I D1\1) p,e.lvic rotations, .rhe skiUed 
group exh i bited a tre nd. Q.f larger 
n1can values, 

"'J"ltc odentatio-n angles of the 
pe lvis rcv�alcd sigr d fk.ant  iru ec
s.roup differences (Table 4). The
skilled c hncers  show·ed a more 
t>c,s1eriotly'« t ih:ed poiiti<.;,n a.r lAPL
and more �ntc rio rly-tihed \4 lcfc:
tilted. and right,..rocated positions ar
TRPR than the no,·ke grou1-'l. The 
sktUed gr.i:;.up w.i� �lso t:hir:.u;;1:;eriud 
by more iu1tcriody.,tihed position �t 
lD1vt. 

No dgn iJie:.a :n t i n te t' « grou p 
d:Hfon:11cc wa, ob�n•(:d in the trunk 
1ntnions., Ahhougb not ti5_ni6c;antl!
the lkill:cd gtoup showed .a tr�n� of 
sfighdt kJs l ateral tilt ind l:J.rent,I 
rou.tion th:a n  th,e U0\1 ice group 
Cfafille 5)� 

l)•
ir

·r.-t • . . • l'�uSUOD.

Tht n1ost not�Me finding frcmn this 
h1 vtulgatr-on ,,,.ai t.hat the sldHed 

gtoup . ,hm,,rcd gr('.:a rcr rm;nion in 
cbe. pel�·is during du: e1:ccmion of 

L .. . 
. d . ... .  JI ,I . � . . L .· .. . p • tuc gnn ·· . rona ere JZUnue -en , an .. 

On tbe iver�g-c-� die': �killtd gioup 
showed 7 .. 0 .. mot� ;pouedtlr pel,·ic 
•t 1 ., o.• • ·  .· . .. � ·•· . · ·  _. ; . . '#!' � ··T . ··:J.• ·d Utt, 1 '"1-..:1 mot\,,. a:rn :cr.,o,., ,._ht.,,. ..... n .· ·

·
-

6. 10 more· l.eft rile dian 'the tteri·i{t. 
group . (T2hk 3l., �rhe ._ anteriof tilt 
(L'.PT 10 lD"1t) \.1t?;.u; identi fi�d as 
the ,domitiant. p�tMk mmio:r.1 in d1c· 

d. . .l .J :"' L �- r " tL''fl!',_ ""+·� gran rouu ,tc J:;J ffillK: <:n . __ �u r i�•1., l · 
art-d. 50�8"' for tbe, .skUled and no,,i-ce 
group. r�,pecfivdy} 1' foUov.fi�d by·· ih� 
left rib (fAPT to TRPR; 30,J'• vi .. 
:20 .. 9�) (T�ble 3 2.nd Figµre 3) ., Tbe 
ove:raU int;er .. grcmp difl�r-t:oce in che 
ann:roposti::rior pelvic tHt \\";.lj; 2' 1 .. 9" 
"vaiJe tb;u in the anrc-mpos1tJ 1or 
trunk tilt '\vas 3JlQi.., Both g.roups 
wt.re m-0,ring the i,eh�Js in re$pons,t 
to the .action .of die ltg, but the 
<'. L:iH .... d :tt. -.mun dunvcd a a. 

. 
.-,reatc·r de-• � � · T · ·  - · · n · •  

gree c:i-fpelvi�· motfon« 
"t"·h· 

. � . . . J I .. . . . I . i i , C ,�rt1t:i :eeg. artgle ,s�-StUT� 
leg b-e ig1hd ipp�:;tr�d to be: refa ... 
t: iv-cly •Contis t:e.r: u for both gmup,s 

·Table, 4 Sucnniary t,f tht? r.�t"•i5. Otittttat:ion 1\rigk-s. {degrees) 

fr,)m l�AM ro T'R P R  (drvi ru to l 
Ii i:-econdt) (SD 5i -6 .. 5"; �r�hJc 2) 
ind rhe .,�Ulcd d:anccrs mJi-1u.ain�d 
a. g.re�u.er "1C1 t ic·al angle (> ?-Ot; Tible
-··.'}.".·.·. · .·.".•. ·. · . "']"'ht� Y:,,'>'J:� ·O"'il+'ll!t1,. � •  >Prt�11".\""'W-• iih!'! '1, .. ''" ".·.· l• ,. _ ,.,_,. ,�· '!!!:·, !!' 'l! ... •n·,� • , h<tt, "' "" ifl; v•···!,,'"' 'i "'•U! �rl'l' 

d;an(tt'S With mote uiintng 't,,t{Hdd 
��'w"C ,de\·tlo1,t,d 11.rt�ltr �t�n11d1 �lt.d 

• .  ~ .  . D . w 

fl�J i .. bUhy 10 :mi,pou the ir  t;inge 
of modoo'"  However, i t  1�1p.,e�t·u� 
,h�r die ddUcd rl:bne.¢'tt �crniJh-

emp,loye.d 3 diffe,r·c: m rnO\'(tnt�·, 
${Glt-�r� �m�n, tuing, tbc pctvis 
u, fadih;:m: a g;tftter r ittg(; of tii-0-" 
don.: t:tf diC'. h:5 (pdwk � , ri-tcg,J),. ftir 
t)t�1i1pJ"c·, :ar TR��R the skiUtiJ group 
�siu.m.td a dg.t�U1c.a;n.t ly rnore rigrir ..
rot�tcd p�hrii i�uJftdon ff.rbht 4) .. I n  
fact" rigb t t'Qt;t·tion ,,:t.f th2e pdvii "ras

ilmQ.U complcJil:.d b).� the rhn-e. the: 
.skilled &1tlt•t.t$. re;tche.d die TRl•R
pq:iidon .. Only J .. 4:!li ,,f right rcmuio n
tt,;a1 further�: f iit;vcd be(vt�e n "fl� I' R
i�.d lOM i r1 tht $ ki l l ed !i rtrn p  
a5. compuc,i rt) t bc ·1 7.3 ii o f  the 
nt>vke group ... t\ ¥ignHkandy more 
ri_gJn- rornr�,j pe!vlc oriermt t ion ;n 
TRJ•R afone ,c,n1JJ ptov ide for ;t 
.. iig;n

.
• i .. fic

·
;·J-ndy· ·· t .. 

arg 
. .
 cr. h?··•

.
r.ti .

. 01 .. 1
.
r
.
al ang le 

of r foe gesu1re f,eg at f RPR. 
A gn:� tn gestin� l<g ;;mg!c ( fn>m 

L\PT rn ]DhO a lso a pp-el red ro be 
maintained hr the: r�mse of pelvis 
m•ot fon i n  rht ski l kd gro u p; rhc 
dt..Hfed dlt1ce rs .s tH;we<l grea te· r
poncdor  pc l V ic d h  �1s; du: l e g  
w;u brough t  I'<) lAl.,.,t froni EA?vt . 

, . .. . sp· . .  Lc d!t "": · · .t · ·' .  _.., .. !♦.'k!IA.v&<? . ...t/d#J . u..�-���,.;m'<,i..���1»t'Wc-���:i.:�����-M::ir::�t.-:�x-�:.:.::Jm���-��:�*-"'b.>.-t:;:;i;:.::.wm::-;�;;.;�� 

IAPT 
LTcd. 

TRPR 
L&-d AT ed. LTcd 

IDM 
Rfu:d .A'fed LTed RRed

.........__"----'-_____ ___._"-'-'-____ _._...._ __________________ ,_�-.,������,#;W'- 1'1:' • Sf ... . , .* . .  :;;���-������li"���,.:,::;;;....;i_:,:.-.;;��:M�.�«. 

SliUed 
(.� ,. S)
N�'kt 
(N ·;'! 5) 

Mei� 
(SD) 
�f,<:itt
(SD) 

10.S 31 Jit li2.,9t 
{1�11 (5� 0 (2..1) 
8:5 1 5,4 '25,.2. 

Gt.i) U 2$) t� .6) 

$ 1 A t  
{J.9) 
12 .. 7 
{S.i) 

56.St 1 0.G 34 .8 

(4 .6.) ( 4 ,()) (5- , -8}
49,7 9.0 30.0 
fl �n llf1' ' f' {4 5) (3. S) 

--··· ........ , .  )\' -;,;,,.,,;,;,;.,;_,;if1,,;�.,:-il'!Wl!�:��¥/f11!1$!������:t't• .... �:��:�"fi(.$N(l!�.,�--��:,..":C��,i,,��--��;:;:; :.U�AM'��;.i11,�����:��,W,:�:.:����>.,��!;i,,.;l,:�i(:���:':1<;:;��;-:.;·,�:�--..-..:;.��.lo:.:��:;l,;;�,:.:.:;:.:.-: �:·.�: 

t Sh��ficartid)·dil'"rmt from :rhe m.v,kc group {p < *05)·; Pl""e-J .. pcsccriody rilri::di hTtd, �m:crfody r lkooi lTt-d, lcfi tih<·di LR<:&, left to{iHc4;
::tt>d. R&,tf. �• :ti:>tncd.. (Nttt·i: tht.1-c is n.o m€'JStitt of AT ir ll\PT a:r:�d oo mt;1su res of PT :1r TRPR i.>t I DM.) 
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Table :5 Suajfttm:tJ� of the Trunk Atodon.s (dt\1tt�)
;,;_;.;: .. :,,;.: .. ;��-���i!,(f.('.')_(�'-'t'.""!:}\( . .'::_::).·:1:'!·: .. :: ........... �. . . . . . . . . . . · · · · ····.· ·: · .:: ·:····; •• e;::::.Mw:.·.:.::.:],:�-- - -----------

APl" LT lR _,.,..,,::,::: :.: .:: ,.- .�: .,, ,""""""""'_,..,,,..,.. ___________ _  ' -;m�"'""''"'....,: ------------
si:JUed 
(N �· :S)
Novict 
(N � �) 

Afean 
(SD'.t 
M'ea.n 
(SD) 

Ul.1 
(fl '))··• . �-l;;.� IU� 

i�.4 
(3.3) 

"rhis. l'-�>iterio. r d h  acc::om p;m itd 
b1 :i left dlt c�u ode:n t the Jo int 
$.(t·c:ku rnore ;a;ritcrfor ly- and ;t! lf ow 
(or 1r-t,a 1 c:r ran ge of mocion in  
die ittcndb•G leg� (The nip johu 
totk,�t is in f:Crior ly tihe,i Q,D·OU[ 
±lS' ,:t nd :1 ru�rtJttd �bout 21  �5• fo 
w·omt:Jl •. 1 •; ln(reagd an:t<:Ti(lr i:nd 
Jcft ti kt :u;;.;om1l:tn ied b:, lugie tigh.t 
ttH:uion of d1e 11tlvit from EAM' to 
*t1.U1R can s.ucccs.sfuUy e:a ny t:he
gcumsc kg c h  rough the a la �ccondc
�x.i-.�itfon withou t a ny m�jor d tort to
:lnt r.Cii\$� ch¢ hip range of motion�
�{cyrc a nte riorly and left ... t ihed*
i nd � n'H}f¢' rig,b c�r·oraud po.skion
t)f die .  t>th1 il$: itt the skill�d group
:u: ·rRPlt miy h�i\te fonctioned to
01knt d1e Mp .s.o.<ket more lat�r:1Hy
i.n d p,o;U� rh:ulJ�:.. TMs wcHJ ld be
ill.d ,r1 n ri gto1u for tt':i iit i n g  the
intern�d ror�i-ic,n of tbc gestofe kg
1whh no t:ubn◄m'ial Joss of hr-igln;. 
[)c layed. i n ttrmtl rotation of du: 
thigh tH  TRPR usi ng farge f�lvk 
mo r lon seems to be a key fearu,e 
of  t he: t)dv t s  strntegy empk,yrd by
c h-e dd l J e -dl dance rs . Thus luge r  
ht>tb;on t:al a nd verckal leg �nglci: nt  
'T'RJ7R obicrYc.d j n  the skiUc:d gwup 
ma.y ntH rt e<.: es:s:arHy bi! attt i  bmed 
t<;t the htgh;c.r flexibil ity at t ht h tp 
j1'l or. ln odtet w·ords. the· ,goal of the 
!''H:h·k motif:m $�en widt die $'kmc.d 
-dincers could be ro pface d1� 5;<-1r"'
UHc h:g: rclath"� to th;e p:lvi:i to, �rbe 
Vt'.'Hiccal and .horizomal r,eq1.fh'tmc-nu 
of t:be movement .. 

t\ m u n s  tb c evc n u j I' RPR 
o ppc� red to b e  the criti cal e:vtm
w h kh d i ffe rcn ti :s t�$ the �klt f td
frt.:i m rhe novke� S igni ikuu hm:r
grott J'> d iftt r�n ccs. ·vl�tc ob$cf\1(:'c,i 
u TRPR. in  a. l J  ges t ur e fog ,ut d
p� r\' tS Qt'fentation -.-a rfable$ n�1b lcs
2 .and 4) .. The nm.iic;.:c group wu

ch2 riic:rcdi,cd by lager  -vubrl c)rn
(SO) ht t he horitorua l  a:n gfc of

1-t.J 
{1,9) 
l'.S,? 
{3,6) 

du: seitute lt:g and :t:hc oritm�tio11 
angles of du� p�lvb at this event. 

t\ruHhtr m.-;ijor Anding is; thn no 
�ign l fica n r. i n tcr,,.group ,.d i ffere nce 
,vis ob1�rved. in rhe t runk motion in  
du:: execution of the grand rond de 
j:Ullbt (tA riih (Table- 4J . The ;s,ldll ed 
�V�ttp ,eve n  sbo:\\f•ed � re.nde ricy
of· lc1:s littrll tilt l:nd rot1uion of 
dif U'utl� It i':s evident front t h es.t 
oliit:rva� ions th�c rbe: skil.led group 
$Ut,-eidtJHf m:airu-aincd du: trunk 
oricrnarion by l�liih1g cbe 1r-elt'it: 
mod<.Hl" The sknled diutc�B sttmed 
t-o be uting a rotation stra:tcg)� bt";. 
tween �be upper and f.owe.r Ult.so m 
ma.lnt. aJ n the aesthetic re9uiremc1u 
cf  vc rt.it\1,Uty� Thus •. for the ikiUed 
g_toup, H d,ie p�Jy l s  undergQe.3 left 
.totad()rt frn m  IA,M n:> l�\M a nd 
dglu- ,ot�di1n front EA.Jvi to 1D1¥t 
dlt t rnnk m1:1iruains its oricnuui-0n 
tQ the: ft(UH .. \Vben disrusdng tb�
f,altr.11 dh of t:nt. pd.ris that o,c,imi 
,¥!nm the g('nure: kg, is: Ufutd to 90@':, 
Gt,cig' 1 norei. tbu mo,·ernc.n t; of
t.he pelvli is, n.oc cmphasiz.e-d (�dis • 
guh?cd'] ◄ 'S drn dancet tttaint.ain� a 
-�·�nk;all r:►. rkntatfon c,.f c:ne thoradc
sp1 ne, Thb vcrrtcal 01 iem;ufon ,�·ls 
seen fot bo t b  groups in this $t mJy. 

S i n ce th i s  s tudy  i s  cbc  fiut  
3 -· D  kln e m adc s t udy o f  g ra r Hi 
rood de Jamhc ,en l'a i r,. no d i rccdy
rQm pat�lble $1tt of d.ttl e:dsu. I n  ;1 
,iudjt <tfarab�sq,uc, :i coniponent o-f
Er�nd nmd dc jamb� t!n f'1Jr1 Bmr.t"' 
net and colleagues <lemo nsu:ited 
diffc:r.e.m.:a bt;'n,.;«n. ,5JdHcJ� i tHe r-

n1cdiuc, :a11d be�inning lc,1·d da tH'. .. 
tf'l�J 'While the ;�ri,er.al �p�t� r.�.ntt: 
( "sh.�pe � nd org;,di;;:don'.'f} w�s the 
$:nme for che three levd� .. the: c:ipcn 
d imcen demonst ra red ,n�U('l)� .of 
bot h the posrn ral an d poihlo n.:.J 
r equiremen r s ;;  The i nv -rn it; :a. t�Ju 
,:kcd ntm k  ,omrol as a l<t)f in dh
dngtli :thing skilfc,d from begl nntr 
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perform C Htc,e o n  this measu re •. in 
add ldtrn. lvfouchi n r) � nd assoc i a fesi) 

found thn thm •:('n: use a m.lnsla rron 
str�rcgif fh r bah1 nee in re� ponse to a 
riJ)hHy rn o�ling ,cl; to rhe 5:tdc. Th is 
$trJtegy h sim ibr  m the localh�d 
�f !ii motion of ihc skiUed group 
iti the prtit-i-u nudy,. 

llf f;et�hHt t�'litted to che: c� .. lch.., 
i ng oif i,,.Ui:,, r«h n.ique d'isc.uu(".s 
du: hn:vitable di$pl:ii<:,emenr of' th� 
f:lehrii when dtc gr:nurc kg mo-\TS 
above 90• whh the lc:g a b seco.nde .. 
Paskc •11ka 1 ·1 noted d1at thi'.$ mo,·t·-
rrt cnr- :dumf:d t>c. the result of the 
'1,t l l on of the l egt mu a rnovem cnt

r h . , . . , � . ,,v,,, Or ( . . • � pervu; m �n nc1 p:rn onr ,.;a_r ... 
rcn u �uggencd chat care s ho-u M  
l>t ttken ttl prc�·cmt the h ip from
UJdng i nd 't h¢ ti ppe r body ftoni
dld�g :awiy from the gc�-tu te leg
in du: 4'Ilt'J'Vcmc;ni· 1 t\l :Sccoode ro
ir�ibt:tq�� . Thei:e two investig_J;t:or$
j<::�rt<;w)tdgtd -� g,ruuitolJS P'C'lvic

,, . L. . . . " � . ,,'I . • . • . . . . .  �· .., • monurt, t,ur ;a�v1.1�0 .m.uiuru:tn.tt ni
<,<fntdotu:io-n. In RaJ;2.ncnim: t;,ch•
fliquc,, du: triinini rrtodaUty of tht!
Nt!iie Y<.Hk City B;tUct Camp.uty� a
rn ort open pc.l,tis is e1nphasr:ted u, 
fa, I U L1U¢ ma:dmui11 r;111ge of nt;;>v¢'"'
men r  o f  d1e Jtg� Schoi;-(;fj �, describ�d
r hls �cd-Qn. as a 0 rele.ase ro the degte�
O(Ct!U�rr to m ninta in  die turn out
�u t.he leg pii·lises ,·o che ba.ck.'1 h t
""1- ' . t • · :  ' t . ...1 ·h I . r t!J,�an, ,:H n� i: metnoa " t � c .1r at ;t
of the p P,hi(:,11 of the leg is rflQlt
t . . .  . L . r_ - . �. . L . L J u:n p,r)tUrU hilU met:pmg tne ulp 
*n�1' "'Air, 1. ·� nlac:� •1; � A n....,r-- ·""-mi : ir "• l'yr" · p"""' i J f' .... u. .. � �  . . � . v . .. .. � " ' 

r.ht't'.C is, .:. limit� ran:�-e of �1ure leg
(lH'1Vcment at rhe hip, {4S'" to 6S• 
Ji · r · · - : .· I · · _. ral· il .. ·· < .· · · · , · · · · r · :· · , t Q,�£,f (CS .ate .,,.. Le>aon Ul H'Onti:, 
1,huu�) .hn thus: rhe. onstt :and t he 
( om1,Jid1:)'· of rhe pd�·ic mo,1ement 
see ms ro be :a kcw e?etneta in hmh 
t he � k il l and du!" dC'g�n ce cl gund 
mnd de ja mbc c:n r a i r. 

The geornen k dc$ign of haik t  
,nlcab,i fo ry u:qqt(es.; specifk i �)at iitl 
requhun�m:s; for the execution bf  i
;tip :rndi !ll g'.r..:md ,;-Q nd d.e j:1-rribe Cit 
r :aJr� Ii �.pp,�rs thn tMs is �1eU i [;U ttl 
bY lhe loc:tUz:uion of die m(tveroem· 
i�. 1 hc pelvis in c.o.ordfo.uion v.,h h 
the hip johu of the st�ndfog lc·gi 

l. • . .  L . - L �· . . . • . ,• w,, t,cn scr..·c1; u tnc pivot pom•: ;.Or 
the pe�vi s  .. gi":.s.tu re Jeg inumict i on 
\arfl i fe mai nt:iinincr verdc2fitv ,n tht � a 
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up;per :fii�y, in the prri�nr itudy, 
L- · · · · . · r� · ·· · · ·  . . ,,,.. · .. I\ .. ·• ···· .• .. ·· . � • .J : "' · •t trt.e rtO'ii t<:e g.n,AJ1,, rn�u:u�mf-<1 umuu-

v¢rt £cal align.rttc .tU of r:hc: t m ttk as 
dut ski lled group �ut dem,011. stnar�<l 
a. utuHer gt$n1r·e leg v,enkal ttngte
�mJ F'tvk tnodon. lr- s«O]$ ,inli'kely
diu the n-uvke g;roup in ib'is. ;5cudr· 
wou ld ha.vf bi::ett able H:t· mnlntain 
vtrtic� l i ty and balance if dtey were 
U'.) match rhc 90� requintJnc:ru.: fo:r. 
th:c ,rerrical a.ngft of the Jeg,. 

It has be-en dttffl"n rh:u: 1h,�re is ;:
(Hsti nc-r difF<:rence in the rnovemc:nt 
pn tern bc rw<t:e n du: $kiJ Jed and 
dte tlO'ltiCe, esptci3Uy in. die pe.hrit 
,nodoo .. T.hc r:tmaining qi1t�1l;ti0Di;.. 
hO'wtvtt. :ar� whv dte SkiUc.tl dancer; 

'K 

dernon.itnt-ed, 111orc pe l\!'l c rnotfon 
�nd whac keeps the novk:e dancers 
f!om t.niplo11lng die sa.n11 in:atqor.., 
One l i k¢:·ly !..l n �ijter u:, du:. firn 
q,;t:¢$ti.on h tb�J dte �,kilf¢d diru::ers: 
en-111loy � p,clvii strategy ro irtcfeasc 
•he range of mot.ion of the  leg.
Thi, could bt tfited. by 3.,$kin�g. the
ikiUed d�nccri ,ro :�tform muhiple
uhds ofmnd (l•t: jambe tni r.n;ir wJth. 
v�i rying d ifr.1cuhi.es (,,crti ci, I angle
re-.1u i re11l e rus) while  monhoting 
.i}<:lvk range: .of .mo.don., The <Mlsc-t 
qf 1.be pehfk n1,1tiott can be deter..,· 
rni tled tfuo ,,gh motio t1 a nalys is� 
\�'b i l e a grcatse· r range of mot i on  
(external rotul:on ,. abduct ion , :lnd 
,ex t:c n:s ion} , 4n b(t � nrU :m U.�·d: :to 
t r�ining.�' the u:ratt'.§.f tQ ncgortue 
t he: pdvfr o. r i er uadon  ,vi th t h e· 
vcn l cal a nglr: requ [remcr H  tl-f the 
,gt�nm:= leg pla)1s � 11 impo,1a1a role. 
Fmure ra('�rdt 'Within drb pr,Mocol 
s!u)uld in-dude in 1u1aJysii cl gisitll rst 
lc·1 .r:angc- of .mot ktn at the Mp� 

In regard Hl' rhc s.econd ques t io,1 , 
p, rh�p:$ rhe no1tice group show-s 
huuJtlden t rm.ucJe iucngth for 
t ht. t::::qui:red movement� The �1s
cendi:ng mot i on of che !eg whh � 
rnore f:ttern aHy rtH:Hed 1 hlgh an4 
n"Ja intc-nance of 1 h ts pcuition \Hltil 
,�RPR is r(':a,the,i ftquirei a comp.le)t: 
rt{:ruhme·tn of Mp joint O'Ut$c;:·fcs 
{flc X'.ors .  :i bd it <: t on .  ;uidu t� t o rs: ,  
� n.d ,ex ternal roua ror:s}., InsufflcJen c 
musdc :strengJh nuy prahsbit , be 
no,fkc d�nccr 1  fro m ,e1:('c:u.1ing 
t".t'tft t n  type;r o( mo•rc1r1tno :md 
�dlitvlng speci fic kg h eigh t .  ·rhe 

.tu,,,ke group in chis stm.iy; d'tm-
Otlttri:t�-d gnrttctt '\''ariabi �hy in the 
measure of horb:on t� l ;1 bduetfon 
!C�ild!e t.-0 the pelvis orienuui�n at
TR.PR .. This v.iriiJbll:it\" io novice 
d;Jn4'.:er:rt b.J:S bttn st:.en in (Hlt� ttud.� 
i!t:s.�t;lr Fu.nnre ,�,eirch wit h fn thb 
cotuexr 1t-1t-

1iU indude me�surerntm t of 
<·ore musde sttt.ngths and jr, ... dc:pt.h
�m�i,•sis •of the miucfo :acthr;;dort,. as
'JA�u �$. a ·CtlflJddeuuion ,,f the pelvic
.acdort in rebdon m the 1,tJn:1dtng
l.eg�

S kHkd da.nctn ,i u1 produce 
'0 icrorau: rtpreseru�1 irm of the 
dttlt�d mQvtn,.tint: iD gntn<l fend 
d� j.ambe en: P;1Jr� and piln of this 
3bmcy may be due to �n  iotttued 
n1,Jvtmumr in  1he pelvis,,, The skUled 
d1t1C�$ irs d1;is in,�dguio-n. ,�·•c-n: 
c le:id1y exh ibi t ing m�rt:. ;Ht:hi, 
modon. atdi<mg,b. non�' wtnt cbvi .. 
ously 1 i fdn3 thei r hip� 'Whi tt the 
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ABSTRACT 

Eight skilled ballet dancers performed grand rond de ja1nbe en l'air with the right 

leg as gesture leg at heights of 90, 105 degrees as well as their maxi1nal active range of 

motion (MAR). 3-D motion analysis was performed to quantify the pelvis and gesture-leg 

motions and to investigate the interaction between pelvic motion and increased leg 

height. Orientation angles of the pelvis and relative orientation angles of the gesture leg 

to the pelvis were computed. Events for analysis were defined based on the gesture leg 

motion, and the pelvis and gesture leg orientation angles at these events as well as the 

peak values were obtained. One-way repeated-measure ANOV A was used to determine 

differences among leg heights (p < .05). In grand rond de jambe of 90° or higher, dancers 

gradually increased pelvic motion, especially anterior/posterior and lateral tilts, as the 

height increased. Approximately 4 to 16% of the leg height at end of the ascending 

1notion and 60% of the leg height at initiation of the descending motion were explained 

by posterior and anterior pelvic tilt, respectively. Maximum left lateral pelvic tilt was 

equivalent to approximately 45 to 60% of the n1axi1num hip abduction. As the height 

increased dancers achieved the required leg height pritnarily by increasing the pelvic 

motion. Gesture leg motion revealed only a 1ninor contribution. In spite of literature in 

dance pedagogy which suggests that the pelvis should remain immobile during grand 

rond de jambe, the authors conclude that the pelvis is the primary contributor to the 

gesture leg range of 1notion for increased vertical angle demands. 
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Introduction 

Ballet dancing is a co1nplex activity that requires precision in position, action, 

timing and sequencing of movements. The training of a dancer is tutored under the 

watchful eye of an instructor, who works within specific aesthetic and stylistic elements. 

In contrast, three-dimensional (3-D) analysis of ballet move1nent reveals subtle variations 

in perf onnance capacities of dancers, which ultimately lead to a better understanding of 

the physical requirements of this art form. While dancers and dance teachers have keen 

eyes for detail during complex move1nents, motion analysis provides for cotnprehensive 

quantitative analysis of complex dance move1nents by observing interdependent series of 

segment/joint motions, which can be separately analyzed for a clearer understanding. 1
•
7

Grand rand de ja,nbe en ! 'air en dehors is an integral part of ballet vocabula1y 

and requires considerable skill, flexibility and strength for seemingly effortless 

performance. In this action, the moving or gesture leg flexes to 90 degrees or higher in 

the hip joint in the sagittal plane and creates a half circle from front to back, or from 

"quatrie,ne devant a la hauteur through [the position] a la seconde hauteur, and [around 

to] quatrie,ne derriere a la hauteur". 8 Described analytically, grand rand de ja1nbe 

represents a family of movement in which one leg supports the body and the other leg 

perfom1s the gesture. The body can be divided into four units in this action: the 

supporting leg, gesture leg (as the one showing the key n1ove1nent), pelvis (as the 

facilitator for the gesture leg 1notion and balance), and the rest of the body. The pelvis is 

the point of convergence for the other three units. In grand rand de ja,nbe en I 'air en de 

hors, the gesture leg n1otion could be described as the su1n of the pelvic 1notion and the 
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gesture-leg hip joint motion. 

The amount of movement in the pelvis has been a topic of divergent discussion 

among dance practitioners, educators, and scientists.9-
11 While many educators and

dancers feel that tipping the pelvis is necessary to accommodate the increased height of 

the gesturing leg, the directive given in technique class is that the pelvis should remain 

immobile, to 1ninimize excess motion. Discussion regarding how much the pelvis should 

move, or facilitate range of motion in the gesturing leg, centers around aesthetic values in 

different dance genres, especially in classical ballet. However, the amount of pelvic 

motion required, or allowed, has received little attention in the dance medicine and 

science literature. 

In a 3-D kinematic study of novice and skilled dancers performing grand rond de 

ja,nbe en /'air, Wilson, Lim & Kwon 1 showed that skilled dancers demonstrated more

pelvic movement than their unskilled counterparts. Two possible explanations were 

offered for these findings: (a) Skilled dancers may use 1nore pelvic motion to increase the 

range of motion of the gesture leg; (b) Novice dancers may use less pelvic 1notion 

because increasing the pelvic 1notion (and gesture leg height as a result) would require 

n1ore 1nuscular strength and effort. Further analysis and quantification of pelvic motion 

and gesture-leg hip motion at different leg heights would confi.1111 the first explanation 

offered by Wilson, et al 1 and provide a clearer answer to the controversy.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the contribution of the pelvic motion 

to gesture leg range of motion in grand rand de ja,nbe en I 'air en de hors with different 

vertical angle levels. Two hypotheses were tested: 
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■ Skilled dancers would maintain pelvic range of 1notion as the leg height

demand increases. 

■ Skilled dancers would maintain gesture leg hip range of motion as the leg

height demand increases. 

Methods 

Eight experienced female ballet dancers participated in this study. Six participants 

were from a collegiate dance program and two from a professional ballet co1npany. The 

mean length of professional or high-level dance training was 10.2 years (SD== 5.92 years) 

(Table 1 ). The right leg was the gesture leg for all participants. Ethics approval was 

obtained and all participants signed consent fonns approved by the University IRB prior 

to the data collection. 

Table 1: Participant Characteristics 

Mean SD Range 

Mass (kg) 53.1 3.3 49.1-58.2 

Height (cm) 163.4 4.1 155.0 - 170.0 

Age (yrs) 26.7 7.7 19.0 - 38.0 

Dance Career (yrs)* 10.2 5.9 3.5 - 17.0 

* Includes all dance training

A 3-D 1notion analysis was perfo1n1ed to quantify the pelvis and gesture-leg 

1notions. Reflective 1narkers were placed on the participant's body (Figure 1 ). The joint 

centers were located based on the surface markers. The mid-point of the malleolus 
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markers was used as the ankle joint center, whereas that of the epicondyle markers was 

used as the knee joint center. A functional method was used to locate the hip joint center. 

l, 12 

Motion data was captured using six digital video camcorders (Panasonic AG

DVC 15; picture rate == 60 Hz; shutter speed== 1/1000 s). The video data was digitized 

using the Kwon3D software (Visol, Seoul, Korea; Version 3.1). A calibration frame with 

36 control points was placed in the field of motion for the camera calibration. The DLT 

algorithm 1' 13 was used in the camera calibration and subsequent 3D space reconstruction.

The reconstructed 1narker coordinates were subject to numerical filtering by a 

Butterworth 4th-order zero-lag low-pass filter ( cutoff frequency== 6 Hz).

In addition to the inertial global reference fratne fixed to the laboratory, two non

inertial local reference frames were defined based on the markers and the joint centers: 

pelvis and gesture leg (Figure 2). The relative orientation of the pelvis frame to the global 

fra1ne and that of the gesture leg fran1e to the pelvis frame were co1nputed to quantify the 

pelvis ( anterior tilt, posterior tilt, left lateral tilt, left rotation, and right rotation) and the 

gesture-leg hip (flexion, hyperextension, abduction, and external rotation) motion. 

Orientation angles were computed based on the mediolateral-anteroposterior-longitudinal 

axis rotation sequence.1 The vertical angle (V) and horizontal angle (H) of the gesture leg

were also computed. 1

The dancers were asked to wan11 up for a 1ninimu1n of 5 1ninutes prior to testing, 

and encouraged to keep 1noving between trials. Each participant executed grand rand de 

ja,nbe en /'air at three different vertical angles: 90°, 105°, and Maxin1u1n Active Range 
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of Motion (MAR). A visual guide was placed in front of the dancer to show the target 

height for the 105-degree condition (Figure 3). 

Each dancer completed a minimum of two trials per angle condition. To 

standardize the trials, each was performed to the same music (Lisa Ha1Tis, Etudes for 

Ballet Class, 414 adagio) and each trial lasted for twelve counts, eight counts for the full 

grand rand de jambe en l'air and four counts for a rise to half pointe (releve) and 

lowering (abaisse) at the end. For the analysis, one trial from each height was chosen for 

analysis. Criteria for selection included smooth movement of the leg, maintenance of 

balance, lack of counter 1novement in the body, and synchronization with the music. 

Events were defined based on the gesture leg motion: end of ascending motion 

(EAM), maxitnun1 vertical leg angle (MXV), minimum vertical leg angle (MNV), 

transition (TR; identified relative to a marked change in gesture leg rotation 1 ), and 

initiation of descending motion (IDM) (Figure 4). The dependent variables were the 

pelvis and gesture leg orientation angles at the events and the peak values: anterior pelvic 

tilt (AT), posterior pelvic tilt (PT), left lateral pelvic tilt (LT), left pelvic rotation (LR), 

right pelvic rotation (RR), hip flexion (FL), hip hyperextension (HE), hip external 

rotation (ER), and hip abduction (AB) (Figure 4). One-way repeated-measure ANOV A 

was used to detennine differences among leg height conditions (p < .05). Post-hoc tests 

were conducted with the Bonferroni adjusttnent. 

Results 

A1nong the gesture leg motion-related events, significant differences in leg height 

among testing conditions were observed at MXV, TR, MNV, and IDM (Table 2). The 
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105° and MAR conditions showed significantly larger vertical leg angle values than the 

90° condition in these events. The MAR condition was also characterized by significantly

larger vertical leg angle values than the 105° condition in these events. At EAM, only the

105° condition revealed a larger mean value than the 90° condition.

Table 2: Vertical Leg Angles (degrees; N = 8) 

Event 90° 105° MAR 
(Mean± SE) (Mean± SE) (Mean± SE) 

EAM 90.1 ± 2.2 99.3 ± 1.9 § 101.9 ± 2.9 

MXV 94.8 ± 1.9 106.8 ± 2.0 § 116.6 ± 3.2 §t

TR 80.3 ± 2.1 93.0 ± 2.5 § 100.4 ± 2.6 §t

MNV 76.7 ± 1.6 86.1 ± 1.7 § 94.2 ± 2.8 §t

IDM 84.0 ± 2.9 95.1±2.5 § 105.9 ± 3.4 §t

§ Significantly different from the 90° condition (p < .05); t Significantly different from
the 105° condition (p < .05); Event abbreviations: EAM, end of ascending motion; MXV,
maximum vertical angle; TR, transition; MNV, minimum vertical angle; IDM, initiation 
of descending n1otion. 

Significant differences among the testing conditions were observed in the peak 

pelvic orientation angles (Table 3). The 105° and MAR conditions showed significantly

larger 1naximum posterior tilt (PTmax), left lateral tilt (L Tmax), and anterior tilt 

(AT1nax) than the 90° condition. The MAR condition was also characterized by a 

significantly larger L Truax than the 105° condition. In addition, significant inter-

condition differences were observed at EAM (PT: 90° < 105° < MAR; LR: 90° < MAR),

MXV (LT: 90° < 105 ° < MAR), MNV (AT: 90° < 105°; RR: 90° < MAR), and IDM
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(AT: 90° < 105° , MAR). 

Table 3: Pelvis Orientation Angles (degrees; N = 8) 

Pelvic Motion 90° 105° MAR 
(Mean± SE) (Mean± SE) (Mean± SE) 

PTmax 4.3 ± 2.0 13.6 ± 1.8 § 17.3±1.8§ 

LTmax 25.7 ± 1.6 31.5 ± 0.9 § 38.1 ± 1.0 §t

ATmax 51.2 ± 2.1 58.8 ± 1.6 § 65.5 ± 2.4 §

PTatEAM 3.7±1.9 11.6±1.1§ 16.2 ± 1.8 §t

LR atEAM 7.1 ± 1.6 10.3 ± 2.1 12.8 ± 1.6 §

(LTn1ax) 

LTatMXV 20.3 ± 1.9 25.1 ± 1.0 § 34.1 ± 1.8 §t 

ATat MNV 45.7 ± 2.9 52.6 ± 1.8 § 54.7 ± 3.4 

RRatMNV 30.6 ± 2.3 37.4 ± 1.9 39.8 ± 2.5 §

AT atID M 50.2 ± 2.1 57.4 ± 1.7 § 63.9 ± 2.6 § 

§ Significantly different fro1n the 90° condition (p < .05); t Significantly different fro m 
the 105° condition (p < .05); Abbreviations: PT, posterior tilt; LT, left lateral tilt; AT, 
anterior tilt; LR, left rotation; RR, right rotation; Event abbreviations: EAM, end of 
ascending 111otion; MXV, maxi1num vertical angle; MNV, minin1um vertical angle; IDM, 
initiation of descending 1notion. 
For the gesture leg n1otion variables, only the n1axin1u1n abduction (AB1nax) showed 
significant inter-condition difference (Table 4). The 105° and MAR conditions revealed 
significantly larger AB1nax values than the 90° condition. In addition, significant inter-
condition differences in the leg orientation were observed at MXV (ER: 90° > MAR) and 
IDM (AB: 105° < MAR; ER: 90° < MAR). 

Table 4: Thigh Orientation Angles (degrees; N = 8) 
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Hip Motion 

ABmax 

ERatMXV 

AB atIDM 

ERatIDM 

90°

(Mean± SE) 

56.4 ± 1.5 

32.5 ± 4.1 

17.4±2.2 

36.6 ± 2.5 

105° MAR 

(Mean± SE) (Mean± SE) 

60.6 ± 1.4§ 62.8 ± 1.9§

25.7 ± 4.1 18.5 ± 3.4§

19.3±2.8 22.4 ± 2.8t

39.7 ± 3.4 41.1 ±2.7§

§ Significantly different from the 90° condition (p < .05); t Significantly different from 
the 105° condition (p < .05); Abbreviations: AB, abduction; ER, external rotation; Event 
abbreviations: MXV, maximum vertical angle; IDM, initiation of descending motion. 

Discussion 

Most of the dancers in this study had sufficient skill to de1nonstrate differences in 

gesture leg height according to the vertical angle requirements (Table 2). The mean 

differences in the vertical leg angle between the 90° and the 105° condition and between 

the 105° condition and the MAR condition were 10.9° and 7.7°, respectively. A lthough 

the differences were not incremental, a reasonable separation between the 105° and the 

MAR condition was achieved. In general, fewer inter-condition differences in the pelvis 

and gesture leg motion were observed between the 105° and the MAR condition than 

between the 90° and the 105° condition (Tables 3 and 4). 

D ancers maintained the gesture leg higher than the prescribed level at EAM and 

M XV only in the 90° condition, and at MXV only in the I 05 ° condition. A fairly large 

fluctuation in the vertical leg angle throughout the trial (EAM to IDM) was observed: 

18.1 °, 20.7°, and 22.4° for the 90°, 105°, and MAR condition, respectively. Both the 
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maximum and minimum vertical leg angles increased consistently as the leg height 

demand increased (Figure 5), whereas the fluctuation also revealed a trend of increase: 

18.1 ° to 20.7° to 22.4°. 

Among the pelvis and gesture hip motion variables, LP1nax, PTmax, ATmax, and 

ABmax revealed significant inter-condition differences (Tables 3 and 4). Although these 

variables exhibited linear trends of increase as the leg height demand increased (Figure 

5), the differences in the PTmax, ATmax, and ABmax between the 105° condition and 

the MAR condition were not significant due to relatively s1nall mean differences (PTmax 

and ABmax) or relatively large standard errors (ATmax and ABmax). In grand rond de 

ja,nbe, posterior pelvic tilt and gesture leg hip flexion make the greatest contribution to 

the gesture leg height near the EAM, while anterior pelvic tilt and hip hyperextension 

have the greatest contribution near the IDM (Figure 4). The posterior pelvic tilt at EAM 

was equivalent to approximately 4.1 %, 11.7%, and 15.9% of the vertical leg angle for the 

90°, 105°, and MAR conditions, respectively, while the anterior pelvic tilt at IDM was 

equivalent to approxin1ately 59.8%, 60.4%, and 60.3%, respectively (Tables 2 and 3). 

Left lateral pelvic tilt and hip abduction are the n1ain contributors to the gesture leg 

height when the horizontal angle is close to 90° (a la seconde position) and 1naxin1un1 left 

lateral pelvic tilt was approximately 45.6%, 52.0%, and 60.7% of the n1axin1u1n hip 

abduction for the three conditions, respectively (Tables 3 and 4). 

The non-significant difference in the vertical leg angle at EAM between the 105°

and the MAR condition (Table 3) appeared to be the main cause of the non-significant 
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difference in the 1naximum posterior tilt. Relatively large standard errors in the vertical 

leg angle and anterior pelvic tilt near the IDM (Tables 2 and 3) suggested an interaction 

between the anterior pelvic tilt and hip hyperextension. No significant inter-condition 

difference in the hip flexion and hyperextension was observed at any event throughout 

the entire horizontal motion of the leg (EAM to IDM) (Table 4), suggesting that dancers 

relied more on the anterior and posterior pelvic tilt than the hip flexion and 

hyperextension to increase the gesture leg height. The 1naximum left lateral pelvic tilt, on 

the other hand, showed significant changes across all the experimental conditions while 

the maximum abduction revealed non-significant difference between the 105 ° and the 

MAR condition (Tables 3 and 4). The left lateral pelvic tilt pattern was characterized by 

larger inter-condition differences over the hip abduction pattern: 5.8° vs. 4.2° from the 

90° to the 105 ° condition; 6.6° vs. 2.2° from the 105 ° to the MAR condition. This trend 

suggests that as the leg angle approached to the 1naximum active range of motion, 

dancers relied 1nore on the left lateral pelvic tilt than the hip abduction to increase the leg 

height in the a la seconde position. 

Range of 1notion at the hip can be litnited by femoral anteversion, low 

extensibility of the ligaments, orientation of the acetabulum and femoral neck as well as 

the flexibility and strength of the 1nuscles and tendons crossing the hip.
14

' 
15 Once the hip

joint range of 1notion has been completed, additional movement of the thigh must be 

accommodated in the pelvis. 

In a kinematic study of grand rand de ja,nbe by Wilson et al.1 skilled dancers

demonstrated more pelvic motion and achieved (and even exceeded) the prescribed 
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height measure. From these findings, it was proposed that the skilled dancers were 

utilizing a pelvis strategy to facilitate the vertical angle of the leg. The mean leg heights 

(the mean of four events: EAM, TR, MNV, and IDM) of the skilled and the novice group 

in Wilson et al. 's 2004 study were 92.5° and 80. 7° (1nean difference= 11.8°), 

respectively, while the corrected values from the current study for comparison were 93.4°

and 82.8° (mean difference == 10.6°) for the 105° and the 90° condition, respectively. 

(Corrected means the value is the mean of four events rather than the five used in the 

2004 study) (Table 2). The skilled and the novice group in Wilson et al's study showed 

slightly s1naller but shnilar values when compared to the 105° and the 90° condition of 

the current study, respectively. The maximum posterior and anterior tilt angles showed 

comparable mean inter-group differences (8.0° and 6.8°, respectively, between the skilled 

and the novice group, and 9.3° and 7.6°, respectively, between the 105° and the 90°

condition). The difference in the pelvic motion between the dancer groups (skilled vs. 

novice) could be explained a great deal by the difference in the vertical leg height. These 

findings support the notion that a pelvis strategy can be used to increase the gesture leg 

height regardless of the skill level of the dancers. 

The itnplications from the findings of the current study are important in tern1s of 

understanding how the pelvis contributes to the leg action. However, the role of the 

pelvis is not limited to the gesture leg only. In a complex 1nove1nent such as grand rand 

de ja,nbe, the pelvis is the convergence point of the body parts and 1nay contribute to 

n1aintaining balance on the standing leg while providing support for the upper body. 

While the difference in the n1agnitude of pelvic 1notion between the skilled and the 
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novice group in Wilson et al.' s 2004 study may be explained by the difference in the 

gesture leg height, the question why the novice group failed to generate sufficient vertical 

leg height (and pelvic motion as well) still remains unanswered and further investigation 

is warranted. Regardless, the pelvis orientation facilitating the movement of the gesturing 

leg must be in proportion to the other tasks for which it is responsible.
15

' 
16

The authors feel that the results of this study contribute to the discussion 

regarding the role of the pelvis in grand rond de jambe en l'air. Whereas the motion of 

the pelvis may or may not be encouraged in the dancer, pelvis orientation should be 

considered as it affects the entire body in moven1ent and directly facilitates an increased 

vertical angle of the gesture leg. While this is indicated in pedagogic theory, it is perhaps 

misconstrued in the teaching of the movement. For example, Lawson9 wrote about the 

necessity of the tipping of the pelvis to accommodate the increased height of the gesture 

leg above 45 degrees to the side and 3 0 degrees to the back, however Schorer11
, writing 

on Balanchine Technique, noted that in grand rond de jambe en l'air it is itnportant to 

"stand as straight as possible on the supporting hip and leg" and "the leg should only lift, 

ending the move1nent on the highest, 1nost extended line". The difference between these 

two sets of instructions is notable, but in the end, it is clearly known by teachers of dance 

that while the pelvis does 1nove, the e1nphasis in the 111ovement is placed on the ve1iical 

angle of the leg and the whole picture that is created in the movement. 

Summary and Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of the pelvis and hip joint in 
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achieving the required gesture leg height in grand rond de jan1be and to provide an 

answer to the existing controversy among the ballet practitioners, dance educators, and 

scientists regarding the role of pelvis. A group of skilled dancers (N == 8) performed grand 

rond dejambe at three different leg heights (90°, I 05°, and full height). The gesture leg 

motion was dissected into the pelvic motion (anterior/posterior tilt, right/left lateral tilt, 

and left/right rotation) and the relative motion of the gesture leg to the pelvis at the hip 

joint (flexion/hyperextension, adduction/abduction, and internal/external rotation) for 

comparison among the leg height conditions. 

It was concluded from the analysis that: 

■ In grand rondjambe of 90° or higher, dancers gradually increased pelvic

1notion, especially anterior/posterior and left lateral tilt, as the leg height 

demand increased. Approximately 4 to 16% of the leg height at EAM and 

60% of the leg height at IDM were explained by the posterior and the 

anterior pelvic tilt, respectively. Maximum left lateral pelvic tilt was 

equivalent to approxitnately 45 to 60% of the maximum hip abduction. 

■ In grand rand jambe of 90° or higher, as the leg height de1nand increased

dancers achieved the required leg height by increasing the pelvic 111otion 

predominantly. Gesture leg hip motion revealed minor contribution. 
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Figure 1: Marker placement. Bilateral markers included lateral and medial malleoli at the 
ankle, lateral and medial epicondyles at the knee, right and left ASIS (anterior superior 
iliac spine) in the pelvis and acromion processes in the trunk. Markers were also placed 
on the left heel and toe. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2: Pelvis (a) and right leg (b) reference frames. The pelvis reference fra1ne was 
defined by the pelvic markers with the line vector drawn fro1n the left ASIS to the right 
ASIS being the 1nediolateral (Xp) axis. The longitudinal (Zp) axis was defined 
perpendicular to the plane formed by the three pelvic markers. 1 The right leg reference 
frame was defined by the hip joint center, knee joint center, and the medial and lateral 
epicondyle markers. The line vector drawn fro1n the knee joint center to the hip was used 
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as the longitudinal (ZrH) axis of the leg while the anteroposterior (YrH) axis was defined 
perpendicular to the plane formed by the hip joint center and the epicondyle markers. 

Figure 3. Visual guide used to show the target foot height. A camera tripod with a 
horizontal extension bar was placed in front and left side of the participant. The target 
height was computed based on the participant's leg length and the leg height demand 
(105 °). 
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Figure 4: Exemplary pelvis, gesture leg hip and leg angle plots (105° condition). EAM to 
IDM was used as 100% time. Posterior/anterior pelvic tilt (PT/AT) pattern revealed two 
peaks (PTn1ax after EAM and ATmax before IDM). The pelvic rotation pattern and hip 
flexion/extension pattern showed gradual transitions fron1 left (LR) to right rotation (RR) 
and flexion (FL) to hyperextension (HE), respectively. Only left lateral pelvic tilt (LT) 
and hip abduction (AB) were observed during this period and the 1naxi1nu1n angles 
(LT111ax and ABmax) were observed around 50% time when the leg's horizontal angle 
reached near 90° . The hip joint re1nained exten1ally rotated (ER) throughout the entire 
period. Maxilnum and minitnum vertical angles (Vmax and Vmin) were observed near 
60° and 160° of horizontal angles, respectively. 
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Figure 5. Relationship between the vertical leg angle and the peak pelvis and gesture leg 
motions. The vertical leg angle is the mean of the values at the five events shown in 
Table 2. Abbreviations: PT, posterior pelvic tilt; LT, left lateral pelvic tilt; AT, anterior 
pelvic tilt; AB, hip abduction; V, vertical leg angle. 
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APPENDIXC 

Rand de Jambe Questionnaires 
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Spring 2005 Rond de Jambe study 

1. In doing Grand rond de jambe en l'air, which leg do you prefer as a standing leg?

Right Left No Difference 

Can you explain why? 

2. In general, what is challenging for you in the execution of grand rond de jambe en
l'air?

3. In general, what is easiest for you in rond de jambe en l'air?

4. Can you ren1ember what you were thinking about during the execution of the rand de
jambe during this testing session? Can you give 1ne a list of the types of things you were
thinking about?

5. In doing Rond de Jambe, which leg do you prefer as the moving or gesture leg?

Right Left No Difference 

Is this sin1ply a preference or do you notice physical differences in strength or flexibility 

of the gesture leg? 
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Is your preference related to an imbalance in your body or a past injury? 

6. Was there anything that you discovered about doing rand de ja1nbe during this testing
session OR how your perform rond de jambe in general?

7. What cues or suggestions have been given to you by your teachers for executing grand
rond de jambe en l'air? (How has this motion been explained to you?)

8. How do you know you have executed grand rond de jambe en l'air "correctly"?

9. What kinds of feedback do you rely on for evaluating grand rond de jambe en l' air?
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10. Are you aware of the movement in the pelvis during Grand rand de jambe en l'air?
Can you describe this for me?

11. Are you aware of muscular activity when executing Grand rond de jambe en l'air?
Can you describe this for me?

12. Did your internal sense receive confirmation or contradictory evidence from outside
infonnation? (e.g. Margaret's comments or the testing environment?)

13. What do you think ability to execute a grand rond de ja1nbe en l'air entails?
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